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Abstract 

Fiscal policy deals with the taxation and expenditure decisions of the government. Monetary policy, 

deals with the supply of money in the economy and the rate of interest. These are the main policy 

approaches used by economic managers to steer the broad aspects of the economy. In most modern 

economies, the government deals with fiscal policy while the central bank is responsible for 

monetary policy. Fiscal policy is composed of several parts. These include, tax policy, expenditure 

policy, investment or disinvestment strategies and debt or surplus management. Fiscal policy is an 

important constituent of the overall economic framework of a country and is therefore intimately 

linked with its general economic policy strategy. 

Keywords: fiscal policy, Bayesian structural VAR, debt dynamics 

Introduction 

Fiscal policy also feeds into economic trends and influences monetary policy. When the 

government receives more than it spends, it has a surplus. If the government spends more than it 

receives it runs a deficit. To meet the additional expenditures, it needs to borrow from domestic or 

foreign sources, draw upon its foreign exchange reserves or print an equivalent amount of money.1 

This tends to influence other economic variables. On a broad generalisation, excessive printing of 

money leads to inflation. If the government borrows too much from abroad it leads to a debt crisis. 

If it draws down on its foreign exchange reserves, a balance of payments crisis may arise. Excessive 

domestic borrowing by the government may lead to higher real interest rates and the domestic 

private sector being unable to access funds resulting in the „crowding out‟ of private investment. 

Sometimes a combination of these can occur. In any case, the impact of a large deficit on long run 

growth and economic well-being is negative. Therefore, there is broad agreement that it is not 

prudent for a government to run an unduly large deficit. However, in case of developing countries, 

where the need for infrastructure and social investments may be substantial, it sometimes argued 

that running surpluses at the cost of long-term growth might also not be wise (Fischer and Easterly, 

1990). The challenge then for most developing country governments is to meet infrastructure and 

social needs while managing the government‟s finances in a way that the deficit or the 

accumulating debt burden is not too great. 

This essay examines the trajectory of India‟s fiscal policy with particular focus on historical trends, 

the development of fiscal discipline frameworks, the recent experience of fiscal response to the 

global financial crisis and subsequent return to a fiscal consolidation path. The initial years of 

India‟s planned development strategy were characterised by a conservative fiscal policy whereby 

deficits were kept under control. The tax system was geared to transfer resources from the private 
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sector to fund the large public sector driven industrialization process and also cover social welfare 

schemes. Indirect taxes were a larger source of revenue than direct taxes. However, growth was 

anaemic and the system was prone to inefficiencies. In the 1980s some attempts were made to 

reform particular sectors and make some changes in the tax system. But the public debt increased, 

as did the fiscal deficit. Triggered by higher oil prices and political uncertainties, the balance of 

payments crisis of 1991 led to economic liberalisation. The reform of the tax system commenced 

with direct taxes increasing their share in comparison to indirect taxes. The fiscal deficit was 

brought under control. When the deficit and debt situation again threatened to go out of control in 

the early 2000s, fiscal discipline legalisations were instituted at the central level and in most states. 

The deficit was brought under control and by 2007-08 a benign macro-fiscal situation with high 

growth and moderate inflation prevailed. The global financial crisis tested the fiscal policy 

framework and it responded with counter-cyclical measures including tax cuts and increases in 

expenditures. The post-crisis recovery of the Indian economy is witnessing a correction of the fiscal 

policy path towards a regime of prudence. In the future, the focus would probably be on bringing in 

new tax reforms and better targeting of social expenditures. 

India‟s fiscal policy architecture 

The Indian Constitution provides the overarching framework for the country‟s fiscal policy. India 

has a federal form of government with taxing powers and spending responsibilities being divided 

between the central and the state governments according to the Constitution. There is also a third 

tier of government at the local level. Since the taxing abilities of the states are not necessarily 

commensurate with their spending responsibilities, some of the centre‟s revenues need to be 

assigned to the state governments. To provide the basis for this assignment and give medium term 

guidance on fiscal matters, the Constitution provides for the formation of a Finance Commission 

(FC) every five years. Based on the report of the FC the central taxes are devolved to the state 

governments. The Constitution also provides that for every financial year, the government shall 

place before the legislature a statement of its proposed taxing and spending provisions for 

legislative debate and approval. This is referred to as the Budget. The central and the state 

governments each have their own budgets. 

The central government is responsible for issues that usually concern the country as a whole like 

national defence, foreign policy, railways, national highways, shipping, airways, post and 

telegraphs, foreign trade and banking. The state governments are responsible for other items 

including, law and order, agriculture, fisheries, water supply and irrigation, and public health. Some 

items for which responsibility vests in both the Centre and the states include forests, economic and 

social planning, education, trade unions and industrial disputes, price control and electricity. There 

is now increasing devolution of some powers to local governments at the city, town and village 

levels. The taxing powers of the central government encompass taxes on income (except 

agricultural income), excise on goods produced (other than alcohol), customs duties, and inter-state 

sale of goods. The state governments are vested with the power to tax agricultural income, land and 

buildings, sale of goods (other than inter-state), and excise on alcohol. 

While these institutional arrangements initially appeared adequate for driving the development 

agenda, the sharp deterioration of the fiscal situation in the 1980s resulted in the balance of 
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payments crisis of 1991, which would be discussed later. Following economic liberalisation in 

1991, when the fiscal deficit and debt situation again seemed to head towards unsustainable levels 

around 2000, a new fiscal discipline framework was instituted. At the central level this framework 

was initiated in 2003 when the Parliament passed the Fiscal Responsibility and Budget 

Management Act (FRBMA). 

Taxes are the main source of government revenues. Direct taxes are so named since they are 

charged upon and collected directly from the person or organisation that ultimately pays the tax (in 

a legal sense).2 Taxes on personal and corporate incomes, personal wealth and professions are 

direct taxes. In India the main direct taxes at the central level are the personal and corporate income 

tax. Both are till date levied through the same piece of legislation, the Income Tax Act of 1961. 

Income taxes are levied on various head of income, namely, incomes from business and 

professions, salaries, house property, capital gains and other sources (like interest and dividends).3 

Other direct taxes include the wealth tax and the securities transactions tax. Some other forms of 

direct taxation that existed in India from time to time but were removed as part of various reforms 

include the estate duty, gift tax, expenditure tax and fringe benefits tax. The estate duty was levied 

on the estate of a deceased person. The fringe benefits tax was charged on employers on the value 

of in-kind non-cash benefits or perquisites received by employees from their employers. Such 

perquisites are now largely taxed directly in the hands of employees and added to their personal 

income tax. Some states charge a tax on professions. Most local governments also charge property 

owners a tax on land and buildings. 

Indirect taxes are charged and collected from persons other than those who finally end up paying 

the tax. For instance, a tax on sale of goods is collected by the seller from the buyer. The legal 

responsibility of paying the tax to government lies with the seller, but the tax is paid by the buyer. 

The current central level indirect taxes are the central excise, the service tax, the customs duty and 

the central sales tax on inter-state sale of goods. The main state level indirect tax is the post-

manufacturing  sales tax. The complications and economic inefficiencies of this multiple cascading 

taxation across the economic value chain are discussed later in the context of the proposed Goods 

and Services Tax. 

Conclusion: 

The fiscal expansion associated with budget composition matters for the length of the crisis since 

all fiscal variables, such as public consumption, public investment, income taxes and goods service 

taxes, would lead to a reduction of the duration of the crisis. Furthermore, the result suggests that 

the government may undertake such measures as expenditure-based or revenue-based fiscal 

expansion in order to reduce the duration of the crisis. The result also suggests that income tax cuts 

are a more effective tool than government consumption, public investment and goods and service 

taxes in shortening the length of the crisis in those countries. A decrease in the income tax by 1% 

would shorten the length of the crisis by around two months, which is not the case with public 

consumption, public investment and goods and service taxes. 
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Abstract 

Economics impacts our day-to-day lives. Economics also influences the decisions taken by 

managers of business firms. Any business is part of an economy. As we know, economic conditions 

heavily impact business activities and vice versa. The per capita income of the citizens will define 

the purchasing power on the basis of which, the business enterprises will decide what products to 

manufacture and sell. A new enterprise has to forecast the demand for the product, which it wants 

to sell. The day to day product market has to decide a viable price depending upon the interaction 

between the demand and the supply. Thus, management practitioners and academicians brought 

economics to their perspective and developed ‗Managerial Economics‘. 

Keywords: Economy, Business, Product Market, Viable Price, Etc. 

Introduction: 

Managerial economics is a discipline which deals with the application of economic theory to 

business management. It deals with the use of economic concepts and principles of business 

decision making. Formerly it was known as ―Business Economics‖ but the term has now been 

discarded in favour of Managerial Economics. 

Managerial Economics may be defined as the study of economic theories, logic and methodology 

which are generally applied to seek solution to the practical problems of business. Managerial 

Economics is thus constituted of that part of economic knowledge or economic theories which is 

used as a tool of analysing business problems for rational business decisions. Managerial 

Economics is often called as Business Economics or Economic for Firms. 

Definition of Managerial Economics: 

―Managerial Economics is economics applied in decision making. It is a special branch of 

economics bridging the gap between abstract theory and managerial practice.‖ – Haynes, 

Mote and Paul. 

―Business Economics consists of the use of economic modes of thought to analyse business 

situations.‖ - McNair and Meriam 

―Business Economics (Managerial Economics) is the integration of economic theory with business 

practice for the purpose of facilitating decision making and forward planning by management.‖ -

 Spencerand Seegelman. 
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―Managerial economics is concerned with application of economic concepts and economic analysis 

to the problems of formulating rational managerial decision.‖ – Mansfield 

Nature of Managerial Economics: 

 The primary function of management executive in a business organisation is decision 

making and forward planning. 

 Decision making and forward planning go hand in hand with each other. Decision making 

means the process of selecting one action from two or more alternative courses of action. 

Forward planning means establishing plans for the future to carry out the decision so taken. 

 The problem of choice arises because resources at the disposal of a business unit (land, 

labour, capital, and managerial capacity) are limited and the firm has to make the most 

profitable use of these resources. 

 The decision making function is that of the business executive, he takes the decision which 

will ensure the most efficient means of attaining a desired objective, say profit 

maximisation. After taking the decision about the particular output, pricing, capital, raw-

materials and power etc., are prepared. Forward planning and decision-making thus go on at 

the same time. 

 A business manager‘s task is made difficult by the uncertainty which surrounds business 

decision-making. Nobody can predict the future course of business conditions. He prepares 

the best possible plans for the future depending on past experience and future outlook and 

yet he has to go on revising his plans in the light of new experience to minimise the failure. 

Managers are thus engaged in a continuous process of decision-making through an uncertain 

future and the overall problem confronting them is one of adjusting to uncertainty. 

 In fulfilling the function of decision-making in an uncertainty framework, economic theory 

can be, pressed into service with considerable advantage as it deals with a number of 

concepts and principles which can be used to solve or at least throw some light upon the 

problems of business management. E.g are profit, demand, cost, pricing, production, 

competition, business cycles, national income etc. The way economic analysis can be used 

towards solving business problems, constitutes the subject-matter of Managerial Economics. 

 Thus in brief we can say that Managerial Economics is both a science and an art. 

Scope of Managerial Economics: 

The scope of managerial economics is not yet clearly laid out because it is a developing science. 

Even then the following fields may be said to generally fall under Managerial Economics: 

1. Demand Analysis and Forecasting 

2. Cost and Production Analysis 

3. Pricing Decisions, Policies and Practices 

4. Profit Management 
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5. Capital Management 

These divisions of business economics constitute its subject matter. 

Recently, managerial economists have started making increased use of Operation Research methods 

like Linear programming, inventory models, Games theory, queuing up theory etc., have also come 

to be regarded as part of Managerial Economics. 

1. Demand Analysis and Forecasting: A business firm is an economic organisation which is 

engaged in transforming productive resources into goods that are to be sold in the market. A 

major part of managerial decision making depends on accurate estimates of demand. A 

forecast of future sales serves as a guide to management for preparing production schedules 

and employing resources. It will help management to maintain or strengthen its market 

position and profit base. Demand analysis also identifies a number of other factors 

influencing the demand for a product. Demand analysis and forecasting occupies a strategic 

place in Managerial Economics. 

2. Cost and production analysis: A firm‘s profitability depends much on its cost of 

production. A wise manager would prepare cost estimates of a range of output, identify the 

factors causing are cause variations in cost estimates and choose the cost-minimising output 

level, taking also into consideration the degree of  uncertainty in production and cost 

calculations. Production processes are under the charge of engineers but the business 

manager is supposed to carry out the production function analysis in order to avoid wastages 

of materials and time. Sound pricing practices depend much on cost control. The main 

topics discussed under cost and production analysis are: Cost concepts, cost-output 

relationships, Economics and Diseconomies of scale and cost control. 

3. Pricing decisions, policies and practices: Pricing is a very important area of Managerial 

Economics. In fact, price is the genesis of the revenue of a firm ad as such the success of a 

business firm largely depends on the correctness of the price decisions taken by it. The 

important aspects dealt with this area are: Price determination in various market forms, 

pricing methods, differential pricing, product-line pricing and price forecasting. 

4. Profit management: Business firms are generally organized for earning profit and in the 

long period, it is profit which provides the chief measure of success of a firm. Economics 

tells us that profits are the reward for uncertainty bearing and risk taking. A successful 

business manager is one who can form more or less correct estimates of costs and revenues 

likely to accrue to the firm at different levels of output. The more successful a manager is in 

reducing uncertainty, the higher are the profits earned by him. In fact, profit-planning and 

profit measurement constitute the most challenging area of Managerial Economics. 

5. Capital management: The problems relating to firm‘s capital investments are perhaps the 

most complex and troublesome. Capital management implies planning and control of capital 

expenditure because it involves a large sum and moreover the problems in disposing the 

capital assets off are so complex that they require considerable time and labour. The main 
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topics dealt with under capital management are cost of capital, rate of return and selection of 

projects. 

6. Production Possibility curves: The production possibility curves is a hypothetical 

representation of the amount of two different goods that can be obtained by shifting 

resources from the production of one, to the production of the other. The curve is used to 

describe a society‘s choice between two different goods. Figure 1, shows the two goods as 

consumption and investment. Investment goods are goods that are involved in the 

production of further consumption goods. They include physical capital such as machines, 

buildings, roads etc. and human investments such as education and training. The sums of all 

investments make up the capital stock of a society 

7. Opportunity Cost: This hypothetical curve shows how much of consumption must be 

given up to increase investments (the movement from A to B). This demonstrates the 

important economic concept of Opportunity Cost, which is the cost of anything (such as an 

investment in a new road), in terms of what has to be given up. This is the general concept 

of cost in economics. For the individual, these costs could be financial, but they could 

include a individual‘s time and other intangibles. For society the production possibility 

curve shows opportunity cost only on the curve itself. If society found itself inside the 

curve, for instance, during a recession (where all resources are not being utilized), then a 

movement out to the production possibility curve has no real opportunity cost. The 

unemployed resources are just being utilized (unemployed labor going back to work). 

Conclusion:  

The various aspects outlined above represent the major uncertainties which a business firm has to 

reckon with, viz., demand uncertainty, cost uncertainty, price uncertainty, profit uncertainty, and 

capital uncertainty. We can, therefore, conclude that the subject-matter of Managerial Economics 

consists of applying economic principles and concepts towards adjusting with various uncertainties 

faced by a business firm. 
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Abstract 

Economic principles inform good business decision making. Although economics is sometimes 

dismissed as a discourse of practical relevance to only a relatively small circle of academicians and 

policy analysts who call themselves economists, sound economic reasoning benefits any manager 

of a business, whether they are involved with production and operations, marketing, finance, or 

corporate strategy. Along with enhancing decision making, the field of economics provides a 

common language and framework for comprehending and communicating phenomena that occur 

within a business, as well as between a business and its environment. 

Meaning 

The science of Managerial Economics has emerged only recently. With the growing variability and 

unpredictability of the business environment, business managers have become increasingly 

concerned with finding rational and ways of adjusting to an exploiting environmental change. The 

problems of the business world attracted the attentions of the academicians from 1950 onwards. 

Managerial economics as a subject gained popularity in the USA after the publication of the book 

―Managerial Economics‖ by Joel Dean in 1951. 

Managerial economics generally refers to the integration of economic theory with business practice. 

Economics provides tools managerial economics applies these tools to the management of business. 

In simple terms, managerial economics means the application of economic theory to the problem of 

management. Managerial economics may be viewed as economics applied to problem solving at the 

level of the firm. It enables the business executive to assume and analyse things. Every firm tries to 

get satisfactory profit even though economics emphasises maximizing of profit. Hence, it becomes 

necessary to redesign economic ideas to the practical world. This function is being done by 

managerial economics. 

Keyword: Economics,Decision Making 

Nature of Managerial Economics: 

Managerial economics is a science applied to decision making. It bridges the gap between abstract 

theory and managerial practice. It concentrates more on the method of reasoning. In short, 

managerial economics is ―Economics applied in decision making‖. 
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Decision Making: 

Managerial economics is supposed to enrich the conceptual and technical skill of a manager. It is 

concerned with economic behaviour of the firm. It concentrates on the decision process, decision 

model and decision variables at the firm level. It is the application of economic analysis to evaluate 

business decisions. The primary function of a manager in business organisation is decision making 

and forward planning under uncertain business conditions. Some of the important management 

decisions are production decision, inventory decision, cost decision, marketing decision, financial 

decision, personnel decision and miscellaneous decisions. One of the hallmarks of a good executive 

is the ability to take quick decision. He must have the clarity of goals, use all the information he can 

get, weigh pros and cons and make fast decisions. 

The decisions are taken to achieve certain objectives. Objectives are the motivating factors in taking 

decision. Several acts are performed to attain the objectives quantitative techniques are also used in 

decision making. But it may be noted that acts and quantitative techniques alone will not produce 

desirable results. It is important to remember that other variables such as human and behavioural 

considerations, technological forces and environmental factors influence the choices and decisions 

made by managers. 

Scope of Marginal Economics: 

Managerial Economics is a developing subject. The scope of managerial economics refers to its 

area of study. Managerial economics has its roots in economic theory. The empirical nature of 

managerial economics makes its scope wider. Managerial economics provides management with 

strategic planning tools that can be used to get a clear perspective of the way the business world 

works and what can be done to maintain profitability in an ever changing environment. 

Managerial economics refers to those aspects of economic theory and application which are directly 

relevant to the practice of management and the decision making process within the enterprise. Its 

scope does not extend to macro-economic theory and the economics of public policy which will 

also be of interest to the manager. While considering the scope of managerial economics we have to 

understand whether it is positive economics or normative economics. 

Positive versus Normative Economics: 

Most of the managerial economists are of the opinion that managerial economics is fundamentally 

normative and prescriptive in nature. It is concerned with what decisions ought to be made. 

The application of managerial economics is inseparable from consideration of values or norms, for 

it is always concerned with the achievement of objectives or the optimization of goals. In 

managerial economics, we are interested in what should happen rather than what does happen. 

Instead of explaining what a firm is doing, we explain what it should do to make its decision 

effective. 
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Positive Economics: 

A positive science is concerned with ‗what is‘. Robbins regards economics as a pure science of 

what is, which is not concerned with moral or ethical questions. Economics is neutral between ends. 

The economist has no right to pass judgment on the wisdom or folly of the ends itself.  

He is simply concerned with the problem of resources in relation to the ends desired. The 

manufacture and sale of cigarettes and wine may be injurious to health and therefore morally 

unjustifiable, but the economist has no right to pass judgment on these since both satisfy human 

wants and involve economic activity. 

Normative Economics: 

Normative economics is concerned with describing what should be the things. It is, therefore, also 

called prescriptive economics. What price for a product should be fixed, what wage should be paid, 

how income should be distributed and so on, fall within the purview of normative economics? 

It should be noted that normative economics involves value judgments. Almost all the leading 

managerial economists are of the opinion that managerial economics is fundamentally normative 

and prescriptive in nature. It refers mostly to what ought to be and cannot be neutral about the ends. 

The application of managerial economics is inseparable from consideration of values, or norms for 

it is always concerned with the achievement of objectives or the optimisation of goals. 

RELATIONSHIP WITH ECONOMIC THEORY 

The main branch of economic theory with which managerial economics is related is 

microeconomics, which deals essentially with how markets work and interactions between the 

various components of the economy. in particular, the following aspects of microeconomic theory 

are relevant"  

 theory of the firm  

 theory of consumer behaviour (demand) 

 production and cost theory (supply) 

 price theory  

 market structure and competition theory  

Managerial Economics and Statistics: 

Statistics is important to managerial economics. It provides the basis for the empirical testing of 

theory. Statistics is important in providing the individual firm with measures of the appropriate 

functional relationship involved in decision making. Statistics is a very useful science for business 

executives because a business runs on estimates and probabilities. 

Statistics supplies many tools to managerial economics. Suppose forecasting has to be done. For 

this purpose, trend projections are used. Similarly, multiple regression technique is used. In 

managerial economics, measures of central tendency like the mean, median, mode, and measures of 

dispersion, correlation, regression, least square, estimators are widely used. The managerial 
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economics is constantly faced with the choice between models ignoring uncertainty and those that 

explicitly incorporate probability theory. 

Statistical tools are widely used in the solution of managerial problems. sampling is very useful in 

data collection. Managerial economics makes use of correlation and multiple regression in business 

problems involving some kind of cause and effect relationship. 

Managerial Economics and Mathematics: 

Mathematics is yet another important subject closely related to managerial economics. For the 

derivation and exposition of economic analysis, we require a set of mathematical tools. 

Mathematics has helped in the development of economic theories and now mathematical economics 

has become a very important branch of the science of economics. 

Mathematical approach to economic theories makes them more precise and logical. For the 

estimation and prediction of economic factors for decision making and forward planning, the 

mathematical method is very helpful. The important branches of mathematics generally used by a 

managerial economist are geometry, algebra and calculus. 

The mathematical concepts used by the managerial economists are the logarithms and exponential, 

vectors and determinants, input-out tables. Operations research which is closely related to 

managerial economics is mathematical in character. 

CONCLUSION 

Managerial economics is a management science that gives you more idea about the economic 

aspects of a market and how they affect your decision making. This is very important because 

economic profits play a crucial role in a market based economy., While above normal profits are 

indicators of expansion and growth, below normal profits cautions you about tightening or 

retrenchment. Business economics is comprised of several tools of micro and macroeconomic 

analysis which are useful in management decision-making that act as facilitators to solve business 

problems. Micro economic instruments used in this context include demand analysis, production 

and cost analysis, breakeven analysis, theory of pricing, technical progress, location decisions and 

capital budgeting. 
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Abstract 

Communication is one of the most important part of human life as well as mean of business 

expansion.  In  the  business  sector  various  communication  methods  are  used  to promote  a 

product  or  services, or organization;  it is  also used to  deliver  information and receive 

information from others.  It is also a means of relaying between a supply chain, for example the 

consumer and manufacturer.  According to the encyclopaedia business communication is known 

simply as ―communications".  

Keywords: communication, behaviour, management, business sector   

Introduction: 

Communication is neither the transmission of a message nor the message itself. It is the mutual 

exchange of understanding, originating with the receiver. Communication needs to be effective in 

business. Communication is the essence of management. The basic functions of management 

(Planning, Organizing, Staffing, Directing and Controlling) cannot be performed well without 

effective communication.Business communication involves constant flow of information. Feedback 

is integral part of business communication. Organizations these days are verly large and involve 

large number of people. There are various levels of hierarchy in an organization. Greater the 

number of levels, the more difficult is the job of managing the organization. Communication here 

plays a very important role in process of directing and controlling the people in the oragnization. 

Immediate feedback can be obtained and misunderstandings if any can be avoided. There should be 

effective communication between superiors and subordinated in an organization, between 

organization and society at large (for example between management and trade unions). It is 

essential for success and growth of an organization. Communication gaps should not occur in any 

organization. 

Business Communication is goal oriented. The rules, regulations and policies of a company have to 

be communicated to people within and outside the organization. Business Communication is 
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regulated by certain rules and norms. In early times, business communication was limited to paper-

work, telephone calls etc. But now with advent of technology, we have cell phones, video 

conferencing, emails, satellite communication to support business communication. Effective 

business communication helps in building goodwill of an organization. 

 

 

Business Communication can be of two types: 

Oral Communication - An oral communication can be formal or informal. Generally business 

communication is a formal means of communication, like: meetings, interviews, group discussion, 

speeches etc. An example of Informal business communication would be - Grapevine. 

Oral communication implies communication through mouth. It includes individuals conversing 

with each other, be it direct conversation or telephonic conversation. Speeches, presentations, 

discussions are all forms of oral communication. Oral communication is generally recommended 

when the communication matter is of temporary kind or where a direct interaction is required. Face 

to face communication (meetings, lectures, conferences, interviews, etc.) is significant so as to build 

a rapport and trust. 

Advantages of Oral Communication 

 There is high level of understanding and transparency in oral communication as it is 

interpersonal. 

 There is no element of rigidity in oral communication. There is flexibility for allowing 

changes in the decisions previously taken. 

 The feedback is spontaneous in case of oral communication. Thus, decisions can be made 

quickly without any delay. 

 Oral communication is not only time saving, but it also saves upon money and efforts. 

 Oral communication is best in case of problem resolution. The conflicts, disputes and many 

issues/differences can be put to an end by talking them over. 

 Oral communication is an essential for teamwork and group energy. 

 Oral communication promotes a receptive and encouraging morale among organizational 

employees. 

 Oral communication can be best used to transfer private and confidential 

information/matter. 

Disadvantages/Limitations of Oral Communication 

 Relying only on oral communication may not be sufficient as business communication is 

formal and very organized. 
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 Oral communication is less authentic than written communication as they are informal and 

not as organized as written communication. 

 Oral communication is time-saving as far as daily interactions are concerned, but in case of 

meetings, long speeches consume lot of time and are unproductive at times. 

 Oral communications are not easy to maintain and thus they are unsteady. 

 There may be misunderstandings as the information is not complete and may lack essentials. 

 It requires attentiveness and great receptivity on part of the receivers/audience. 

 Oral communication (such as speeches) is not frequently used as legal records except in 

investigation work. 

Written Communication - Written means of business communication includes - agenda, reports, 

manuals etc. 

Written communication has great significance in today‘s business world. It is an innovative activity 

of the mind. Effective written communication is essential for preparing worthy promotional 

materials for business development. Speech came before writing. But writing is more unique and 

formal than speech. Effective writing involves careful choice of words, their organization in correct 

order in sentences formation as well as cohesive composition of sentences. Also, writing is more 

valid and reliable than speech. But while speech is spontaneous, writing causes delay and takes time 

as feedback is not immediate. 

Advantages of Written Communication 

 Written communication helps in laying down apparent principles, policies and rules for 

running of an organization. 

 It is a permanent means of communication. Thus, it is useful where record maintenance is 

required. 

 It assists in proper delegation of responsibilities. While in case of oral communication, it is 

impossible to fix and delegate responsibilities on the grounds of speech as it can be taken 

back by the speaker or he may refuse to acknowledge. 

 Written communication is more precise and explicit. 

 Effective written communication develops and enhances an organization‘s image. 

 It provides ready records and references. 

 Legal defenses can depend upon written communication as it provides valid records. 

Disadvantages of Written Communication 

 Written communication does not save upon the costs. It costs huge in terms of stationery 

and the manpower employed in writing/typing and delivering letters. 
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 Also, if the receivers of the written message are separated by distance and if they need to 

clear their doubts, the response is not spontaneous. 

 Written communication is time-consuming as the feedback is not immediate. The encoding 

and sending of message takes time. 

 Effective written communication requires great skills and competencies in language and 

vocabulary use. Poor writing skills and quality have a negative impact on organization‘s 

reputation. 

 Too much paper work and e-mails burden is involved. 

Conclusion : An effective and efficient communication system requires managerial proficiency in 

delivering and receiving messages. A manager must discover various barriers to communication, 

analyze the reasons for their occurrence and take preventive steps to avoid those barriers. Thus, the 

primary responsibility of a manager is to develop and maintain an effective communication system 

in the organization. 
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Abstract 

 The feminist studies have succeeded in raising the status of many female authors 

hitherto more or less scanted by scholar and critics. The most of the feminist critics 

originated from French. The feminist movement, which started in the West in the 1960s, 

went a long way in arresting the injustice meted out to women. The term 'Feminism' was 

first used by the nineteenth century French dramatist Alexander Dumas, to refer to the 

then-emerging movement for women's rights.  

Keywords: - Feminism, Feminist Criticism, Feminist Movement, Feminist Ideas.  

 Virginia wolf (1882) was born in an intellectual family in London. She used stream 

of consciousness technique in her novels. Virginia Woolf major novel are Mrs. Dalloway 

(1925)  To The Light House(1927), The Waves (1931), She was also a renowned journalist 

and a critic (p 385) Virginia woof presented two lectures at women's colleges at 

Cambridge University in 1928 entitled 'A Room of One's Own' {1929) and in 'Three 

Guineas'(1938). She also produced several collection of essays on a broad range of 

literary topics and writers (p. 671). 

In 'A Room of One's Own'(1929) Wooifs raised a number of issues. However the 

central theme is the feminism. Virginia woolfs says that most of the hooks on women have 

been written by men. She says that all the male authors tended to write about women as 

sexual and romantic object, in practical life, she draws the actual picture of women's 

condition. Imaginatively she is of the highest importance," and practically she is complete 

insignificant..' and she is all but absent from history (p 577)  

Virginia Woolf points out that "books continue each other," and we must read newer 

women authors as descendents of previous female writers. However, when we think back 
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through the great female writers,  we find that, in addition to the material and 

psychological impediments to their creativity, they were faced with an even greater 

obstacle She goes on to say 

"They had no tradition behind them, or on so short and partial that it was of 

little help. For we think back through our mother if we are women It is 

useless to go to the great man writer for half (p 678)  

 In 1941, Woolf walked into a river her pockets loaded with stone, and drowned 

herself, suffering the same fate as her imaginative characters, Shakespeare sister, who was 

driven to suicide on account of the overwhelming forces and institutions thwarting her 

female genius 

Simon De Beavour was born in Pans in 1908 and died seventy eight year later, in 

1986 She was a French philosopher and novelist She belonged to a feminist collective 

andpolitically active in feminist causes. At the time of her death she was honored as a 

crucial figure in the struggle for women's rights She won the French literary award the 

Prix Goncourt for her novel. The Mandarins 

The Second Sexis a highly influential novel written by the learned woman, Simone 

De Beavour (1949) four years after the Second World War (1939-45) The Second Sex is a 

20" century classic in the history of feminism. In This Novel the most famous line is "One 

is not born but becomes a woman" (p 73) The Second Sex drew attention to the distinction 

between gender and sex on the contrary, man almost always addresses himself to the 

weakness of woman. By flattery, by an appeal to her passion, he seeks access to her heart 

and when he has gained her affections, he used her as the instrument of his pleasure Simon 

de Beauvoir refused to be second in western culture. She said  

  'I want to be the equal of man,  

  I want to be the same as man 

  Finally, I want to be a man 

  I want to be a masculine (p 113) 

Shashi Deshpande was born in 1938 in Dharwar in Karnatka. She won the Sahitya 

Academe Award for her novel That Long Silence in 1990 In this novel she tells the story 

about an Indian house wife. 

Shashi Deshpande is a feminist writer whose novels and stones revolve around the 

theme of family life, marriage and predicament of woman in Indian society In That Long 

Silence 1988) Deshpande made it absolutely clear that she had nothing to do with 

feminism in narrow sense She does not like to brand her novels in this or that category 

She feels that life is complex and she has tried to portray the complexity of life in her 

novels The female protagonist name Java, in the novel Thai Long Silence', attempts to 

break the silence imposed upon women by an over powering male dominated by Indian 

society. A maintained her silence throughout her life but ultimately breaks it softly in 
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order to express herself freely Thus the credit goes to the heroine of the novel Jaya who 

faces many problems in the absence of Mohan boldly She did not act against the voice of 

her own conscience She remained truthful and faithful to her husband she was quiet 

innocent That Long Silenceis a memorable novel both thematically and realistically 

Charlotte Bronte (1816-1855) is one of the three memorable English women novelists of 

the 19
r
century Bronte describes the condition of the women in her novel 'Jane 

Eyre'(1847), because in the 18
!n

 century the condition women was very depressing 

The feminist theme in the novel revolves around its protagonist, Jane Eyre. In the 

novel the love affair is unconventional almost unique because here an 18 years old girl 

Jane falls in love with a man namely Mr Rochesser who is more than twice her age Jane 

Eyre not only gives the true basis of an ideal love relation but also settles down, the 

theory for a union Intensity of feeling can be found in the novel right from the beginning 

till the very end. Mrs Reed has intense hatred for Jane, and Jane in retaliation begins to 

tee! an intense dislike of Mrs Reed as Jane says 

 

I am glad you are no relation of mine 

I'll never call you aunt again as long as I live 

I‘ll never come to see, you when I amgrown up  

and If any one asks me how I liked you. and 

how you treated me I will say the very 

thought of you makes me sick, and that you 

treated me with miserable cruelty. (P 36-37) 

 In this novel the love story transcends the prevailing narrow minded notions of sex 

and of man, woman relationship.  

It may be seen that feminist ideas as Bronte, Simon, woolf, and Dash Pande 

describe the position of women in society, thought the novels presented here. The 

condition of women presented elsewhere in the novels brought general awareness among 

them and they become assertive in their rights. 
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Judicial Administration is one of the most important functions of the state. It makes the 

people conscious about the existence of state by checking the Criminal activities and setting various 

disputes arising out of civil society, the institutions of administration of justice have been growing 

and developing slowly and steadily along with the march of time. From the ancient time the  

process of judicial administration has evolved from a simple and less complex process to a much 

more complicated legal one. But the fact remains that the institutions of judicial administration 

were as indispensable a part of ancient Indian society as they, are today.  

In the Rigvedic and Later Vedic periods, the King was the fountain of justice and power and 

he used to administer justice through popular assemblies like Sabha and Samiti. The Vedas do not 

mention any officer for administering justice. But spies was employed to keep an eye on unsocial 

activities like theft and burglary and especially on the theft of cows. Judicial power, sometimes was 

delegated to the Adhyakshyas or overseers. The village level cases were decided by 

"Gramyavadins" or village judges.   

From the accounts of judicial administration of India provided by the  Vedas, Smritis and 

the other texts of the ancient period, it is confirmed that  the judicial administration was one of the 

most important aspects of administration during that period. It was the responsibility of the state to 

give justice to the people in accordance with Dharma which was placed above everything else, 

including the King who himself was bound by its provisions. Law was Passed on customs and were 

considered the essence of man's wisdom. The judges were expected to be well-versed in the 

Dhamasastras. The King acted as the final court of appeal and was assisted by a chief Justice. It 

was the duty of the King-in-Council to see the dharma-in actual operation. 
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Beside, being one of the important departments of state administration justice was also 

considered as a means to promote Dharma. Administration of justice was under the absolute control 

of the King was to see that his subjects got just law and quick justice. It seems that at that point of 

time the states were fully aware that without a proper judicial system the whole administration is 

bound to sink and lose respect. 

Justice was being administrated on certain basic principles; one such principle was that the 

laws was supreme and even the King was required to accept the supremacy of law. According to 

Manu the great law giver The King was liable to pay fines and in fact a thousand times more than a 

ordinary citizen is required to pay for committing similar offences Manavadhar masastra and 

Arthsastra also have confirmed that the King was never  above the law of the land. 

Another basic principle of judicial administration was that the judiciary and the executive 

were separate from each other. It was secured by the jury system as well as by the system of trial in 

public. According to jayaswal The administration of justice under Hindu monarchy always 

remained separate from the executive and generally independent in spirit.  

Administration of justice vas controlled by Brahmin, who were quite well-versed in the 

Vedas and the Sastras. There was no need of a lawyer as is the case with our present day judicial 

system.  There was no secret trial as these might morally weaken the subject. In addition to this, 

cases were disposed of in a reasonably short time and the expenditure involved was minimal.  

However, according to the Historians, Indian legal and judicial system, in the true sense 

originated during the 5th Century B.C., Which R.S. Sharma termed as the "age of Budha". Formerly 

people were being governed by the tribal laws which did not recognize any class distinction but by 

now, the tribal communities have been divided clearly into four distinct classes. So the 

Dharmasutraslaid down the duties of each of the four Varnas and the civil, Criminal laws come to 

be based on varna division. Civil Criminal law as were administered by royal agents, who inflicted 

rough and ready punishment such as scourging, beheading, tearing out of the tongue etc. In many 

cases, punishment for criminal offences were governed by the idea of revenge, which meant a tooth 

far a tooth and an eye for an eye. 

Although the Brahminical law books took into account the social status of the different 

varnas while framing their laws they did not ignore the customs of non-vedic tribal groups which 

were gradually absorbed into the brahminical social order.        

From the Fourth Century B.C. onwards and till about sixth century A.D. India saw the rise 

of some imperial dynasties like the Mauryas, the Guptas, the Kushanas and the Vardhans.  Under 

the rule of there dynasties judicial administration really occupied a very significant position. 

Besides the civil and the Criminal courts, every villages had its own Panchayat which looked after 

the judicial administration of the village headmen or Gramikas usually headed the judiciary yet the 

decisions were taken by the village assemblies. 

In the Kalinga edict of Ashoka, it is found that he enjoined on the Mahamatras who were 

the city judiciaries, to be devoted to the eternal rule of conduct and to avoid causeless imprisonment 
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and harassment of the people. He also appointment special class officers to conduct every three year 

tour.  

Especially under the Guptas, judicial administration of India was for more developed that in 

any earlier time. Several law books were complied during this period by Yajnavalkya, Narada, 

Brihaspati and Katyayana for the first time. Civil and Criminal laws were dearly defined and 

demarcated. Theft and adultery come under criminal law. Disputes regarding various types of 

properties came under criminal law. 

Elaborate laws were laid down about inheritance. Like earlier times, many laws continued to 

be based on difference in varnas. It was the duty of the King to uphold the laws. The King tried 

cases with the help of the Brahman priests. The guilds of artisans, Merchants and other were 

governed their own laws.        

The literary sources which give us knowledge about the judicial administration in ancient 

India are, as a matter of fact, not older than the fourth century B.C. The descriptions of the judicial 

administration of ancient India are well-explained in the ancient laws books called "Dharmasutras" 

and Smritis which together with their commentaries are called  Dharmasastras. 

 Many other texts like the Arthasastra of Kautilya, Manusmriti, Naradasmriti. 

Brihaspatismriti and the epic like the Ramayana and the Mahabharata also give us a good account 

of the judicial administration in ancient India. 

The Dharmastras which were complied in 500-200 B.C. and the principal Smritis which 

were codified in the first six centuries of the Christian era give the detail of duties laid down for 

different Varnas and the King and the officials. The prescribed rules according to the Dhamasutras 

are how property is to be held, sold and inherited and new punishment for persons guilty of theft, 

assault, murder, adultery etc. are to be administered. 

The Vedas, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata make us believe that in the ancient India 

polity, justice and law were regarded as very important institutions, Law was considered as the 

"King-of King" and the rule of law prevailed in the society. 

The Puranas and Smritis like Naradasmriti, Yajyavalkyasmriti, Brihaspatismriti etc. which 

belong to the comparatively later period than the Vedas contain information about the Hindu legal 

and judicial system. Similarly Manusmriti whose author Manu is still being regarded as the greatest 

laws giver of India tells us about the functions of judges and the importance of justice in society. 

Another important law book is the Arthasastra of Kautilya. It is fact, an elaborate, 

comprehensive and authentic treatise that deals with all aspect of state administration including the 

judiciary. 
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Most important writer among the British administrator was Lepel Griffin. Unlike other 

administrator historians of the last century, who either wrote in retirement or while they were on 

furlough, Lepel Griffin, began to contribute to the vast historical information while still young. He 

wrote on varied and controversial topics. Lepel Griffin born at Watford, Hertfordshire, where his 

father was serving as locum tenes, on 20
th
 July, 1838, was only son of the three children of Henry 

Griffin. He passed the Indian Civil service examination in 1859, and was posted to the Punjab as an 

assistant commissioner on 17
th
 Nov., 1860. 

The Punjab Ciefs is Griffin's major contribution. The interest of these works is centred in the 

Sikh rulers, who had become subordinate to the British. Being very close to the period about which 

he wrote, there was no want of source material. During his tenure in the Punjab, Griffin had 

developed intimate relations with the chieftains and successors of the erstwhile rulers. Although he 

had access to the British official records which he no doubt adequately used, yet for the purpose of 

his writings he primarily depended on his interviews with chieftains and members of aristocracy 

and their private records. Griffin consulted the whole records of the Pubjab Government from 

annexation to the present year; the letters of the British Agents at Delhi and Ludhiana from 1809 to 

1845 and the records of the old Sikh Government. In addition, to all these all histories, travels and 

memoirs, relating to the Punjab in English, Persian and Urdu were also consulted. They yielded a 

very useful information about genealogies, personalities and private squabbles of the Punjab Chiefs. 

This was the ground work which led to his second publication. The law of inheritance to Chiefships 

previous to the annexation.  
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The Punjab Chiefs included all the Chiefs and Sirdars of the plain country of the Punjab 

proper, from the Beas to the Indus. The second portion, treats of the outlying districts and 

dependencies of the providence; the cis-Sutlej states; the Jalandhar Doab; the Rajput Hill states; the 

Derajat and Peshawar; Bahawalpur and Kashmir and the Delhi territory. 

Griffin says that the intention of the work has been to give a picture of the Punjab 

aristocracy as it exists at the present day. No mention has accordingly been made of many families, 

Hindu, Muhammadam, once powerful and wealthy. Which fell before the Sikhs. No mention has 

been made of many Old Sikh families, whose jagirs were seized by Maharaja Ranjit Singh, and 

whose descendants are not plain husbandmen. A few notices of tribes and families of no present 

importance, have for special reasons, been given; but as a general rule, only the histories of those 

men have been written who possess, at the present time, rank, wealth or local influence.  

In the beginning from pages V to LVII Griffin gives the precedence List of the chiefs and 

Native Gentlemen of the Punjab and its Dependencies (excepting the Shimla Hill States) admitted 

to the Public Viceregal Durbar held at Lahore on the 18
th
 Oct., 1864 under the seven columns of 

Division, no. of seat of chiefs, no. of dependents Names, Nazr, Khilat and Remarks. Next from 

pages 1 to 606 Griffin gives the Biographies of the Punjab Chiefs. He mentions the names of the 

members, real or reputed of the royal family of Lahore. He was the first author who published and 

gives the correct account of the wives and Children of the great Maharaja. He starts with the 

biography of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. First of all he mentions about the sixteen wives of Maharaja 

after that he writes about the children of Maharaja. The biographies of these chiefs runs pages 1 to 

606. 

He also mentions about the Sikh shrines which runs from pages 605 to 616. He gives the 

details of all the shrines of ten Gurus. He tells that in the Punjab are numerous shrines consecrated 

to the memory of the Sikh Gurus. These are known by the name of Gurudhwara, Darbar Sahib or 

Derah and generally have been built at places associated in some way with the Guru and 

commemorating some incident in his life. At all these shrines the several Granths or Sikh scriptures 

are daily read along by the priests or Granthis and many of them support a large number of 

attendants, musicians and worshippers. Some of the shrines are of great beauty. Then he mentioned 

the names of the few important ones like Kartarpur, Nankana, Mokutsar and Amritsar. 

Griffin's treatise on the Law of Inheritance helped the British in properly understanding the 

customs and traditions of the Sikhs. In his view, it is difficult to understand the history of the 

Punjab, on the growth of the Sikh power, Trans and Cis-Satlej. Without a knowledge of the laws 

and customs which, even in the days of the greatest anarchy and violence, were acknowledged 

generally by the chiefs and which in the majority of cases were observed by them. 

The main sources for his this treatise are the family records of the Chiefs concerned and the 

statements of their confidential agents, the political records of the Delhi Residency and the Ambala 

Agency from the year 1808. He also took notice of the disputed cases decided by many political 

officers, including Sir David Ochterlony, Sir Charles Metcalfe, Captain Birch, Captain Murray and 

Sir Henry Lawrence etc. Griffin also mentioned briefly the changes which had been introduced by 

the British Government, since the annexation of the Punjab. 
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Griffin discusses the laws in 71 points. He says that it is necessary to know the origin and 

growth of the Sikh Chiefships to properly understand the laws. He writes, "It is necessary to 

consider the origin and development of the Sikh chiefships, before the rules of succession, which 

obtain amongst them, can be accurately determined, for these have grown up gradually and without 

abruptness, and have been modified, as much by a remembrance of the Hindu Code, by which the 

Sikhs were bound before they adopted the reformed faith, as by the exercise of almost uncontrolled 

power, which, in a time of license and confusion, made the will of the strongest often the only law". 

Griffin further added that it is a matter of great difficulty to declare, authoritatively, the laws that 

prevailed among the Sikhs. It is difficult to determine what were the general rules by which 

particular families.  

The Rajas of the Punjab is the biographical work. It presents a connected account of the 

political relations of the British Indian Government with the Patiala state in detail and with 

Bhadaur, Jind, Nabha, Kapurthala, Faridkot and Mandi in brief. His sole motive of writing this 

book was to convince the Sikhs that the British policy towards them had been just and benevolent 

telling about the main aim of writing this book he says, "My object has not been to record the 

biographies of reigning families so much as to give a connected account of the political relations of 

the British Government with the Independent states of the Punjab from the commencement of the 

present century". 

Lepel Griffin had two-fold objective in writing the history of the Punjab, viz., to provide 

justification of British expansion in India and to establish the superiority over the Indians of 

character of the English people, which of course, was not a new thesis. Criticizing the rule in India 

he says, "Native rule in India, in former days, signified oppression of the most terrible kind, 

insecurity of life and property; luxury and debauchery in the prince, misery and want in the people; 

and although much has been written regarding the preference of the people for the rule of their 

hereditary chiefs, the simple fact remains that whenever an opportunity has been afforded them, the 

people have accepted British rule with the most unfeigned satisfaction". He even criticizes the 

administration of Ranjit Singh. He writes that, "The Punjab proper, during the time of Maharaja 

Ranjit Singh was certainly a favourable specimen of a native state. Yet the revenue system of Ranjit 

Singh was but an organized system of pillage and the country was farmed to contractors, who were 

bound to pay a certain sum into the state treasury and were permitted to collect as much more as 

was possible for themselves." 

Griffin treats the Sikh faith in his "Ranjit Singh". His reasoning is interesting. Ranjit Singh's 

career and character could not be properly understood without an understanding of the Sikh 

religious system. Therefore, 'a few words the on the principles of the creed as expounded by 

Nanak's became necessary.  

Griffin writes that the "Adi Granth" drives its chief authority from Baba Nanak, the founder 

of the religious system of the Sikhs, who wrote large portions of it about the beginning of the 

seventeenth century. It was complied by Guru Arjun Dev, the fifth Guru. He further says that the 

writings of the tenth Guru, Guru Govind Singh were more important as determining the military 

and political constitution of later Sikhdom. He was wrong when he says that Guru Govind Singh 

was a worshipper of the goddess Durga. Griffin refers to the translation of the "Adi Granth" by 
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Ernst Trumpp for a fuller understanding, telling the reader that the accounts of Sikhism given by 

Cunningham and H.H. Wilson were 'slight and defective'. They were not acquainted with the Sikh 

scriptures. For Griffin as for Trumpp, the pages of the Adi Granth were 'involved, incoherent and 

shallow'. 

In a separate chapter on the state of Punjab at the time of Ranjit Singh's birth, Griffin 

outlines the development of the eighteenth century, largely in terms of misls or confederacies in 

which a number of robber chiefs agreed, after a somewhat democratic and equal fashion, to follow 

the flag and flight under the general orders of one powerful leader. Of the six misls between the hirs 

Satlej and Indus, the Sukarchakia was more important only than the Nakkai; it was less important 

than the Alluwalia, Bhangi, Kanhiya and the Ramgarhia. This supposed fact can be and has been 

used to highlight Maharaja' Ranjit Singh achievement, but in the pages of Griffin it serves more to 

imply that he was an upstart.  

In chapter V "The Maharaja", Griffins describes the features of the great Maharaja. He 

notices that even halff century after his death, Maharaja Ranjit Singh was 'a favourite subject' with 

the ivory painters of Amritsar and Delhi, by whom he was ordinarily represented in middle or old 

age. Griffin gives Baron Bugel's pen-portrait of the Maharaja is striking but unprepossessing. The 

whole chapter of Griffin's book is devoted to the character and personality of Maharaja Ranjit Singh 

to contrast the little good that was in him with the immensity of his foibles.  

In Chapter VI The Court of Ranjit Singh Griffin gives portraits of the principal courtiers of 

the Maharaja. Griffin says that Ranjit Singh was a superstitions but not a religious man. He did not 

follow the doctrines of Gurus seriously. For Griffin he was opportunist, to whom only those 

doctrines were agreeable which allowed him to rivet his authority more closely on the rude Jats he 

ruled.  

In a chapter on the army and administration of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, Griffin begins by 

saying that the military genius of the Maharaja was not so much shown in his generalship as in the 

skill with which he raised a powerful, disciplined and well equipped army, after realizing the 

superiority of the British military organization. The change was largely facilitated by the 

employment of European offices like general Ventura, General Allard, Colonel Auguste Court and 

General Avitabile, and a host of others. They were not entrusted with supreme command. The 

Punjabi generals too were very eminent, like Mohkam Chand, Diwan Chand, Fateh Singh 

Kalianwala, Nihal Singh Atariwal, Buddh Singh Sandhanwalia, his brother Atar Singh, and Hari 

Singh Nalwa. 

As regards the decline of Sikh state and annexation of the Punjab by the British, Griffin 

attributed the fall to the fact that Ranjit Singh's rule was personal and not dynastic and weak 

successors only hastened the pace of its decline. The fall of the Empire was inevitable since it was 

based open violence, treachery and blood. 

Lepel Griffin had two-fold objective in writing the history of the Punjab, viz., to provide 

justification of British expansion in India and to establish the superiority over the Indians of 

character of the English people, which of course, was not a new thesis. Griffin did not posses any 

historical vision. He wrote under diverse influences and in the process he evolved a sort of thinking 
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of his own. Having experience of serving in the Punjab where he dealth with the study people of the 

Punjab, he suggested the maintenance of the status quo so far as social political structure was 

concerned. 

However, his main concern, therefore, remained to provide justification for British rule in 

the Punjab and basis for preservation of British Empire in India. His writings leave no doubt that 

like other conservative thinkers, he believed in the policy of divide et empera Like them he suggests 

that the loyalty of aristocracy and army were only dependable pillars of permanence of British rule 

in this country. All the same, it has to be admitted that he was one of those few administrator 

historians who have left to us a rich heritage of historical literature on the period which though not 

very remote, is yet obsure in history.  
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 Abstract: Cropping pattern refers to the type of crops raised & the proportion of area under 

various crops at a point of time. It is, however, a dynamic concept as it changes over space & time. 

In this study dominant, secondary & minor crops are taken to determine the cropping pattern in 

village. Major crops of this season grown in village are wheat, pulses, mustered.Fodder refers to the 

crops which are cut green for feeding the livestock. Rice, cotton, guara and fodder crops such as 

bajara & chari are main kharif crops. After analyzing data, we can say that advancement in 

technology, irrigation facilities, government effort to develop agriculture, and financial assistance 

by banks has changed cropping pattern in the village. Though all the above factors helped the 

farmers a lot to improve their income source, but still they are not adjusting themselves to the new 

change.  

Introduction  
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Nature has provided the human being with different resources such as water, forests, land and 

minerals etc. land is fixed resource and is of immense importance among the resources. Land can be 

utilized in various ways such as for agriculture, settlement and industrial establishments. The 

utilization of land depends upon is quality, physiographic as well as socio economic use of 

population of that particular region. Despite its immobility its uses for agriculture purposes is 

highly variable. The kind use to which land is put to shows the socio economic development of an 

area.Cropping pattern refers to the type of crops raised & the proportion of area under various crops 

at a point of time. It is, however, a dynamic concept as it changes over space & time. The cropping 

patterns of a region are closely influenced by the geo climatic, economic, socio-cultural, historical 

& political factors. The socio-economic influents largely determine the possibility of the enterprise 

the farmer chooses & the input intensity with which he farms. With an assured supply of water & 

availability of modern inputs-specially high yielding varieties of seeds & commercial fertilizers. 

Consequently, the sets of crops raised differ from place to place & there is a wide gap in their 

percentage strengths. Cropping pattern is determined on the basis of areal strength of individual 

crops. At present dominant, secondary & minor crops are taken to determine the cropping pattern. 

Dominant crops are those which occupy over 15% of the cropped area while secondary crops cover 

5-15% & minor crops under 5%. 

Geographical setting 

The village is situated in teshil Ratia of district Fatehabad (Haryana) on the bank of river Ghagar. 

Its revenue no is 111. It is located at a distance of   is 24 k.m from Fatehabad in the North West and 

19 k.m from Ratia in the west and is connected with spegs road. In the north east of Biran Badi lies 

village Ganda and khunan in south. In eastis village Nagpur where as village Loahgarh is to its 

west.  It shares its boundaries with Mansa dist. of Punjab in the North West. Crops such as wheat, 

rice, cotton and fodder crops are cultivated here. In the southern part sukhchain canal is flowing. 

The administrative, academic, institutional and economic requirements are fulfilled from Ratia and 

Fatehabad towns. 

 Statement of objective 

1. To study the existing cropping pattern of village Bira Badi 

2. To investigate the changes in cropping pattern in the village   

3. To study the impact of changing pattern on the cultivation of  other crops. 

4. To study the factors that have contributed towards changes in    cropping pattern 

5. To study the impact of changing cropping pattern on the socio-  economic life of villagers 

Significance of the study 
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The micro level study on ―changing cropping pattern in the village tells us ground reality of the area 

devoted to various crops presently as well as at different time periods in the past. 

1. This helps us to know the important crops of the village which play role in its economy 

and  

2. Also study is useful in visualizing optimum cropping pattern for future that 

3. What factors have contributed towards change in cropping pattern as it exists now will 

be more profitable 

Sources of data 

The present study involves basically secondary data. The secondary data concerning land use, 

cropping pattern and irrigation has been collected from revenue records of village. Such data are 

recorded in lal kitab and available with patwari of the village. 

 

Review of Literature 

According to Wilson (2002)  in his paper ‗Small Cultivators in Bihar and ‗New‘ Technology: 

Choice or Compulsion?‘, the small and marginal cultivators cultivating less than 2.5 acres are 

adopting ‗new‘ technology from the period since the early 1980s. 

J. Singh and R. S. Sidhu (2004) in their article ‗Factors in Declining Crop Diversification – Case 

Study of Punjab‘ have analysed the growth of agricultural output in Punjab and the contribution of 

crop shift and crop diversification in the growth of agriculture sector. 

Rama kumar (2007)42 in his article, ‗Revival of Agricultural Credit in the 2000s : An Explanation‘ 

has observed that the growth rate of credit flow to agriculture from commercial banks in the period 

2000 to 2006 was 20.5 percent per annum, which was significantly higher than the corresponding 

growth rate in the period between 1990 and 2000. 

Cheng Yun (2008) proposed a linear programming model to study the consumptive use of surface 

water and groundwater for optimum water allocation in Taiwan 

Prevailing cropping pattern of village Biran Badi 

The whole of Haryana like other parts of the country has two main crop seasons: 

(i)  Winter or the Rabi season 

(ii)  Summer or the Kharif season. 

Rabi Crops 
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Crops which require mild temperature at the time of sowing (October-November) & higher 

temperatures at the time of their harvest (March-April) are raised during winter season. Major crops 

of this season grown in village are wheat, pulses, mustered.Fodder refers to the crops which are cut 

green for feeding the livestock. In village Barseem, Barley & javi are the fodder crops of the Rabi 

season. Wheat and fodder (barseem, barley) are main crops of this season in Biran Badi. At present 

wheat covers 91% of total cropped area of Rabi season. Barseem, javi and barley are fodder crops 

grown in this season and cover 7% area of total cropped area.  

 This cropping pattern is shown in the following table (1) and diagram (1.1&1.2)                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE NO. 1- BIRAN BADI RABI CROPS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Unpublished data from village revenue records. 

 

 DIGRAMS (1.1 & 1.2) SHOWING THE CHANGE‟S IN RABI CROPPING PATTERN    

Rabi crops        As percentage to total Rabi cropped area 

Name of crop Wheat  Fodder  Oil seeds  Total  

2003-04 77 9.27 8.49 94.76 

2017-18 91.71 7.29 5.34 99 
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Kharif Cropping Pattern 

In village Biran Badi rice, cotton, guara and fodder crops such as bajara & chari are main kharif 

crops.  Following table 2 and diagram (2.1 & 2.2) show that rice and cotton are dominant crops of 

kharif cropping pattern in village. At present cotton occupies near about 60% area and rice near 

about 29% of total kharif cropped area as shown in diagram. In 2003- 2004 area under cotton was 
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near about 80 % which has reduced to 60 % at present. In the same way area under oil seeds is also 

reduces, which is at present is less.  

TABLE NO. 2- BIRAN BADI KHARIF CROPS 

Source: Unpublished data from village revenue records. 

 

DIAGRAMS (2.1 & 2.2) SHOWING THE CHANGE IN KHARIF CROPPING 

PATTERN 

 

Kharif cropping pattern has changed over the space and time. Areas which were barren and vacant 

due to lack of irrigation facilities now have become fertile with the advancement of technology and 

irrigation facilities such as tube well.  More than that pipe line has been extended to those parts 

where water was not available or was of poor quality. Area under rice has been increasing. In 2004 

area under rice was 9.45% and now it is near about 29%. Area under cotton has decreased 

considerately. 

Kharif crops                     As percentage of total kharif cropped area 

Name of crop Cotton  Rice  Fodder     Guara  Total  

2003-04 79.13 9.45 6.5 - 95.43 

2017-18 57.81 29.07 5.34 6.27 98.49 
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Cotton  

Cotton covers 60% area of total kharif cropped area.  Water of village peripheral part is good in 

quality and rest of area of village depends upon this and on canal water. Cotton requires less 

irrigation than rice. So farmers grow cotton on poorly irrigated fields.    

Reasons of shifts in area of cotton 

1. Cotton is very sensitive to pests. Attack of pest can damage whole intcrop and it happens 

many times. Use of pesticides to protect cotton from pest is very costly. This is a reason of 

farmers lacking intrest toward its cultivation. 

2.  Only those farmers who do not have alternate for irrigation by canal grow this crop. 

3. It is not sure to get a certain amount of production; on the other hand rice production is 

certain to near about 25 quintal from per acre. 

4. Rate of cotton some time depends upon its quality; this is not in case of rice. 

5. No MSP for cotton. 

6. Cotton required large amount of labour from its sowing to picking operation and care.  It is a 

costly process, so farmers are moving toward other crops. 

7. But after the invention of BT cotton seeds security of its production has increased. Also high 

rate of cotton in last two year has attracted many farmers toward its cultivation.  

Rice 

Rice is the second dominant crop of kharif season of Biran Badi village. Above table (2) and 

diagram (2.1 & 2.2) show the changes in area under rice. Its area has been increased during last 
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fifteen years. In 2004 area under rice was 9.45% and at present it occupies 29% area of total kharif 

area. 

Reason of change in area of Rice 

1. Due to increase in new technology people have leveled their fields with computerized 

leveler. In the past due to lack of technology area was undulating. Plain surface is requisite 

for cultivation of rice. 

2. Govt. is also providing loans on low interest rates for the development of agriculture. People 

are using this for establishing tube wells. They are making the use of these tables water to 

make sure irrigation for rice with the help of pipe lines .This is also a reason for changing 

cropping pattern in favors of rice in Biran Badi. 

3. Cotton & pulses require more care and labour. With the  advancement in machinery, its is 

easy to grow and harvest rice . 

Kharif fodder 

Chari, bajara and maize are main fodder crops of kharif season. Area under these crops has 

been changed, but only to some extend because in village every household rare cattle to 

meet their milk requirement. Above table (2) and diagram (2.1 & 2.2) show area under 

fodder is near about 6%. If in any year it is grown more than that it means that farmer has 

grown bajara or maize to sell it in market. 

Above table (2) and diagram (2.1 & 2.2) show changes in kharif cropping pattern. Area under rice 

and gura has increases since 2003-04. 

Reason for change‟s in kharif cropping pattern of Biran Badi 

1. In the past less area was under irrigation, people were not able to establish tube well (lack of 

technology and govt. support & finance). Oil seeds and pulses were grown which required 

less water. 

2. But with the implementation of technology, easy way of getting electricity connection for 

tube well and financial assistance provided by the banks on low interest rate makes its easy 

to establish a tube well. So with the increase in tube wells area under irrigation has been 

increased. So people of this village are growing crops like rice and new varities of cotton. At 

present Rice and BT cotton are major crops. 

3. Due to increase in use of new technology people have made their fields leveled. In the past 

due to lack of technology area was undulating, people were growing crops like oil seeds or 

bajara or they left their land vacant. But now people are growing rice instead of others 

crops. 
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4. Govt. is also providing loans on low interest rates for the development of agriculture. People 

are using this for establishing tube wells and also for buying new agricultural implements. 

This is also a reason for changing cropping pattern of village. 

5. Oilseeds & pulses required more care and labour. With the advancement in machinery, its 

easy to grow and harvest rice. 

6. To conclude we can say that advancement in technology, irrigation f acilities, govt effort to 

develop agriculture, and financial assistance by banks has changed croppingPattern in the 

village. 

7. Cotton is very sensitive to pests. Attack of pest can damage whole crop and it happens many 

times. Use of pesticides to protect cotton from pest is very costly. This is a reason of farmers 

lacking intrest toward its cultivation. 

 

DETERIMENTS OF CHANGE IN CROPPING PATTERN OF THE VILLAGE 

Role of Government and bank 

 Easy way of getting electricity connection for tube well and financial assistance provided by the 

banks on low interest rate makes its easy to establish a tube well. So with the increase in tube wells 

area under irrigation has been increased. So people of this village are growing crops like rice and 

new varities of cotton. 

Technological factors    

People have made their fields leveled with computerized leveler. In the past due to lack of 

technology area was undulating, people were growing crops   like oil seeds or bajara or they left 

their land vacant. But now people are   growing rice instead of others crops like rice. 

Mechanization of agriculture 

Oilseeds & pulses required more care and labour. With the advancement in machinery, it is easy to 

sow and harvest other crops. But in oil seeds and pulsescrops all is done with hands.  

ifficulties in cultivation of cotton 

Cotton is very sensitive to pests. Attack of pest can damage whole intcrop and it happens many 

times. Use of pesticides to protect cotton from pest is very costly. This is a reason of farmers 

lacking intrest toward its cultivation. 

1.  Only those farmers who do not have alternate for irrigation by canal grow this crop. 

2. It is not sure to get a certain amount of production; on the other hand rice production is 

certain to near about 25 quintal from per acre. 
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3. Cotton required large amount of labour from its sowing to picking operation and care.  It is a 

costly process, so farmers are moving toward other crops. 

Unsure Market of other crops 

Rate Oil seeds and pulses are not assured because their price depends upon their quality. On the 

other hand MSP (minimum support price) of wheat and rice are equal for any quality.  

CONCLUSION 

The main source of livelihood of village Biran Badi is farming supplemented by livestock.  

The area was mostly rain fed, situated in North West part of district. Now there are 234 number 

deep tubewells, owned by farmers. Thus farming has improved a lot due to availability of water 

from tubewells, by the use improved fertilizer, hybrid seeds, mechanization of farming. The per 

acre yield of  wheat, cotton, rice, pulses, fodder,  & other varieties have increased 3 to 4 times. 

Wheat has experienced 10% increase in area since and Rice increase 21% since 2004. The major 

increase in total cropped area since 2004 is due to irrigation made available by artificial mode of 

irrigation. It is seen that wheat does not give good marginal financial returns under improved 

irrigation. It has however become a very important traditional crop for which farmer expertise is 

well established. There is no other major Rabi crop that has been grown in this area. 

Contrary to wheat which has experienced continuance increase in areal coverage as well as yield, 

oil seeds have declined from 8 % coverage of the total cropped area in 2004 to 0.5% of the total 

cropped area in 2018. This is because oil seeds susceptible to blight & very sensitive to unfavorable 

climatic conditions at critical periods. Though all the above factors helped the farmers a lot to 

improve their income source, but still they are not adjusting themselves to the new change.  
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ABSTRACT 

The level of global warming is increasing in the world as a result of the depletion of ozone layer. 

The temperature is crossing the average limit across the world. The average temperature of most of 

the cities was observed to be around 37 degree few years back. But, now this level of average 

temperature has increased to 40 degree. Hence, it can be said that this depletion of ozone layer is 

causing more problems for the environment as it affects the all kinds of biological activities. 

Ozone layer is considered as the protective shield for the human environment as this layer has the 

power to absorb the harmful ultra-violet rays emitted from the sun. Now, some depletion is found in 

this ozone layer and due to this depletion, a large number of ultra-violet rays are coming on the 

surface of the earth and it is said that these rays are very dangerous for the environment. The current 

paper highlights the impact of depletion of ozone layer on environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The harmful gases like Nitrogen, Hydrogen, Carbon and Sulphur emitting from the mills and 

automobiles are the biggest cause of the depletion of the ozone layer. It is reported that Chlorofluro 

Carbon also plays an important role in damaging the ozone layer. Hence, due to these factors, the 

protection capability of the ozone layer is decreasing.  

According to a report, if this depletion of ozone layer continues for more two or three decades then 

it would become almost impossible to live on this planet. Also, the living organisms like birds, 

animals would also have to suffer a lot for survival. 

Most of the natural disasters are causing due to the natural imbalance occurred due to the depletion 

of the ozone layer. Scientists are also making their efforts in order to get the solution of this 

depletion of ozone layer. 

But, these efforts can‘t be successful until each and every living person become aware about the 

importance of ozone layer for our environment as the whole human environment would be lost if 

the level of the ozone layer depletion is not protected as soon as possible.  

Due to the introduction of ultraviolet rays in the environment, the scope of global warming has also 

enhanced and it is observed that it is also affecting the natural behavior of the weather as the level 

of unpredictability in the weather seems to be increased from last few years. 

As an effect of unpredictability in weather, heavy snow falls and rain falls are observed in some 

places. The water level in the sea is also increasing from over the years due to global warming and 

this is causing more incidents of floods all over the world. 

United Nations have also shown their concern about this global warming due to depletion of ozone 

layer. The government of every country has suggested to initiate some programs dealing with 

spreading awareness among the people about the harmful consequences of the ozone layer depletion 

and increasing level of global warming.       

It was the year of 1970, when the first time, an incident regarding the ozone layer depletion was 

observed.  Every country of the world is facing challenges due to increase in the global warming as 

the life cycle of the living persons have affected. 

Due to the flexible nature of the weather, the crops of the farmers are damaged in most of the cases 

as the trend of unseasoned heavy rainfalls has observed due to enhancement in the global warming. 

Hence, it can be said that this depletion of ozone layer is affecting everybody.         
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Figure 1: Ozone layer Depletion 

IMPACT OF THE DEPLETION OF OZONE LAYER ON ENVIRONMENT 

Today, there is widespread concern that the ozone layer is deteriorating due to the release of 

pollution containing the chemicals chlorine and bromine. Such deterioration allows large amounts 

of ultraviolet B rays to reach Earth, which can cause skin cancer and cataracts in humans and harm 

animals as well. 

Extra ultraviolet B radiation reaching Earth also inhibits the reproductive cycle of phytoplankton, 

single-celled organisms such as algae that make up the bottom rung of the food chain. Biologists 

fear that reductions in phytoplankton populations will in turn lower the populations of other 

animals. Researchers also have documented changes in the reproductive rates of young fish, 

shrimp, and crabs as well as frogs and salamanders exposed to excess ultraviolet B. 

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), chemicals found mainly in spray aerosols heavily used by 

industrialized nations for much of the past 50 years, are the primary culprits in ozone layer 

breakdown. When CFCs reach the upper atmosphere, they are exposed to ultraviolet rays, which 

causes them to break down into substances that include chlorine. The chlorine reacts with the 

oxygen atoms in ozone and rips apart the ozone molecule. 

One atom of chlorine can destroy more than a hundred thousand ozone molecules, according to the 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 

The ozone layer above the Antarctic has been particularly impacted by pollution since the mid-

1980s. This region‘s low temperatures speed up the conversion of CFCs to chlorine. In the 

southern spring and summer, when the sun shines for long periods of the day, chlorine reacts with 

http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/global-warming/pollution-overview/
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ultraviolet rays, destroying ozone on a massive scale, up to 65 percent. This is what some people 

erroneously refer to as the "ozone hole." In other regions, the ozone layer has deteriorated by about 

20 percent. 

About 90 percent of CFCs currently in the atmosphere were emitted by industrialized countries in 

the Northern Hemisphere, including the United States and Europe. These countries banned CFCs 

by 1996, and the amount of chlorine in the atmosphere is falling now. Scientists had estimated it 

would take another 50 years for chlorine levels to return to their natural levels. In fact, in 

November 2018, the UN released a report saying that, based on the latest science, the ozone layer 

is on track to be fully healed within 50 years. 

With depletion in ozone‘s layer, we humans are more prone to UV rays that reaches the Earth‘s 

surface. Studies suggests that high levels of UV Rays cause non-melanoma skin cancer and plays a 

major role in malignant melanoma development. Direct exposure to UV rays can lead to 

development of cataracts which clouds the eye‘s lens. 

Permanent exposure to UV rays can also lead to weakening of the response of immune system and 

even permanent damage to immune system in some cases. 

Aging of skin is yet another problem that will make you look older than what you really are. 

Extensive exposure to UV rays can lead to acceleration of the aging process of your skin. 

Plants become another casualty by radiation effects of UV rays. The physiological and 

developmental processes of plants are also severely affected apart from the growth. Some other 

changes that are caused by UV inlcude the way plants form, timing of development and growth, 

how nutrients are distributied within the plant and metabolism, etc. 

UV rays also have adverse effect on the marine ecosystems. It badly affects the planktons that form 

the foundation of aquatic food webs. Phytoplankton grow close to the surface of the water and 

plays vital role in the food chain and oceanic carbon cycle. Changes in UV levels is known to 

affect both orientation and motility in phytoplankton. This reduces the survival and growth rate of 

these organisms. 

DISCUSSION 

UV rays are also known to affect the development stages of fish, shrimp, crab, amphibians, and 

other marine animals. When this happens it affects whole marine food chain as animals  in the 

upper food chain that feed on these fishes are also affected. 

Increases in UV radiation alters both sources and sinks of greenhouse gasses in the biosphere e.g.: 

e.g., carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, carbonyl sulfide, ozone, and possibly other gases. Changes 

in UV levels would contribute to biosphere-atmosphere feedbacks that mitigate or amplify the 

atmospheric concentrations of these gases. 

Fertilizers and pesticides are extensively used in agriculture and are also a source of nitrous oxide 

production which is the main culprit in depletion of ozone layer. Encourage local political 

representatives to raise a campaign to put forth laws governing fertilizer use. 
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Ozone layer depletion is something that could prove hazardous for the entire human community. 

Speak to your friends, family members, colleagues and encourage them to drive less, eat local, to 

dispose of fire extinguishers and air conditioning units containing ODS (ozone depleting 

substances). 

Short exposure to UV-B radiations can cause the DNA damage because UV radiations can disturb 

biomolecules such as lipids, proteins and Nucliec acids. Due to UV-B radiations there would be 

cryptic transposable elements which may lead towards the mutations which is more dangerous than 

the immediate DNA damage. Excessive UV-B radiation exposure results in the basal and squamous 

cells carcinomas. These types of cancers are induced due to transcriptional errors during DNA 

replication which are caused by changes in pyrimidine bases. The ultimate cause of this whole 

mechanism is found to be the prolonged exposure to UV radiations. It is estimated that there is 

increase of 2% of incidence of these cancers by 1% depletion of ozone layer. Exposure to UV 

radiations equally affects lungs. Bronchitis, obstruction of lungs, Emphysema, asthma all can be 

resulted from UV radiations exposure. 

Depletion of ozone layer is also causing the problem of food shortage to humans. UV radiations are 

disturbing developmental and physiological processes which is decreasing the productivity of crops. 

As humans are heavily dependent on crops for food so there is a great chance if depletion of ozone 

layer is not checked it may cause seriously shortage of food to humans. Researches also show that 

UV radiations can also be used to enhance yield of crops by the use and application of 

phytohormones. 

 

CONCLUSION  

Ozone layer is continuously depleting which is highly alarming situation of today. 

Chloroflourocarbons are major cause of ozone depletion. These substances should be banned or we 

should use their alternatives so that in future we can protect ourselves from the harmful effects of 

UV radiation. 

Human eye and skin are the most exposed part of the body to these radiations. So there is high 

degree of incidence of blindness and skin cancer disease increasing day by day with the depletion of 

ozone layer so we should use sunglasses and full body clothes especially in summer when there is 

high intensity of sunlight so that we can protect our body from harmful UV radiations. We should 

also use sun block creams to our most exposed parts of body like face. 

We should also don‘t consume water from lakes as it may contain high quantity of hydrogen 

peroxide which is toxic to our bodies, and we should consume water for drinking from clean water 

sources. 
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ABSTRACT 

Social networking has emerged as a big platform for the people to express their views and opinions 

and sharing some moments of their lives with their friend zone.  Technology has shorten the world 

as now with the aid of social media, a person living in one country can communicate with another 

person living in other country.  

There are a number of social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram etc. that are 

used by the young generation of India frequently. Every technology has some good effects and 

some bad effects. This platform of social media has also some good and bad effects. The current 

paper highlights the effects of social media on the young generation of India.    
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INTRODUCTION 

Social media provides a lot of information to the young people. Social media has the power to 

attract the young people. A lot of information whether it is positive or negative are released through 

this platform. Now, it is up to the common sense of the user how to deal with these kinds of 

information as some information is found fake in the real world. 

Hence, a lot of sensibility is required to handle the social media platforms effectively. Also, a lot of 

fake propagandas are spread by the bad persons to influence the basic thinking of the users. Most of 

the young people get influenced by these fake agendas and they start changing their thinking about 

other persons. 

A new trend of online friendship on social media is becoming popular among the young generation 

of India. In some cases, it is observed that some people create their fake online identities and try to 

communicate with other persons in order to tease them. 

As most of young generation spends more time on social media which creates a communication gap 

between other family members as the users spends less time with their family members.  

With the help of social media, some naughty sources try to impart the negative thoughts in the mind 

of the user so that his/her mind can be used to spread negativity in the society.  

Also, the study schedules of the college-going persons is disturbed due to social media as the 

students like spending more and more time chatting with their classmates online and waste their 

energy in unnecessary activities. 

According to a report, this platform of social media is also responsible for the increase in stress 

level among the young generation as a feeling of loneliness is created among the people who spend 

more time on social media. These kinds of people share their thoughts online with other persons but 

in real, they have no person to talk with and hence, they become lonely resulting in the emergence 

of the stress level.   

The positive point about social media is that it provides a number of opportunities among the youth 

people to grow in their lives by providing many education platforms.              

Social media also acts a platform to earn money. One of these platforms is Youtube where some of 

the young people upload some interesting videos and get paid by the digital platform after getting 

large number of hits on their uploads.   

Sociao media provides a number of informative details to the users which help in upgrading their 

knowledge level and they come to know the basic needs of the real world. Also, social media is like 

a good digital platform for the younger generation to share their lives experiences with the others. 

EFFECTS OF SOCIAL MEDIA ON INDIAN YOUTH 

With the help of social media, the young people are learning innovative things in order to enhance 

the level of creativity among them. Increase in the number of mobile users has certainly affected the 

reach of social media in most of the families. 
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Under the program of digital India, the services of internet are provided to all the people. Now, it is 

more convenient to afford the internet charges with heavy reduction in the cost. As a result, internet 

has become the essential part of a family. 

Trend of using social media has also increased with the increasing access of internet services. Now, 

social media has become an important tool of our societies that every person of any generation likes 

spending time on social media. 

This platform of social media is largely popular among the young generation of India. Many 

activities like chatting, sharing thoughts etc. can be done easily with the aid of social media.      

Nowadays social media has become a new set of cool tools for involving young peoples. Many 

young people‘s day to day life are woven by the social media Youngsters are in conversation and 

communication with their friends and groups by using different media and devices every day. In 

past years it was seen that youngsters are in touch with only friends and their groups in schools and 

colleges. But nowadays youngsters are in contact not only with known friends but also with 

unknown people through social networking sites, instant messaging etc.  

According to BBC news research of 2013 they discuss that 67% Facebook users are very common 

and well known social media portal consist of the youth and students, so these praise the fact that 

the youth and student have more focus and relation. Throughout the country teenagers frequently 

use the web, mobile phones, online games to communicate and gather information with each other. 

Social Media is media for social interaction as a super-set beyond social communication. Social 

Media has brought individuals separated by geography and ideology to a common virtual platform. 

Online Social Networking Sites are among the most popular services these days where benefit of 

information is mutual. Users interact through various features of social networking sites making 

relationships, new friends, knowledge sharing, video sharing etc. Thus these features become the 

key in product buying decisions, Online shopping etc. SNS are serving good medium to connect 

students, and emails are considered important for communication, students view advertisements 

online and with the help of SNS online marketing gets influenced. The super-set of Social Media 

comprises of Social networking sites, Educational material sharing Content sharing sites, User-

sponsored blogs, Company sponsored websites, Business networking sites, Collaborative websites, 

, Social bookmarking and much more. It includes Internet forums, weblogs, social blogs, micro 

blogging, wikis, podcasts, photographs or pictures, video, rating and social bookmarking. 

Students, while searching and studying online, get attracted to using social media sites and 

sometimes they forget why they are using internet. This wastes their time and sometimes students 

are not able to deliver their work in the specified time frame. 

The student's motivational level reduces due to the use of these social networking sites. They rely 

on the virtual environment instead of gaining practical knowledge from the real world. Students get 

low grades in school due to lack of the desired information and writing skills. 

The excessive use of these sites affects the mental as well as physical health. Students do not take 

their meals on time and take proper rest. They take excessive amount of coffee or tea to remain 

active and focused which effects negatively on their health. 
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Social networking has increased the rate and quality of collaboration for students. They are better 

able to communicate meeting times or share information quickly, which can increase productivity 

and help them learn how to work well in groups. By spending so much time working with new 

technologies, students develop more familiarity with computers and other electronic devices. With 

the increased focus on technology in education and business, this will help students build skills that 

will aid them throughout their lives. 

DISCUSSION 

The ease and speed with which users can upload pictures, videos or stories has resulted in a greater 

amount of sharing of creative works. Being able to get instant feedback from friends and family on 

their creative outlets helps students refine and develop their artistic abilities and can provide much 

needed confidence or help them decide what career path they may want to pursue. 

Internet is still propagating in the roots of the Indian society. People are now becoming more aware 

of Internet and its benefits. Internet usage has now matured from the basic emails and search to 

upscale activities like e-ticketing, online banking, e-retailing and the ubiquitous Social Media. 

Social Media is really picking up new heights in India. With more people joining the social 

networks like Face book & Twitter, brands are finding it easy to spread the word about them over 

the web as consumers find it easy connecting with each other by using these sites. The trend is 

flourishing as many companies are coming big way for Social Media Optimization for their Product 

or Services with an objective of increased awareness about the company and the brand, lead 

generation and increase in loyal customers. 

Youngsters are seen in contact with these media daily .Social media has various merits but it also 

has some demerits which affect people negatively. False information can lead the education system 

to failure, in an organization wrong advertisement will affect the productivity, social media can 

abuse the society by invading on people‘s privacy, some useless blogs can influence youth that can 

become violent and can take some inappropriate actions. Use of social media is beneficial but 

should be used in a limited way without getting addicted. 

The extensive use of Social Networking however, makes it an interesting study regarding the risks 

and consequences on the existing youths. Social networking with the ability to effectively vanish 

boundaries, the anytime anywhere availability has seen impact on privacy as sharing too much, 

false unnecessary information about themselves or voice opinions, even getting exposed to 

fraudsters or cyber criminals and most critical of all the increased addiction to Internet and Social 

applications.  

These tend to influence the youth for their social, emotional and psychological well-being. Adverse 

outcomes are seen as increasing exposure to cyber-bullying, unknown persons accessing personal 

information, online dating, exiting, and sleep deprivation, exposure to unsuitable digital content, 

outside influences of third-party groups encouraging to transfer money and low social interactions 

and limited face to face communications. 

CONCLUSION  
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As with most things in life there are positive and negative sides to social networking, both of which 

we have now explored. My ultimate belief is that when done in moderation, with checks and 

balances on how younger people in particular are using them. We should focus on the ethical use of 

these SNS so that it serves our society in a right way and the youth can play an important role 

because SNS is a boon and curse both for the Indian society .In one hand it provides away to 

connect our dear ones on the other side it gives a platform that become danger for Indian heritage 

and culture. 
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ABSTRACT 

The origin of the Thar Desert is considered as the north-west part of the Indian sub-continental. It 

acts like a border between India and Pakistan. The most area of the Thar Desert i.e. nearly 85% 

comes in Indian and rest 15% of its area comes in the side of Pakisan. 

Seventeenth position is measured of this desert among all the deserts of the World. Its approximate 

area is measured to be 2,00000 km
2 

where 1,70000 km
2 

area falls in the Indian region and 

remaining 30,000 km
2
 area falls into Pakistan. The coverage region of Thar Desert in India is 
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measured to be 4.5% of the complete geographical area of the country. Major portion of this Desert 

in India comes in the state Rajasthan where nearly 60% of its total area is found. Some part of this 

desert is spread over few regions of Gujarat and Punjab. The current paper highlights the geology of 

the Thar Desert. 

KEYWORDS:Thar, Desert, Sand 

INTRODUCTION 

In the regions of the Thar Desert, a very high temperature is observed during the Summer season 

where sometimes, the level of temperature crosses the 50 degree level. Temperature tends to lower 

down during the Winter season.  

The living conditions of the Thar Desert are very extreme for the common people to survive as the 

climate of this area is found to be very harmful for the human health. In most of the parts of this 

desert, sandly soil is found and sand storms are frequently observed in this area during the summer. 

Due to lack of heavy raining here, there are limited sources of the water in this area and most of the 

water resources are found to be dried due to high level of temperature. This desert is spread along 

with the Aravali hills in the north-east part. 

Also, sand mobility is found here due to the strong winds. Luni River is found in this Thar Desert in 

India. The average annual level of raining is measured to be just 500 mm in this desert. The most of 

the rainfall is observed during the Monsoon period. 

Some of the lakes in the Thar Desert are Sambhar, Didwana and Phalodi in Rajasthan whereas the 

Khara lake is found in Gujarat state. The taste of the water of most of these lakes is observed to be 

salty. For most of time, these lakes remain dried in the year.  

Here, the occurrence of the process of wind erosion is observed frequently as the major proportion 

is comprised of the sandy soil. Nearly, 23 species of the lizards and snakes are found in the Thar 

Desert.  Some of the famous wildlife animals of Thar Desert are Chinkara and Black Bucks. 

Due to the lack of water in this desert, it is very difficult to converse the grass land to the crop land. 

Nearly, 83 people per km
2 

population density are found in the Thar Desert. According to a report, 

nearly 40% of the total population of Rajasthan lives in the area belonging to the Thar Desert and 

its divisions. 

The most of the people of this area earn their livelihood by the agricultural activities and animal 

husbandry. Two main cities of the Thar Desert are Bikaner and Jaisalmer which comes under the 

state of Rajasthan. 
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Figure 1: The Thar Desert 

GEOLOGY OF THAR DESERT 

The origin of the Thar Desert is a controversial subject. Some experts consider it to be 4,000 to 

10,000 years old, while others maintain that aridity started in this region much earlier. 

Another theory states that the area turned to desert relatively recently: Perhaps around 2,000-

1,500 B.C.E. Around this time, the Ghaggar River ceased to be a major river. It now terminates in 

the desert. 

It has been observed through remote sensing techniques that Late Quaternary climatic changes and 

neotectonics have played a significant role in modifying the drainage courses, and a large number 

of palaeochannels exist. 

Most of the studies share the opinion that the palaeo channels of the Sarasvati coincide with the bed 

of present day Ghaggar and believe that the Sutlej along with the Yamuna once flowed into the 

present Ghaggar riverbed. It has been postulated that the Sutlej was the main tributary of the 

Ghaggar and that subsequently the tectonic movements might have forced the Sutlej westward and 

the Yamuna eastward, causing the Ghaggar to dry up. 

The Thar Desert is distinguished by a series of rolling sand dunes that vary in height across 

the desert. While sand dunes are a common occurrence in deserts across the world, the dunes of the 

Thar are remarkable for their continual motion. In sharp contrast to the mountain ranges that ring 

the desert, the sandy desert floor is always in motion. The perpetual movement of the desert, while 

contributing the desert's beauty, has had a prohibitive effect for permanent human settlement, as the 

sands can easily be blown over structures. The sands are particularly mobile due to severe winds in 

the region, which sweep the sands over areas of fertile soil. The layer of sand over much of the 

available farming land hinders agricultural development in the region. Some of the sand dunes of 

the Thar have become semi stabilized over time, and while not completely sedentary, these older 

dunes move only very small degrees. Older sand dunes can reach a height of 500 feet. 

Dotted among the sands of the Thar, several salt water lakes provide a unique and welcome 

environment for desert dwelling creatures. While the water of the lakes cannot be consumed by 

humans, they support much needed shelter and viable farmland. The abundance of salt water, 
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however, also serves to highlight the extreme lack of drinkable water in the Thar Desert. 

Annual rainfall in the region is particularly low, measuring from 4-20 inches, most of which falls 

during the monsoon season. It is difficult to estimate annual precipitation for the Thar Desert 

however, as rainfall often varies widely from year to year. 

The harsh natural environment and extreme temperature variations found in the Thar Desert have 

combined to severely inhibit the growth of vegetation. Most of the native plants grow in small 

clumps, without a system of order regulating where the clumps grow or any standard number of 

plants in a vegetation grouping. The plants which have been most successful in the difficult 

environment have adapted to the conditions of the desert. It is important, in particular for plants, to 

have developed water storage systems to be able to provide much needed water to themselves 

during the dry season. Significant plants of the desert include gum, Arabic acacia, and euphorbia. 

However, these plants are only found on the rocky slopes of the hills. 

Stretches of sand in the desert are interspersed by hillocks and sandy and gravel plains. Due to the 

diversity of ecosystems that exist within the Thar, a varied and thriving wildlife population calls the 

desert their home. Both vegetation and animal life in this arid region are very rich. About 23 species 

of lizard and 25 species of snakes are found here; several of them are endemic to the region. 

The most notable example of a preserved ecosystem is the Desert National Park, Jaisalmer, which 

provides an excellent example of the natural wildlife of the region. In this park, Great Indian 

Bustards, Blackbucks, Chinkaras, the Indian Gazelle, the Indian Wild Ass, and Desert Foxes are 

common. These are species which are fast vanishing in other parts of India. Despite the apparent 

difficulty of life in the desert, the animals in the Desert National Park have found ways to adapt and 

thrive. The park supports these wild and naturally occurring populations of species that are 

threatened with existence elsewhere. It is also noted for rich seashell and petrified wood deposits. 

DISCUSSION 

The animals which are found in the Desert National Park exhibit many of the adaptations that are 

necessary for survival in the desert. These animals, along with those animals found outside the 

reserve, often exhibit a smaller body size, one example of biological adaptation to the region. In 

addition, many of the desert animals are nocturnal, a trait which allows them to avoid the sweltering 

heat of the day. 

The Thar Desert faces a distinct environmental threat from the loss of land through wind erosion. 

The harsh winds of the Thar sweep the sands across the plains and into its awe–inspiring sand dune 

formations. However, the winds also erode valuable farming land and threaten livestock grazing 

areas. In an attempt to hinder the wind erosion, plants species and trees have been planted in many 

areas to help keep the sands attached to the ground. The new windbreaks also provide much needed 

shelter. 

In order to plant the necessary windbreaks, it has become necessary to import exotic plants into the 

region. The native plants are noted for their slow growth patterns, and windbreaks must mature 

quickly to be fully effective. The Acacia tortillis has proven most adaptable to the Thar. While the 
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induction of foreign plants is helping the wind erosion issues, the introduction of exotic plants into 

any environment threatens to overthrow the preexisting environmental balance. 

Camels are an integral part of the desert life and the camel events during the Desert Festival 

confirm this fact. Special efforts go into dressing the animal for entering the spectacular 

competition of the best-dressed camel. Other interesting competitions on the fringes are the 

mustache and turban tying competitions, which not only demonstrate a glorious tradition but also 

inspire its preservation. Both the turban and the mustache have been centuries old symbols of honor 

in Rajasthan. 

CONCLUSION  

The Thar Desert faces a distinct environmental threat from the loss of land through wind erosion. 

The harsh winds of the Thar sweep the sands across the plains and into its awe–inspiring sand dune 

formations. However, the winds also erode valuable farming land and threaten livestock grazing 

areas. In an attempt to hinder the wind erosion, plants species and trees have been planted in many 

areas to help keep the sands attached to the ground. The new windbreaks also provide much needed 

shelter. 
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Abstract  

Mediaandjudiciary both are very responsible pillars of democracy.Media is able to vigil society, 

politics and judiciary.This review paper is an attempt to understand the role of media in the 

deliverance of justice. Media is considered the opinion of common people and have the capability 

of moulding people‘s opinion. Sometimes media trial can be wrong but generally,media is helpful 

in the deliverance of justice.Mediacan fill the communication gap between the public and the 

judiciary.  

Keywords: Opinion Making, Media, Judiciary, Democracy and deliverance of justice.  

Introduction  

Media is considered as‗Janta Ki Adalat‘.In a democracy,media is equally powerful to Judiciary, the 

executive andthe legislature.Media has now becomethe voice of masses and the agentwho have the 

power to influence the verdict.Each piece of information is able to shape public opinion.Media is 

growing day-by-dayand becoming powerful by the same rate.Convergence of various 

communication technology is now making media moreinteractive and impactful.Media has been 

transformed from being a channel of transmitting news to a symbol of change,creating an 

exceptional responsibility on it to thoughtfully air any information.Many countries like the US have 

the law for jury and judges to control this kind of media trial during the actualtrial in court. But, in 

India, there is no such law.  

Many cases have been seen in which media trial presents a distorted picture of society.Many media 

scholars and law scholars claimthat media trialsnot only expressa biased opinion before the court 

gives its decision but also put pressure on the judiciary to solvethe case according to this opinion. 

Many cases like infamous 2-G Spectrum scam, Lalu Prasad Yadav‘s Benami transaction scandal, 

MallyaGate,and coal allocation scam, the media present these cases under the public domain before 

the court proceedings and verdict.Another big issue in with verdict that came under the pressure of 

media trial is Aarushi Talwar murder case.Media showed her mother-father as guilty but the trial 

was still going on in court and final verdict come against the true justice and her parents were found 

guilty. But after a fewyears when media trial closed down than court changed its verdict and 

Aarushi‘s parents got free after many years. It is found that judges were influenced by the news in 

this case. 

There is a famous quote ―with great power comes great responsibility‖, the unrestricted freedom of 

speech and expression gives to the mass medium more responsibility. The code made by Press 

Council of India has been forgotten by most journalists and the result is that they have to face 

contempt of court and adverse law like defamation. If the Journalistfollows the code of journalism 

which are self-designed and media ethics than their media trial can be fruitful for society as well as 
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the judiciary. They can set a landmark in their profession, but very few examples of such reporting 

are available.  

Media trial based on truthful information and fair reporting can be helpful in the deliverance of 

justice. But, it does not mean that the media is the decision-making body. Media should just present 

the facts under the consideration of judges and the judicial system, it will strengthen the bond 

between the media and judiciary. Only responsible journalism can do so. Conducting parallel trial 

on the mass medium is like questioning the ability of judges to decide a case. During the hearing of 

the controversial documentary on the Nirbhaya rape case, Delhi High Court has perceived that 

media try to influence judges by subconsciously creating pressure. In a study ―The fourth branch of 

the government: Evaluating the media's role in overseeing the independent judiciary‖, Luberda 

(2008) claimed that media has the ability of critically analyzing the court decisions.  

During the hearing on a case, former chief justice Deepak Mishra questioned electronic media 

reporting saying that the way by which media has verified facts is not responsible journalism. He 

further advised that the media should be very careful about the facts and true information. 

Responsible journalism is not publishing anything without crosschecking facts, don‘t publish 

anything because you have a platform. Media should be self-regulatory or self-controlling, if it will 

be controlled by the outer body, it will surely get an adverse effect. In a study ―An Alternative View 

of Media-Judiciary Relations: What the Non-Legal Evidence Suggests about the Fair Trial-Free 

Press Issue‖,Drechsel (1989) explained that media is a body of the democratic system which should 

behave in a manner that it helps in the deliverance of justice. 

Media keeps vigil on pillars of democracy 

Media is considered the Fourth Estate, equal to the other three like- the executive, the judiciary and 

the legislature.The judiciary sets the law;the executive enforces it.The legislature body makes 

laws.The press has a duty and also a right to keep vigil on all the abovethree. 

Out history is full of such cases in which media showed the mirror to the judiciary. An article 

published on September 19, 1929, in Young India, Mahatma Gandhi criticized Chief justice of 

Patna High Court for setting agenda. He raised a major concern in Harijan regarding a comment of 

Allahabad High Court.In a study ―The role of the independent media in Africa's change to 

democracy‖, Kasoma (1995) analyzed the role of independent media in the democratic system. The 

result indicates that independent media can be used to criticize political as well as the judicial 

system as a part of the democratic system.It is observedthat European nations are more active 

towards makingthe bond between media and judiciary. One of such attempts is setting up of 

European Networkof Councils for Judiciary. The objective of ENCJ was to find out how the 

judiciary can be positively engaged with society and social justice.And, how media can be used to 

fulfil the above goal.Few attemptswere taken to meet these objectives. A most impactful attempt 

wasthe appointment of judicial spokespersons or press judge and use of audio and video recording 

in the court.Even social media can be used to spread information regarding court proceedings.In a 

study ―The media‘s role in fighting corruption: Media effects on governmental accountability‖, 

Camaj (2013) examined the relationship between media freedom and its accountability towards 

judicial independence. Results indicate that there is a solid opposite relationship between media 
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freedom and corruption. The relation between media freedom and judiciary is that judiciary 

attendance increases with media freedom. 

Media provide people true, factual, balanced and objective information. It is known as the duty of 

mass media. In a research work ―An Analysis of the Causes of Corruption in the Judiciary‖, 

Buscaglia & Dakolias (1998) examined the reason for corruption in the judiciary. The 

resultindicates that the most important cause of corruption in the judiciary is a weak institution and 

people‘s nature. Media is a tool which can be used against corruption. 

In a research ―Perceptions of Corruption in Bulgaria, a Content Analysis of Interviews with 

Politicians, Representatives of the Judiciary, Police, Media, Civil Society and Economy‖, Smilov & 

Dorosiev (2008) posited that crime is a cultural problem. People observe social and cultural 

happening and learn from these happening.  

Media trial in the deliverance of justice 

Media trial is not always wrong. Many examples are available in the society in which the mediatrial 

helped in the deliverance of justice. One such case is the Jessica Lal murder case.She was shot dead 

on 30 April 1999. In spite of dozens of witnesses, political strongman Manu Sharma was not 

convicted in lower court. Manu Sharma was acquitted on February 21, 2006.After a long trial was 

started by the media,each day new informationwas added in the case and finally, he was sentenced 

to life term.In this case,the media played a major role in the deliverance of justice.Another,such 

type of case isPriyadarshiniMatto rape and murder case.She was murdered at her home on January 

23,1996.Santosh Kumar Singh, the son of an Inspector-General of police was earlier acquitted by a 

court in 1999.The High Court decision went in favourof Santosh because the factswere not 

presented in the right manner in the lower case. Media started a virtual trial in the case because 

some aspect were not counted as proof.Later CBI took this case in its hands.Whenpolice claimed 

that Mattoo‘s servant Virender Prasad was missing then a journalist published news that Prasad was 

in his village in Bihar.CBI was found guilty of fabricating the DNA test in a rape case.Duetothe 

pressureof media trial,CBI appealed in the Delhi High Court in 2000. Media make this issue and 

Priyadarshini‘s old father being presented by media frequently. After that judiciary started fast trial 

due to media pressure. Within only 42 days court gave verdict and Santosh Singh was found guilty 

in this case.And finally, Santosh Singh was awarded adeath penalty on October 30, 2006. 

Findings:  

Media is as powerful as Judiciary,the executive andthe legislature.Media is the voice of masses and 

has the power to influence the verdict.Media trials have the capability to make public opinion 

biased before the court gives an actualdecision. On the other hand, media trials are helpful in the 

deliverance of justice when police and court failto do this. There is a communication gap between 

the public and judiciary and media can be used as a bridge between the public and judiciary.To fill 

this communication gap, the judicial spokesperson should be appointed. And,audio and video 

recording should be allowed.  
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India, having one of the fast growing economies in the world, and being the most populous 

democratic country, has great potential to become a future superpower. However, in this 

increasingly globalized environment, India faces several threats to its security. The Nexalite 

threat has been considered as grave threat to the internal security of the country for last few 

years by the country's leadership. The complex and structural causes of the problem support this 

proposition. The Naxal movement also presents the greatest overall threat to india in the future, 

as it highlights various underlying weaknesses of India's governance, political institutions and 

socio-economic structure. Naxalism is the biggest threat because it affects several areas 

including the economy, security and foreign affairs, its citizens and rule of law. 

 Naxalite violence has been considered as grave threat to the internal security of the 

country for the last few years. The strength of "Lal Salaam" has gripped the backward and 

economically indigent parts of the country with all its cruelty. The Naxals argue they are 

fighting for the poor and landless people of the country. It is another thing that most of the time, 

violence unleashed by these so-called revolutionaries is borne by the poor and downtrodden. 

Maoists have established parallel governments in many parts of the country and they believe in 

summary trials, cold blooded murders and extortion. Over and above, most dangerous part of 

this problem is ideological synchronisation between India and Nepalese Maoists. They even 

sometimes raise the slogan "From Pashupatinath to Tirupati". Taking into account the level and 

ferocity of the Naxality violence, the Central government has declared Maoists movement as 

terrorist movement and decided to launch a decisive battle against it. 

In the past few years, the country's leadership observed more than once that it poses the 

single largest threat to the country's internal security. Overtime; there has been a steep increase 

in the spatial spread and influence of the Naxal rebels. However the level of violence and 

number of the Naxalite related incidents have zero or less, remained broadly at the same level 

during the past few years. 

In terms of spread and mobilization, organization and increasing trends of tactical 

sophistication, the Maoists (Naxalites) have established themselves as a potent threat in India. 

Moreover, the Maoists control territory and have come to on parallel or substitute governance 

structures in almost 40 percent of the country's territory.There have been no changes in the vital 

objective of the Naxalite: 'seizure of political power or state power' in about 40 years of history 

Naxalite movement in India. The actual aim of the Naxalite is neither the domain of economics 

nor state welfare. It is a political movement having its goal as the seizure of political power e.i., 

state power. As CharuMajumdar said, 'Militant struggles must be carried on not for land, crops 

etc., but for the seizure of State Power. The sympathizers thought that "a new sun and a new 
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moon" promised by KanuSanyal would now shine on the Indian Skies. "The Naxalite of the 

present day, too are equally clear and emphatic about it. In October 2004, on the occasion of the 

founding of the CPI-Maoists, its top two leaders-Ganpathy and Kishan - made a similar 

assertion. The immediate aim and programme of the Maoists party is to carry on and complete 

the already ongoing and advancing New Democratic Revolution. This revolution will be carried 

out and completed thorough ptotractedpeople's war with the armed seizure of power remaining 

as its central and principal task. 

Naxalism pose a challenges to India's democratic polity and rule of law; they pose an 

ideological threat that questions the legitimacy of the Indian State. Naxalite violent activities 

have shown a sharp rise. From the rural and jungle operations, the Naxalites are now moving 

steadily towards the urban centers. Not only they have been targeting the police forces 

personnel and civilians but they are also resorting to abduction and killing of innocent civilians 

as well as the destruction of public assets like railway track/trains, public transport, government 

building and institutions. As put by the Prime Minister of India, "Left wing extremism poses 

perhaps the gravest internal security threat [and] despite efforts, the level of violence in the 

affected states continues to rise". These anti-national elements are the biggest stumbling blocks 

for the progress of the nation and hence cannot be allowed to flourish in a democracy. The time 

is ripe enough to focus on our internal security situation instead of devoting so much time to 

other issues. The most challenging task before the government today is the elimination of the 

Naxal terror network in its entirety. 

The root cause for the rise in Naxalism, is the failure of the states to address the many 

authentic grievance of the people. The gap between the impractical opportunity, fuelled by 

populist rhetoric and their actual achievement has increased and not decreased overall years. 

The younger generation is no longer willing to put up passively with injustice and humiliation 

without a fight. The resentment of angry young men against the existing unjust socio-economic 

system is spilling over. The older generation is not unsympathetic to them. In order words, 

Naxalism was born out of frustration and desperation against the oppressors. 

Oppression came in the form of police, zamindars, corrupt bureaucracy and ugly politics by 

local politicians. Tribal were made aliens in their own land by rich and mighty. Every 

development project displaced millions of people without ever providing them adequate or 

minimum living conditions necessary for sustaining lives. Landless farmers were exploited by 

big zamindars even after independence and the abolition of zamindari system. Dalits were still 

discriminated by higher castes and looked upon as a menace. Tribal and Dalit women were 

frequently raped by rich and the cases were never registered in police stations, in fact police 

were also part of these rapes and murders. Many innocent people who revolted were killed in 

fake encounters or detained illegally. Poor farmers were made to suffer by middlemen by 

thoroughly exploiting lack of education among farmers regarding markets and money. 

Insensitive bureaucracy indulged in siphoning off every penny that was meant for the 

development purpose. Politicians remained as elusive as gods. Educational systems which 

produce unemployable young boys and girls have not helped. Pressure on land has made the 

task of survival on agriculture more difficult. Callous district administrations, especially in the 
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rural areas, a clogged judicial system and feudal attitudes have compounded the problem. The 

land disputes have multiplied, but the land records and the judicial system to settle them is in 

disarray. There is a sense of frustration and anger. 

Naxalite have exploited the dissension among the have not‘s very deftly and several 

Naxalite groups have mushroomed in recent years. The most prominent among them are the 

People's war Groups (PWG) and the Marxist Communist Cantre (MCC). But it is not ideology 

and revolutionary zeal that is driving them. For many, joining these groups is the only war to 

survive. Their main activity is extortion. Huge funds amounting to hundreds of crores of rupees 

are being extorted by them. What they cannot get through legitimate means they obtain through 

arms and explosives. Their tactics are no different from the insurgent and terrorists. Create 

terror and extort money. 

Thus, the births of the Naxal problem in India are structural. Economic political and cultural 

dimensions are closely linked. 

The first is the economic situation which is exploited by Naxalite and their severe left 

ideology. On the one hand, India has experienced relatively fast economic growth, which has 

led to increased levels of nationals wealth. Business need more land and natural resources such 

as minerals to assist and continue this development. On the other hand, this economic growth 

has been uneven among regions, and has widened the disparity between the rich and the poor. 

Proponents of these businesses argue that these regions need economic development, if they are 

to catch up with their richer counterparts. The adivasis live in the richly forested lands, which 

are wanted for development by businesses. The conflict between economic progress and forest 

land rights continues to fuel the Naxalite's activities. Their strongest bases are in the poorest 

areas of India. They are concentrated on the tribal belt such as West Bengal, Orrisa and Andhra 

Pradesh where locals experience forced acquistion of their land for developmental project. 

Second is the social, communal and regional dimension. The battle can also be described 

between India's most neglected people and the nation's most powerful industrial businesses. The 

adivasis make up about 8.4% of the population and live in stern poverty. They live in remote 

areas where government administration is weak and there is a lack of government services. 

These indigenous people have the lowest literacy rates in the country and highest rates of the 

infant mortality. 

 The movement is about communist revolution to establish socialism and thereafter, to reach 

the stage of communism. The immediate aim and programme of the Maoists is to carry on and 

complete the already ongoing and advancing New Democratic Revolution. This revolution will be 

carried out and completed through protracted people's was with the armed struggle to capture the 

political power and introduce New Democratic Revolutions in India. Their slogan is "Land to the 

Tiller." CharuMajumdar said 'militant struggles must be carried on not for land, crops etc., but for 

the seizure of State Power through an agrarian revolution. KanuSanyal promised that 'a new sun and 

a new moon' would shine on the Indian skies. 

 The Maoists say they have taken up the Adivasis cause. The lack of basic amenities, 

including roads, healthcare, education, drinking water and effective governance provides the 
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Maoists with an ideal community in which to propagate idea of a "New Democratic Revolution 

(NDR)". The Naxals think that through the NDR only, it is possible to resolve the contradiction 

between the great masses of the Indian people and the feudal system. 

 The Naxalite movement is the biggest threat for India's security and its effects are multi-

layered. The movement highlights India's interior weakness, which makes India also vulnerable to 

external threat. As part of globalization, the Naxalite threats can no longer be viewed as simply 

internal as it also affects external security. 

  India's regional neighbours are also external threats. For example, in 2004, the MHA 

was wary of the "symbiotic relationship" between the Communist Party of Nepal and Naxal groups 

in India. This means having military deployed along the border. In the past, India has also been 

involved in territorial disputes with China such as over Aksai Chin. Second reason is economic 

development of India. This is apparent in several ways. For example, the more the Maoists 

concentrate on the poor and marginalized regions of India, the more economic development which 

is imperative to improving those regions conditions, will be hampered. Furthermore, the Naxalite 

rebels are no longer just focusing on remote jungles but on urban centers. Maoists leader Kishenji 

even declared that the group aims to establish an armed movement in Calcutta by 2011. Internal 

order and stability are necessary for a nation's economic development. For India to continue being 

able to withstand outside security threats, it must build up its infrastructure, its defense and its 

people. In terms of lifting its citizens out of poverty, India has a long way to go and continued 

economic growth is integral to India's development as a strong global player. The Naxalite activities 

are using up scarce resource on defense and internal security when it should be spent on areas such 

as social development. For example in 2006, 22% of the total government expenditure is on the 

military, compared with a mere 1.84% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) spent on the social 

sector. 

 Third, it is also gravest threat to India's security, in terms of the effects on its citizens and 

what it means for democracy and rule of law. Not only has there been a great loss of life since the 

conflict between the guerrilla and the military, but addressing the problem through violence risks 

polarizing people further and driving them to subservience. The guerrilla warfare is a threat not 

only to citizen‘s lives but their properties. The civilians such as landlords are taking matters into 

their own hands due to annoyed and distressed to wait for government intervention. Navlakha, a 

noted write expressed, by portraying the Maoists as a 'menace' and separating the movement from 

socio-economic causes, it "allows the rich and poor divide to impose itself on a formal democratic 

structure". Navlakha gives the example in Bihar where Naxalite groups are banned under the 

Prevention of Terrorist Activities Act, yet majorities of the massacre were committed by landlord 

armies which were not considered an act of terror under the law. Such treatment for the upper class 

only serves to threaten the rule of law, state legitimacy and democracy as the political norm. 

The complexity of the causes of the Naxalite problem as well as implications both for 

internal and external security reflect a solution that is multi-dimensional and calls for a synergy 

between the central governments and the states. In order to comprehensively dissolve the Naxalite 

threat, the government has to address its root cause, Socio-economic alienation and the 
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dissatisfaction with the widening economic and political inequality will not be solved by military 

force alone, which seems to be main instrument employed by the government. 

The government has laid down a clear plan to tackle the Naxalism. It has formulated a two 

pronged strategy to solve the problem of Naxalism law and order approach (Security measures) and 

social integration approach (socio-economic development measures). But it is common knowledge 

that any counter insurgency campaign is based on two pronged and a hinges approach like on 

'Security, Development and Good Governance'. This strategy would entail multi-disciplinary action 

at three broad levels: 

1. The deployment of a balanced security grid comprising company sized posts across the 

Naxal belt. 

2. The security grid so established should form the basis of protecting (or guarding) the 

populace. 

3. The economic and social well-being of the affected populace will have to be addressed 

by a proactive and forward deployment of the administrative machinery. This could be 

planned by the state administration in concert with progress made by the security forced 

in establishment of the security grid. 

In my opinion, Naxalism should be eliminated as quickly as possible by an all-out war. 

People who have held guns to silence innocent and extort poor should never be expected to liberate 

India for the good. 

Conclusion: 

What is required, at the outset, is a political desire, if not the political will, to deal with the 

entire gamut of the threat. All political parties have to rise above narrow electoral consideration to 

fight the Naxals. As long as the political consensus on the issue is not achieved, a long-lasting 

solution to the problem will remain evasive. Leading national parties, along with the concerned 

State political parties have to take the lead in arriving at a 'common understanding on the causes, 

consequences of and counter measures to left-wing extremism. It should also be noted that the rise 

of LWE can also be attributed to the failure of moderate political parties in articulating the rising 

expectations and grievances of the people at the right time in an adequate manner. 

The time is ripe enough to focus on our internal security situation instead of devoting so 

much time to other issues. The most challenging task before the government today is the 

elimination of the Naxal terror network in its entirety. These anti-national elements are the biggest 

stumbling blocks for the progress of the nation and hence cannot be allowed to flourish in a 

democracy. 

If our police forces are unable to tackle the situation, they have to be made capable through 

well chalked out capacity building measure on priority. This is going to take significant time. 

However, till such time police forces become fit enough, other option may be exercised without any 

further delay, to ensure the safety to human lives and preventing damage to public assets. If Sri 

Lanka can eliminate a well-trained and suitably equipped and armed LTTE, Indian can very well 

root ill-equipped and poorly armed anti-national elements from its soil, provided the political 
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leadership displays its political will and national character clearly. Political leaders should not find 

any more solace in blame games between central and state leadership. Prioritizing vote bank 

requirements above that of human lives is not likely to yield any breakthrough. 

It should not be forgotten that social issues like development of under developed and 

backward and remote areas, provision of employment opportunities and implementation education 

policies, provision of quality health services and ensuring safety and security of human lives and 

public assets are priority obligations on the part of the government. There is also an immediate need 

to realistically book corrupt politicians, businessmen and government functionaries in order to 

restore the faith and confidence of masses in the credibility of the government in affected areas. A 

well planned and clear cut strategy will definitely bring these anti-national elements to their knees. 

Such steps must be taken in a time bound manner with a clear and implementable approach. Let us 

remember that now the threat is more from these anti-national elements as compared to hostile 

neighboring countries. All available instruments of national power must now be exploited to 

eliminate these terror outfits from society. 
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1. Introduction 

Haryana lies in the North-West part of the country and was formed on1st November, 1966 as a 

result of reorganization of the old state of Punjab. It is surrounded by Punjab in the North-West, 

Utter Pradesh, in the East, Delhi in the South and Rajasthan in the South-East. It is spread over an 

area of 44,212 sq. kms which is approximately 1.34 percent of total geographical area of the 

country. The state can be divided into three natural regions, the Sub-Himalayan Tarai, the Indo-

Gangetic plain and the South West part which is dry and sandy. For irrigation, the state depends on 

tubewells and canals. Haryana‘s own irrigation projects are the Western Yammuna Canal and the 

Gurgaon Canal. Apart from this, it is also beneficiary of the Bhakra Nangal Project. 

Administratively, the state has four divisions namely Hisar, Ambala, Rohtak and Gurgaon. Further, 

the state comprises of 21 districts, 47 sub divisions, 67 tehisls, 45 sub tehsils and 116 blocks. 

Among the 21 districts of the state Panipat, Ambala, Yamuna Nagar, Hisar, Gurgaon, Karnal and 

Faridabad are the main centers for industrial and commercial activities10.About 3.53 % of the total 

area of the state is under forests. Timber, paper, fuel and wood are the major forest based products. 

Bamboos, fodder, gum and resin are the other products which are obtained from the forest. The 

population of the state according to 2001 census was to 211.45 lakh with a density of 478 persons 

per sq. km. Over 71.1% of population lives in villages with agriculture as their main 

occupation.11Haryana has a very wide diversified industrial set-up along with strong agricultural 

base. The state has a very strong industrial base in automobile industry producing motorcars to 

motor cycles. There is good balance of small, medium and large scale industries. The automobile 

and tractor industries represent examples of complementary role of small-scale and large-scale 

units. Some other sectors are IT, scientific instruments and light engineering industries. The 

agricultural base has also given motivation to the development of many industries linked with the 

agriculture, such as agricultural and farm implements, agro processing, milk and milk products etc.  

However, food processing industry is not very well developed. There is strong oil industry. 

Some highly specialized industries are also located in the state such as Table and Sanitary Ware, 

Precision Part, Special Steel and Strips. These industries have started exporting in international 

market. Even in the service sector, the state has taken a lead and is using its proximity to Delhi to 

develop tourism industry in the state by developing various tourist destinations. Districts around 

Delhi have a good concentration of small scale units. This may be because of Delhi being the 

biggest commercial centre and source of supply of raw materials to the industrial units in the 
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Northern region. On account of this, the state enjoys a number of benefits and also suffers on some 

counts. The units in the state can get their supplies of raw material at short notice, in small 

quantities and at very competitive rates. The units also enjoy the benefits of cheap transportation, 

complete market and have access to national and international market for their products 

furthermore; cheap and highly skilled labour is easily available in Delhi which can be attracted with 

better wages. Announcement of New Industrial policy &Infrastructure development policy recently 

is one more step to attract more investment in the state.  

The state has also provided a number of special incentives and facilities to the entrepreneurs 

for setting up of units under Rural Industry Scheme (RIS), tiny state has setup two R&D common 

facilities centre viz. Instruments Design Development and facilities Centers (IDDC) at Ambala and 

Electronics Research Development Facilities Centers (ERDC) at Gurgaon where a wide range of 

centralized facilities are provided to scientific electronics and electro optical industry. The units in 

the state suffer from poor power supply, non-availability of skilled manpower and growing 

competition with the suppliers from Delhi and multinational companies particularly in consumer 

segment industry. Despite these constraints, small scale industrial sector has responded positively in 

all these industrial complexes and plays an important role by improving and balancing the large and 

medium scale industries. Small scale industries in Yamuna Nagar ( Metalware/Utensils and Light 

Engineering Goods), Gurgaon (Automobile and Auto Components, Electronics & 

Telecommunication, Information Technology Industry, Textile Products, Readymade Garments, 

Pharmaceutical Formulation), Faridabad (Automobile and Auto Components) , Karnal (Agricultural 

Implements, Footwear Industry, Milk and Milk products), Panchkula (Tractors and Parts, 

Pharmaceutical Formulation) , Bhiwani (Textile Products, Niwar Tapes, Stainless Steel and Hot 

Rolled, Colled Rolled), Hisar (Cotton Yarn and Sewing Thread, Stainless Steel and Hot Rolled, 

Colled Rolled, Polyester button and button blanks) , Panipat (Blankets, Carpet Industry, Handloom 

Products) , Ambala (Electrical Goods, Scientific and Electronics Instruments), Jhajjar (C. R. Steel 

Strips etc. , Sanitary Wares),  Rewari ( Copper and Copper Alloy ), Bahadurgarh ( Sanitary Wares ) 

and Rohtak (Precision Turned Parts) have earned a good name for the state not only in the national 

but also in the international markets. 

2. Review of literature: 

A thorough review and survey of related literature forms an important part of research. It deals 

with the critical examination of various published and unpublished works related to the present 

study. Knowledge of related research enables the researcher to define the frontiers of his fields; it 

helps in comparing the efficiency of various procedures and instruments used. Further review of 

literature avoids unintentional replication of previous studies and also places the researcher in a 

better position to interpret the significance of his own results. 

In the early literature on economic growth and development, various economists have recognized 

industrialization as a source of employment and capital accumulation. Here I highlight the review 

of works by various authors as well as different committee reports related to the small scale and 

cottage industries at international, national and local levels. 
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W.A. Lewis (1954): Has strongly advocated the application of labour intensive techniques of 

production to have a steady and smooth economic growth. He opined that many important works 

can be done by human labor with very little capital. Efficient labour could be used to make even 

capital goods without using any scarce factor. In this sense, small scale and cottage industry should 

be developed and promoted especially in an economy where capital is scarce. He recommends the 

use of capital intensive techniques only when they are necessary. 

Professor Gunnar Myrdal (1968): The recommends the adoption of a strategy based on 

predominantly labour-intensive techniques in less developed countries on the ground that ―the large 

volume of unutilized labour possessed by these countries has a productive potential, capable of 

creating capital and increasing production‖. 

According to the Village and Small scale Industries Committee Report (1955) popularly known as 

Karve Committee Report, since a substantial number of employed and underemployed belongs to 

the village and small industries group, setting up of small scale and village industries will provide 

employment to them in occupations in which they have been traditionally trained and for which 

they posses equipments. The committee realizes the necessity of introducing better techniques in 

the village industry, so that they can keep pace with the progressively expanding economy and do 

not become unsuitable tomorrow. 

Khadi and village industries (1975): gave a gloomy picture of these industries as a source of 

unemployment in industrialization. The report shows that the ―compounded rates of growth of 

employment in these industries, as compared to growth of output, are very meager.‖ 

Stiglitz and Weiss (1981): In their article entitled ―Credit Rationing in Markets with Imperfect 

Information‖, reveals that financial barriers affecting Small and Medium enterprises include high 

cost of credit, relating high bank charges and fees, high collateral requirements and a lack of outside 

equity and venture capital. It is further stated that information asymmetries between lenders and 

borrowers make it hard for banks to determine the real value of a project and lead to credit 

rationing. 

Dias (1990): In a book entitled ―Developing Rural Entrepreneurship‖, found that nearly 90 per cent 

of the Srilankan rural enterprises faced the problem of lack of capital or lack of access to 

institutional finance and credit. A major obstacle in borrowing money for commercial banks or 

other financial institutions were the lack of collateral and lack of good accounting system 

Prem Kumar, Asit Ghosh (1991): In their study on management of small scale  Industry explains 

the management practices and performance of small Scale Industries and their relationship with 

demographic features, production, planning and control of SSI, financial planning and control and 

Institutional structure for assistance of SSI and also the technology change for SSI. 

Nayak Committee (1992): Set up by the Reserve Bank of India to examine the adequacy of 

institutional credit to the Small Scale Industrial sector and the related aspects. The Committee 

found that banks has insufficiently serviced the working capital needs of the sector particularly that 

of cottage and tiny enterprises. 
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Moreover, there is a need for the setting up of specialized bank branches for Small Scale Industries, 

the absence of which has led to serious bottlenecks. Further, the system of providing term loan and 

working capital by two kinds of institutions, viz. Banks and State Financial Corporation‘s (SFCs) 

has given rise to a host of problems of co-ordination among them. 

Storey (1994): In his article entitled ―Understanding the Small Business Sector‖, reveals that 

overview of bank lending to small and medium sized enterprises highlights a number of 

assumptions that underpin the research literature, asymmetric information, agency issues, higher 

objective risk in lending to Small firms, costly monitoring, competing banks, the variability of 

entrepreneurs with regard to their ability, honesty and motivation, and the variability of 

entrepreneurs with regard to their ability, honesty and motivation, and the view that entrepreneurs 

gain from increased project valuation which banks gain only form repayment. 

Mester (1997): In his article entitled ―What‘s the Point of Credit Scoring?‖ indicates banks have 

discovered that business owner characteristics rather than business characteristics are better 

predicators of commercial business loan performance. 

Basheer Ahmed (2000): In his article entitled ―Sickness of SSI‖, states that one of the functions of 

DIC (District Industrial Centre) is to help the entrepreneurs in providing greater financial assistance 

to SSI units. In providing financial assistance to the units, DICs are supported to liaise with public 

sector banks and other government department and agencies. It is found that a few members 

approached the DIC to get financial assistance. 

Sarosh Bana (2000): In his article entitled ―India‘s Small Scale Sector‖, states that, according to 

the Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) SSI accounts for as much as 96 per cent 

of India‘s industrial units, 40 per cent of the Output in the manufacturing sector and 35 per cent of 

the exporters apart from employing over 17 million people. Importantly, this sector has also spurred 

a new generation of entrepreneurs and opened up new lines of production besides providing vital 

ancillary inputs for the organized sector. He also points out that SIDBI believes that their service 

for MSMEs go much beyond than just lending money. 

Ramachandra (2001): In his article entitled ―Reviving Sick Units‖, has examined the reviving the 

sick Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) in various aspects, such as providing technology, 

management training, skilled labour, export promotion and giving finance. The root cause for all 

the above problems is the financial problem. The public sector banks should provide sufficient 

amount on easy disbursal system to promote the SMEs. The research focuses more on the credit 

facility awareness and availability of several schemes for SMEs. 

Jaya sing (2003): In his article entitled ―Small Industries, Big scope‖, states that Credit is the main 

area which most of the entrepreneurs find it challenging. Banks have to tune policies and services in 

consonance with needs of small industries. He also points out that the government of India has 

constituted a national award for banks to motivate them for providing financial assistance. 

Murugan et al. (2004): In their article entitled ―Small-Scale Industries Maladies - Do they be 

caused by Marketing Sickness‖, concludes that lack of financial resources and delay in getting 

assistance from banks are the main for poor marketing performance of SSIs. Hence, the banks to 
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provide financial services and guidance effectively and this would strengthen then the bank and 

small-scale entrepreneurs‟ relationship 

The Economic Survey, Government of India (2004-05): During 2000-01 to 2004-05 the SSI 

sector registered continuous growth in the number of units, production, employment and exports. 

During this period the average annual growth in the number of units was around 4.1%, while 

employment grew by 4.4% annually. In spite of the progress mention above entrepreneurs faces 

several problems. Some of the major problems faced are non-availability of timely and adequate 

credit, technological obsolescence, infrastructural bottleneck, marketing constraints etc. 

John Watson (2005): In his article entitled ―SME Funding Issues‖ conducted a survey in Western 

Australia and targeted senior managers of Small, medium enterprises.  He found that procedures to 

obtain funding form a bank are too complicated.  

Nazrul Islam and Ezaz Ahmed (2005) : In their article entitled ―A measurement of Customer 

Service Quality of Banks in Dhaka City of Bangladesh ―, point out that the most important service 

quality factor of banks is personal attention to the clients, followed by error-free records, safety and 

in transactions and tangible physical facilities of the bank. He also observes perceived service 

quality factors have significant relationship with overall service quality of bank. 

Prasad (2006): In his article entitled ―Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises Financing in India-

Issues and Concerns‖, concludes that the flow of institutional finance is linked with the 

creditworthiness of the enterprise. Small Enterprises due to their size and low capital base, 

generally find it difficult to satisfy the conditional lay down by the Public Sector Banks, particularly 

in establishing the viability of the project, meeting collateral requirements and making timely 

repayment of loan. 

Chopra (2006) in his article entitled ―Financing for the Decentralized Sector SMEs‖, points out 

that the financing for the SMEs in the decentralized sector. The article widely discusses about the 

possible ways to finance the SMEs in the decentralized sector as agricultural based and artisan 

based SMEs. It was found that there is a gap between the centralized and decentralized sectors in 

getting the finance from the banks. The banks are very much lenient in providing loan facilities to 

the centralized sector. 

Srivats (2007): In his article entitled ―SME Credit Growth of Public Sector Banks Tops 25 Per 

Cent‖, points out that the public sector banks overall credit exposure to small and medium 

enterprises grew at 25.81 per cent every year targeted for this sector. Public Sector Banks in India 

are under intense pressure to perform in today‘s volatile market place. In additions steep 

competitions, globalization, growing customer demand and exposure to higher credit risks are 

forcing the banks to find new ways of providing better customer service to improve profitability 

Kaburi Simeon Nyandemo (2008): This study provides a comprehensive analysis of Working 

Capital Management practice in sameta division district secondary school. The paper  surveys show 

how secondary school teacher who are the school manage. The school cash inventories, accounts 

receivable, and accounts payable. Management of school becomes a concern of most people in 

society as there seems to lack professionalism in area of management of school finance. Financial 
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decision made will affect most people in society as majorly meet vested interest in the school. The 

study project in corporate cash accounts receivable and account payable management practice of 

secondary school in sameta division 

.Anil Kumar (December 2008): In his article entitled ―Awareness of Supporting Agencies Among 

Women Entrepreneurs in Small Businesses‖, examines that the awareness of supporting agencies 

among women entrepreneurs in small business by talking a sample of 450 respondents form five 

states of northern India which comprises Haryana, Punjab, Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh and Delhi. 

The study highlights the female business entrepreneurs were faced the problem of getting finance 

and started business with low capital. He also emphasizes low level of awareness is responsible for 

less utilization of services of banks among women entrepreneurs. 

Ganeshan (2009): In his article entitled ―Institutional Finance for Small-Scale Industries-An 

overview‖, points out that the role of public sector banks in the Small-scale sector is not confined 

merely to the provision of finance in the article. The banks have to evaluate the feasibility of the 

project and assist the entrepreneurs to select the right type of project. He also emphasizes that 

adequate and timely credit at reasonable rate of interest, without collaterals is an essential 

requirement of the small sector in India. 

Mohanty (2009): In his article entitled ―Global Slowdown and Management of SMEs - A 

Sustainable Economic Growth Approach‖ suggests that the Public Sector Banks to operationalize at 

least one SME branch in every district and centre having cluster of SME units. The study reveals 

that the performance competence of the SMEs can only be matched with the large scale sector by 

only providing timely and adequate credit by banks. 

VenkateshRajagopal (2010): Council on the occasion of SME summit organized by CII jointly 

with the Ministry of MSME points out that providing procurement Incentives to help the MSME 

sector become more competitive. Establishment of SME exchange, simplification of labour laws 

and the creation of uniform credit rating format will facilitate credit availability for the MSMEs. 

Malla (2010): Have suggested in an article entitled ―Strategic Support to MSMEs‖, points out that 

the bank will continue to channel larger credit flow to Micro enterprises, especially the ―Missing 

Middle‖ segment. Moreover, the banks should reduce the transaction cost at the same time improve 

the credit flow to micro enterprises in the clusters. 

Sanjiv Mittal, Mohinder Kumar and Bhavet (2011): A strong significant relationship between 

working capital and profitability has been found in previous research work. Best uses of working 

capital management in small scale industry increased the liquidity, profitability, and operational 

efficiency. It indicates that working capital management is of particular importance to the small 

businessman. 

John Manohar and Ravindra (2011) : In their article entitled ―Perception and Receptivity of 

Branding by Banks by Customers of Small Scale Industries in Bangalore‖, by taking 96 sample, 

reveals that how Small scale enterprises perceive the value and brand of the bank which the SSIs 

are using for the financial services of their business. The most important factors for customer 

satisfaction are related to the awareness, associations, and attitude towards the brand of the bank. 
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According to the findings of this research, a personal relationship with the customers is the most 

important factor. However, the results in this survey shows that the most important factor when it 

comes to brand association is the employees, and the relation created between the company and the 

employees at the bank. 

Dr.K.Rajan (2013): In study observed that the role of small-scale industries is more important than 

that of the large scale industries in underdeveloped countries. The paper is mainly based on 

secondary data collected from various published sources especially by RBI and also from the other 

source like Journals. The present paper is an attempt to examine the performance of small- scale 

industries in India during the period 1980-81 to 2007-08 making a distinction between the pre and 

post reform period. This paper shows that the performance of small scale industries in terms of all 

the indicators in terms of number of units, production, employment and exports, during the pre 

reform period is much better than the performance during the post reform period. The paper 

indicates the need for grating special care to accelerate the performance of this sector in generating, 

employment, augmenting production and increasing export. 

Subhi  Agarwal and Rohit Goel  (2014): In this paper, an attempt has been made to analyze the 

impact of globalization on the growth of small-scale industries. The comparative analysis of growth 

pattern of key parameters between pre and post globalization period reveals that globalization has a 

negative impact on the average growth rate of production and employment in SSI showed a positive 

outlook. But in absolute terms it depicted that globalization made a positive impact on the growth 

of SSI in Indian economy. 

3. NEEDS OF THE STUDY 

 To analyze the growth and performance of small scale industries in Haryana. 

 To examine the Partial Productivity of Labour and Capital of MSME in Haryana. 

 To find out the extent and pattern of employment, capital and total units of MSME in 

Haryana 

4. Methodology 

The percent change from one period to another is calculated from the formula: 

PR = 
𝑉1 −𝑉0

𝑉0
 × 100 

Where 

PR = Percent Rate 

𝑉1  = Present or Future Value 

𝑉0= Past or Present Value 

1. Share of  sectors in the total GSDP = 
𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠  𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒  𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐  𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡
 × 100 

2. Partial Factor Productivity 
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PPL = 𝑌𝑡  (𝑃𝑓 .𝑃𝑖) 

𝑃𝑓 .𝑃𝑖(𝑘) = 
𝑌𝑡  

𝐾𝑡
 

𝑃𝑓 .𝑃𝑖 𝐿 =
𝑌𝑡 

𝐿𝑡
 

Where 

PPL = Partial Productivity of Labour 

𝑌𝑡 = Index of Production of MSME for year t 

𝐾𝑡   = Index of Fixed Investment for Year t 

𝐿𝑡   = Index of Employment for year t 

𝑃𝑓 .𝑃𝑖   = Partial Factor Productivity Index of Fixed 

5. Performence of Haryana 

5.1 Sector Wise Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP) in Haryana (Pre –Reform Period) 

 1 shows the sector wise GSDP at current prices of Haryana over a period 1966-67 to 1990-91. This 

is also taken as a basic measure for the economic development in the state. In this way, it helps us 

to know how the industrial sector has grown over this period. As per the  the primary sector 

comprising of agriculture and forestry, logging fishing etc. accounted for rate 356 lakh of the 

GSDP. Which increased Rs. 5991 lakhs in 1990-91. But share of the primary sector in the total  

GSDP has decreasing trend during this period. It decline from 67.17 percent in 1966-67 to 44.03 

percent in 1990-01.It is evident from the above figure that percent age share of primary sector in the 

pre-reform period1966-67 to 1990-91 has been decreasing.The secondary sector which comprises 

of manufacturing units, construction, electricity, Gas and water supply accounted for Rs. 80 lakh in 

1966-67, which increased to Rs. 3379 lakh in 1990-91. In relative terms also, the share of secondary 

sector in the total GSDP has increased over the period except for some years. It increased from 

15.09 percent in 1966-1967 to 24.83 percent in 1990-91. The share of secondary sector in total 

GSDP may be used as an indicator of industrialization of the state. 

The tertiary sector which comprised of transport, communication, trade, banking, insurance and 

other services accounted for Rs 94 lakh in 1966-1967, which increased to Rs. 4238 lakh in 1990-

91.The relative share of tertiary sector in the total GSDP was 17.74 percent in 1966-67 which 

increased to 31.14 percent in 1990-91.The figure1 shows that the share of primary sector in the total 

GSDP is decreasing during these years. It shows the declining importance of agriculture in a 

growing economy. It presents a paradoxical situation in which both the agricultural production are 

increasing on the one hand and on the other, the contribution of this sector is declining. The shares 

of secondary sector and tertiary sector have shown an increasing. 
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Figure 1 Gross State Domestic Product (GSDP) in Haryana (Pre –Reform  Period) 

 

5.2 Sector Wise Gross State Domestic Product in Haryana (Post-Reform Period) 

Figure 2 shows the sector wise GSDP at current prices of Haryana over a period 1991-92  to 2011-

12. This is also taken as a basic measure for the economic development in the state. In this way, it 

helps us to know how the industrial sector has grown over this period. As per the table, the primary 

sector accounted for rate 7320 lakh of the GSDP. This increased to Rs. 64772.83 lakh in 2011-12. 

But share of the primary sector in the total GSDP has decline trend during this period. It 

decrease45.63 percent in 1991-92 to 21.45 percent in 2011-12.  It is evident from the above table 

that percent age share of primary sector in the post-reform period 1991-91 to 2011-12 has been 

decreasing. 

The secondary sector which comprises of manufacturing units, construction, electricity, Gas and 

water supply accounted for Rs. 3604 lakh in 1991-92, which consistently increased to Rs. 12909.36 

lakh in 2011-12. In relative terms also, the share of secondary sector in the total GSDP has 

increased over the period except for some years. It increased from 22.46 percent in 1991-92to 24.83 

percent. But in 1992-93 to1993-94, it was 21.77 constant this period. In this the percent share are 

high in 1998-99 to 40.48 percent. Thus, secondary sector has increased during the post-reform 

period of 1991-92 to 2011-12, percent share high. But in 2011-12, it was 27.39 percent. 

The tertiary sector which comprised of transport, communication, trade, banking, insurance and 

other services accounted for Rs 5119 lakh in 1991-92, which increased to Rs. 154467.28 lakh in 

2011-12.The relative share of tertiary sector in the total GSDP was 31.91 percent in 1991-92, which 

increased to 51.16 percent in 2011-12. But in 1998-99, it was 12.09 percent. The tertiary grown has 

increased in post-reform period 1991-92 to 2011-12.  In 1991-92 percent age share in total GSDP is 

low. But in 2011-12 was 51.16 percent. 
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Figure 2 Sector Wise Gross State Domestic Product in Haryana (Post-Reform Period) 

 

5.3 Partial Productivity of Labour and Capital in Haryana (Pre-Reform Period) 

In this section we intend to analyse the growth of small scale industries in Haryana as well as in 

India. To evaluate and analyse the growth of SSIs production, employment, export and number of 

units are the main indicators. 

Figure 3 show the production, employment, fixed investment and partial productivity of labour and 

capital in SSI in Haryana. This year 1966-67 the total production is 6179 and employment is 7841, 

the partial productivity of labour is less than one (0.08 lakh). This year 1966-67, fixed investment is 

3089, the partial capital productivity is 2.00. It is evident from the table that partial productivity of 

labour in SSI units in the pre-reform period, from 1966-67 to 1990-91 has been continuously 

increasing, in 1990-91, the partial productivity of labour was high, it was 1.69 percent. The partial 

productivity of capital of SSI units was 2.00 percent in Haryana during the year 1966-67. 

Production of Small Scale Industries during the year 1966-67 was 6179 lakh which have increased 

to 853345 lakh in 1990-91. The above table shows the partial productivity of capital had seen 

fluctuating during 1966-67 to 1990-91. It showing increasing trends. In 1990-91, the partial 

productivity of capital was 4.93 percent. 

Figure 3Partial Productivity of Labour and Capital in Haryana (Pre-Reform period) 
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5.4 Partial Productivity of Labour and Capital in Haryana (Post-Reform Period) 

When analyze the performance of small scale industries in terms of value of production 

during the post-reform period. We can see that it has consistently increased from 1055260 lakh in 

the year 1992-93 to 1488719 lakh in the year1996-97. (Figure 4). After that, it was showing 

decreasing trends. The great jump in production in the year 2007-08 is due to the change in the base 

year prices as the production of 2001-02 in terms of 2001-02 prices. Production of SSI units again 

increased from 824053 lakh in 2006-07 to 3117095 lakh during the year 2011-12. 

The partial productivity of capital, in 1991-92, it was 5.152 lakh. In 1997-98 to 2000-01 it was 

show the constant partial productivity of capital, after that, it was showing increasing trends in 

2001-02 to 2006-07. In 2007-08 to 2011-12 it was show the decreasing trends in (figure 4). The 

partial productivity of capital is high 6.203 lakh in 1996-97 it as against1992-93 to 5.361 lakh. 

 

Figure 4 Partial Productivity of Labour and Capital in Haryana (Post-Reform period)
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5.5 Performance of SSI in Terms Of Production, Employment, Fixed Investment and Total 

Units in Haryana (Pre-Reform Period) 

The Small Scale Industries in Haryana have been growing rapidly as a result of the 

protection and supported granted to it by the government in India. The performance of Small Scale 

Industries can also be analyzed in terms production, employment, fixed investment and total units 

of these industries. 

According to figure 5, the Annual percentage growth of production during the years 1966-67 was 

18.13 percent, after than decrease in the years 1967-68 was 10.75 percent. In the above table the 

annual percentage growth rate was somewhat decreasing in the year and from 1980-81 to 1990-91, 

the annual percentage growth rate had seen fluctuating during 1966-67 to 1980-81, after that, it was 

showing decreasing trends. In 1973-74, the percentage growth rate was high was 49.38percent. 

The Small Scale Industries in Haryana provides employment to about 8.83 percent people in the 

year 1966-67. In annual growth rate during the years was declined from 1967-68 to 1980-81, it was 

quit fluctuating 1976-77 to 1980-81, but in the years 199-70 to -0.02 and 1990-91 to -9.10, it was 

negative. The annual percentage growth rate of fixed investment was about 19.78 percent during the 

year 1966-67, after that the fluctuating during the year 1973-73 to 1986-87, except in 1985-86. The 

annual percentage growth rate in 1973-74, it was high 46.43 percent, but in the year 1972-73, it was 

negative. 

The number of SSI units was 8.14 percent during the year 1966-67, after than decreasing was 4.84 

percent during the years 1967-68. The annual percentage growth rate fluctuating 1978-79 to 1986-

87, in 197374 the annual growth rate was high, but in 1974-75, it was negative. In 1990-91, the 

annual growth rate was 7.13 percent. 

Figure: 5 Performance of SSI in Terms of Production, Employment, Fixed Investment and Total 

Units in Haryana (Pre-Reform Period) 

 

5.6 Performance of Small Scale Industries in Terms of Production, Employment, Fixed 

Investment and Total Units in Haryana (Post-Reform Period) 
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When we analyze the performance of small scale industries units in terms of production, 

employment, fixed investment and total units in Haryana during the post-reform period then we can 

see that this sector the annual percentage growth rate of production was 11.8 percent during the 

years 1991-92, in 1994-95 the annual percentage growth rate was 0.0 percent. 

From 1997-98 to 1998-99, the annual growth was negative. In this period the annual growth of 

production, employment and, fixed investment and total units, it was negative. The annual growth 

rate was high during the year 2001-02, it was 78.9 percent. In 2011-12, the annual growth of 

production was 19.7 percent. 

The employment- the annual growth rate of employment during the years 991-92 was 26.210 

percent, after that it was started decline up down 1992-93 to 1996-97. The annual growth rate was 

negative during the years 1997-98 to 1998-99, after that annual growth rate was fluctuating during 

1999-00 to 2011-12, the percentage growth rate was high in 1991-92 was 26.210 percent. 

The Fixed Investment- The post- globalization performance of SSI units in terms of fixed 

investment also show that this sector has been fluctuating during the years 1991-92 to 1996-97, 

after that it was negative. In 992-93 to 2005-06, it was showing decline trends. In 2007-08, the 

annual growth rate was very high, after that the annual growth rate was decreasing trend, In 2011-

12, annual growth rate was 21.911. 

The number of SSI units was 7.443 percent in Haryana during the year 1991-92 in post-reform 

period. This has consistently decreased over the years. The total units of SSI was 0.427 percent 

during the years 2002-03, after that the annual growth rate was negative during the years 2003-04 to 

2004-05, after that has been show increasing trends. In 1997-98 to 1998-99, annual growth rate was 

negative. In 1991-92, annual growth percent growth rate was high, but in 2011-12, it was 3.286. 

 

6. Suggestions 

 The setting up of institutes for technical training and skill enhancement of the workforce is 

helping in a big way. Government has taken number of initiative/ measures to enable the 

Micro and Small Enterprises to enhance their competition and avail of the benefits of 
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 Adequate publicity by the banks to various schemes/facilities extended to SSI sector like 

availability of collateral-free/composite loan. 

 Technical information will be provided to Small Scale and Medium Enterprises 

Development Organization that has around 3000 technicians who work in testing centres, 

tool rooms, etc. 

 The government has set up various institutions like industrial, vocational, commercial and 

polytechnic institution to provide the qualified workers to the cottage and small scale 

industries. 

 The government also purchase finished products from them and sells it at show room. 

Government display centres inside and outside the country are creating the demand.  

Hence, the small scale industrial sector will play a more dynamic role both at national and regional 

level only if the process of modernization and technology up gradation is implemented with vigor 

along with improved flow of working capital requirements and better marketing facilities. 

Moreover, the learning-by-doing process needs to be hastened to enhance the efficiency and 

competitiveness of small scale industrial sector so that this sector acts as an engine of inclusive 

growth in the post reforms period. 
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ABSTRACT 

GST (Goods and Services Tax) has certainly changed the scenario of service taxes on the goods as 

now only one type of tax is applicable on the goods and services. GST has made the structure of the 

tax on the services and goods so simple and transparent that no hidden service tax can be applied on 

goods.   

Initially, this GST was opposed by a number of retailers and merchants as they thought that it might 

bring complexity in the tax structure. But, now after a couple of years, the things have changed 

rapidly with the introduction of GST as all the retailers and merchants are finding it much easier to 

deal with the tax structure. Hence, GST can be regarded as the most historical decision taken by 

Indian government. The current paper highlights the positive and negative prospects of GST.          

KEYWORDS:GST, Economy, Merchant, Service Tax 

INTRODUCTION 

Before the introduction of GST, value added tax was taken as service tax on goods and the rate of 

this VAT was dissimilar in different states of the country. For example, if the rate of VAT was 4% 

in Haryana then this VAT rate tend to be 5% or 6% in the states like Tamilnadu or Andhra Pradesh. 

Hence, the price of a particular product was found to be different in different states of the country. 

 Hence, to overcome this limitation of VAT, the concept of GST was introduced by Indian 

government in 2016 so that transparency in the service tax can be brought and the consumers get to 

know the real price of the goods as it was observed that in case of VAT, many merchants and 

retailers used to take higher charges of the goods as hidden service tax and due to the lack of 

transparency, the consumers had to pay the offered price. 

But, now the situation is changed after GST as all the tax patterns are pre-specified by the 

government where all the essential goods and services are placed in different slots of services taxes. 

Consumers can have a look on this pre-defined list to get the real amount of the product as the fraud 

in the name of the hidden taxes has been eliminated by the GST service. 

Under this new service tax structure, four slabs are formed where near about 1300 essential goods 

and services are categorized. These four categories fall into the pattern of 5%, 12%, 18% and 28%.  
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Here, almost all the goods needed in the daily lives are placed in the slot of 5 % so that the normal 

consumer should have no problem while paying for these daily essential things. According to a 

report, the cost of a number of products has fallen down due to this new facility of GST.  

On the other hand, almost all the luxurious things are put in the slot of 28% and most of these 

things are belonged to the upper class families and hence, middle class families have no extra 

burden due to the implication of this GST. 

GST has certainly proved to be an important tool for the Indian government to manage the climbing 

inflation as the percentage of this inflation tends to be lowered down as an effect of GST and 

common people can get a relief out of this.      

With the implementation of GST, all the hidden service taxes have eliminated and as a result, more 

transparency can be seen in the tax pattern and merchants get the option of filling the tax online 

making it efficient for merchants.  

Hence, it can be said that GST has proven to be a revolution in the Indian market where the level of 

transparency has reached to the upper level as consumers get more awareness about the cost of the 

product. 

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PROSPECTS OF GST 

One of the positive impacts of GST is that with a good amount of tax received, it has become a 

good source for the state as well as central government to get good revenue.  
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Figure 1: Positive prospects of GST 

With the help of GST portal, all the procedure of service tax have become online and hence, now 

government has more options in order to monitor the  tax pattern of all the merchants and it has 

now become more difficult for any merchant to cheat. Also, a rise in the growth in the industrial 

activities is observed after the introduction of GST as it has opened a number of ways for various 

retail industries to grow further. 

With GST, India is now a unified market and the foreign investment has increased in India. The 

goods that are manufactured within India because of their reduced costs have become more 

competitive in international market leading to growth in export. The implementation of Goods & 

Services tax puts India in the line of international tax standards, making it easier for Indian 

businesses to sell in the global market. 

GST has two constituents i.e. The central GST and the State GST. The Central GST replaces - 

Service Tax, Central Excise Duty, and Custom Duty etc. The State GST replaces - State VAT, 

Central Sales Tax, Tax on Advertisements, Luxury Tax, Purchase Tax, Entertainment Tax etc. 

Before GST, there were so many taxes and now they have replaced all these taxes and duties with 

Central GST and State GST. 

GST has changed VAT all over India. Now we do not need to pay different amounts of taxes in 

different states. It is one tax system for all states of India and so we have already got rid of various 

taxes and duties on our businesses. 

GST is being referred to as a single taxation system but in reality it is a dual tax because both the 

state and centre both will collect separate tax on a single transaction of sale and service. The tax rate 

has been increased for many products, thus increasing their costs. 

Sectors like Textile, Media, Pharma, Dairy Products, IT and Telecom are bearing the brunt of a 

higher tax. Also the price of commodities has increased like jewellery, mobile phones and credit 

cards. Economists are of the opinion that GST in India has already had a negative impact on the real 

estate market. It has added up to 8 percent to the cost of new homes and reduced demand by about 

12 percent. 

There are approximately 140 countries where GST has already been implemented by Australia, 

Germany, Japan, and Pakistan. India is one of the most stable economies of the world and we have 

proved to be quite adept at adjusting to major economic renovations. 

As the coin has two sides, same way implementation of GST impacts a nation both ways, positively 

and negatively. If we ignore the negative aspects and consider the positive effect, then it is a way to 

reduce the black money. GST is having a few initial problems, but with time, we will be able to see 

the bigger picture and it will surely result in an economic integration. 

DISCUSSION 

Under the old taxation system, taxes used to constitute about 25-30% of the retail price of the goods 

and services. The implementation of GST, prices have gone down since the burden of paying tax 
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has fallen onto the end consumer of the goods and services. Therefore, there is a scope for 

businesses to produce more  at lesser effective costs, leading to a rise in competition. 

The software an IT giants of the country have some clarity for the payment of taxes. Under the old 

system of taxation,  there was some dispute on as to whether they need to apply for VAT  or 

Service Charge on their products. GST clearly distinguishes between products and services and the 

way taxation is applied to them. 

The GST impact on the transportation of goods and services from state to another has been a very 

welcoming change. Goods can be easily transported from one place to another under the new 

regime. This encourages businesses to have a PAN India presence. The movement of goods across 

state borders can be done easily via the procedure of generation of the e-way bill. 

According to an economic survey conducted by the National Informatics Centre (NIC), the 

implementation of GST so far, has resulted in an increase in the number of unique indirect 

taxpayers by more than 50%. There are 3.4 million new indirect tax registrants. The level of tax 

filers by November 2017 was 31% greater. The Finance Minister stated that 7.2 million of the 8 

million indirect tax assesses under the earlier tax system have migrated to GST, while 1.3 million 

new taxpayers have also signed up under the new system, indicating that the tax base is set to widen 

significantly by the end of the financial year. 

Before GST, a typical business in India had to take a service tax number and a value added tax 

(VAT) number. Depending on the product and the market, some businesses had to additionally take 

the excise number, customs number, and more. These permissions had government fees ranging 

from Rs 1,000 to Rs 5,000, depending on the tax number applied. Many processes had to be 

completed physically. A common practice was to hire tax practitioners or lawyers for registering 

their business. However, these professionals, who are usually chartered accountants or tax-

practising lawyers, often charge government fees as well as their service fees. This inflates the 

compliance cost to Rs 5,000 to Rs 10,000. 

GST led to a 200% increase in the compliance cost for the 40 interviewed small and medium-scale 

businesses. The effect seems to be the same as observed for most other small and medium-scale 

traders in these two cities. At first, the businesses suffered from the one-time transition cost. Small 

businesses lacked the required infrastructure—printer, and software specially designed for GST—

which made GST compliance challenging, time-consuming, and costly for them. 

Apart from the one-time cost, the businesses faced challenges due to a permanent increase in tax-

compliance cost. This is because over 90% of the businesses that were surveyed used professional 

help in filing taxes. Since the uploading of each invoice, now, has to be done regularly, an 

accountant may have to be designated for this purpose, which small businesses may not be able to 

afford. 

CONCLUSION 

The GST reform package is ambitious and is undoubtedly a major move for the $2 Trillion Indian 

economy. Its main selling point for the Indian economy is its supposed advantage of making it 

easier for businesses to do business. It provides a simplified taxation scheme for goods and 
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services, something businessmen will appreciate. It‘s far from perfect, though, and it‘s definitely 

worth paying attention to non-political criticisms, especially in relation to how it affects poorer 

Indians. 

GST‘s impact on the Indian economy can go either way: good or not so good. Fortunately, there 

aren‘t that many analysts who express damningly averse views on the matter. With honest and 

efficient administration, GST may be a good move for the world‘s third largest economy. 
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ABSTRACT 

Electronic products have been the first choice for the consumers all over the world. There are a 

number of companies which manufacture the electronic goods. Some of these companies are 

Samsung, Videocon, Heir, Panasonic etc. These companies manufacture the electronic goods like 

refrigerator, televisions, LED, washing machine etc. the demand of the electronics goods is 

increasing year by year as a lot of varieties are offered by the companies.  

With the advancement of the technology, most of the electronic goods are facilitated with excellent 

inner components to enhance the efficiency of the product. Companies try to make the electronic 

goods having a lot of features with moderate cost. Hence, the popularity of electronic goods is 

increasing among the consumers.  The current paper highlights the consumer behavior towards the 

electronic goods.   

KEYWORDS: 

Consumer, Electronic, Goods 

INTRODUCTION 

Various strategies are used by the electronic goods manufacturing companies in order to attract the 

consumers towards their products. Some companies provide special discounts on the electronic 

goods during the festive seasons like Diwali, Holi and Christmus etc.  

There are many factors which play a major role in influencing the consumer behavior towards the 

electronic goods. The first factor is cost of the electronic good as most of the Indian people prefer 

buying those products having least cost with good quality. Hence, these electronic companies tend 

to minimize the cost of the product. 

Psychological factor is also very important which can certainly affect the purchasing behavior of 

the consumer. Brand promotion of the product is done by the companies to change the mentality of 

the consumer. For this purpose, some companies use the stardom of the celebrities and promote 

their products through them via advertisements. Hence, advertisements have become a powerful 
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tool for brand promotion and in this way; the consumer buying behavior tends to change 

effectively.  

Economical factor is also crucial as it is observed that most of the consumers in India come from 

the middle class families. Hence, they can‘t afford to purchase high costly electronic goods. For 

example, LED Tv‘s are available in different sizes 24 inch, 32, 45 and 52 inches. The cost of these 

televisions also tend to increase with the increase in the size. Most of the middle family consumers 

prefer purchasing LED televisions of sizes 24 or 32 inches which come in their budget. But, they 

can‘t afford the price of big products. Hence, economic factor is considered as the crucial factor for 

the purchasing behavior of the consumers. 

The aggregate imports of electronic products amid 2012-13, 2013– 14, and 2014– 15, were assessed 

to be worth INR 1, 79,000 crore (US$28 billion), INR 1,95,900 crore (US$31 billion) and INR 

2,25,600 crore (US$37 billion) respectively. The importation of telephones has expanded pointedly 

from $665.47 million out of 2003-04 to $10.9 billion out of 2013-14, as indicated by the trade 

ministry information.  

Import of telephones from China has developed from a $64.61 million to $7 billion amid the same 

period. In 2013-14, India's electronics trade deficit was esteemed at US$23.5 billion, of which 

China represented 67℅. From around $28 billion in FY11, the importation of electronics could 

reach $40 billion in FY16. 

As of 2016, nearby manufacturing of electronics has risen, starting a turnaround when Indian fares 

have been moderately frail. In January 2016, electronic imports, which represented 27% of India's 

yearly trade deficit, shrank by 2.2% to $3.2 billion, while electronic fares rose 7.8% to $0.5 billion 

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR TOWARDS SELECTED ELECTRONIC GOODS 

For the current research work, the responses of 600 consumers were taken and analyzed further. 

The area of research work was Delhi-NCR where four major cities like Noida, Gurgaon, Faridabad 

and Ghaziabad were included.  150 respondents from each of these cities with 75 males and 75 

females were included for the current research work.   

Table 1 Preference towards Branded Electronic Products 

Preference Frequency Percentage 

Indian Brand 350 58% 

Multinational Brand 250 42% 

Total 600 100% 
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Figure 1: Preference towards Branded Electronic Products 

Interpretation 

The outcome from the above Table and Graph demonstrates that majority of the respondents have 

given their preference towards Indian Brand. 

Table 2 Frequency of Shopping of Electronic Products 

Frequency of Shopping Frequency Percentage 

Once or more in a month 165 28% 

Once in two months 98 16% 

Only on special occasion 182 30% 

Only when necessary 155 26% 

Total 600 100% 
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Figure 2: Frequency of Shopping of Electronic Products 

Interpretation 

The above figure uncovers that majority of the people shop only on special Occasion and slightest 

when the acquiring is required. 

Table 3 Advertising of Multinational Brand (Marketing Mix) 

Brands‟ Name Count Percentage 

LG 125 21% 

SAMSUNG 160 27% 

SONY 60 10% 

SANSUI 75 12 

WHIRLPOOL 95 16% 

HAIER 85 14% 

Total 600 100% 
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Figure 3 Advertising of Indian Brand (Marketing Mix) 

Interpretation:- 

From the above Graph it has been uncovered that the brand Samsung has repeated overwhelming 

expenditure on advertisement took after by LG separately. A minimum amount is repeated on the 

Sony. Advertising is a critical technique of marketing mix which draws in consumers and baits 

them for giving their preference towards brand. 

Table 4 Sales Promotion of Multinational Brand (Marketing Mix) Sales Promotion 

Brands‟ Name Count Percentage 

LG 95 16% 

SAMSUNG 89 15% 

SONY 75 13% 

SANSUI 72 12% 

WHIRLPOOL 98 14% 

HAIER 171 29% 

Total 600 100% 
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Figure 4 Sales Promotion of Multinational Brand (Marketing Mix) 

Interpretation:- 

From the above figure it is demonstrated that Haier , LG and Samsung have noteworthy system 

towards sales promotion. Dominant part of the respondents marks their first preference 29%, 16% 

and around 15% towards these brands separately. The rest of the brands ought to build up the solid 

system in promoting its sales. 

Table 5 Distribution Channel of Multinational Brand (Marketing Mix)  

Brands‟ Name Count Percentage 

LG 125 21% 

SAMSUNG 105 18% 

SONY 94 16% 

SANSUI 86 14% 

WHIRLPOOL 112 18% 

HAIER 78 13% 

Total 600 100% 
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Figure 5 Distribution Channel of Multinational Brand (Marketing Mix) 

Interpretation:  

The above figure uncovers that Samsung and Whirlpool got first preference. In any case, Haier got 

13 % response; it implies that the accessibility of products is unapproachable.  

With the quick changing time and furthermore bustling timetable the consumers dependably require 

the products whenever the timing is ideal. This strategy functions admirably at the retail outlets in 

the Malls as the Mall culture is presently getting to be plainly well known in the present situation. 

Subsequently the manufacturers of Electronic of Products should concentrate on the channels of 

dispersion within the geographical location. 

CONCLUSION 

Despite the basic characteristics of consumers the behavior pattern of consumers are more or less 

similar to each other, particularly in the aspects like quality, preference and decision making. 

However it is evident that the present approaches to draw the attention of customers are not 

adequate.  

This study revealed that the consumers have awareness on the electronic goods and most of the 

goods have become necessities and entertainment. The advertisement in rural area needs to be 

improved further.  

The majority of the respondents recommended to others about LG television, Philips audios, Sony 

CD/DVD player, HCL computer, Nokia cellular phone, LG home theater system. The consumers 

are particular about the appropriate system of distribution and hence there is a great need for change 

in the distribution system.  

It may not be always correct to say that consumers behave in the same way as it much depends on 

type of products, quality of the products and price of the products. Therefore the producer must be 

paid special attention at least with regard to price and distribution system to cover the large number 

of customers. This is mainly because of the fact that the buying capacity of the consumers may not 

be equal to the buying capacity. 
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ABSTRACT 

Indian banking sector is an integral part of the financial sector as most of the financial practices are 

accomplished by the banks. There are two types of banks in India i.e. public sector banks and 

private sector banks. All the financial needs of the customers are fulfilled by the banks. 

Now, the trend of using technology in the banking sector has increased a lot as most of the banks 

have started to provide the online services like net-banking, mobile banking etc. This is the future 

of our banking sector where all the services would be offered to the customers online. The 

introduction of e-banking has certainly raised the popularity of Indian banking sector as most of the 

account holder prefer using these online services. The current paper highlights the impact of 

technology on the banking sector. 

KEYWORDS: Technology, Banking, Sector 

INTRODUCTION 

Due to the introduction of e-banking, the final performance of the employees of the banking 

organizations have also raised as now they get enough time to finish all the financial activities to 

manage the accounting information of the customers because most of the customers do their bank 

related activities like fund transfer and account statement etc. online.    

The trend of using e-banking is observed more among the people living in urban cities as compared 

to the people living in the rural areas. Hence, it can be analyzed that the rural people are not much 

aware about the new technology.  

Also, the lack of education can be another factor of lower popularity of e-banking among the rural 

people. Hence, the banking authorities and government should initiate more programs in order to 

enhance the scope of e-banking in the rural sector. 

An identity number and password is issued after the opening of the account to the accountholders 

who wish to utilize the internet banking services. The process of verification is done online 

whenever that authorized person tries to check-in the web link. 
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If the entered id and password does not match with the given credentials then the process of the 

internet banking is not initiated as the system recognizes that any unauthorized person is trying to 

log-in into the account. Hence, after providing the accurate id and password, the user can take the 

advantages of the internet banking. 

Mobile banking is also an important service provided by the banks to the account holders. For the 

utilization of the mobile banking, an account holder needs to register his/her mobile number and 

that mobile number is linked with the account number of the customer. 

Whenever, the registered person wishes to initiate any bank related activity like fund transfer or 

account statement etc. then one time password i.e. OTP is sent onto the registered mobile number of 

the account holder and after providing the accurate OTP, the user can continue the financial 

activities. 

ATM services are also offered by the banks for the purpose of money withdrawal where these 

machines are filed with the money and the user just needs to enter the debit card pin number onto 

the screen and mention the amount to be withdrawn.  After getting accurate pin number, the 

machine gives the required money to the user. 

These days, mini ATM is also available which are mostly used by the merchants to get cashless 

payment from the customers. A customer just need to enter the pin number in the machine and the 

bill money is cut from the customer‘s account. 

IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON BANKING SECTOR 

The introduction of the technology offers a number of customer-oriented services like internet 

banking and mobile banking to the account holders. Due to the introduction of these technologies, 

now, the account holder can perform all of his financial tasks at any time and from anywhere as all 

of these services work online and the customers are not bothered to visit banks to accomplish these 

tasks. 

Also, a cashless trend is very popular these days where no physical money is needed for the 

payment of the bills and other expenses. Now, there is no need of managing the plastic money as 

the option of the online money transfer is available. 

It also takes lesser time to perform the online financial tasks such as fund transfer or deposit as the 

user just need to have a smart phone and an internet connection to perform all these kinds of the 

online banking activities. 

Government should organize a number of programs in order to aware the rural people about this 

increasing trend of technology in the banking sector so that they can also get the benefits of these 

online services and offers. 

The Banking industry in India is rapidly progressing with increased customer base and due to newly 

improved and innovative facilities offered by technology. As the coin has two faces likewise 

technology also has its two sides on Indian banking Sector-the positive and the negative side. The 

risks are high, though it can be minimized and Technology will be the backbone of Indian Banking 

Industry in upcoming time. 
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The biggest revolution came in banks is Digitization. 

Banking process is faster than before and more reliable. Maintenance and retrieval of documents 

and records have become much faster and easier. 

Computerized banking also improves the core banking system. With CBS (core banking system) all 

branches have access to common centralized data and are interconnected. 

With the innovation of MICR cheque processing system, the processing of cheques becomes more 

faster and efficient h than before. 

 Technology also leads to competition among the banks which eventually provides better 

services to people. 

 With introduction of mobile banking, one can access their bank from anywhere-anytime. 

Everything is one quick tap away. 

 To facilitate better services, Banks have introduced Automated Banking Services 

Solution like Cash Deposit Machine, Cheque Deposit Machine, Passbook Printing Machine through 

these service have become easier. 

 It offered more transparency in transactions. 

Banking environment has become highly competitive today. Information technology refers to the 

acquisition, processing, storage and dissemination of all types of information using computer 

technology and telecommunication systems. Information technology architecture is an integrated 

framework for acquiring and evolving IT to achieve strategic goals. These technologies are used for 

the input, storage, processing and communication of information.  

Information technology includes ancillary equipment, software, firmware and similar procedures, 

services etc. Modern high throughput technologies are providing vast amounts of the sequences, 

expression and functional data for genes and protein. Recent developments of banking sector in 

India are Internet, Society for worldwide inter-bank financial telecommunications (SWIFT), 

Automated Teller Machine (ATM), Cash dispensers, Electronic clearing service, Bank Net, Chip 

card, Phone banking, Tele-banking, Internet banking, Mobile banking, anywhere banking, Voice 

mail, E-banking Etc 

Information, communication and networking, achieving inter branch connectivity, moving towards 

Real Time gross settlement (RTGS) environment the forecasting of liquidity by building real time 

databases, The shift from traditional banking to e-banking is changing customer‘s expectations.  

DISCUSSION 

For a country like India, which is one of the most promising emerging markets, such isolation is 

nearly impossible. More particularly in the area of Information technology, where India has 

definitely an edge over its competitors, remaining away or uniformity of the world trends is 

untenable. Financial sector in general and banking industry in particular is the largest spender and 

beneficiary from information technology. This endeavors to relate the international trends in it with 

the Indian banking industry. 
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Liberalization has brought several changes to the service sector in India. Probably the 

Indian banking industry learned a tremendous lesson. Before liberalization, we have all been in a 

bank and payments. Service standards have been pathetic, but all we could do was smile and 

endure. Post-liberalization, the tables have turned. This is a customer-driven market right now. 

Technology has revolutionized every aspect of human activity. One of these is the introduction of 

information technology in the capital market. The Internet is changing banking the banking 

sector and a major impact on the banking relationship. Web is important for financial 

services to retail customers as well as many other industries. 

Retail Banking in India is the individual maturation over time, more products could be next. 

Other retail banking products, personal loans, mortgages and vehicle loans education. Almost all 

banks and financial institution offers these products, but it is important that the various aspects of 

these loan products, to understand that not mentioned in their colorful advertising. 

Plastic money is a delightful gift for the Indian market. Now some new features added to the plastic 

money to make it more attractive. Formula works on buy now pay later. There are several facts of 

synonyms plastic credit card, money for everyone. 

Credit is a financial instrument that can more than once used to lend money or buy products and 

services on credit. On the basis of their credit limit, are of different species, such as Classic, Gold or 

Silver. 

Charge card, they have almost the same properties as credit cards. The fundamental difference is, 

you can‘t move payments from general higher credit limit, or sometimes without credit limits.  

Debit Card can be used as a mobile ATM account holder will be called, for this you need a bank 

account with a credit card. 

E-banking is becoming increasingly popular among retail banking customers. E-banking helps to 

reduce costs by providing cheaper and faster way to deliver products to customers. It also helps the 

customer to the place, time and method that will use the services and gives power, the provision of 

services by multi-channel banking. This e-banking is "driven by two engines of the" client-bank-

pull and push. 

CONCLUSION 

Developing or acquiring the right technology, deploying it optimally and then leveraging it to the 

maximum extent is essential to achieve and maintain high service and efficiency standards while 

remaining cost effective and delivering sustainable return to shareholders. Early adopters of 

technology acquire significant competitive advances Managing technology is therefore, a key 

challenge for the Indian banking sector. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Indian Telecom market has undergone revolutionary changes during the past few years to 

become one of the leading mobile markets on the global map. Telecom subscribers base in India 

reached 116.8 crore at the end of June, with Reliance Jio adding the highest number of new 

customers to its mobile network, according to a Trai report . Today Indian telecom industry 

takes pride of being the world's second largest and fastest growing telecom market in the world. 

Today Indian telecom sector is considered as a big weapon in hands of government to generate 

revenues and reduce its fiscal deficit. Today India‘s telecom sector has become an indispensable 

engine for India‘s economic development. The improvement in the standard of living and the 

development of infrastructure and connectivity are some of the mains reasons for the significant 

growth of the telecom industry. The growth is expected to be more over theyears. 

Keywords: Telecom, fiscal, subscribers, deficit 

INTRODUCTION: 

Indian Telecommunication is said to be started in the year 1851 when the British Government 

made the first landline near Kolkata. Gradually, the telephone service was made operational in 

the year 1881. In 1883 telephone services were merged with the postal system.Indian Radio 

Telegraph Company (IRT) was formed in 1923. After independence in year 1947, the foreign 

telecommunication companies were nationalized and the Posts, Telephone and Telegraph (PTT) 

Company was set up by the Ministry of Communications. It was considered to be the best by the 

then government and was considered as a strategic service. 

Phases of Telecom Development: 

First Phase of Telecom Reforms (1980s):- The first wind of reforms in telecommunications 

sector began to flow in 1980s. Thus period of 1980‘s is regarded as first phase of telecom 

reforms and during this phase the objective was better communication. During this phase several 

private telecom equipment manufacturers entered the market. Private developers for indigenous 

technologies and the franchisee for  STD/ISD and PCO also increased during this period. In the 

year 1985, the Department of Telecommunications (DOT) was set up to provide domestic and 

long distance telephone services. In the year 1986, the government established two companies 

namely Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) for metropolitan telephone services and 
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Videsh Sanchar Nigam Limited (VSNL) for international telephone services. Both MTNL and 

VSNL form the backbone of Indian telecom sector tilltoday. 

Second Phase of Telecom Reforms (1990s):- The second phase of telecommunication reforms 

in India came in the early nineties. With the economic liberalization in the 1990s, the telecom 

market in India was also benefited to a great extent. During this period the telecom revolution in 

many other countries had an impact on India. Economic liberalization took place in the year 

1991 and served as a landmark in the history of telecom industry sector in India. National 

Telecom Policy (NTP) 1994 was the first attempt of government to give a comprehensive 

roadmap for the Indian telecommunications sector and NTP was successful in achieving its 

objectives also to quite an extent. In 1997, Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) was 

created. TRAI was formed to act as a regulator to facilitate the growth of the telecom sector. 

TRAI today 

formsthebenchmarkintermsofregulationsforvariousothersectors.Governmentfelttheneedof 

establishing TRAI type regulatory authorities for the telecom sector during times of subprime 

crisis. During this period telecom sector was made much more organized and its structure was 

redefined to give it a better shape. The manufacturing of equipments pertaining to telecom sector 

was decentralized and several value added services were introduced into the market. It was 

during this period that Bharti group came up both in manufacturing and services sector with 

brands like ―beetel‖ and ―Airtel‖. The telecom services were divided into landline, radio paging 

and cellular mobile. 

Third Phase of Telecom Reforms (1999):- The most important landmark in telecom reforms, 

however, came with the New Telecom Policy 1999 (NTP-99) which could be termed as the 

new, or third, generation of reforms, Its first qualitative difference was the acceptance by the 

government that telecommunications was a sufficiently important for common man whereas 

earlier it had been viewed as a ―cash cow‖. For example, the private sector had earlier been 

asked to bid for licenses to provide telecom services through a sealed bid auction in which the 

bidder paid a fixed fee. This proved unaffordable to the private sector  owing to unrealistic 

calculations of the revenue potential of a license, resulting in a near zero rollout of  lines rather 

than insisting on the prior fulfillment of its revenue fee obligations, NTP-99 allowed private 

providers to ―migrate‖ from fixed license fee that the regulator was strengthened, domestic 

long distance services were opened to the private sector, and the state-owned basic service 

provider under the Department of Telecommunications wascorporatized. 

Other Initiatives by Government of India to Grow Telecom  Sector: 

a)Establishment of Telecom Regulatory Authority of India(TRAI) 

The Indian Telecom sector was passing through a dynamic transitional phase since the early 

1990. What was earlier and exclusive state monopoly was getting transformed into a fiercely 

competitive market where the state undertakings were wooing customers with the same zeal as 

the private services providers. The New Telecom Policy of 1994 was a major initiative to open 

the doors and invite the private players to develop the telecom sector. This process was given a 
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further boost by the Telecom Policy announced in 1999. The major policy reforms initiated 

since 1999 have resulted in the  fastest ever growth of the  telecomsector. 

b)Telecom Disputes Settlement & AppellateTribunal 

By the Amendment Act, an Appellate Tribunal known as the ―Telecom Disputes Settlement & 

Appellate Tribunal‖ was set up under Section 14 of the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India 

Act, 1997 by TRAI (Amendment) Act, 2000 (hereinafter called the ―Act‖) to adjudicate 

disputes and dispose of appeals with a view to protect the interests of service providers and 

consumers of the telecom sector and to promote and ensure orderly growth of the telecom 

sector. 

The functions of the Appellate Tribunal are to adjudicate any dispute between a licensor and 

licensee, between two or more service providers, between a service provider and a group of 

consumers, and to hear and dispose of appeals against any decision or order of TRAI. The 

Appellate Tribunal consists of Chairperson and two Members. The Appellate Tribunal came 

into existence on 29
th
 May, 2000 and started hearing cases from January 2001. 

c)UnifiedLicensing 

The biggest – and, until recently, most intractable – regulatory problem has been the drawn-out 

battle over ―limited mobility‖ telephony. This imbroglio began in 1999, when MTNL sought 

permission from TRAI provide CDMA-based WLL services with ―limited mobility‖ GSM 

cellular operators were soon up in arms, arguing that ―limited mobility‖ was simply a backdoor 

entry into their business. Moreover, fixed operators, who had paid lower license and spectrum 

fees than cellular operators, were not required to pay access charge for cell-to-fixed calls 

(unlike their cellular counterparts); and, amidst accusations of cross- subsidization, were 

charging considerably lower rates than the cellular operators. 

The resulting conflict dragged on in the courts and in the political arena for years. Fixed 

operators including new entrants like Reliance and Tata Teleservices claimed that they were 

being prevented from providing a cheap service that would drive opposed what they perceived 

as unequal regulatory treatment for two kinds of operators who were in fact offering the same 

service. The real victim, of course, was the Indian telecommunications market, which suffered 

from investor perceptions of regulatory confusion and operator in-fighting. In late 2002, for 

example, thousands of mobile users in New Delhi were for a time cut off from the fixed-line 

network when MTNL shut down interconnection for cellular companies. 

d)SpectrumPolicy 

The Wireless Planning and Coordination wing of the Department of Telecommunications 

allocates spectrum in accordance with the National Frequency Allocation Plan (NFAP). The 

NFAP is revised every two years in line with the radio regulations of the ITU (International 

Telecommunication Union). According to the frequency plan, the frequency band 824-844 

MHz paired with 869-889 MHz has been earmarked for CDMA operations. The frequency 

band 890-915 paired with 935-960 MHz has been earmarked for GSM mobile operators. The 

frequency band 1710- to 1785 MHz paired with 1805-1880 MHz is also reserved for cellular 
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mobile and WLL operators. Spectrum is generally not auctioned but allotted to all licensed 

operators. The present allocation of spectrum is on a case-by-case basis, In the 900 MHz band, 

the cellular operators are allotted a total of 4.4 MHz, followed by an additional 4.4 MHz 

(depending on the subscriber base) for state circles. For metros, the cellular operators were 

assigned 6.2 MHz followed by another 3.8 MHz in the 1800 MHz band. For the CDMA 

operators, the allocation is 5 MHz. allocated in a phased manner: 2.5 MHz initially followed 

by 1.25 and 1.25 MHz after roll out obligations. At present, the GSM cellular operators 

(including MTNL & BSNL) have been allocated spectrum in the 890-915 MHz p/w 935-960 

MHz band. The fourth cellular operators have been allotted spectrum in 1710-1785 paired with 

the 1805- 1880 MHz band. Existing unified license operators who utilize the CDMA 

technology (such as Reliance Infocomm and Tata) have been allocated 5+5 MHz in 824-844 

paired with 869-889 MHz bands on a first come first serve basis The Group of Ministers on 

telecommunication has agreed to free 25 MHz of 

additionalspectrumfromdefensetomobiletelecomserviceprovidersoverthenextthreeyears.TheMi

nistry of Finance is expected to spend nearly Rs. 9 billion ($206 million) to upgrade the 

communication systems in the armed forces to enable them to use radio frequency more 

efficiently. 

e)CrossHoldings 

India has become a hotbed of telecom mergers and acquisitions in the last decade. Foreign 

investors and telecom majors look at India as one of the fastest growing telecom markets in the 

world. Sweeping reforms introduced by successive Governments over the last decade have 

dramatically changed the face of the telecommunication industry. Increase in mobile tele 

density has been aided by a bouquet of factors like aggressive foreign investment, regulatory 

support, lower tariffs and falling network cost and handset prices. M&A have also been driven 

by the development of new telecommunication technologies. The deregulation of the industry 

tempts telecom firms (telcos) to provide bundled products and services,especially with the 

ongoing convergence of the new telecom and cable industries. The acquisition of additional 

products and services has thus become a profitable move for telecom providers. 

 

f)Mergers and Acquisitions in TelecomSector: 

M & A in telecom industry are subject to various statutory guidelines and industrySpecific 

Provisions e.g. Companies Act, 1956; Income Tax Act, 1961; Competition Act, 2002, Monopolies 

and Restrictive Trade Policies Act; Indian Telegraph Act; Foreign Exchange Management Act 

(FEMA); FEMA Regulations; Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) Takeover 

Regulations etc. Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) is of the view that while on one 

hand mergers encourage efficiencies of scope and scale and hence are desirable, care has to be 

taken that monopolies do not emerge as a consequence. TRAI had issued its recommendations to 

DOT in January 2004 regarding intra circle Mergers & Acquisitions which were accepted by DOT. 

These guidelines have been revised in year 2007 by Department of Telecommunications (TRAI) 

has also come up with various regulations to regulate and control of telecom sector from time to 
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time. Recently, TRAI has proposed two draft legislations in July 2011 viz Telecom Consumers 

Protection Regulations, 2011and The Telecom Consumers Complaint Redressal Regulations, 2011 

prescribing measures for protecting the interest of telecom consumers and improvised framework 

for redressing complaints of Telecom consumers. However, TRAI has assumed the role of not only 

regulator but also facilitator for technological growth. In line with this, Next Generation Networks 

(NGNs), a term collectively referring to services (both in telecom and internet) of third and later 

generation technology, provide technical foundation for convergence providing common 

infrastructure to carry previously distinct service types. These networks promise immense 

opportunities for the consumers, service providers, telecom equipment manufacturers as well as the 

application developers, but at the same time they raise challenges for the regulators and policy 

makers. Hence, NGN is seen by many as a new opportunity for creating jobs and wealth, and 

enhancing the quality of life. Thus, TRAI organizes conferences and seminars to provide a platform 

for discussion, collaboration and intellectual exchange of information among professionals involved 

with NGN. 

g)Mobile Number Portability(MNP) 

Mobile Number Portability (MNP) allows subscribers to retain their existing telephone number 

when they switch from one access service provider to another irrespective of mobile technology 

or from one technology to another of the same or any other access service provider. The 

Government has announced theguidelines for Mobile Number Portability (MNP) Service 

Licence in the country on 1
st
 August 2008 and has issued a separate Licence for MNP service 

w.e.f., 20.03.2009. The Department of Telecommunication (DOT) has already issued licenses to 

two global companies (M/s Syniverse Technologies Pvt. Ltd. and M/s MNP Interconnection 

Telecom Solutions India Pvt. Ltd.) for implementing the service. MNP was implemented in the 

whole country in one go by 31.10.2010. Mobile Number Portability requests increased from 

85.41 lacs subscribersattheendofApril2011to105.70lacssubscribersattheend ofMay2011. 

h)3G Services inIndia 

3G refers to the third generation of mobile telephony (that is, cellular) technology. The third 

generation  technology,  as  the  name  suggests,  follows  two  earlier generations.It follows the 

mobile telephonystandardsIMT-

2000definedbytheInternationalTelecommunicationsUnion(ITU).3G Technology was introduced 

to facilitate growth, increase bandwidth, and support more diverse applications. For example, 

GSM could deliver not only voice, but also circuit-switched data at speeds up to 14.4 Kbps. But 

to support mobile multimedia applications and faster access to internet, 3G had to deliver 

packet-switched data with better spectral efficiency, at far greater speeds. Many advanced 

services like Video conferencing, Mobile T.V., Telemedicine etc are also supported by 3G 

mobile technologies for its high rate of transmission. 3G networks also offer greater security 

than their 2G predecessors because of authentication before every instance of connectivity to 

thenetwork. 

Recently 3G auction took place in India starting in April 2011 after much controversy 

associated with the allocation of 2G spectrum. The 3G spectrum was doled out to private 
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sector players through a competitive bidding process for spectrum in 20 circles which extended 

for 34 days and 183 rounds of bidding. The government players (BSNL and MTNL) were 

however allocated spectrum on the basis of highest bids in the respective circles. The revenue 

generated from 3G and broadband spectrums jointly was around 106,000 crore (US$23.64 

billion) for the government against its estimates of 35,000 crore by the analysts before the 

auction. 

Time Line: - 

 India entered the 3G arena with the launch of 3G enabled Mobile and Data services by 

Government owned Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Ltd. (MTNL) in Delhi and later in 

Mumbai circles on 11th December2008 

 After MTNL, another state operator Bharat Sanchar Nigam Ltd. (BSNL) launched 3G  

services on 22 Feb 2009 in Chennai and later launched 3G asNationwide. 

 The auction of 3G wireless spectrum was announced in April 2010 and 3G Spectrum  

allocated to all private operators on 1 September2010. 

 Tata DOCOMO became the first Private-sector service provider that launched 3G 

services on November 5,2010. 

 Later, Reliance Communications (December 13, 2010), Vodafone (mid March 2011), 

Bharti Airtel (24 January 2011), Aircel (February, 2011) and Idea (mid April, 2011) also 

launched their 3Gservices. 

However, in Europe, 3G services were adopted as early as in 2003 and in North America in 

2005. The prices of the 3G services are currently very high as compared to audio-only services 

of 2 and 2.5G technology and the mobile devices required for availing 3G services are also 

expensive. Hence, 3G services are yet to be adopted at the popular level in India. Only a 

minority of Indians are using 3G services till date. 
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Land Use/Land Cover and Change   Detection of Gurgaon District, Haryana 

 

MAIN PAL 

 

Abstract 

Land use/land cover (LULC) changes are affected by human intervention and natural Phenomena 

such as agricultural demand and trade, population growth and consumption Patterns, urbanization 

and economic development, science and technology, and other factors. The land use/Land cover 

pattern of a region is an outcome of natural and socio-economic factors and their utilization by man 

in time and space. Land is becoming a scarce resource due to immense agriculture and demographic 

pressure. Hence, information on landuse/Landcover and possibilities for their optimal use is 

essential for the selection, planning and implementation of land use schemes to meet the increasing 

demands for basic human needs and welfare. Remote Sensing (RS) and Geographic Information 

System (GIS) are now providing new tools for advanced ecosystem management. The other major 

concern is the agriculture land area is being put to other agrarian utilities. The study area major 

concerns with increase spatial distribution of Built up area which was increase from 2590.22 in 

1971 to 17289.77 in 2012 i.e. from 2.16% in 1971 to 14.45% in 2012 to the spatial geographical 

area of the district. The study also shows some positive land use analysis that wasteland are being 

reduced on the vegetative area is being increased. It is also suggested that a forestation programs to 

be intensified, alerting agriculture land to non-agriculture land shall be restricted and the water 

bodies shall be conserve. 

Keywords: LULC, Remote Sensing, Geographic Information System, EARDAS.   

INTRODUCTION 

Land use / land cover (LULC) changes are affected by human intervention and natural 

Phenomena such as agricultural demand and trade, population growth and consumption Patterns, 

urbanization and economic development, science and technology, and other factors (Research on 

Land use change & Agriculture, International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, 2007).  As a 

consequence, information about LULC is essential for any kind of natural resource management 

and action planning. Timely and precise information about LULC change detection of earth‘s 

surface is extremely important for understanding relationships and interactions between human and 

natural phenomena for better management of decision making. 

Landisbecoming ascarceresourceduetopopulationgrowthandindustrialization.Rapid growthof 

differentactivitiescanalsobeattributedasoneofthereasonsfor decreaseand 
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degradationofland.Thus,itbecomesanimportanttasktoregulate differentarea for sustainable 

development andenvironmental protection.Usually,minerals occurunderfeaturessuchasforest 

areaoragriculturallandandthus so many activitiesaretobe undertakenatthe costofdegrading 

thisforestor agriculturalarea.Therefore,itbecomesindispensable tosupervisesuch changeson the 

earth‘s surface. 

The  land use/land cover pattern of a  region is an outcome of natural and socio economicfactors 

and their utilization byman in time and space. Hence, information on land use/ land cover is 

essentialforthe selection, planning and implementation of land use andcan beused 

tomeettheincreasing demandsforbasichuman needsandwelfare.Thisinformationalsoassists 

inmonitoring thedynamicsoflanduse resulting outofchangingdemandsofincreasing population 

(Zubair, 2006). 

The pattern of landuse of a country at any particular time is determined by the physical, economic 

and institutional framework taken together (Tiwari and Saxena 2013).The contribution of 

agriculture in Indian economy is of great significance. In India basically land use pattern is the 

result of action and interaction of various factors, such as the physical characteristics of land, the 

institutional framework, the structure of other resources available and location of the region in 

relation to other aspects of economic development, e.g. those relating to transport as well as to 

industry and trade (Sharma et.al., 2013). 

Introduction of study Area: 

The present Gurgaon district comprising nine blocks Tauru, Nuh, Pataudi, Nagina, Punhana, 

F.P.Jhirka, Sohna, Gurgaon and Farrukhnagar was created on 15 August, 1979. It is the southern-

most district of Haryana. The district lies between 27
0 

39' and 28
0
 32' 25" latitude and 76

0
 39' 

30"and 77
0
 20' 45" longitude. On its north, it is bounded by the district of Rohtak and the Union 

Territory of Delhi. Faridabad district lies to its east. On its south, the district shares boundaries with 

the states of Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan. To its west lie the district of Rewari and the State of 

Rajasthan. 

 METHODOLOGY: 

The digital nature of the satellite data makes it amenable to digital (computer) analysis. A 

digital image comprises of a number of individual picture elements called pixels, each one of which 

has an intensity value and an address in two dimensional image spaces. The intensity value of a 

pixel which is recorded in the form of digital number (DN) is dependent upon the levels of 

electromagnetic energy received by the sensor from the earth surface. The digital image processing 

is a blend of computing hardware and software which is designed to undertake many parallel 

computing operations under the management of a host computer.  

Digital image analysis was carried out through study on windows platform using EARDAS 

IMAGINE and ArcGIS software packages. In order to prepare the land use/land cover and change 

detection of Gurgaon district with the topo image of year 1973 and LISS-3 (2012) image was used.  
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Basically the methodology of Land use/Land cover and change detection analysis comprises 

of the following functional components: 

1. Digital Data loading  

2. Image to Image Geo-Referencing  

3. Image Stacking 

4. Image Mosaicking 

5. Subset of Haryana  

6. Subset of Gurgaon district(study area) 

7. Image interpretation on ArcGIS software on Kharif and Rabi image 

8. Statistics and Final Output Generation 

9. Printing of Final Maps. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Gurgaon district is one of the fast developing in the field of agriculture production and 

industrializations. The district was chosen for the present study in the view if it‘s multi-sectoral 

growth in the southern parts of Haryana State. 

In the present study, it was aimed to map present existing LULC statistics of the district 

using  

Table: Areas under different categories of land use/ land cover 

Areas under different categories of land use/ land cover in the influence area of 

Gurgaon District(2012) 

Description Area(ha) Area (%) 

Built-Up 17289.77 14.45 

Agricultural 85728.35 71.63 

Water bodies 5950.75 00.27 

Wasteland 10384.06 08.68 

Forest 329.40 4.97 

Total 119682.34 100 

 

Table: Areas under different categories of land use/ land cover 

Areas under different categories of land use/ land cover in the influence area of 

Gurgaon  District(2005-2006) 

Description Area(ha) Area in (%) 

Built-Up 15884.64 13.39 

Agricultural 86002.8 72.51 

Water bodies 6493.76 0.10 
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Wasteland 10104.61 8.52 

Forest 120.56 5.48 

Total 118682.34 100 

 

Table:Areas under different categories of land use/ land cover 

 

The table no. 5.3 and 5.4 and figure no. 5.3 and 5.4 shows the shows the statistically and 

graphically change through pie chat of LULC of Gurgaon district as bellow:- 

 

Table: Areas under different categories of land use/ land cover 

 
 

 

Areas under different categories of land use/ land cover in the influence area of Gurgaon 

District(1971) 

Description Area(ha) Area (%) 

Built Up 2590.22 2.16 

Agricultural Land 96910.45 80.98 

Forest 156.25 0.14 

Wastelands 19360.12 16.18 

Water bodies 716.09 0.60 

Total 119669.13 100 

Areas under different categories of land use/ land cover in the influence area of Gurgaon District 

Description %Area(2005-06) %Area(2012) %Change(2012-006) 

Built Up 13.39 14.45 1.06 

Agricultural Land 72.51 71.63 -0.88 

Forest 5.48 4.97 -0.51 

Wastelands 8.52 8.68 0.16 

Water bodies 0.10 0.27 0.17 
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Table: Areas under different categories of land use/ land cover 

 

 

 
 

CONCLUSION 

The Gurgaon district was chosen as a study area to monitor land use/ land cover dynamics or a 

period of 30 years, i.e. during 1971 to 2012. The study area has been divided into five major 

categories such as Built Up, Agricultural Land, Forest, Wastelands and Water bodies.  

The study shows major concerns with reduced spatial distribution of water bodies which was 

reduced from 716.09 to 329.40 i.e. from 0.60 % in 1971 to 0.27 in 2012, to the spatial geographical 

area of the district. The other major concern is the agriculture land area is being put to other 

agrarian utilities. The study area‘s major concern is with increase spatial distribution of Built up 

area which was increase from 2590.22 in 1971 to 17289.77 in 2012 i.e. from 2.16% in 1971 to 

14.45% in 2012 to the spatial geographical area of the district. The reason behind this is rapid 

increase in industrialization and population which enhance the landuse pattern at much faster rate.  

The study also shows some positive land use analysis that wasteland are being reduced on 

the vegetative area is being increased. It is also suggested that afforestation programs to be 

intensified, alerting agriculture land to non-agriculture land shall be restricted and the water bodies 

shall be conserve. Seriously this is the major outcome in the present study. 

 

Areas under different categories of land use/ land cover in the influence area of Gurgaon District 

Description %Area(1971) %Area(2012) %Change(2012-1971) 

Built Up 2.16 14.45 12.30 

Agricultural Land 80.98 71.63 -9.34 

Forest 0.14 4.97 4.85 

Wastelands 16.18 8.68 -7.48 

Water bodies 0.60 0.27 0.33 
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Abstract: 

 Haryana stands out as an area with excessive deficiency of females on a sex ratio map of India. An 

unusually low sex ratio at birth and a higher rate of mortality among females explain this 

phenomenon. In Haryana, as in other parts of India, the urban sex ratio is lower than the rural sex 

ratio signifying the predominance of males among the migrants moving into urban places. As per 

2011 census, the sex ratio for the rural population of Haryana was 882 in comparison to 875 for the 

urban population. Spatially speaking, sex ratio is relatively high in the southern and western part of 

the state and decreases towards central and the north. These areal differences are associated with the 

economic health of different areas, having a bearing upon their migrational trends, with a gradual 

shift from male-selective migration to migration-in-families. Therefore, in the context of the above 

findings, the present paper attempts to identify the spatial patterns of sex ratio in Medium-Sized 

Towns ( having a population of 20,000 to less than 1,00,000) in Haryana. 

KEYWORDS: MEDIUM SIZED TOWNS, SEX RATIO, SPATIAL PATTERN 

Introduction  

Sex ratio, that is, the proportion of females to males is a fair index of the socio-economic conditions 

prevailing in any area and as such is a useful tool for regional analysis. The two sexes perform 

contrasting roles in the economy and society. Also, the sex ratio has a bearing upon other 

demographic elements such as growth, marriage rates, occupational structure, etc.  many Asian 

countries have low sex ratio (females per 1000 males). Attempts have been made to identify the 

causes of this imbalance in India e.g.  Amrit (1962), Krishan and Chandna (1973), Gupta (1987), 

Arnold, et al., (2002), Agnihotri (2003) etc. have attempted to explain the socio-economic, socio-

culture and socio-religious factors affecting sex ratio at various levels. Among the various states of 

India, Haryana recorded a very low sex ratio of 879 females per thousand males (2011 census) as 

compared with to a sex ratio of 943 for the country as a whole. But if we analysed the sex ratio in 

medium-sized towns of Haryana, only recorded 875 females per thousand males ( table 1).  

Table 1-Haryana: Sex Ratio for Towns of Different Size Categories, 2011 

Class Population Size Sex Raio 
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Large Town >One Lakh 878 

Medium Towns 20,000- 99,999 875 

Small Towns < 20,000 873 

Source: Computed by Census of India, 2011 

Objective: 

 To analyze the spatial patterns of sex ratio in Medium-Sized Towns of Haryana. 

 

Data Sources and Methodology 

The study is totally based on the secondary data obtained from the Census of India, Census of 

Haryana, Population Tables (2011). The data has been processed, tabulated, analyzed and maps 

using simple but appropriate cartographic techniques. In the maps, the size of the graduated circle 

shows the population of the town, and different shades have been used within the circles for 

showing the variation of Sex- ratio of different Medium-Sized Towns. The map has been prepared 

by using the Choropleth method in ArcGIS.  

Study Area  

The State of Haryana covers an area of about 44212 square km. It constitutes 1.44 per cent of the 

total geographical area of the country. It extends from 270 39‘00‖ to 300 55‘51‖ north latitudes and 

from 740 27‘80‖ east to 770 36‘05‖ east longitudes. It is situated in the northwestern part of India 

and is a part of Indo-Gangetic plain. It is bounded by Punjab and Chandigarh on the northwest, 

Himachal Pradesh in the north, Uttar Pradesh and Delhi in the east and Rajasthan on the south and 

southwest (Fig. 1). In terms of physical features, it is bordered in the northeast by the Shiwalik 

Hills, particularly in Panchkula District. In the east, the perennial river the Yamuna makes the 

boundary between Haryana and Uttar Pradesh. In the north, the seasonal river Ghaggar forms part 

of the boundary between Punjab and Haryana. The dry semi-arid region in the southwest and the 

west is penetrated by the Aravalli ranges, which finds the extension in parts of Gurgaon, Rewari, 

Mahendergarh, Bhiwani and Jhajjar Districts. 
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Results and Discussion  

It is clear from the map ( Fig.2)  that there is a progressive improvement in sex ratio as one moves 

from industrial and service medium sized town to mandi medium-sized towns. This clearly suggests 

that these industrial and service medium-sized towns draw in-migrants among whom males are in 

large numbers, while the mandi towns suffer a greater loss of males because of outmigration. 

Therefore, it concludes that people move from rural to big urban centers, they usually do not move 

along with their families, at least in the initial stage of migration, rather only males move to urban 

areas, resulting in the rise of sex ratio in rural areas and corresponding fall in the sex ratio of urban 

areas. 
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Table 2: Haryana, Sex Ratio of Medium-Sized Towns, 2011 

Towns Name  sex ratio 

   Babiyal  919 

 

Taraori  885 

Punahana  915 

 

Sampla  885 

Ratia  911 

 

Narnaul  885 

Pataudi  909 

 

Ellenabad  884 

Ferozepur Jhirka  909 

 

Hodal  883 

Barwala  906 

 

Hansi  883 

Pehowa  905 

 

Ladwa  883 

Mandi Dabwali  901 

 

Charkhi Dadri  881 

Naraingarh  900 

 

Safidon  880 

Barara  900 

 

Narwana  880 

Gharaunda  898 

 

Bawani Khera  880 

Adampur  898 

 

Sasauli  876 

Gangwa  897 

 

Ganaur  875 

Fatehabad  896 

 

Pinjore  875 

Tohana  895 

 

Ugra Kheri 872 

Sohna  892 

 

Panipat Taraf Ansar  867 

Rania  892 

 

Kharkhoda  865 

Hailey Mandi  892 

 

Panipat Taraf Makhdum Zadgan  865 

Mahendragarh  891 

 

Kalka  864 

Kalanwali  890 

 

Shahbad  860 

Cheeka  890 

 

Samalkha  857 

Maham  888 

 

Panipat Taraf Rajputan  849 

Pundri  888 

 

Dharuhera  849 

Kalanaur  886 

 

Tilpat   846 

Gohana  886 

 

Kundli  798 

Taoru  886 

 

Ambala Cantt.  666 

Jhajjar  886 

 

Manesar  630 

Assandh  886 

 

Average  875 

Source: Computed by Census of India, 2011 

In 2011, the average sex ratio in the medium-sized towns of Haryana is 875. There are wide spatial 

variations in the sex ratio of towns from one part to another part of Haryana. On the basis of sex 
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ratio, the medium-sized towns of  Haryana may be classed into three types of area (a) areas of 

relatively low sex ratio i.e. below 880 (b) sex-ratio ranging between 880 and 890 (c) areas of 

relatively  high sex ratio i.e. more than 890 (Fig.2)  
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Table 3 

Sex-Ratio Medium-Sized Towns 

More than 890 Cheeka, Kalanwali, Mahendragarh, Hailey Mandi, Rania, Sohna, Tohana, 

Fatehabad 

Gangwa, Adampur, Gharaunda, Barara, Naraingarh, Mandi Dabwali, Pehowa, 

Barwala, Ferozepur Jhirka, Pataudi, Ratia, Punahana and Babiyal 

880-890 Safidon, Charkhi Dadri, Ladwa, Hansi, Hodal, Ellenabad, Narnaul, Sampla, 

Taraori, Assandh, Jhajjar, Taoru, Gohana, Kalanaur, Pundri and Maham, , 

Bawani khera and  Narwana 

Below 880 Manesar, Ambala Cantt., Kundli, Tilpat, Dharuhera,  Panipat Taraf Rajputana 

Samalkha, Shahbad, Kalka, Panipat Taraf Makhdum Zadgan, Kharkhoda 

Panipat Taraf Ansar, Ugra Kheri, Pinjore, Ganaurand  Sasauli 

 

a) Areas of relatively low sex ratios included in this group mainly the northern region and 

along National Highway-1of Haryana.Many of these medium-sized towns had sex ratio 

below the state average. Manesar of Gurugram district with only 630 females per thousand 

males followed by Ambala Cant.(666), Kundli (798). The major factors responsible for this 

low sex ratio are high level of industrial development, their strategic location along the 

Highway and close proximity Faridabad to the national capital region of Delhi and 

Panchkula to the State capital of Chandigarh. It appears that this town experienced such 

massive out-migration. Obviously, the in-migration was of selective of males not of family 

type. 

b)  In this category, area which has sex ratio between 880 and 890 are included. In central part 

of Haryana eight medium towns have been observed in this category. Where is the lowest 

ratio in three towns namely bawani Khera, Narwana and Safidon are same ratio which is 

880. However, the maximum ratio  of medium size towns are meham and Pundri in this 

category. Here, the family type and selective male both type of in-migration have been 

observed. 

c) In general the medium sized towns of south and west have high sex ratio.Sex ratio reached 

higher than 900, where Babiyal on the top in this category with (919) sex ratio.The 

southern part is an area where the prejudice against the female employement is not very 

strong. The high sex ratio in this area is result in-migration of family from rural areas and 

out-migration of selective males. 

Conclusion  

The main purpose of the present study is to analyze the spatial distribution of sex ratio in medium-

sized towns of Haryana. Town-wise patterns of sex ratio indicate that Babiyal in Ambala district 

has maximum sex ratio. This is followed by Punhana, Ratia, Pataudi, Ferozpur Jhirka, Barwala and 

Mandi Dabwali medium-sized towns where sex rato is more than 900. Low level of Urbanization 
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and agricultural type of economy in these towns associated with high level of sex ratio. Second 

main factor was observed of selective males  type out-migration towards large urban centres.  

In another comparative terms, Manesar, Ambala Cantt., Kundli, Tilpat, Dharuhera,  Panipat Taraf 

Rajputana,Samalkha, Shahbad, Kalka, Panipat Taraf Makhdum Zadgan, Kharkhoda, Panipat Taraf 

Ansar and Ugra Kheri have low level of sex raio which is below  (875) state urban average of sex 

ratio. The major factors responsible for this low sex ratio are high level of industrial development, 

their strategic location along the Highway and close proximity Faridabad to the national capital 

region of Delhi and Panchkula to the State capital of Chandigarh. The another main factor Medium 

towns experienced such massive in-migration of males. . In general we can say that small medium 

size towns of Haryana show moderate to high sex ratio. 
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Abstract: 

 The Indian National Congress played an important role in the freedom struggle of India. 

Established in 1885, it successfully mobilized the Indians from all sections of society irrespective of 

caste, class, religion etc. The birth of the Congress was the product of the nationalism that initially 

developed in Bombay, Calcutta and Madras in the second half of the nineteenth century. After that, 

the social base of the Congress slowly expanded in other regions of India, and soon this party 

became a mass organization of the country. It launched three powerful movements against the 

British rule and made a major contribution in the attainment of India‘s independence.   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------           

The meaning and nature of Indian nationalism has been an important issue of debate in recent days. 

Nation is not a fix or a static category with some universal attributes.
i
 The word nation was used 

before 1800 in Europe to refer to the inhabitants of a country as well as to collect identities that 

could include shared history, law, language, political rights, religion and traditions in a sense more 

akin to the modern concept. Besides, nationalism is the term historians used to characterize the 

modern sense of national political autonomy and self-determination from the late eighteenth 

century. Joseph Stalin in 1912 wrote: ―A nation is a historically evolved, stable community of 

language, territory, economic life and psychological make-up manifested in a community of 

culture.‖
ii
 E. J. Hobsbawm argues that nationalism passes through different phases of mutations 

during the course of its development. Nationalist leaders believe that nationalism was basically a 

modern phenomenon which derived its strength from the ideals of liberty, progress and freedom. 

Lala Lajpat Rai believed that the emergence of the idea of nation or nationalism in India was very 

much shaped by the experience of Indians both of subjugation under the colonial rule and also of 

resistance and struggle against it. In other words, Indian nationalism was the product of the conflict 

between British colonialism and the interests of the Indian people.
iii

 

 The form of Indian nationalism underwent significant changes depending on the growth of 

anti-colonial movement in India. In its early phase the expression of national consciousness did not 

include any contestation at the political level with the colonial rule. K.L. Tuteja rightly argues that 

when the experience of subjugation and oppression developed in intensity and volume, this national 

consciousness registered important shifts around the turn of the century acquiring new dimensions 

of collective assertions in the social, economic and political domains
iv
 It started taking the shape of 
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organized movement during the Swadeshi Movement in Bengal
v
 With the entry of Mahatma 

Gandhi in Indian politics the programme of mass mobilization was started on a large scale. 

Resultantly, the national movement started to acquire the necessary intensity which made the idea 

of nation ‗cultural dominant‘ all over the country. However, intensity of national movement varied 

from region to region as well as varied among different section of the society. No doub, the 

Congress emerged as a unified, powerful and well organized body at all India level.  But its 

activities or programmes differed at different levels.
vi

 

 The colonial rule was established in Punjab in 1849, and the British made various 

administrative and economic changes in this region. They also established rule of law. The 

underlying objective of the colonial state was to consolidate its rule in different parts of the country 

not only to increase the volume of trade but also to collect raw materials for production of industrial 

goods in England. For this purpose, the colonizers not only colonized Indian economy, but also 

demanded land revenue in cash only. The demand of land revenue was very high. The main motive 

of the revenue policies of the British was to collect more and more money from India. For this, the 

British government gradually converted the Punjab into an agrarian region for the needs of British 

capitalists.
vii

  A big amount of British capital was invested in building canals in north-west Punjab 

that brought new areas under cultivation. In this region, agriculture was transformed from 

traditional to a capitalist venture where agrarian products were grown for European market. Huge 

quantity of cotton and grains were exported to Britain through railways from Punjab to port cities. 

At the same time, Punjab became the main center for the recruitment of troops.
viii

 

 Another motive of the British government was to tighten its grip over rural society in 

Punjab. For this purpose, it made an informal alliance with big landlords who had dominant 

influence on rural people. These rich landlords were patronized in various forms by the British. 

They also acted as intermediaries between the colonial government and the people of countryside. 

From the 1860s onwards, there was a massive increase in agricultural prices and land values in the 

Punjab. This stemmed from the ending of political insecurity in the region and from vastly 

improved communication and irrigation facilities. During this period, new cash crops were 

introduced for cultivation in this region. All this added up to a bonanza for Punjab‘s peasants who 

soon ranked amongst the richest farmers in Asia.
ix
   Apart from this, the British government also 

succeeded to win the heart of peasantry by passing Land Alienation Act in 1900. Under this Act, 

non-agriculturist classes were not allowed to buy land from a member of peasant‘s family and not 

to take it in mortgage for more than twenty years.
x
Consequently, anti-British consciousness failed 

to develop effectively among a large number of peasants in Punjab. In fact, exploitation of colonial 

state and interests of the peasants created a big hindrance in the growth of nationalism, especially in 

the north-west region of Punjab. In 1918, the British government had set up a commission under the 

leadership of H. J. Maynard to consider the agriculturist tribes‘ representation in public services. Its 

recommendations were accepted by Michael O‘ Dwyer. Ian Talbot argues: ―Such favouritism by 

the British reinforced the importance of tribal rather than religious identification amongst the rural 

population. It drew the Muslim, Hindu and Sikh Jats closer together while at the same time driving 

a wedge between the Hindu Jats and the Banias and Khatris.‖
xi
  It is important to mention here that 

the main motive behind pro-agriculturist policy of the colonial state was to maintain its hold on 

rural society in order to ensure regular export of agrarian products for Britain. British also wanted 
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regular recruitment in army from Punjab. But when anti-colonial rule ideology started gaining 

strength in the end of nineteenth century the British realized their mistake. This policy united 

Indians against the colonial rule in Punjab.
xii

 

 As stated earlier, after the establishment of colonial rule various economic and social 

changes took place in Punjab. New social classes also emerged in which big traders, moneylenders 

and petty shopkeepers were included. These classed belonged to Khatris, Aroras and Aggarwals 

castes. Some Khatris, Aroras, Khoja and Piracha Muslims also constituted a small section of 

emergent trading community. This trading class played an important role in the development of 

trade and commerce. But, powerful industrial class (bourgeoisie) did not develop in Punjab as it 

emerged in Bombay, Calcutta etc.
xiii

 

 Major change in Punjab society came after the development of modern education in the late 

nineteenth century. A good number schools and colleges were established in different parts of the 

region. As a result, the number of literate people increased in urban as well as in rural society of 

Punjab. This class played a significant role in the growth of national consciousness in Punjab.
xiv

 A 

good number of educated persons entered in government jobs and others liberal professions. It is 

important to mention here that the number of Muslims and Sikhs in government jobs and 

professions was very low as compared to the urban Hindus. As a whole, western educated elite 

class along with some petite bourgeoisie took keen interest in the development of the feelings of 

nationalism in Punjab.
xv

 

 After the formation of Indian National Congress in 1885, a movement for India‘s freedom 

was launched in small, hesitant and mild, but organized manner.
xvi

Soon after, the social base of the 

Congress slowly expanded in all over the country. Provincial and district branches of the Congress 

were also established to widen social base of national movement against the Brtish. Its growing 

popularity was showed when for the first time the session of the Congress was held in Lahore in 

1893. More than four hundred members attended this session. Same scene was witnessed when the 

Congress assembled here again in 1900.
xvii

 However, the pace of nationalism in Punjab was still 

quite slow as compared to that of Bombay and Calcutta.
xviii

 Actually, it was the seed time of Indian 

nationalism. The early Congress leaders decided to work for the development and consolidation of 

the feeling of national unity irrespective of region, caste, class and creed. The Congress hoped to 

make a humble beginning in this direction by establishing close contact and friendly relations 

among active nationalists from different parts of the country. The major demands of the Congress 

were formulated with a view to unify the Indians on the basis of a common economic and political 

programme.
xix

 

 The Congress was energized after the partition of Bengal in 1905. The anti-partition 

movement started in different regions of the country. Moderate leaders of the Congress, such as 

Surendranath Banerjee took initiative at early phase of the anti-colonial movement but more 

extremist people such as Bipan Chandra Pal, Aswani Kumar Dutta and Aurobindo Ghose soon 

secured control over the movement.  This struggle against partition of Bengal filled a new sprit in 

the Congress as well as in the freedom struggle. It was chiefly an urban movement though it 

touched the people of countryside. The Congress endorsed the use of Swadeshi and Boycott of 

foreign goods in Bengal. It did not approve of a boycott for the whole of country. But Lala Lajpat 
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Rai asked other provinces to the follow the example of Bengal, in other words he advocated to adop 

Swadeshi and boycott foreign goods.
xx

 In Punjab, some cases of boycott of foreign goods were 

reported from the urban areas, particularly, Lahore. Merchants of Rawalpindi refused to import 

foreign goods. Moreover, the programme of Swadeshi found expression in the field of insurance, 

banking and education. Hindu nationalist elites and some Muslims played an important role in it. 

But the Boycott and Swadeshi movement failed to get powerful response in Punjab. It seems that 

provincial Congress did not prepare to lead such kind of movement. Apart from this, agrarian 

movement took place in Punjab in 1907 in which a large number of peasants from canal colonies 

and a section of urban people participated. But except Lala Lajpat Rai and a few others, the 

provincial Congress did not take much interest in this movement. The Congress received a great set 

back when the colonial government deported Lala Lajpat Rai to weaken the anti-colonial forces in 

the province. As a result, the Congress did not gain popularity in countryside areas of Punjab. It 

also failed to protect the interests of the middle class urban Hindus.
xxi

 

 Besides, the colonial government gave separate communal representation to the Muslims by 

the Act of 1909. The Congress opposed communal provisions of this Act. A Hindu leader Lal 

Chand suggested the substitution of Hindu Sabha for Congress committees in Punjab.
xxii

 The 

provincial Congress was also facing internal rivalries and factional politics. Even then the Congress 

slowly expanded its social base in urban regions of the Punjab. After the implementation of the first 

constitution of the Congress in 1908, the number of its branches increased. 
xxiii

 Some historians 

argue that national movement under the leadership of the Congress was weak during this phase, 

because its provincial leadership took interest in their sectarian communities than the issues of 

larger national perspective. Actually, the Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs had their different sectarian 

identities in Punjab. But, Mahatma Gandhi was the first national leader who successfully 

established linkage between communitarian loyalties in the politics. The main motive of the 

Congress at that time was to build anti-British consciousness as a long term objective as well as to 

secure some concessions for the Indians in existing political and administrative structure. But 

primary aspect of the Congress was to unite Indians for freedom struggle. The Congress, however, 

always took care to project itself as a secular party and the Muslims in particular, were assured that 

by joining it their interests would always protected.
xxiv

 It is true that in Punjab the majority of its 

members belonged to urban Hindu middle class, particularly belonging to Arya Samaj and Gau 

Rakshani Sabha. However, the Congress party in Punjab remained secular.
xxv

 

 The entry of Mahatma Gandhi in Indian politics in 1919 also deeply influenced the nature 

and activities of the Congress in Punjab. Gandhi launched a powerful Satyagarah against the 

draconian Rowlatt Bills which received a wide popular support in this region. The provincial 

branch of the Congress was not actively participated in this movement, but some local Congress 

leaders and volunteers took leading part in it. A general hartal all over country was called on 6 

April 1919, and was a unique success, but police firing on a Delhi crowed caused a number of 

causalities, both Hindu and Muslim. When Gandhi, who was on his way to Delhi was stopped in 

Palwal and forcibly sent back to Bombay, police charged again upon the crowd. By this time, 

Gandhi already carried an image of a ‗saviour‘ or ‗messiah‘ for common people which deeply 

influenced their response to the movement. People raised the slogan ‗GandhijikiJai’at the public 

gatherings organized against the Rowlatt Bills.
xxvi

  At the same time, Michael O‘ Dwyer decided to 
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take action against two prominent leaders of Punjab Dr. Satyapal and Kitchlew. Both leaders were 

arrested on 10 April 1919. When people became aware of it, complete hartal was observe in 

Amritsar city.  After some time, the crowed started their journey to the Deputy Commissioner‘s 

residence in order to demand the release of their respective leaders. The mob passed by the National 

Bank, the Town Hall and Cristian Missaion Hall. When they were at railway line crossing police 

stopped them and fired. In this incident, half a dozen of them were killed and over 30 were 

wounded.
xxvii

 The result was mob fury at Amritsar, where, following a police firing in which some 

officials were killed and two British women seriously injured. The situation became extremely 

tense. The mob rushed to the city and perpetrated a serious of brutal act of violence. Some of them 

attacked the Indian National Bank, and its manager Mr. Stewart and his assistant was brutally 

beaten to death. After that, the Alliance Bank and other buildings were set on fire.
xxviii

 In this 

violence, some Europeans were died. Apart from this, telegraph wires were cut off and railway lines 

were also damaged.
xxix

Consequently, whole city was handed over to the military. When people 

defiantly assembled on 13 April 1919 at Jallianwala Bagh, General Dyer who wanted to strike 

terror in Punjab, ordered his troops to open fire without warning on the unarmed crowed in 

Jallianwala Bagh from which there was no way out.
xxx

In this massacre, a large number of people 

died. According to government report, about 379 people were killed and over 1200 were wounded. 

Bipan Chandra argues that about 1000 dead and several thousand wounded.
xxxi

 This massacre was 

followed by a serious of humiliating orders. Curfew was imposed for weeks at Amritsar and later 

on martial law was extended to other districts such as Lahore, Gujranwala, Lyallpur and Gujarat. 

People were flogged in streets and made to crawl where the two British women had been assaulted. 

Students had to walk sixteen miles a day roll call. Arrested persons were confined in cages. When 

the news of the tragic incident percolated out of Punjab, Dyer‘s action was criticized by the Indians. 

However, British press supported Dyer‘s action. National leaders and prominent Indians showed 

resentment against the attitude of the colonial government. Rabindranath Tagore renounced his 

knighthood in protest and said: ―…the time has come when badges of honour make shame glaring 

in their incongruous context of humiliation, and, I, for my part, wish to stand shorn of all special 

distinctions, by the side of my countrymen who, for their so-called insignificance are liable to suffer 

degradation not fit for human beings.‖
xxxii

  The Hindus and Muslims expressed unity between the 

two communities by sharing same water vessels.  Same situation could be seen during Khilafat 

movement.
xxxiii

 

 Mahatma Gandhi launched Non-Cooperation Movement on 1 August 1920, which indeed 

received favorable response from people in Punjab, particularly in the towns and cit ies of central 

and eastern parts of the province. At the same time, the Congress made some amendments in its 

constitution in late 1920, and four anna memberships made compulsory. Apart from this, branches 

of the Congress were established in small towns and villages to bring the masses under its umbrella. 

As a result, social base of the congress started increasing. The Congress called upon all Indians not 

to serve the government in any way. Soon a large number of labourers, factory workers, and urban 

poor joined the movement. On Mahatma Gandhi‘s call a large number student left government 

schools and colleges. The lawyers stopped practice in courts. The Congress candidates boycotted 

the elections of the legislative councils. Complete boycott of foreign cloth was to be achieved in 
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whole province. Women gave up purdah to join the movement in large number and offered their 

jewellery for the Tilak fund.
xxxiv

 

 In January 1921, non-cooperation movement started in full swing. Ali brothers travelled all 

over India and gave a number of speeches at public meetings. More than 90,000 students dropped 

out of schools and colleges and joined national educational institutions. At that time, there were 

about 800 schools in the country. C. R. Das inspired the students for non-cooperation movement, 

and Subhash Chandra Bose became the Principal of National College of Calcutta. Till 1921 about 

20 headmasters and teachers resigned per month. Lawyers including C. R. Das, Motilal Nehru, M. 

R. Jaikar, Kitchleu Khan, Vallabhbhai Patel, C. Rajgopalachari, T. Parkasham, and Ashaf Ali 

boycotted the courts on a large scale. By March 1921, over 180 lawyers had resigned from the 

courts. In Bihar hundreds of cases were taken away from government courts in a single day. Bengal 

came up with 86 arbitration courts between February 1921 and April 1922.
xxxv

 Some leaders 

returned medals or honours bestowed upon them by the British government. Teachers in 

government schools stayed away from teaching work. Members of provincial legislative councils 

resigned. So did those who served town municipalities and other institutions. People boycotted 

foreign goods. Gandhi himself inaugurated a nationwide campaign, lighting a bonfire of British 

cloth in Bombay.
xxxvi

 

 The most remarkable success of the non-cooperation movement was the boycott of the visit 

of Prince of Wales on 17 November 1921. The satyagrahis of Bombay observed hartal and also 

arranged a meeting on the beach where Gandhi made a bonfire of foreign cloth.
xxxvii

 Consequently, 

the British Government decided to take repressive measures. The Congress and Khilafat were 

declared unlawful. Public meetings and processions were banned. Thousands of nationalists 

including Lala Lajpat Rai were put in jails. By the end of 1921, all important leaders except 

Mahatma Gandhi were behind the prison bars.
xxxviii

  On 5 February 1922, police station of Chauri 

Chaura near Gorakhpur in U. P. was attacked by a mob of peasants. The mob brunt the police 

station and in those nearly 22 policemen died. This violence disturbed Mahatma Gandhi and he 

ordered for the immediate suspension of the movement. Lord Reading, the Viceroy, tried to cause a 

split between the Congress and Khilafatists through a revision of the Treaty of Sevres in favour 

Caliph. Besides, Gandhi was arrested on 10 March 1922.It is important to mention here that in 

urban areas, the Muslims showed somewhat unity with the Congress during Non-cooperation 

Movement.
xxxix

 The rural Muslims in western Punjab did not take much interest in the Non-

Cooperation Movement. Actually, they were more under the influence of the local Sufis of this 

region.
xl
 

Conclusion: 

By way of conclusion of this paper, it can be safely observed that the Indian National 

Congress played a significant role in spread the feelings of nationalism among the Indians. After 

1919, Mahatma Gandhi succeeded mobilizing masses against the British Government. Rising above 

the consideration of caste and creed, the Indians participated in Gandhian mass movements. During 

non-cooperation movement Gandhi appealed to the people to boycott foreign goods as well as to 

the students to boycott schools and colleges etc. Consequently, volunteers went door to door and 
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collected foreign cloths which were torched in a bonfire. The Muslims also participated in this 

movement. After 1922, Muslim League did not show much interest in Gandhian mass movements. 
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Calypso Summer: Cruiser, Crusader, Love 

Jayashri S L 

Assistant Professor of English 

Govt. First Grade College, 

Hallimysore, Hassan. 

 

‗….the Dreaming ain‘t just a lot of stories, it‘s a way of living, staying connected 

with country, giving and taking.‘  (p99) 

 Calypso Summer is a novel specifically a Bildungsroman and Young-adult fiction (YA Fiction) 

and it has won the Black&Write award in 2013. Jared Thomas whois an Australian Aboriginal author of 

children fiction, playwright, and poet published the novel in 2014. The novel denotes cursorily yet slowly 

about the teenager Calypso‘s life, his friends, break up and patch up with his budding romance and other 

common youngsters‘ issues but thematically the novel, within 21 chapters, crusades against racism, 

harassment, cultural stereotypes and cruises ( cleverly and genuinely) towards aborigines traditions and 

culture through toughest challenges in the headway.  

 When the novel unfolds we meet the protagonist / the narrator of the novel Kyle, a young 

Nukunu man from Adelaide. He is usually known by his nickname Calypso (given by his English 

grandfather) because of his devotion to cricket, and his Rastafarian persona instead of his Aboriginal one. 

He is just out from high school and seeking to attain his dream job i.e. to work in a Sports store. But he 

fails to get it and very soon realises how difficult is to get a job as ‗being a black kid in a white world‘. 

Besides, he manages to get into work at the Henley Beach Health Food and products store. His employer, 

a ‗whitefella‘ called Gary, after detecting his marketing skills, exploits his Jamaican accent and ‗Rasta 

lingo‘ to attract the customers. Gary asks and convinces Calypso to find out from ‗his tribe‘ if there is any 

information about ‗traditional bush tucker‘ and Aboriginal plants to satisfy the needs of modern people. 

Calypso tries all possible ways to know the traditional medicines and finally as his mom, ‗Aunty Audrey‘s 

suggestion turns back to his ‗mob‘ in Port Augusta. With little understanding of traditional background, 

he goes to his mob only with business purpose but eventually ends up in a different way. 

 Since the beginning of the novel readers can easily find out Calypso‘s passion to the West 

Indies‘ cricket team, sweet addiction of reggae, Bob Marley, and Usain Bolt. It is not surprising that he 
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loves and idolises these, as it gives him a sort of solace, belongingness and sense of identity. Run, 

Calypso‘s cousin with a very different personality just hangs out all day in his flat, listening to reggae, 

smoking ganja (cannabis), when he is not gone out with his mate for stealing. Run (his real name is 

Reginald) gets his name because of not sticking to situations but running away from them. Calypso and 

Run both show their frustration in different ways. Calypso uses Jamaican image or particularly Rasta 

image as an attempt to disguise his Aboriginality; on the contrary, Run‘s way of dealing (undesirable one) 

with the challenges of being a ‗blackfella‘ in a predominantly white person‘s world is contrasted to 

Calypso‘s. Jared Thomas is effective in portraying these two alternatives for aborigines and pretty careful 

when he offers an encouraging resolution at the end. 

 In the meanwhile, he falls in love with Ngadjuri girl Clare, a hairdresser, who shares common 

experiences and interests. She joins him in his endeavour of finding traditional solutions for modern day‘s 

problems. In the process, he witnesses the contrasts in many facets of traditional and modern notions like 

definition of knowledge, life styles, food habits, and culture. Basically his ‗mob‘ makes him to be aware 

of their past struggles due to the subjugation by ‗whitefella‘and the worth of their indigenous knowledge. 

They help him to find his true identity and contributes a great message to him as well as to the universe, 

which is very apt and relevant: 

 The earth, the moon and the stars are round and time goes round in a circle. Our past, present 

and future are all connected to each other. What we did yesterday affectstoday, and what we do today 

affects tomorrow. (p98) 

In the process of connecting and cementing himself with his people, great heritage, culture and 

traditional knowledge he ends up in his reunion with them in an interesting way. As a ‗sahrudaya‘, I 

find it very fascinating when Calypso rejoices with great contentment ‗to be a part of it‘ and 

comprehends, as an aborigine, it is his duty to uphold and carry the great heritage to the next 

generation.  

 Of course it starts out slowly, but it does not forget to entertain and enlighten the youngsters 

through the factual narration with full of enrichment. I enjoyed reading the novel and loved Jared Thomas‘ 

style of jovial narration amidst more serious issues. He has made it a really significant book for anyone to 

read who would like to know more about Aboriginal culture and the youngsters‘ sustainable dreaming. 
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   "प्रेभचंद के उऩन्मासों भें दलरत चेतना" 

 
यविन्रकुभाय 

मूजीसीनेटहहदंी 
कुरुऺेत्रविश्िविद्मारम, कुरुऺेत्रहरयमाणा - 136119 

बूलभका -   

जफ बी कोई रेख दलरत चेतना को आधाय फनाकय लरखा जाता है तो उसभें भुंशी पे्रभचंद का अहं 
मोगदान यहता है ।  भुंशी पे्रभचंद ने अऩने उऩन्मासों भें खुरकय दलरत चेतना का िणणन ककमा । 
औय फतामा गमा कक ककस प्रकाय दलरत जाततमों जैसे - बंगी , चभाय, डूभ औय भोची आहद का रंफे 
कार से शोषण होता यहा । हभ भानते है कक कट्टय भुसरभान मा ईसाई जातत के रोग अऩने से 
नीची जातत के रोगों के साथ योटी - फेटी का व्मिहाय नहीं कयते रेककन िे उनसे थोडा फहुत 
बाईचाये का व्मिहाय तो यखते थे । रेककन हभाये हहदं ूसभाज भें ऐसा बफल्कुर बी नहीं है मह स्िणण 
जातत के रोग हभाये नीचे जातत के रोगों से योटी - फेटी का व्मिहाय तो दयू ,  बाईचाया तक नहीं 
यखते थे । एक सभम ऐसा बी आमा कक जफ इनको सभाज से फहहष्कृत कय हदमा गमा था । 
चभाय,भेहतय आहद नीची जातत के रोगों को गांि के भंहदयों भें प्रिेश कयने नहीं हदमा जाता था । 
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जो बी गांि भें धालभणक उत्सि होते उनभें बाग नहीं रेने हदमा जाता था । स्िणण जातत के रोग 
दलरत जातत की छामा से बी दयू बागते थे उनको रगता था कक कहीं छूने से हभ अऩवित्र ना हो 
जाए ।  नीची जातत की रोगों की अिस्था बेड फकयी औय कुत्तों से बी फदतय थी ।  

 भुंशी पे्रभचंद ने अऩने इस कार भें दलरतों की दमनीम स्स्थतत को देखा ककस प्रकाय से 
दलरतों के साथ शोषण ककमा जाता है ,दवु्मणिहाय ककमा जाता है । उनको गांि के ककसी धालभणक 
उत्सि भें बाग नहीं रेने हदमा जाता I मह सफ चीजें देखकय पे्रभचंद के भन भें फडा दखु हुआ औय 
उनके प्रतत सहानुबूतत हदखी I 

   पे्रभचंद जी ने 'प्रततबा'नाभक उऩन्मास भें दलरतों की सभस्मा को उठामा । 
'प्रततबा' नाभक उऩन्मास का एकऩात्र प्रोफेसय दीनानाथ एक स्थर ऩय कहता है कक " ------ 
अछूतोंद्िाय का चायों औय शोय भचा हुआ है , कुओ ंऩय आने से भत योको ,  भंहदय भें जाने से भत 
योको, भदयसे भें जाने से भत योको । अछूतोंद्िाय भें जाने से ऩहरे अछूतों की सपाई औय आचाय - 
विचाय की ककतनी जरूयत है इसकी औय ककसी की तनगाह नहीं गई ।" 

पे्रभचंद जी ने अऩने कापी उऩन्मासों भें दलरतों की सभस्माओ ंऩय विचाय ककमा ।  पे्रभचंद को 
मथाथणिादी उऩन्मासकाय कहा जाता है । पे्रभचंद जी ने लसपण  उऩन्मासों भें ही नहीं , फस्ल्क अऩनी 
कहातनमों भें बी दलरतों की सभस्माओ ंको प्रभुखता से उठामा है । उन ऩय जो अत्माचाय ककए जाते 
हैं अऩने उऩन्मासों भें कहातनमों के भाध्मभ से रोगों का ध्मान आकवषणत ककमा । भुंशी पे्रभचंद जी 
ने दलरत चेतना का जो विियण अऩने उऩन्मासों भें ककमा उस ऩय इस प्रकाय से प्रकाश डारा जा 
सकता है : - 
 

 1 .पे्रभचंद ने अऩने 'कभणबूलभ'उऩन्मास भें दलरतों को भंहदय भें प्रिेश कयने की सभस्मा को 
उठामा । इस उऩन्मास भें एक औय तो भहात्भा गांधी के सविनम अिऻा आदंोरन ऩय प्रकाश डारा 
गमा औय दसूयी औय दलरतों की सभस्मा को उठामा गमा । ऩहरे हहदं ूजातत के उच्च रोग दलरतों 
को भंहदयों भें प्रिेश नहीं कयने देते थे । उनको भंहदय भें ऩूजा नहीं कयने देते थे । इसी फीच 
भहात्भा गांधी जी ने दलरतों को उनका आधाय अधधकाय हदराने के लरए ऩसीना फहामा , हदन-यात 
एक ककमा । दलरतों को भंहदय प्रिेश हदराने के लरए आदंोरन का सहाया लरमा औय साथ-साथ 
पे्रभचंद जी ने बी इस सभस्मा को याष्रीम स्तय ऩय अंककत ककमा । भहात्भा गांधी जी कहते थे कक 
दलरतों को उनका अधधकाय लभरना चाहहए । पे्रभचंद जी ने बी दलरतों को उनका अधधकाय हदराने 
के लरए जी तोड भेहनत कयी । औय इस फीच डॉक्टय तनत्मानंद ऩटेर ने कहा कक - "गांधी जी ने 
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अछूतों को उनके अधधकाय हदराने के लरए ऩसीना फहामा , पे्रभचंद ने इन गयीफों को कभणबूलभ भें 
भंहदय प्रिेशके लरए यंगभंच ऩय रा खडा कय हदमा "  । जफ भहात्भा गांधी जी ने दलरतों को भंहदय 
प्रिेश हदराने के लरए एक आदंोरन शरुू ककमा तो पे्रभचंद जी ने बी उसभें फढ़-चढ़कय बाग 
लरमा।आदंोरन से एक लशक्ष त सभुदाम कापी प्रबावित हुआ । लशऺक सभुदाम को रगा कक अफ 
छुआछूत का धभण सभाप्त होना चाहहए । औय इस तयह गांधी जी द्िाया चराए गए आदंोरन से 
कापी संख्मा भें रोगों का फर लभरा औय कापी इसके ऊऩय प्रबाि ऩडा । 
 2.पे्रभचंद जी ने अऩने 'गोदान'उऩन्मास भें बी दलरतों की सभस्मा का िणणन ककमा । इस 
उऩन्मास भें पे्रभचंद जी ने फतामा कक ककस प्रकाय दलरतों के साथ सभाज भें अभानिीम व्मिहाय 
ककमा जाता है । भुंशी पे्रभचंद जी लरखते हैं कक "काशी शहय भें जफ ऩंडडत भधुसूदन की याभामण 
कथा हो यही थी तो कथा के ख्मातत सुनकय नीची जातत के रोग िहां आने रगे । िे फेचाये िहां 
फैठ जाते जहां ठाकुय अऩनी चप्ऩर मा जूते उतायते थे । जफ नीची जातत के रोग िहां ऩय फैठकय 
ईश्िय ध्मान भें अऩने भन को रगा यहे थे तबी उन रोगों ऩय अत्माचाय ककमा गमा उन रोगों को 
भाया ऩीटा गमा। क्मोंकक िह सबी श्री याभ कथा सुनने के लरए आए थे ” इस घटना से मह ऩता 
चरता है कक ऩंडडत ऩुयोहहत बी दलरतों के साथ कैसा अभानिीम व्मिहाय कयते थे । इस घटना से 
एक फात औय हभें ऩता चरते हैं कक हहदं ूसभाज भें उच्च जातत के रोगों द्िाया भंहदय भें प्रिेश नहीं 
कयने हदमा जाता था । उनको कथाएं नहीं सुनने हदमा जाता था । जफ बी नीची जातत के रोग 
िहां ऩय कथा सुनने के लरए आते थे उनको फहुत भाया जाता था । फहुत अत्माचाय ककमा जाता था 
फहुत  शोषण ककमा जाता था इस काभ भें ऩुयोहहत बी शालभर होते थे । औय सिणण जातत के जो 
रोग होते िह इनको भंहदय के आसऩास पटकने बी नहीं देते थे ।िे फेचाये नीची जातत के रोग 
ईश्िय कथा सुनने के लरए आए थे । ताकक ईश्िय का नाभ सुनने से मा कथा सुनने से भन भें 
बगिान के दशणन हो जाए रेककन उनको दलरत सभझकय जूते चप्ऩरों से िहां भाया गमा । इस 
प्रकाय पे्रभचंद जी अछूतों को को सभाज भें स्थान हदराने के लरए औय उनके प्रतत होने िारे 
अत्माचाय ऩय कापी फर हदमा ताकक दलरत भें सभाज भें अऩनी ऩहचान फना सके । 
पे्रभचंद के उऩन्मास का एक ऩात्र डॉक्टय 'शांततकुभाय' ने अछूतोंद्िाय आदंोरन के प्रतत कट्टयऩंधथमों 
के भन दशा का मथाथण िणणन ककमा है । उन्होंने दलरतों को संफोधधत कयते हुए लरखा - "तुभने 
बूर से महां आकय इनके ठाकुयद्िाये भें ,देिता को ,प्रसाद को ,चयणाभतृ को , गंगाजर को ,कथािाचक 
को औय बेषधायी बक्तों को सफ को भ्रष्ट कय हदमा है । इन विचायों को शदु्ध ऩवित्र होने के लरए 
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जाडे ऩारे भें नहाने की तकरीप उठानी ऩडेगी "। इसलरए धभणरोहीमों सफ फैठ जाओ औय इनके 
स्जतने जूते खा सको खाओ । इस प्रकाय के कथन से कापी फदराि आमा अगरे हदन जफ कथा 
शरुू हुई फहुत से रोग नहीं आए । कुछ ऩीछे सो यहे थे , कुछ ऊंघ यहे थे । इस प्रकाय कथािाचक 
अऩनी करा भें प्रिीणता के फािजूद बी यंग नहीं जभा ऩाए । 
3.हभ देखते हैं कक डॉक्टय शांतत कुभाय औय उसके सहमोगी साथी हहदं ूसभाज भें हो यहे अत्माचाय 
ि अन्माम का वियोध कयता हैं ।उनका कहना था जो दलरत सभाज के रोग सडकों , भोहल्रों औय 
गलरमों भें सपाई कयते हैं । हहदं ूसभाज के रोग अछूत ि नीच कहते हैं , उनको भायते ऩीटते हैं,उन 
ऩय अत्माचाय कयते हैं ,उनका हय प्रकाय से शोषण कयते हैं  Iअछूत होने के कायण उनको भंहदयों भें 
प्रिेश नहीं कयने हदमा जाता है  I पे्रभचंद जी ने सभाज भें जो दलरतों के प्रतत बाि यखते हैं उन 
सबी सभस्माओ ंको अऩने उऩन्मासों भें उठामा है । एक दलरत ऩात्र जगजीिन याभ अऩने जातत के 
बाइमों को सभझाते हुए कहता है कक " हभ रोग सपाई का काभ फंद कय देंगे तो शहय औय 
भोहल्रे का जीिन नयक फन जाएगा " ।  हभेशा से ही सिणण जातत के रोग नीची जातत के रोगों 
का शोषण कयते आए हैं इनका बयऩेट खाना भुस्श्कर से लभरता है हभाये सभाज भें इनको हभेशा 
ओछी नजयों से देखा जाता यहा है । इसके फाये भें पे्रभचंद जी लरखते हैं "ऐसी उन्नतत इस अबागे 
देश के लसिा औय कहां हो सकती हैं" I पे्रभचंद के उऩन्मासों भें आदंोरन की बािना बी हदखाई देती 
है । उऩन्मास के ऩात्र डॉक्टय साहहफ दलरतों को उत्तेस्जत कयते हुए कहते हैं - कक "बाइमों भंहदय 
ककसी एक सभुदाम मा आदभी की चीज नहीं है , इस ऩय सफका अधधकाय है , इस भंहदय भें जाने से 
तुम्हें कोई नहीं योक सकता , भत टरो उस भंहदय के प्रिेश द्िाय तक जाने को चाहे तुम्हाये ऊऩय 
गोलरमों की िषाण क्मों ना हो" 
डॉक्टय साहफ की फातें सुनकय दलरत सभूह ठाकुयद्िाय की तयप चर ऩडा । स्जसभें सुखदा आगे 
की तयप चर यही थी । िहां ऩुजारयमों ने बीड ऩय राहठमां बी चराई ,  रेककन दलरतों की बीड टस 
से भस न हुई । सभयकान्त के कहने ऩय ऩुलरस ने राहठमां बी चराई रेककन बीड कपय बी अऩनी 
जगह से नहीं हहरी । इसी फीच सुखदा सीना तान कय खडी हो गई औय कहा "चराओ गोरी भुझ 
ऩय चरानी है तो"  ककसी की हहम्भत नहीं हुई की ककसी ऩय गोलरमां चराई जाए । ऐसी बीड 
व्मिस्था को देखकय सभयकांत ने भंहदय का प्रिेश द्िाय खोर हदमा औय कहां "स्जसको दशणन कयने 
हैं िह दशणन कय सकता है" इस प्रकाय सुखदा के फलरदान की बािना से सबी दलरतों ने बगिान के 
दशणन ककए ।  
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4.पे्रभचंद जी ने अऩने उऩन्मासों भें दलरत सभस्मा को इस तयह उकेया कक उनकी सभस्माओ ंको 
देखकय रोगों का हदर ऩसीज जाए । पे्रभचंद जी फस मह तक ही सलभतत न यह सके फस्ल्क उनका 
कहना था कक िह जफ तक आदंोरन कयते यहेंगे जफ तक दलरतों का साभास्जक ि आधथणक से बी 
शोषण फंद न हो जामे । उनका कहना था कक स्िणण जातत के रोग दलरत जातत के रोगों को कुओ ं
से ऩानी नहीं बयने देते स्जस कायण िह ऩानी नहीं ऩी ऩाते थे । िो कहते थे दलरत को साभास्जक 
स्थानों ऩय जाने ऩय योक रगी हैं - जैसे दकुानों , ऩाठशारा, येरगाडडमों औय भोटयों ऩय । इन सबी 
स्थानों ऩय दलरतों का प्रिेश होना चाहहए I 

पे्रभचंद दलरतों को फयाफय का हक हदराना चाहते थे । िे चाहते थे कक दलरत जातत के रोग सभाज 
भें इज्जत के साथ यहे । उन सफको िह सफ अधधकाय लभरे जो एक सिणण जातत को लभरे हुए है । 
ऩहरे सभम भें दलरतों के साथ फहुत अन्माम ि अत्माचाय ककमा जाता था । दलरतों की इस 
व्मिस्था को देखकय पे्रभचंद ने अऩने उऩन्मासों भें दलरत सभस्मा को प्रभुखता से उठामा । दलरत 
सभाज के रोग झुग्गी झोऩडडमों भें जीिन जीने को भजफूय होते थे । तंग गलरमां , ऐसे छोटी-छोटी 
झुग्गी झोऩडडमां स्जसभें हय िक्त सांस रेना बी भुस्श्कर हो जाता । जीिन असहाम  हो गमा था 
।पे्रभचंद जी ने इस सभस्मा को बी अऩने उऩन्मासों भें उठामा औय दलरतों के भकान फनिाने के 
लरए कापी आदंोरन कयने ऩडे औय अंत भें सपरता बी प्राप्त हुई । 

गोदान उऩन्मास के भाध्मभ से बी दलरतों की सभस्मा को उठामा गमा । फतामा गमा कक ककस 
तयह सिणण जातत के रोग अछूत जातत के रोगों को दतु्कायते थे । औय उनकी छामा से बी दयू 
बागते थे । अऩने ऩास फैठने बी नहीं देते थे । उनके ऊऩय अत्माचाय कयते हैं पे्रभचंद जी दलरतों 
की कापी सभस्माओ ंको अऩने प्रभुख उऩन्मासों कहातनमों भें बी उठामा स्जससे उसका जीिन सयर 
हो सके । 

पे्रभचंद जी की दलरतों का सभाज भें जीने का अधधकाय हदरामा पे्रभचंद "कभणबूलभ" उऩन्मास भें 
दलरतों के लरए आदंोरन ही नहीं चरामा फस्ल्क दलरतों के यहन-सहन, खान-ऩान, शादी वििाह संफंधों 
को औय फुयाइमों का विबाजन ककमा । एक ऩात्र अभयकांत के भाध्मभ से जातत प्रथा के उन्भूरन 
बी जोय हदमा है कक "भैं जात ऩात का नहीं भानता , भाताजी जो सच्चा है । तो आदय के मोग्म है 
झूठा है, िह बी हो तो आदय के मोग्म नहीं है । दलरतों की व्मिस्था को सुधायने के लरए पे्रभचंद ने 
मह संदेश हदमा कक दलरतों को शयाफ औय फुयी आदतें छोडनी चाहहए । स्जससे उनके जीिन भें 
सुधाय आ सके । उन्होंने कहा कक एक तो दलरतों की आम कभ होती है औय ऊऩय से मह घहटमा 
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ककस्भ की दारू ऩीकय अऩना स्िास््म बफगाड देते हैं । दलरतों को नशा छोडने का आह्िान ककमा 
कहा कक नशा कयने से गारी-गरौज कयते हैं , रडाई कयते हैं , खुद नशा कयते हो तो फच्चों के बूखा 
यहना ऩडता है । पे्रभचंद ने दलरतों की भुदाण भांस खाने की प्रिसृ्त्त ऩय बी प्रहाय ककमा है । पे्रभचंद 
दलरतों को संदेश देना चाहते हैं सबी फातों को छोडकय अच्छा जीिन माऩन कयना चाहहए ताकक 
सभाज भें स्थान लभर सके । पे्रभचंद दलरतों के भकान कामण का तनभाणण कयने की सभस्मा को 
उठामा उनका कहना था दलरत ऐसे तंग गलरमों भें यहते जहां उनका हय िक्त दभ घुटता लरखते हैं 
। पे्रभचंद जी लरखते है कक -"शहय की उन थोडी तंग , गलरमों भें जहां िामु औय प्रकाश का कवि 
गुजणय नहीं होता था जहां की जभीन ही नहीं दीिायें बी गीरी यहती थी । जहां दगुधं के भाये नाक 
पटते थी । बायत की कभ उऩजाऊ संतान योग औय दरयरता के ऩैयों तरे दफी हुई अऩने ऺीण 
जीिन को भतृ्मु के हाथों से छीनने का प्रण रे यही थी" 
तनष्कषण – 
इस प्रकाय हभ देखते हैं कक भुंशी पे्रभचंद जी ने अऩने उऩन्मासों भें हहदं ूसभाज के मथाथण का ही 
िणणन ककमा ,  फस्ल्क दलरत चेतना का उद्घाटन ककमा । उन्होंने केिर दलरतों के शोषण औय 
अत्माचायों का  उद्घाटन नहीं ककमा,  फस्ल्क दलरतों को सभाज की भुख्मधाया भें राने के लरए कुछ 
उऩाम बी सुझाए । रेखक को विश्िास है कक जफ तक इन अछूतों को उनके अधधकाय प्राप्त नहीं 
हो जाते, तफ तक बायतीम सभाज का सभुधचत विकास नहीं हो सकता । 
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The amount of working capital components vary from organization to organization depending upon 

the operating cycle. The Working Capital Management efficiency is measured in terms of Working 

Capital Period (WCP) in days. The WCP is based on the amount in each of equally weighted 

receivable, inventory and accounts payable. The WCP represents the lead period between purchase 

of material from supplier till realization of money and payment against purchases to the vendor.  

The company‘s financial performance measure (Profitability) is measured using the EBDIT 

(Earnings before depreciation, interest and tax) related to Total Assets (TA). This measure indicates 

the earning power of the company assets (EBDIT/TA) i.e.Net operating profit   to Total Assets 

(NOPA).Another measure is used for financial performance (Profitability) analysis that is EBDIT 

(Earnings .before depreciation, interest and tax) related to Sales i.e EBDIT/Sales i.e Net operating 

profit   to Sales(NOPS). This represents the profit margin secured on sales. 

To measure the financial performance-Liquidity of the firm, Cash flow from operations)/Sales 

(CCE) and Current Ratio (CR) are applied. The CCE represents the cash flow comes from operating 

activities related to the sales.  

The formulae for calculating the values are given in the following table. 

Table – 1.1: Capital Ratio Definitions 

Working Capital Ratios Abbreviation Formula 

Average  collection  period  ACP Receivables/(Sales/365) 

 Inventory holding period ITIO Inventories/(Sales/365) 

Average Payment  period APP Payables/(Sales/365) 

Working Capital period  WCP ACP + ITIO - APP 

Current Ratio CR Current Assets  /Current Liabilities 

Cash conversion efficiency CCE (Cash flow from operations)/Sales 

Net operating profit   to Total Assets NOPA (EBDIT)/Total Assets 

Net operating profit   to Sales NOPS ((EBDIT)/Sales 

                         Source: Management Accounting defined Ratios 

 

              Deriving statistical evidence to conform to the  association between the Working Capital 

Management efficiency (WCP) and Financial Performance (Liquidity & Profitability), Correlation 

analysis among WCP, ACP, ITIO, CCE, NOPA, NOPS and CR are undertaken to obtain the 
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statistical evidence through Pearson Correlation coefficients. Statistical evidence is derived to find 

out the approaches of Working Capital Management (WCM) that Indian DPSUs use to increase 

profitability and liquidity.  

Classical Analysis of Variance – ANOVA-F test is done to prove the same. The data for the 

measure of WCM, profitability and liquidity, are collected from the Annual Reports containing 

financial statements of the select  DPSUs over the period from 2002-03 to 2011-12.The publicly 

available financial information is collected from the Public Enterprise Survey of the Government of 

India, as well as the annual reports of DPSUs. For each DPSU, descriptive statistics for the 

components of working capital management efficiency for the DPSUs have been presented.  

The working capital variables are (i) ACP is the average collection period (ii) ITIO is the 

Inventories turnover per year in terms of days of holding of inventories, (iii) APP is the days of 

payable Period, WCP is the   working capital period, CCE is the cash flow from operation to sales, 

NOPA is the EBDTA to Total Assets ratio, NOPS is the EBDTA to Sales ratio, and CR is the 

current ratio. 

Working Capital Management: An Analysis of individual DPSUs 

After understanding the basics of the Working Capital Management, it is required to analyze the 

Working Capital Management of the DPSUs one after another and also the DPSUs put together 

which will give the practical aspect of such companies as given below: 

BDL : Based on the definitions cited, a ten years‘ data of the BDL comprising the years from 2002-

03 to 2011-12 has been taken into consideration and the relevant ratios in terms of days have been 

calculated and presented in the following table. 
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Table -1.2: Working Capital Management and  financial performance   measures of BDL 

Particulars\years 2002-
03 

2003-
04 

2004-
05 

2005-
06 

2006-
07 

2007-
08 

2008-
09 

2009-
10 

2010-
11 

2011-
12 

Receivables/(Sales/365) 

(ACP) 

7 10 19 10 16 63 50 20 18 34 

Inventories/(Sales/365)  

(ITIO) 

451 250 309 312 286 350 491 332 196 229 

Payables/(Sales/365)  (APP) 2093 946 979 964 1133 1349 1648 1154 1709 2051 

ACP+ITIO-APP =  ( WCP) -1635 -686 -650 -642 -831 -936 -1106 -802 -1496 -1788 

Current Assets/Current 

Liabilities (CR) 

1.18 1.22 1.24 1.24 1.26 1.25 1.21 1.17 1.08 1.08 

(Cash flow from 

operations)/Sales (CCE) 

4.92 2.23 2.21 2.21 2.79 3.23 3.63 2.45 4.30 4.48 

EBDIT/Total Assets (NOPA) 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.07 

(EBDIT)/Sales  (NOPS) 0.41 0.17 0.14 0.24 0.13 0.18 0.18 0.10 0.11 0.42 

               Source: Statistics based on data of Annual Accounts of BDL 

To summarize the data, the descriptive statistics has been used. The commonly used measures of 

Central Tendency (Mean & Median) and the measures of Variability (Standard deviation) have 

been ascertained in the following table. 
Table- 1.3 : Descriptive Statistics:  Working Capital Management and  financial performance   measures of BDL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Descriptive Statistics of BDL   

Central Tendency 

measure ACP ITIO APP WCP CCE 
NOP

A 
NOPS CR 

Mean 25 321 1403 -1057 3.24 0.04 0.21 1.19 

Median 19 311 1251 -883 3.01 0.04 0.17 1.21 

SD 18.77 92.76 443.4

3 

430.71 1.03 0.02 0.12 0.07 

                                      Source: Statistics based on data of Annual accounts of BDL 
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From the Descriptive Statistics cited in the above table 3.7, it is observed that the Standard 

deviation in respect of APP is very high i.e. 443.43 days. This shows a wide variation in APP 

(Average payable  

period) in BDL. It gives an indication that the company is delaying payments to vendors. The 

standard deviation for WCP is 430.71 days which indicates a wide variation in days of working 

capital (WCP).However, in the case of ACP, the median is 19 days which is near to the mean of 25 

days. This indicates that the company is managing the Average collection period (ACP) well. The 

Standard Deviation of ITIO is 92.76 days and the Median and Mean are 311 days and 321 days 

respectively. This indicates that the company is not managing the inventories well and is holding 

inventory equivalent to 11 month‘s Sales approximately. 

Association of WCM efficiency and financial performance of BDL 

The above descriptive statistics showed the working capital measures. The correlation analysis is 

done to analyze the association between the working capital management efficiency with financial 

performance (profitability and liquidity). To examine the association among these variables, 

Pearson correlation coefficient is calculated and presented in the following correlation matrix: 

Table – 1.4: Correlation Analysis of BDL - WCM and Financial Performance measure ratios 

 ACP ITIO APP WCP CCE NOPA NOPS CR 

ITIO 

DIO 

0.298        

APP 0.191 0.218       

WCP -0.089 0.004 -0.974      

 NTC 0.151 0.161 0.983 -0.971     

NOPA -0.271 0.007 0.175 -0.191 0.116    

NOPS -0.076 0.199 0.701 -0.682 0.642 0.804   

CR 0.089 0.409 -0.676 0.788 -0.660 -0.008 -0.325  

                      Source: Statistics based on data of Annual Accounts of BDL 

Analysis is drawn in the following in principle; an efficient Working Capital Management (WCP) 

should improve a company‘s financial performance in terms of profitability and liquidity. To 

improve profitability and liquidity, the WCP (working capital period) should be negatively 

correlated to NOPA, NOPA and CCE. The correlation coefficients from the above table indicate 

that the profitability and liquidity are negatively related to the working capital efficiency. The Table 

shows  of CCE, NOPA and NOPS are very much negatively correlated to WCP showing 

improvement of profitability working capital efficiency. To exactly ascertain the relationship of 
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Working Capital Management Efficiency (WCP) on Financial Performance - liquidity and 

profitability, the multiple regressions has been carried out. 

 

 

 

Table – 1.5:Multiple Regression Analysis – WCM Efficiency (WCP) and liquidity measures of 

BDL 

 
Regression Statistics      

Multiple R 0.99      

R Square 0.99      

Adjusted R Square 0.98      

Standard Error 70.57      

Observations 12      

ANOVA       

Regression Df SS MS F Significance F  

Residual 2 3158454.83 1579227.41 317.08 0.00  

Total 9 44825.46 4980.61    

 11 3203280.29        

 Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 

Intercept -1638.39 560.99 -2.92 0.02 -2907.44 -369.34 

Current Assets/Current Liabilities (CR) 1462.63 433.47 3.37 0.01 482.05 2443.21 

(Cash flow from operations)/Sales (CCE) -360.37 19.74 -18.25 0.00 -405.03 -315.70 

                                 Source: Regression based on Microsoft Excel 07 

The table – 1.5 shows the multiple regression analysis to investigate the relationship of the 

Working Capital Management efficiency (WCP) and Liquidity measures (CR & CCE). The 

WCP is the dependent variables and Liquidity measures (CR & CCE) are independent variables. 

The regression analysis result indicates that the liquidity measure (CCE) is negatively associated 

with the working capital management efficiency (WCP). The P values are minimal indicating 

that the whole regression is significant.  

Test of hypothesis: 
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Hypothesis: There is no relationship between the Working Capital Management Efficiency and 

Liquidity in DPSUs. 

Level of Significance: 5 percent  

Degree of freedom: 11 

(i) From co-efficient in the table - 5.9, it is noted that the calculated value of p for Liquidity - CR 

and CCE are 0.01 and 0.00 respectively. Since the calculated values of p are lower than 0.05 (5 

percent significance level), it is concluded that the model is significant.   

(ii) The lower the number, the better is the fit. Since the value of the significance is 0.00 i.e. less 

than 0.05, from the ANOVA exhibited in the above table, it can be concluded that the model is fit to 

the data.  

Hence the null hypothesis is rejected indicating that there is relationship between the 

Working Capital Management efficiency and Liquidity in BDL.   

Table- 1.6: Multiple Regression Analysis-WCM Efficiency (WCP) and Profitability of BDL 
Regression Statistics      

Multiple R 0.95      

R Square 0.9      

Adjusted R Square 0.87      

Standard Error 190.9      

Observations 12      

ANOVA       

 Df SS MS F Significance F  

Regression 2 2875286.65 1437643.3 39.45 0  

Residual 9 327993.64 36443.74    

Total 11 3203280.29     

 Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 

Intercept -1019.45 174.71 -5.84 0 -1414.66 -624.24 

EBDIT/Total Assets (NOPA) 23274.44 5728.26 4.06 0 10316.22 36232.65 

 EBDIT//Sales  (NOPS) -4969.56 627.94 -7.91 0 -6390.05 -3549.07 

                                       Source: Regression based on Microsoft Excel 07 

The Table-1.6 shows the regression analysis to investigate the association between the working 

capital management efficiency (WCMP) and Profitability measures (NOPA & NOPS). The WCP is 

the dependent variables and the profitability measures (NOPA & NOPS) are independent variables. 

The regression analysis result indicates that the profitability measure (NOPS) is negatively 

associated with WCP. The P values are minimal indicating that the whole regression is significant. 
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Test of Hypothesis 

Hypothesis: There is no relationship between the Working Capital Management efficiency and 

profitability in DPSUs. 

Level of Significance: 5 percent , 

Degree of freedom: 11 

(i) From the table–1.6, it is noted that the calculated value of p for Profitability -NOPA and NOPS 

are 0.00 and 0.00 respectively which are less than 0.05 (5 percent significance level).Hence it can 

be concluded that the model as a whole is significant. 

(ii) From the ANOVA exhibited in the above table, the significance of F shows the goodness of fit 

of the model. The lower the number, the better is the fit. Since the value of the significance is 0.00 

i.e. less than 0.05, it is concluded that the overall model is fit to the data.  

Hence the null hypothesis is rejected. This indicates that there is relationship between 

Working Capital Management efficiency and profitability in BDL.   

BEL 

Based on the definitions cited earlier, a ten years data of the BEL comprising years from 

2002-03 to 2011-12 has been taken into consideration and the relevant ratios have been calculated 

and presented in the following table.  

Table- 1.7: Working Capital Management and Financial Performance measures of BEL                           (in days) 

Particulars\years 
2002-

03 

2003-

04 

2004-

05 

2005-

06 

2006-

07 

2007-

08 

2008-

09 

2009-

10 

2010-

11 

2011-

12 

Receivables/(Sales/365) 

(ACP) 105 89 80 106 159 185 181 153 194 170 

Inventories/(Sales/365)  

(ITIO) 140 135 122 108 117 122 193 173 164 169 

Payables/(Sales/365)  (APP) 
267 325 231 235 265 296 339 312 507 546 

ACP+ITIO-APP =  (WCP) 
-21 -100 -28 -21 10 11 35 13 -149 -207 

Current Assets/Current 

Liabilities (CR) 1.33 1.30 1.40 1.48 1.62 1.71 1.67 1.74 1.52 1.54 

(Cash flow from 

operations)/Sales (CCE) 0.27 0.52 0.41 0.52 0.53 0.60 0.58 0.69 1.19 1.17 

EBDIT/Total Assets (NOPA) 
0.16 0.16 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.20 0.16 0.14 0.10 0.09 
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(EBDIT)/Sales  (NOPS) 

0.19 0.21 0.25 0.28 0.29 0.31 0.28 0.23 0.23 0.21 

                              Source: Statistics based on data of Annual Accounts of BEL 

 To summarize the data, the descriptive statistics has been used. The commonly used measures of 

Central Tendency (Mean& Median) and the measures of Variability (Standard deviation) have been 

ascertained as given in the following table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table – 1.8: Descriptive Statistics: Working Capital Management and financial performance   measures of BEL 

 
ACP ITIO APP WCP CCE NOPA NOPS CR 

Mean 142 144 332 -46 0.65 0.16 0.25 1.53 

Median 156 138 304 -21 0.56 0.16 0.24 1.53 

SD 42.87 28.51 108.83 79.84 0.30 0.05 0.04 0.15 

Source: Statistics based on data of Annual Reports of BEL 

The higher standard deviation for APP of 108.83 days indicates a wide variation in APP (Average Payable 

period) in BEL. Further the standard deviation for  WCP is also 79.84 days which indicates a wide 
variation in days of working capital efficiency. The lower deviation in WCP is the result of wider deviation 

of APP. However, the ACP median is 156 days which is near to the mean i.e.142 days which indicate that 

the company is managing the sales outstanding days well. The higher standard deviation of WCP of 79.84 
indicates that the firm has not managed well its working capital as a whole. The higher mean and deviation 

in APP have contributed to lowering mean and deviation in WCP. 

Association of WCM efficiency and financial performance:  

The descriptive statistics cited above showed the working capital measures. The correlation analysis is 

undertaken to analyze the association between the working capital management efficiency (WCP) with 

financial performance (profitability and liquidity). To examine the relationship among these variables, the 

Pearson correlation coefficient is calculated as given below.                

  Table – 1.9: Correlation Analysis of BEL between WCM and Financial Performance measure ratios 

 ACP ITIO APP WCP CCE NOPA NOPS CR 

ITIO 0.526        

APP 0.595 0.621       
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WCP -0.086 -0.207 -0.822      

NTC 0.652 0.492 0.936 -0.750     

NOPA -0.426 -0.742 -0.909 0.744 -0.793    

NOPS 0.342 -0.321 -0.377 0.583 -0.166 0.650   

CR 0.771 0.336 0.113 0.380 0.288 -0.015 0.612  

                      Source: Statistics based on data of Annual Reports of BEL 

In general, efficient working capital management should improve a company‘s profitability and 

liquidity. To improve profitability and liquidity, the WCP (working capital period) should be 

negatively correlated to NOPA, NOPS and CCE. The correlation coefficients from the above 

table indicate that there is statistical evidence that the financial performance measures 

(profitability and  

liquidity) are positively related to the working capital efficiency. The table shows except the 

cash flow from operation (CCE) all others like NOPA and NOPS and CR have not assisted in the 

improvement of profitability.  

Table – 1.10: Multiple Regression Analysis – WCM Efficiency (WCP) and liquidity measures 

of BEL 
SUMMARY OUTPUT      

Multiple R 0.97      

R Square 0.95      

Adjusted R Square 0.93      

Standard Error 19.09      

Observations 12.00      

ANOVA       

  df SS MS F Significance F  

Regression 2.00 56497.26 28248.63 77.53 0.00  

Residual 9.00 3279.29 364.37    

Total 11.00 59776.55        

  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 

Intercept -365.17 54.03 -6.76 0.00 -487.38 -242.95 

Current Assets/Current Liabilities (CR) 318.44 39.22 8.12 0.00 229.72 407.17 
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(Cash flow from operations)/Sales (CCE) -254.93 20.96 -12.17 0.00 -302.34 -207.53 

Source: Regression based on Microsoft Excel 07 

The Table – 1.10 shows the multiple regression analysis to investigate the association between the 

working capital efficiency (WCP) and Liquidity measures (CR &CCE). The WCP is the dependent 

variables and liquidity measures (CR&CCE) are independent variables. The regression analysis 

result indicates that the Liquidity measure (CCE) is negatively associated with Working Capital 

Management - WCP. The P values are minimal indicating that the whole regression is significant.  

Test of hypothesis 

Hypothesis: There is no relationship between Working Capital Management Efficiency and 

Liquidity in DPSUs. 

Level of Significance: 5 percent  

Degree of freedom: 11 

(i) From the Table – 1.10, it is noted that the calculated value of p for Liquidity - CR and CCE are 0.00 

and 0.00 respectively. Since the calculated values of p are lower than 0.05 (5 percent significance 

level), it is concluded the relationship with CR and CCE are significant. 

(ii) ) From the ANOVA exhibited in the above table, the significance of F shows the goodness of fit of 

the model. The lower the number, the better is the fit. Since the value of the significance F is 0.00 

i.e. less than 0.05, it is concluded that the overall model is fit to the data and there is overall 

significant relationship.  

Hence the null hypothesis is rejected. This indicates that there is a relationship between 

Working Capital Management Efficiency and Liquidity in DPSUs. 

Table -1.11: Regression Analysis of BEL - WCM Efficiency (WCP)and Financial Performance 

(Profitability) 
Regression Statistics      

Multiple R 0.69      

R Square 0.48      

Adjusted R Square 0.37      

Standard Error 58.66      

Observations 12      

ANOVA       

  df SS MS F Significance F  

Regression  2 28807.59 14403.79 4.19 0.05  
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Residual 9 30968.96 3441.00    

Total 11 59776.55        

  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% 

Intercept -216.69 98.48 -2.20 0.06 -439.47 6.10 

EBDIT/Total Assets (NOPA) 1328.37 546.08 2.43 0.04 93.06 2563.69 

(EBDIT)/Sales  (NOPS) -157.80 521.15 -0.30 0.77 -1336.73 1021.13 

                                    Source: Regression based on Microsoft Excel 07 

 The Table – 1.11 shows the regression analysis to investigate the association between the working 

capital efficiency (WCP) and Financial Performance - Profitability measures (NOPA&NOPS). The 

WCP is the dependent variables and the profitability measures (NOPA & NOPS) are independent 

variables. The regression analysis result indicates that the profitability measure (NOPS) is 

negatively associated with WCP. The p value in respect of NOPA is 0.04 i.e. below 0.05 and NOPS 

is 0.77 i.e. above 0.05 (5 percent significance level). Since the significance F is 0.052 which more 

than 5 percent level (0.05), it can be concluded that the overall model is not fit to the data.  

 

Test of Hypothesis 

Hypothesis: There is no relationship between Working Capital Management efficiency and 

profitability in DPSUs. 

Level of Significance: 5 percent  

Degree of freedom: 11 

(i) From the Table –5.15, it is noted that the calculated value of p for Profitability -NOPA and 

NOPS are 0.04 and 0.77 respectively showing a significant relationship with NOPA and no 

difference with NOPS.  

(ii) From the ANOVA exhibited in the above table, the significance of F shows goodness of fit of 

the model. The higher the number, the worse is the fit. Since the value of the significance is 0.05 

i.e. equal to 0.05 (at 5 percent significant level), it is concluded that the model is fit to the data and 

there is overall relationship with profitability. 

Hence the null hypothesis is rejected. This indicates that there is a relationship between 

Working Capital Management efficiency and profitability in case of BEL.   
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A STUDY ON THE CHALLENGES OF INCREASING POPULATION DENSITY IN INDIA 
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ABSTRACT 

According to the census of 2011, the population density in India was 382 persons per square 

kilometer. This population density was observed to be 325 persons per square kilometers in 2001, 

census. Hence, it can be observed clearly that between these 10 years, the level of population 

density in India raised up to approximate 57 persons per square kilometer. 

It is estimated that India covers the 2.4% of the area of total area of the world and if we talk about 

the population then India‘s contribution in the world‘ s population is 17.5%.   

This increase in the population density is causing a lot of problems for the people of the country as 

the problem of basic need of eating, clothing and residence is growing bigger and bigger. If this 

trend of over-population is not controlled then it would be very harmful for the coming generations 
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as it would be difficult to arrange the basic needs of lives to survive comfortably. The current paper 

highlights the challenges of increasing population density in India.   

KEYWORDS: 

Population, Density, People 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The adverse effects can be observed in the infrastructure of the country due to increase in the rate of 

population density. Still, today, there are many places in the country where is no facility of water 

and if this level of population density is kept increasing then it would be very challenging to 

facilitate the water services for every person as this natural resource is also decreasing over the 

years. 

Population density is measured in terms of number of persons per square kilometer. The 

concentration of the population can also be employed with the help of calculations of the 

population. For this purpose, some spatial units are used to measure the population density.  

According to the Indian Census 2011, the population of India was exactly, 1,210,193,422. 

According to the online record of ‗Worldmeters.info‘ website, the population of India till the year 

of 2018, has crossed the mark of 136 crores. It implies that in last 7 years; the population barriers 

have moved up to approximate 15 crores. On average, it can be said that the population density 

every year in India is increasing by more than 2 crores i.e. over 2 crores new babies are born in 

India every year. 

The highest population density in India is found in urban states and union territories where Delhi is 

at the top position according to the census, 2011. After the capital Delhi in the list of higher 

population density is Chandigarh, Paducherry and Daman & Diu. The population density of Delhi is 

measured to be 11,297 persons per square kilometer.    

In terms of area of land, Bihar has the highest level of the population density according to the 2011 

census where the density tends to be 1,102 persons per square kilometer and is positioned at the 6
th

 

rank. Here, the leading state having higher population density in terms of land area is Uttar Pradesh. 

In this list, Kerala is at second position and West Bengal occupies the third position.   

According to the census 2011, the lowest population density is found in Arunachal Pradesh where 

this density is measured to be 17 persons per square kilometer. In this list, Andaman & Nicobar 

occupies the second last position and above this are Mizoram and Sikkim. 

Hence, it can be said that the level of population density is lower in the eastern areas of the country. 

The western part of the country has moderate level of population density, according to the census 

2011. The population density of northern regions i.e. Punjab, Haryana, Jammu & Kashmir, 

Rajasthan, Delhi and Himachal Pradesh is measured to be 267 persons per square kilometer. 
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CHALLENGES OF INCREASING POPULATION DENSITY IN INDIA 

There are unfavorable challenges of increasing population density in India. 

Providing employment to growing population: Job creation is major issue for countries in which 

population is increasing at faster rate. The main reason is that in developing economies majority of 

the population is uneducated. The burden of school age population has already revealed signs of 

becoming unbearable. The proportion of children in schools is increasing fast and, huge numbers 

are still not covered. The total number or illiterate persons increases every year. This is only a sign 

of the wastage of human resources for want of appropriate development opportunities. 

Problem of utilisation of manpower: Another issue is how to use manpower. Better educated 

manpower seeks for occupations of greater status, which are opened up by the new development 

efforts. Because of its capital intensive nature, the ability, of the new economy for employment 

generation becomes limited. Concurrently, it renders many of the old occupations out of day and 

redundant. As a result, under-employment and unemployment, including unemployment of 

educated persons, increases. There is therefore surplus of even developed human capital.  

Over-strained infrastructure: Due to population explosion, numerous facilities such as housing, 

transportation, health care, and education become insufficient. The worst symptoms of 

overcrowding in every aspect of living conditions are manifested in the urban areas. In countries 

such as India, a situation of "over urbanisation" exist which puts intolerable strain on urban 

services. Overloaded houses, slums and unhygienic localities, traffic jamming and crowded 

hospitals have become common aspects in the developing countries. 

Pressure on land and other renewable natural resources: Population overcrowding put more 

pressure on land and natural resources. Common properties such as forest and water are over-

exploited. This results in deforestation and desertification with permanent damage to the renewable 

resources. 

Increased cost of production: Human inventiveness and technological progression makes it 

achievable to increase production of goods and services. But, due to increase in population, the cost 

of production of the basic necessities of life, such as food, increases. 

Inequitable distribution of income: Population growth in uneven manner can lead to unbalanced 

distribution of salary. Both at the international and national levels, income inequality increased. The 

increase in gross national product (GNP) is significantly reduced in per capita terms on account of 

the rapidly growing population. With rapidly growing population, the major problem of a 

developing country tends to be focused more on economic growth as such. 

Air Pollution: The technical growth of India has lead not only to medical advancements, but also 

to an increase in the number of factories. This results in air and water pollution. More energy needs 
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to be produced to power these factories. When fossil fuels are burnt, gases released in the 

atmosphere. Many cities in India have crossed the limits of suspended particulate matter, sulfur 

dioxide, and other pollutants due to vehicular and industrial emanation. Reports of the World Bank 

Organization have shown that Delhi is one of the world's most contaminated cities. As the 

population increases in future, more forests are cleared. The reasons for deforestation are to make 

houses for increased number of people to live in, and to use wood as a fuel in the industries. As a 

result, the trees that facilitate in reducing the air pollution through the process of photosynthesis are 

not able to do so. Increased air pollution causes many air (polluted) borne diseases. Some of the 

diseases caused by air pollution are "respiratory diseases, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease, cardiovascular disease and cancer of the lung" (World Health Organization, Internet). Due 

to the tropical climate of India, air pollution also causes smog which may result in headaches, 

dizziness, breathing difficulties, or even mass illness due to carbon monoxide. The root of all the 

problems is population increase. 

Water Pollution: Water pollution also poses threat to environment through the increasing 

population. Water is considered the core of life. Nearly 10 percent of the world's population faces 

constant freshwater shortage. This figure may rise if the population growth is uncontrolled. Due to 

increase in population, numerous factories are set up. These factories lead to various kinds of 

pollution, including water pollution. Also, India being an agrarian country, the water pollution also 

comes from pesticides used for agriculture. Some of the major types of pollutants are petroleum 

products required for automobiles, cooking, and other such human activities, pesticides and 

herbicides used for agriculture by the Indian farmers, heavy metals from industries, automobiles' 

exhausts and mines, hazardous wastes, excessive organic matter like fertilizers and other organic 

matter used by farmers, sediments caused by soil erosion produced by strip mines, agriculture and 

roads and thermal pollution caused by deforestation. One of the typical examples of water pollution 

in India is the river Ganga. This river is considered sacred. People take holy bath in it for spiritual  

renewal and drink water from it. But people do not realize that along with washing off their sins in 

the river, they are also washing off their body wastes, leading to polluting the holy water of the 

river. Also, cremated and partly cremated bodies are dumped into the river. Although, dumping 

these bodies is a spiritual act in India among the Hindus, but it contaminate the water. Therefore, 

when population increases, the number of people dying is also increasing, and it lead to the 

pollution in the river Ganga. Additionally, the nearby factories and human colonies dump sewage 

directly into the river. At present the river is so contaminated that some experts believe such water 

should not even be exposed in nature without being treated. It can be said that when population size 

is increasing, it results in increased pollution, which in turn is leading to a more hostile environment 

for human beings themselves. 
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DISCUSSION 

Population growth from the past to present is in increasing trend, and it will continue at even a rapid 

rate in the next few decades. The main problem arise from fast population growth is the lack of 

resources and land. When population explode, the more waste would be produced. Academicians 

and researchers stressed that country must develop ways to lessen future problems through 

educating developing countries and provide contraception to areas that have larger population 

growth. Other ways to tackle issues of population expansion is to create sustainability laws, monitor 

natural resources, and replenish what was taken out of the earth. Many experts advocated that it is 

imperative to educate the general public about major issues due to overpopulation and pollution 

which can help prevent future disasters. Increase wakefulness of contraception and to become more 

environmentally friendly will make human life secure in near future. 

India is considered to be one of the most populous countries at global scale. Population in this 

country is growing speedily due to globalisation and establishment of many factories which 

consecutively create jobs for many unskilled workers. India has the second largest population in the 

world and will soon exceed China. The majority of the population growth takes place in poverty 

suffering areas due to lack of contraception and medical centres. The fertility rate which is the 

amount of children per woman that would be birthed in her lifetime is at 6 children per woman; 

while, in developed countries like U.S. the fertility rate is at 2 children per woman. The carrying 

capacity of India is very restricted due to exaggerate utilization of natural resources. The shortage 

of clean water and over harvesting of crops proves damaging to the environment. Sustainability is a 

colossal issue in India and people of India are not well educated to utilize resources in appropriate 

way. Such lack of knowledge about replenishing resources is leaving people out of options on the 

next step to take. 

In India, most of the population lives in crowded slums because land is limited and pollution is 

increasing day by day. Though, India's financial system is improved due to new business ventures. 

Many persons moved from rural areas to cities for better opportunities. The probability of children 

going to school in the city is more common than in rural areas. But job opportunities are still 

limited  

 

and with lack of education and skills, many people are unemployed. With population growth  

astounding at an alarming rate, waste is also accumulating in areas where children and old people 

are exposed of toxic waste. Many parts of India are not capable of providing proper sanitary 

practices such as a bathroom and toilet. Many rivers and lakes are contaminated with organic and 

man-made waste. Many people bath, drink, and eat fish from the same source. It has adverse impact 
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on health on populace of India such as people are contracting salmonella and other gastrointestinal 

illnesses due to unhygienic conditions. The poor are left to live amongst waste that has accumulated 

from the explosion of the population and the wealth of the economy. The worst condition due to 

increase in population is that many poor people collect utility items through wastelands to build 

shelter. Unfortunately, poverty exists throughout the world but is a growing problem in thickly 

populated nations such as India and China. Government involvement is to reduce poverty in rural 

India. Many programs funded by the government organized that help the poor which significantly 

changed many lives. It has been observed that people are given education, welfare, and proper 

sanitation. 

 

CONCLUSION 

To summarize, Population escalation is a major issue around the world which has adverse impact 

on numerous environmental and human health problems. Population growth continue to increase in 

the world at a fast pace. As the population enlarges, many experts are concerned about its 

dangerous results. The growth rate of population is a function of migration, birth rate and death rate 

in a country. The change in population caused by net migration as a proportion of total population 

of the country is almost insignificant and, therefore, can be easily ignored. That leaves us with birth 

rate and death rate. The difference between the birth rate and the death rate measures the growth 

rate of population. Over populated regions need more resources. Population explosion causes 

deforestation for food production, urban overcrowding and the spread of horrible diseases. The 

effectual way to stop population growth is to implement family planning policies but the exact way 

to achieve that has created a great deal of disagreement. Several feasible solutions have been 

proposed by the government to curb population. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Finance is defined as the provision of money at time when it is required. It is so indispensable today 

that it is rightly said to be the lifeblood of a business. Without adequate finance, no enterprise can 

possibly accomplish its objectives. It plays an important role for the survival and growth of a 

business. Every business whether big or small needs finance for its operations so as to achieve its 

desired return. In fact, finance is nerve system of economic activities. In these days of speedy 

industrialization it is generally very difficult to fulfil the financial requirements of a business. It 

includes both fixed capital and working capital. Finance invested in purchase of fixed assets and 

installation of machines is considered as fixed capital. The finance used for the purpose of meeting 

day-to-day operations of a firm is called working capital. This study deals with various aspects of 

working capital management that is necessary for smooth running of the business. The term 

working capital is a measure of firm‘s ability to meet its short-term requirements. It refers to that 

part of firm‘s capital which is required to finance short-term assets or current assets such as cash, 

bank balance, marketable securities, debtors and inventories. Funds invested in short-term assets 

revolve fast and converted in to cash quickly and this cash flows out again in exchange for other 

short-term assets. Hence, it is known as revolving or circulating capital. On the whole, Working 

Capital Management performs a key function and is of top priority for every finance manager. A 

manager is required to maintain a balance between liquidity and profitability while conducting its 

day to day operations. They should be able to attain a judicious mix of liquidity and profitability 

while managing their working capital. The study is concerned with problems involved in working 

capital like estimation of working capital requirement, its sources and application so as to 

efficiently use the funds. This study also discusses the interrelationship between working capital 

and profitability. 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Abdul Raheman (2007) article on ―Working capital management and profitability-case of Pakistani 

Firms‖ studied the effect of different variables of working capital management including the 

average collection period, inventory turnover in days, average payable period, cash conversion 
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cycle and current ratio on the net operating profitability of Pakistani Firms. By using Pearson‘s 

correlation and regression analysis he found that there was a strong negative relationship between 

variables of  

working capital management and profitability. He also finds that as the cash conversion cycle 

increases, it leads to decrease in profitability of the firm and managers can create a positive value 

for the shareholders by reducing the cash conversion cycle to a possible minimum level. 

 

Huynh Phuong Dong (2010) in his study ―The Relationship between Working Capital Management 

and Profitability: A Vietnam Case‖ reported that the firms‘ profitability and liquidity are affected 

by working capital management in his analysis. Pooled data are selected for carrying out the 

research for the era of 2006-2008 for assessing the companies listed in stock market of Vietnam. He 

focused on the variables that include profitability, conversion cycle and its related elements and the 

relationship that exists between them. From his research it was found that the relationships among 

these variables are strongly negative. This denote that decrease in the profitability occur due to 

increase in cash conversion cycle. It is also found that if the number of days of account receivable 

and inventories are diminished then the profitability will increase numbers of days of accounts 

receivable and inventories. 

 

Saswata Chatterjee (2010) focused on the importance of the fixed and current assets in the 

successful running of any organization. It poses direct impacts on the profitability liquidity. There 

have been a phenomenon observed in the business that most of the companies increase the margin 

for the profits and losses because this act shrinks the size of working capital relative to sales. But if 

the companies want to increase or improve its liquidity, then it has to increase its working capital. 

In the response of this policy the organization has to lower down its sales and hence the profitability 

will be affected due to this action. For this purpose 30 United Kingdom based companies were 

selected which were listed in the London Stock exchange. The data were taken of three years 2006-

2008. It analyzed the impact of the working capital on the profitability. The dimensions of working 

capital management included in this research which is quick ratios, current ratios C.C.C, average 

days of payment, Inventory turnover, and A.C.P (average collection period. on the net operating 

profitability of the UK companies. 

 

David M. Mathuva (2009) research paper on ―The Influence of Working Capital Management 

Components on Corporate Profitability: A Survey on Kenyan Listed Firms‖ studied the impact 

of working capital management on the performance. He took almost 30 listed firms as a sample and 

all these companies were listed in Nairobi stock exchange and the data was taken from 1993 to 
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2008. There were certain findings of his research by analyzing the fixed effects regression models. 

Firstly, there is a negative relationship between the time when the cash is collected from the 

customers and the firm‘s productivity. This depicts, firms that are more profitable enjoys less time 

period for the collection of cash from the customers as compare to ones which are less profitable. 

Secondly, there is a positive relationship between the inventories when they were brought in and the 

period to which  

they are sold and the firm‘s profitability. The interpretation comes out as that the firms or the 

organizations which take more time to keep the inventories it reduces the costs of the disruption in 

the process of production and usually the business losses as there is the insufficiency in the goods. 

This situation decreases the operating cost of the firm. The third assumption of the research was the 

association between the average payment period and profitability and found out to be positive. 

 

Sumathi A and Narasimhaiah T (2016) on ―A study on the effect of working capital on the 

profitability of Infosys‖   The firm‘s liquidity or solvency position majorly depends upon the 

inventory size maintained but other factors like debtors, advances and loans, cash and bank 

balances, bills receivables etc. are also responsible. However, through this study it was founded that 

there is need for an immediate improvement in working capital and inventory. The management of 

Infosys must try to properly utilize the inventory and try to hold the required inventory, so that 

liquidity will not interrupt. 

 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Working capital management of a firm is important for the following two reasons:  

1. Liquidity 

2. Profitability 

A poor and inefficient working capital management can lead to tying up funds in idle assets 

and reduces the liquidity and profitability of a firm.  

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To understand and analyse the relationship between management of working capital and 

profitability of the firm. 

2. To find out the effects of different components of working capital on the profits of the firm. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research is the systematic process of collecting and analyzing data in order to increase our 

understanding of the phenomenon about which we are concerned or interested. It is the in depth 
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search for knowledge. It is a careful investigation or inquiry especially through search for new facts 

in any branch of knowledge. This research is based on the use of secondary data collected through 

books, internet, magazines, and journals. The research study is descriptive in nature since it 

interprets and analyse the secondary data in order to arrive at appropriate conclusion.   

 

WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT 

Working capital management refers to the efforts of the management towards effective 

management  

of current assets and current liabilities. Working capital is nothing but the difference between the 

current assets and current liabilities. In other words, an efficient working capital management 

means ensuring sufficient liquidity in the business to be able to satisfy short-term expenses and 

debts. 

In a broader view, ‗working capital management‘ includes working capital financing apart from 

managing the current assets and liabilities. That adds the responsibility for arranging the working 

capital at the lowest possible cost and utilizing the capital cost-effectively. 

 

DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT 

a. Management of inventory. 

b. Management of accounts receivables. 

c. Management of cash. 

 

a. Management of inventory 

Management of inventories means an optimum investment in inventories. It should neither be too 

low affect the production adversely nor too high to block the funds unnecessarily. The inventory 

management includes the following aspect: 

 Size of inventory- maximum level and minimum level. 

 Establishing time schedules, procedures and lot of sizes for new orders. 

 Ascertaining minimum safety levels. 

 Coordinating sales, production and inventory policies. 

 Providing proper facilities. 

 Arranging the receipts, disbursements and production and procurement of materials and 

developing the form of recording these transactions. 

 Assigning responsibilities for carrying out inventory control functions. 

 Providing the report necessary for supervising the overall activities. 

b. Management of account receivables 
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It is the process of weighting the benefits as well as the costs of investments on accounts 

receivables and taking such steps as regards as investment on accounts receivable which will result 

in maximum results or benefits to the firm. In other words, it means the maintaining of the accounts 

receivables at an optimum level or point i.e., at such a level or point at which there is a trade off or 

balance between profitability and costs. Management of accounts receivables has three aspects. 

They are: 

 Establishing the credit policy of the concern: It involves: 

Determination of the level of credit sales. 

Determination of the credit standards. 

Determination of the credit terms. 

 Establishing the collection policy of the concern: It means the determination of the policy 

and  

 

procedure to be followed for the collection of accounts receivables. 

 Control of the maintaining the accounts receivables at the minimum possible level: It means 

maintaining the accounts receivables at the minimum possible level. 

c. Management of cash 

Cash management involves the efficient collection and disbursement of cash and any temporary 

investment of cash while it resides with the firm. It is concerned with the managing of cash flows 

into and out of the firm, cash flows with in the firm, and cash balances held by the firm at a point of 

time by financing deficit or investing cash surplus. 

 

IMPORTANCE OF WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT 

Working capital is a vital part of a business and can provide the following advantages to a business: 

Higher return on capital 

Firms with lower working capital will post a higher return on capital. Therefore, shareholders will 

benefit from a higher return for every dollar invested in the business. 

Improved credit profile and solvency 

The ability to meet short-term obligations is a pre-requisite to long-term solvency. And it is often a 

good indication of counterparty‘s credit risk. Adequate working capital management will allow a 

business to pay on time its short-term obligations. This could include payment for a purchase of raw 

materials, payment of salaries, and other operating expenses. 

Higher profitability 

According to research conducted by Tauringana and Adjapong Afrifa, the management of account 

payables and receivables is an important driver of small businesses‘ profitability.  
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Higher liquidity 

A large amount of cash can be tied up in working capital, so a business managing it efficiently 

could benefit from additional liquidity and be less dependent on external financing. This is 

especially important for smaller businesses as they typically have limited access to external funding 

sources. Also, small businesses often pay their bills in cash from earnings so efficient working 

capital management will allow a business to better allocate its resources and improve its cash 

management. 

Increased business value 

Firms with more efficient working capital management will generate more free cash flows which 

will result in higher business valuation and enterprise value. 

Favourable financing conditions 

A firm with a good relationship with its trade partners and paying its suppliers on time will benefit 

from favourable financing terms such as discount payments from its suppliers and banking partners. 

Uninterrupted production 

A firm paying its suppliers on time will also benefit from a regular flow of raw materials, ensuring  

 

that the production remains uninterrupted and clients receive their goods on time. 

Ability to face shocks and peak demand 

Efficient working capital management will help a firm to survive through a crisis or ramp up 

production in case of an unexpectedly large order. 

Competitive advantage 

Firms with an efficient supply chain will often be able to sell their products at a discount versus 

similar firms with inefficient sourcing. 

 

CLASSIFICATION OF WORKING CAPITAL 

There are two concepts of working capital they are: 

1. Balance Sheet concept and 

2. Operating cycle concept 

Under the Balance Sheet concept, there are two interpretations of working capital: 

1. Gross working capital. 

2. Net working capital. 

Gross Working Capital 

In the broad sense, the term working capital refers to the gross working capital and represents the 

amount of funds invested in current assets. Thus, the gross working capital is the capital invested in 
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total current assets of the enterprise. Current assets are those assets which in the ordinary course of 

business can be converted into cash within a short period of normally one accounting year. 

Net Working Capital 

In a narrow sense, the term working capital refers to the net working capital. Net working capital is 

the excess of current assets over current liabilities. 

Net Working Capital = Current assets – Current liabilities 

Net working capital may be positive or negative. When the current assets exceed the current 

liabilities, the working capital is positive and the negative working capital results when the current 

liabilities are more than the current assets. 

 

METHODS OF ESTIMATING WORKING CAPITAL  

There are four methods which are usually followed in determining working capital requirements. 

There are:  

1. Conventional method  

According to the conventional method cash inflows and outflows are matched with each other. 

Greater emphasis is laid on liquidity and greater importance is attached to current ratio, liquidity 

ratio, etc. which pertains to the liquidity of a business.  

2. Operating cycle method  

In order to understand what gives rise to differences in the amount of timing of cash flows, one 

should first think of the length of time which is required to convert cash into resources, resources 

into final product, final product into receivables, receivables back into cash. The length of the 

operating cycle is a function of a nature of a business.  

 
 

 The cycle starts with free capital in the form of cash and credit, followed by investment in 

materials, manpower and other services. 

 Production phase. 

 Storage of the finished products terminating at the time –finished product is sold. 

 

Raw 
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 Cash or accounts receivables collection period, which results in and ends at the point of dis-

investment of the free capital originally committed. New free capital then becomes available 

for productive reinvestment. When new liquid capital becomes available for recommitment 

to productive activity, a new operating cycle begins. 

3. Cash cost technique  

In this method, all transactions are shown in the working capital forecast on cost basis. For 

forecasting working capital, the following information is required.   

 Costs to be defrayed on materials, wages and overheads. 

 Length of which time during raw materials are to remain in stock before they are put to 

production.   

 Length of production cycle.   

 Length of sale cycle denoting the period of time finished goods have to stay in the 

warehouse before sale.   

 Period of credit availed of from creditors 

 Time- lag involved in the payment of wages and overhead expenses 

4. Balance sheet method  

In this method a forecast is made of the various assets and liabilities. Thereafter, the difference 

between the two is taken out the difference will indicate the deficiency or surplus of cash. 

 

 

SOURCES OF WORKING CAPITAL  

The sources of working capital can be divided as Long-term source of working capital and Short-

term source of working capital. Long-term funds are required to create production facilities through 

purchase of fixed assets such as plant and machinery, land and building, etc. Investments in these 

assets represent that part of firm‘s capital is blocked on a permanent or fixed basis and is called 

fixed capital. Short-term funds are needed to manage the day-to-day operations of the organization. 

It is a temporary working capital. 

Working capital for the long-term purposes can be obtained by several ways. There are different 

sources of long-term working capital:  

1. Issue of shares  

2. Issue of debentures  

3. Retained earnings  

4. Sale of fixed assets  

5. Security from employee and from customers.  

Sources of Short-term Working Capital are:  
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1. Trade credit  

2. Credit paper 

3. Bank credit 

4. Public deposits 

5. Government assistance  

6. Customer credit 

WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT AND PROFITABILITY 

To observe how working capital management can affect profitability, one needs to consider cash 

flows of the business. A longer cash conversion cycle indicate that a business‘s sales are rising and 

that the business can compete by having high inventories or lax credit policies. On the other side, a 

higher cash conversion cycle can actually hurt a business‘s profitability by increasing the time that 

cash is tied to non-interest bearing accounts. But shortening the cash conversion cycle, the 

business‘s cash flows will have a higher net present value because cash is received quicker. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The management of working capital plays an important role in maintaining the financial health of 

the companies during the normal course of business. The business should maintain sufficient level 

of working capital to produce up to a given capacity and maximize the return on investment in fixed 

assets. Shortage of working capital leads to lower capacity utilization. 

To maintain the solvency of the business and continue production, it is necessary that adequate 

funds be available to pay the bills for material, labour, selling and administrative expenses and 

other cost of doing business. 
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Abstract : 

Sanskrit Literature is ancient heritage of intrinsic value and aesthetic merit not only for India but for 

the world. It has achieved greatness in religion and philosophy which is largely due to its 

originality. Kalidasa is regarded as the greatest of all Sanskrit poets and playwrights of ancient 

India and his play Abhijnanasakuntalais considered to be a masterpiece. It received an 

overwhelming response in the West when it was translated to English by William Jones in 1789. 

The paper attempts to study the character of Shakuntala in Abhijnanasakuntala (through the 

translated English version by Arthur W. Ryder) in the light of Bharat Muni‘s description of a 

heroine in Natya Shastra. Sage Bharata, an ancient Indian theatrologist and musicologist, in his 

Natya Shastra, which is a treatise on Indian performingarts, describes a heroine in great detail.The 

role of heroine was generally considered to be subordinate to that of a hero in both Indian and 

Western classical drama and it is quite extraordinary for Kalidasa to have given centre stage to 

Shakuntala in his play replacing the hero as the protagonist and naming the play after its 

heroine.The paperattempts to establish the importance of a heroine in nataka by discussing the 

commentary in Natya Shastra. The paper also attempts to briefly analyse the heroines of the 

western classical drama and draw a comparison between Indic and Greek classical heroines. 

Keywords:Classical Heroine, Sanskrit Literature, Natya Shastra 

Introduction: 

 Sanskrit literature of ancient India is renowned universally for its originality, richness and aesthetic 

merits. The roots of Indian civilization can be traced in this ancient heritage which formed not only 

the language but also the religious and intellectual life and thought of its populace. Arthur A. 

Macdonell has rightly commented in his book A History of Sanskrit Literature: 

―Among all the ancient literatures, that of India is, moreover, undoubtedly in its intrinsic 

value aesthetic merit second only to that of Greece.‖ (Macdonell, 1900) 
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The Sanskrit literature is extremely vast not only encompassing the Vedas, Upanishads, epics, 

drama and poetry but also criticism; the most extensive treatise on dramaturgy being the Natya 

Shastra by Bharata, who is greatly known for his theories on Rasa and Bhava in drama bearing 

some resemblance with Aristotle‘s Poetics in its theory of imitation and catharsis. One of the 

features that makesNatya Shastra different from Poetics is that it has dealt with the characteristics 

and attributes of a heroine or a female character in drama in great detail. Bharata wrote Natya 

Shastra, an ancient Indian discourse on theatre and its art, which covered every aspect of stagecraft 

where he emphasised the importance, role and function of a heroine in Nataka or drama. He 

described eight types of heroines calling them ashta-nayika: 

1) VasakasajjaNayika -the heroine dressed up for union with her lover 

2) AbhisarikaNayika - the heroine who secretly goes to meet her lover risking the storm, 

demons and the snakes at night 

3) Swadhinabhartrukanayika - the heroine having her husband in subjection 

4) Kalahantaritanayika - the heroine separated by quarrel  

5) Khanditanayika - the enraged heroine who is ―outraged by the audacity of her lover‖ 

6) Vipralabdhanayika - the deceived heroine 

7) Virahotkanthitanayika - the heroine who bears the anguish of separation forever 

8) Proshitabhartrukanayika – the heroine who awaits her lover impatiently.  

 

The treatise deals with the emotions of heroines overcome with love, attachment and even hostility. 

Bharata categorizes them further into superior, middling and inferior and describes the four stages 

of their youth. He also discusses about the heroines who play the characters of chief queen and 

other queens, highborn wives and ordinary wives, concubines, artists, maidens and old dames. Such 

detailed analysis of a female character in Natya Shastra establishes the fact that heroines were 

considered important in drama like the heroes and they may not have been just a supporting 

character. However, the portrayal of a male character as the central figure of the play is common to 

both, Indian as well as the Western classical drama, where the story revolves around a powerful 

hero with heroines only as secondary characters. In such times, it was quite extraordinary for 

playwrights to portray a woman as the central figure and name their works after the heroines such 

as Kalidasa‘sAbhijnanasakuntala, Sophocles‘ Antigone and Euripides‘ Medea. The English 

translation of Kalidasa‘sAbhijnanasakuntalawhich is one of the finest Sanskrit drama, was greeted 

with enthusiasm by men such as Herder and Goethe in 1789 in Europe. Though we usually consider 

18
th

 century to bethe period when the European countries gained access to the vast treasure of 

Sanskrit literature but Arthur A. Macdonell confirms that few European missionaries were already 

acquainted with the Sanskrit literature as early as 1651 when Abraham Roger translated the works 

of Sanskrit poet Bhartrihari into Dutch. The effect of Sanskrit literature on Europeans can be 

comprehended in the following comment by T.W. Rhys Davis in the introduction of the book- A 

Short History of Indian Literature by E. Horrwitz: 
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―Some of the most influential leaders of Western thought, both in Europe and America, have 

considered that Indian thinkers, with a speculative vigour and originality following a natural  

line of development in isolation from the rest of the world, have succeeded in their views of 

life in grasping and emphasising certain phases of truth, religious and philosophical, that 

have been slurred over or not noticed at all in the West.‖ (Horrwitz, 1907) 

Natya Shastra‟s Concept of Indic Heroine 

The art of criticism is one of the treasures of Indian classical literature and Natya Shastra takes the 

central place being the highest treatise on dramaturgy. The introduction of female characters in 

nataka according to Natya Shastra is quite interesting. It is first discussed in Natyasastra in the 

context of Kaisikivrtti. The play produced by Bharata had only three styles (vrttis) - the Grand 

(Sattvati), the Energetic (Arabhati) and the Verbal (Bharati) and the theme was associated to 

warfare and combat, but Brahma felt that something vital was lacking. He felt that it was the 

feminine appeal that the play was lacking in. So, Brahma created nymphs from his mind for Bharata 

to complement his plays. Their association to the art provided the fourth vritti, the Graceful 

(Kaisiki). Kaisiki is connected with the erotic sentiments. It created an atmosphere of music, dance, 

romance incorporating lovely dresses and scenes etc. with women conducive to the erotic and 

comic sentiment. Thus, the four styles found place in classical Sanskrit drama.  

Natya Shastra also reveals that Bharata gave similar status to a male and a female character in a 

play.  In the English translation of Natya Shastra by Manmohan Ghosh (The Natya Shastra: A 

Treatise on Hindu Dramaturgy and Histrionics, 1959) chapter thirteen which discusses sitting 

postures and different gaits, takes in walking postures of women categorizing them further into 

young and aged, tribal, handmaid, half-women etc. Chapter nineteen which talks about modes of 

address and intonation, discusses how women must be addressed, again categorizing them as 

ascetics, goddesses, wives of senior persons, elderly women, king‘s wife, princess or a brahmin 

lady. When it discusses naming of warriors and merchants, it includes how to name king‘s wife, 

courtesan and handmaid as well. Bharata‘s a detailed account of the costumes, make-up and 

ornaments of male and female characters is discussed in chapter twenty-three. Chapter twenty-four 

which discusses basic representation, gives detailed account of feminine graces, physical graces, 

involuntary graces, beauty, charm, radiance and emotions of heroines. It is in this chapter where 

female characters have been categorised into divine, asura, gandharva, rakshasa, naga women etc. 

Chapter twenty-six talks about the efforts of men and women, women‘s movement of limbs, the 

jealous anger of women, men‘s sorrow & women‘s sorrow, men‘s fear and women‘s fear and 

women‘s intoxicated condition. Chapter thirty-four gives a detailed account of the types of 

characters and it discusses both superior and inferior male and female characters and four types of 

heroes and heroines. However, it is in chapter thirty-five which deals with the distribution of roles 

where Bharata talks about the suitability of women in certain roles, training for women in different 

roles, result of engaging women for acting, characteristics of a typical heroine and women who may 

be prohibited to be heroines. 
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While dealing with the specific qualities of heroine, Bharata says that in a drama the role of the 

heroine should be performed by a woman who owns the qualities like loveliness, upright nature, 

youth, charm, elegance, sweetness, skill to express, good voice with composed knowledge of tala, 

laya and sentiments. Such a comprehensive elucidation of the features, qualities, attributes and 

characteristics of a female character inestablishes that women were considered equally significant 

in a nataka. 

Shakuntala – A true Indic Heroine 

Kalidasa‘s play Abhijnanasakuntala can be effectively analysed in the light of the theatrical 

conventions compiled by Bharata in his Natyashastra. Kalidasa has inventively portrayed King 

Dushyanta and Shakuntala in vivid variety of images and metaphors.Natya Shastra articulates that 

depiction of both virtue and vice is significant in nataka as these rudiments, judiciously blended 

with others will produce rasa, which is the primary purpose of the nataka and 

Abhijnanasakuntalais a repository of countless rasas. Though the plot is simple moving from 

Dushyanta and Shakuntala falling in love, to their gandharva wedding, then their parting and lastly 

their reunion, Kalidasa has fashioned the charisma of Shakuntala in such a creative and inventive 

way that all the bhavais artistically incorporated and the corresponding rasa springs up to enthrall 

the spectators. These SthayiBhava or infusing stable sentiments according to Natya Shastra are 

rati(love), hasa(humor), shoka(sorrow), krodha(rage), utsaha(bravery), bhaya(terror), 

jugupsa(revulsion), and vismaya(wonder). The corresponding eight Rasa are sringara(passionate), 

hasya(amusing), karuna(pitiful), raudra(furious), vira(heroic), bhayanaka(dreadful), 

bibhatsa(offensive), and adbhuta(astounding).  

We experience the sringararasa through the attraction, love and romantic desires of Shakuntala for 

king Dushyant and karunarasa during her departure from sage Kanva‘s hermitage separating her 

from her friends, her family and her home and during her rejection by king Dushyanta. The 

raudrarasa is experienced only once when the king questions Shakuntala‘s character in his 

forgetful state. The heroines in natakas are characterized by different stages according to the Natya 

Shastra. Some of the gesticulations ofAbhyantaraprakrti who is under the effect of love, can be 

observed significantly in Shakuntala. She slightly reveals her smile, speaks gently with smiling 

downcast face, and tries to conceal her facial expressions. She passes through stages of love-lorn 

conditions described in the treatise before she finally unites with her husband. Kalidasa employed 

all these stages and created the erotic atmosphere through Shakuntala. The first stage which is 

Abhilasa, is presented as the pursuit for union after having recognized the lover influenced by 

longing and desire. We come across such indications by Shakuntala in ACT III where she 

confesses: 

―Ever since I saw the good king who protects the pious grove -…. 

I love him and it makes me feel like this.‖ (Ryder, 2005) 

The second stage - Chintana may be illustrated by the thoughts or feelings of the heroine in 

tranquillity. The love song composed by Shakuntala on a lotus leaf in the same Act expresses thus: 
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“I know not if I read your heart right; 

Why, pitiless, do you distress me so? 

I only know that longing day and night  

Tosses my restless body to and fro, 

That yearns for you, the source of all its woe.”(Ryder, 2005) 

The other stages such as Anusmrti which includes despising of all other activities and sighing in 

memory of the beloved and Jadata when the heroine does not answer after being solicited, fails to 

hear or see things can be well interpreted in the Act IV when Shakuntala, lost in the thoughts of her 

lover, doesn‘t notice the arrival of sage Durvasas. 

Bearing in mind the behaviour of the heroine, the Natya Shastra divides them into three types -

Uttama, Madyama and Adhma. We can safely categorise Shakuntala as Uttama who displays the 

merits of a lady of superior nature who speaks only agreeable words even if angry. Her anger is also 

short - lived. It is in Act V, which stages Shakuntala‘s rejection, when we experience the 

raudrarasa for the first time however, it is vindicated by an appropriate cause: 

“Wretch! You judge all this by your own false heart. Why would any other man do what you 

have done? To hide behind virtue, like a yawning well covered over with grass!”(Ryder, 

2005) 

As specified in Natya Shastra that noble man will be infatuated by the conduct, loveliness and 

upright character of the Uttama type of heroine, we very well see that king Dushyanta is fascinated 

thus towards Shakuntala. In Act II he describes Shakuntala‘s beauty to the Vidusaka in the 

following lines: 

 “She is God’s vision, of pure thought 

 Composed in his creative mind; 

 His reveries of beauty wrought 

 The peerless pearl of womankind 

 So plays my fancy when I see  

 How great is God, how lovely she” (Ryder, 2005) 

Such a gifted charm belongs to the Uttama type of heroine. Natya Shastra further pronounces that 

such a heroine will have proficiency in the art of love and will be unbiassed in her comportment. 

Kalidasa has depicted Shakuntala as an epitome of love. The spiritual and divine nature of her love 

is replicated in her attachment to the flora and fauna of the forest. Her love for the plants she waters 

every day is described as sisterly love and the wild fawn as her ‗adopted son‘. Natyashastra further 

says that gifted with grace and beauty she becomes annoyed when provoked though her speech will 

not suggest her mood. She could comprehend the reality of the matters and circumstances. We see 

that Shakuntala pardons Dushyanta upon knowing the truth behind her denunciation.  

Considering Shakuntala asprincipal character in this play is not a mere extravagant statement. A 

critical analysis of the play establishes that Shakuntala is indeed the character who leads the story 
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ahead and even in her nonappearance on the stage, she lingers in the minds of the spectators 

constantly. Shakuntala‘s home, her surroundings, her character and beauty are presented by 

Kalidasa is the most illustrative fashion. Though Shakuntala never appears physically on the stage 

in Act II, Kalidasanever lets the spectators forget Shakuntala even for a moment. The whole 

conversation between the king and the Vidusaka in fact persuades the spectators to envision and 

perceive the divine beauty and youthfulness of Shakuntala in their imagination.   

 “She seems a flower whose fragrance none has tasted, 

 A gem uncut by workman’s tool, 

 A branch no desecrating hands have wasted, 

 Fresh honey, beautifully cool. 

 No man on earth deserves to taste her beauty, 

 Her blameless loveliness and worth, 

 Unless he has fulfilled man’s perfect duty- 

 And is there such a one on earth?”(Ryder, 2005) 

It is in Act III where Kalidasa presents the love of Shakuntala and Dushyanta in the most erotic 

atmosphere which leaves the spectators awestruck in the ocean of Sringararasa. Act IV which deals 

with Shakuntala‘s departure from the hermitage is not much dissimilar from the traditional 

melodramatic vidayi of the bride we see even to this day in Indian weddings. The spectators get 

soaked in the Karuna rasa in watching Shakuntala leave her family, friends and her home to join 

her husband.Act V stages Shakuntala‘s rejection and her departure from Dushyanta‘s palace. From 

this scene onwards, the passage of time is hastened and time rolls forward in absence of Shakuntala 

who reappears only towards the end of the play. At this point one can question whether Shakuntala 

can be called the central character of the play? I will say yes because Kalidasa never allowed 

Shakuntala to leave the spectator‘s thoughts. He brought Shakuntala on stage through various 

devices such as her portrait, the signet ring gifted to her by the king and most significantly through 

the lamentationsand grief of Dushyanta who could not forget Shakuntala: 

“No sooner did the darkness lift 

That clouded memory’s power, 

Than the God of love prepared his bow 

And shot the mango flower. 

No sooner did the ring recall 

My banished maiden dear, 

No sooner do I vainly weep 

For her, than spring is here.” (Ryder, 2005) 

 

Heroine in Western Classical Drama 

The origin of Western drama is traced in classical Greece, particularly in Athens where the 

theatrical culture produced three genres of drama: tragedy, comedy and satyr play. In his Poetics, 
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Aristotle has given utmost importance to mythos (plot)in Greek tragedy and has considered 

representation or spectacle to be less important but ancient Indian drama considered decoration 

(costume and make up) as an essential element. Manmohan Ghosh comments in The Natya Shastra: 

A Treatise on Hindu Dramaturgy and Histrionics (1959) 

―Another peculiarity of Hindu dramas was their general dependence on dance (nrtya), song 

(gita), and instrumental music (vadya). Though the chorus of the Greek tragedy introduced 

in it some sort of dance and songs, the function of these elements seems to have been 

considerably different in the Hindu drama. The ancient Indian play was produced through 

words, gestures, postures, costumes, make-up, songs and dances of actors, and the 

instrumental music was played during the performance whenever necessary.‖ (Ghosh, 1959) 

This signifies that singing, dancing and music were indispensable elements in ancient Indian drama 

and were accountable for creating a vital place for the heroines. Natya Shastra deals with every 

facet of ancient Indian dramaturgy discoursing both heroes and heroines almost similarly in a play, 

however it is problematic to find such elaborate philosophies in the Western classical literature but 

the heroines of Greek and Roman drama have become commendable archetypes. They are ardent 

women blessed with attractiveness, knowledge, intellect and valour however, they have no place in 

the society because they risked to cross the narrow frame of their time. In A Guide to Ancient Greek 

Drama, Ian C. Storey and Arlene Allan, while discussing about Aeschylus, an ancient Greek 

dramatist of the 5
th

 century BC, establish that themes such as ‗women in love‘ were never presented 

on stage in the ancient Greek drama, however, the theme of gender was used significantly and 

women have been given the role of men. In most of the Greek tragedies, heroines have been 

portrayed as women seeking revenge on the heroes, who breaks all the conventions of their time. 

Euriphides‘ Medea is a classic example in which Medea kills her own children ‗to spite her 

estranged husband‘. Other themes that were employed to portray heroines in Greek drama were 

‗seduction‘ and ‗rescue‘. In another play of his - Ion, Euriphides explores the mental make-up of his 

heroine Kreousa and tries to understand why she performed the actions she did: 

―mistreated by all the men in her life: raped and deserted by Apollo, her baby taken and 

brought up secretly at Delphi, married to a foreigner for political reasons, and who has not 

been able to conceive. What would such a woman be like after sixteen years, when she 

thinks that her husband will be reunited with a long-lost child, while she remains childless? 

What would such a proud woman do?‖ (Ian C. Storey, 2005) 

Though Euriphides seems to justify the actions of his heroines by presenting them in grave 

situations, still he portrays them as ones who are hated by God and by people. But he also presents 

them as characters who are important in the drama. They are depicted as sympathetic rather than 

villainous and he was the one to give a heroine, her important place in the Greek tragedy.In the play 

Medea,Euriphides portrays a heroine torn between maternal love and her wish to take revenge, and 

she finally chooses revenge. In Elektra, he portrays Clytemnestra who did not waste ten years 
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conspiring vengeance for her daughter, but a woman who broke when her husband brought home 

another woman and acted out of frantic urge rather than planning. 

The archetype of abandoned heroine is common not only in Greek or Roman drama but also in 

Indian classical drama. If we have heroines such as Dido - queen of Carthage abandoned by 

Aeneas, Medea abandoned by her husband or Ariadne abandoned by Theseus in Western classical 

drama, we have Shakuntala abandoned by king Dushyanta, Sita abandoned by Rama in Indian 

drama. In Ovid‘s didactic masterpiece, ArsAmatoria, the first two books are addressed to men but 

the third one is addressed to women and there are passages which distinctly speaks about the 

situation of women. It is difficult to findmore treatise that talk about the heroines of ancient Greek 

and Roman drama. 

Conclusion 

After such an extensive reading, we may conclude that classical Indic heroines have been given a  

greater position in drama because of two reasons: Natya Shastra of ancient India but also because 

the western classical heroines have been portrayed as doomed women. Though they have been 

attributed with feminine and masculine qualities both, such as beauty, intelligence and valour but 

the ancient playwrights seem to support Aristotle‘s theory that such masculine characteristics are 

inappropriate for a woman and will lead to destruction. Though the heroines are virtuous but they 

are portrayed as driven by uncontainable love or grief or pride or duty which finally leads to their 

ends. Dido is depicted as committing suicide by throwing herself on the pyre which she built to 

burn the belongings of Aeneas, driven by her excessive love for him and overcome by grief on 

being abandoned. Medea who has too much love for honour, this quality indeed attributed to great 

heroes like Achilles, kills her lover‘s new mistress and commits a homicide by killing her children 

as well for the sake of saving herself from being a laughter stock after her abandonment. For 

characters who have not been attributed with masculine qualities, are shown to be tragically weak to 

have continued their life in the absence of the hero. Ariadne, after being abandoned by Theseus on 

an island is crushed and frightened and goes almost mad.   

The basic difference which decides the importance of a heroine in Indic or Western classical drama 

is the ‗purpose‘ – why does these plays require female characters? While most of the Greek tragedy 

revolves around brave heroes who have a certain goal to achieve, encounter women in their life who 

bring romance and bliss but finally the heroes have to move on since duty was considered more 

important than love and hence leads to the idea that women are simply a part of the greater story, a 

supporting character. These women if given a centre stage, are portrayed as incomplete without 

heroes and their end as essential. The heroes, when they die, are depicted as dying in honour after 

exhibiting heroism, but the heroines, even if they are given the dominant role, are shown as dying 

tragically due to their excesses. The purpose is to attain catharsis and purgation by depicting the 

unhappy state of these heroes and heroines, but otherwise in both. When a hero dies, it is in glory 

and the play encourages the spectators to lead such a life of honour, but when a heroine dies, it 
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rather depicts the mistakes that should not be made in order to avoid such tragedies in real life. In 

ancient India, as already mentioned in the Natya Shastra, the purpose of introducing women in 

drama was to add the graceful style along with the other four styles of drama, to bestow the 

spectators with the Sringara rasa and to add beauty, grace, romance, a celebrating environment of 

dance, song, colours etc. hence the Indic heroine‘s basic purpose is defined here- which is to bring 

feminine grace and charm to the drama. Brahma understood that the fourth vritti was equally 

important to complete true imitation of life in drama, which would have been incomplete if it was 

only about warfare and bravery. Also, since Natya Shastra prohibits staging tragedies, Indic 

heroines do not suffer tragic deaths at the hands of the playwrights. At the same time, Indic 

heroines have been presented as epitome of virtue (rather than women failing to contain 

themselves) which defines their characters in grave situations such as separation from their lover 

and so the course of their actions is more or less predictable. They are seldom allowed to violate the 

codes or laws of the society by the playwrights unlike the Greek heroines.  

Both Western and Indic classical heroines have merits of their own but what is worth contemplating 

is that it was quite extraordinary for the playwrights, be it of ancient India or Greece or Rome, to 

have  

bestowed such individuality above everything else, to these heroines, to have given them such 

strong  

sentiments of love or anger or grief and so creatively craft them that they compelled the spectators 

across the globe to gaze at them in awe without blinking an eye. 
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ABSTRACT 

Nanotechnology covers a lot of technologies in it and a lot of processes like physical, biological and 

chemical are utilized at nano level. In this technology, the recognized time period has its history as 

this technology is being used from the past few years when it was not invented on the large scale 

and industries were using this technology without knowledge and deeper detail. 

The difference in using the nano technology in the past period and the current period is that in the 

past as this technology was not used on the larger scale as there was no deeper detail available to 

the industry and its use was also limited.   

The size of nano-particles is found to be about 100nm and it is observe that the size of these 

particles tend to reduce with respect to the variation in their physical properties. These materials can 

be polymer, mineral or metallic. The current paper highlights the current and potential use of 

nanotechnology and nono-science.   

 

KEYWORDS: 

Nanotechnology, Nano particles, Nano-science 

 

INTRODUCTION 

New and advanced materials are generated with the help of nano science. Top-down approach can 

be used in order to construct the nano materials. In top-down approach, if the nano-material to be 

constructed, is found bigger in size then it is broken down into small structures and if these small 

structures are also found big in size then these are further decomposed in more smaller structures. 

Here, this process of decomposing the big material into small structure continues until the nano 

material becomes the less complex. 

In some cases, it is observed that the bottom-up approach is used in making the nano-materials. In 

this approach, a number of small structures of particles are processed and integrated to form the 

required nano material. Here, a number of atoms or molecules are used to make a nano material. 

Practically, at the commercial level, it is observed that top-down approach is used widely by the 

industries as this approach is more feasible than that of bottom-up.  
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In some cases, the self-assembly technology is also used to construct the nano materials. Here, 

atoms  

 

and molecules adjust each other in such a way that it makes a structure for nano-materials. 

Nano materials are composed of one or more components having the dimension ranging from 1 to  

100 nm and these components may include nanotubes or nano fibers. Also, the diameter of the 

single particle of the nano materials is found to be lower than 100 nm. It is observed that the nano 

particles sometimes decomposed due to weaker mechanical force or in the solvent. 

There are two dimensions of nano fiber where both of the dimensions are found to be less than 100 

nm generally. As compared to other dimensions, the axial dimension can be larger in size.  

The decrease in size of the nano particle can also be observed due to the increase in ratio of surface 

area to volume. As a result, the number of atoms on the surface tends to increase at a specific region 

which is very critical point for this process.  

On decreasing the size of the nano-particles, the change in the effects of quantum can also be 

observed which consequently becomes the source of the procedure like surface plasmon resonance 

and Coulomb blockade etc. 

There are mainly three segments of the nanotechnology market i.e. Materials, Tools and Devices: 

Nano tools are very useful in synthesizing the nano materials and atoms can be manipulated with 

the help of these tools. Generally, these are like fabricating devices and used to measure and 

characterize the devices at the nano scale.   

Nano devices are made at the nano scale and they play a critical role in the field of optoelectronics 

and microelectronics. Their objective is to imitate the processing of organic systems like cellular 

motors. These devices are very popular at commercial level. 

 

CURRENT AND POTENTIAL USE OF NANO TECHNOLOGY AND NANO SCIENCE 

Metrology, the science of measurement, underpins all other nanoscience and nanotechnologies 

because it allows the characterisation of materials in terms of dimensions but also in terms of 

attributes such as electrical properties and mass. Greater precision in metrology will assist the 

development of nanoscience and nanotechnologies. However, this will require increased 

standardisation to allow calibration of equipment and we recommend that the Department of Trade 

and Industry ensure that this area is properly funded. 

The role of nanoscience and nanotechnologies in the development of information technology is 

anticipated in the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, a worldwide consensus 

document that predicts the main trends in the semiconductor industry up to 2018. This roadmap 

defines a manufacturing standard for silicon chips in terms of the length of a particular feature in a 
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memory cell. For 2004 the standard is 90 nm, but it is predicted that by 2016 this will be just 22 nm. 

Much of the miniaturisation of computer chips to date has involved nanoscience and 

nanotechnologies, and this is expected to continue in the short and medium term. The storage of 

data, using optical or magnetic properties to create memory, will also depend on advances in 

nanoscience  

 

and nanotechnologies.  

 Alternatives to silicon-based electronics are already being explored through nanoscience and 

nanotechnologies, for example plastic electronics for flexible display screens. Other nanoscale 

electronic devices currently being developed are sensors to detect chemicals in the environment, to  

check the edibility of foodstuffs, or to monitor the state of mechanical stresses within buildings. 

Much interest is also focused on quantum dots, semiconductor nanoparticles that can be ‗tuned‘ to 

emit or absorb particular light colours for use in solar energy cells or fluorescent biological labels.  

Applications of nanotechnologies in medicine are especially promising, and areas such as disease 

diagnosis, drug delivery targeted at specific sites in the body and molecular imaging are being 

intensively investigated and some products are undergoing clinical trials. Nanocrystalline silver, 

which is known to have antimicrobial properties, is being used in wound dressings in the USA. 

Applications of nanoscience and nanotech nologies are also leading to the production of materials 

and devices such as scaffolds for cell and tissue engineering, and sensors that can be used for 

monitoring aspects of human health. Many of the applications may not be realised for ten years or 

more (owing partly to the rigorous testing and validation regimes that will be required). In the much 

longer term, the development of nanoelectronics systems that can detect and process information 

could lead to the development of an artificial retina or cochlea. Progress in the area of bio 

nanotechnology will build on our understanding of natural biological structures on the molecular 

scale, such as proteins.  

 

So far, the relatively small numbers of applications of nanotechnologies that have made it through 

to industrial application represent evolutionary rather than revolutionary advances. Current 

applications are mainly in the areas of determining the properties of materials, the production of 

chemicals, precision manufacturing and computing. In mobile phones for instance, materials 

involving nanotechnologies are being developed for use in advanced batteries, electronic packaging 

and in displays. The total weight of these materials will constitute a very small fraction of the whole 

product but be responsible for most of the functions that the devices offer. In the longer term, many 

more areas may be influenced by nanotechnologies but there will be significant challenges in 

scaling up production from the research laboratory to mass manufacturing.  
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DISCUSSION 

Concerns have been expressed that the very properties of nanoscale particles being exploited in 

certain applications (such as high surface reactivity and the ability to cross cell membranes) might 

also have negative health and environmental impacts. Many nanotechnologies pose no new risks to 

health and almost all the concerns relate to the potential impacts of deliberately manufactured 

nanoparticles and Nanotubes that are free rather than fixed to or within a material. Only a few 

chemicals are being manufactured in nanoparticulate form on an industrial scale and exposure to 

free manufactured nanoparticles and Nanotubes is currently limited to some workplaces (including 

academic research laboratories) and a small number of cosmetic uses.  

We expect the likelihood of nanoparticles or Nanotubes being released from products in which they 

have been fixed or embedded (such as composites) to be low but have recommended that 

manufacturers assess this potential exposure risk for the lifecycle of the product and make their 

findings available to the relevant regulatory bodies. 

 

Few studies have been published on the effects of inhaling free manufactured nanoparticles and we 

have had to rely mainly on analogies with results from studies on exposure to other small particles – 

such as the pollutant nanoparticles known to be present in large numbers in urban air, and the 

mineral dusts in some workplaces. The evidence suggests that at least some manufactured 

nanoparticles will be more toxic per unit of mass than larger particles of the same chemical. This 

toxicity is related to the surface area of nanoparticles (which is greater for a given mass than that of 

larger particles) and the chemical reactivity of the surface (which could be increased or decreased 

by the use of surface coatings). It also seems likely that nanoparticles will penetrate cells more 

readily than larger particles.  

 It is very unlikely that new manufactured nanoparticles could be introduced into humans in doses 

sufficient to cause the health effects that have been associated with the nanoparticles in polluted air. 

However, some may be inhaled in certain workplaces in significant amounts and steps should be 

taken to minimise exposure. Toxicological studies have investigated nanoparticles of low solubility 

and low surface activity. Newer nanoparticles with characteristics that differ substantially from 

these should be treated with particular caution. The physical characteristics of carbon and other 

Nanotubes mean that they may have toxic properties similar to those of asbestos fibres, although 

preliminary studies suggest that they may not readily escape into the air as individual fibres. Until 

further toxicological studies have been undertaken, human exposure to airborne Nanotubes in 

laboratories and workplaces should be restricted. 

If it is difficult to predict the future direction of nanoscience and nanotechnologies and the 

timescale over which particular developments will occur, it is even harder to predict what will 
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trigger social and ethical concerns. In the short to medium term concerns are expected to focus on 

two basic questions: ‗Who controls uses of nanotechnologies?‘ and ‗Who benefits from uses of 

nanotechnologies?‘. These questions are not unique to nanotechnologies but past experience with 

other technologies demonstrates that they will need to be addressed.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The perceived opportunities and threats of nanotechnologies often stem from the same 

characteristics. For example, the convergence of nanotechnologies with information technology, 

linking complex networks of remote sensing devices with significant computational power, could 

be used to achieve 

 greater personal safety, security and individualised healthcare and to allow businesses to track and 

monitor their products. It could equally be used for covert surveillance, or for the collection and 

distribution of information without adequate consent.  

As new forms of surveillance and sensing are developed, further research and expert legal analysis 

might be necessary to establish whether current regulatory frameworks and institutions provide 

appropriate safeguards to individuals and groups in society. In the military context, too, 

nanotechnologies hold potential for both defence and offence and will therefore raise a number of 

social and ethical issues. 
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Abstract 

Turning to the HRM field of research then, what do researchers have to say about project-based 

organisations? And what is HRM? I will discuss the concept of Human Resource Management 

(HRM) further in later chapters. Shortly, one might say that the idea of HRM developed from 

traditional personnel management, or personnel administration, which was typically used to 

describe the work of the traditional personnel department (Redman & Wilkinson, 2001). This 

development implied an increased importance of strategic management of human resources as a 

way to success. The transition from personnel administration to HRM also implied integrating 

managers at all levels, especially line managers, in this process (Guest, 1991). However, there is no 

consensus concerning the definition of HRM and in this thesis, I do not aim at exploring in depth 

―the concept‖ of HRM, or at establishing a new, all-embracing definition.  

Keywords: Difficulties, Patience, Problem Managing, Prosperity Making, Finance Controlling 

 

Introduction 

The approach to HRM that I rely on is that it essentially concerns the management of the relation 

between individuals and their organisational context. As Brewster & Larson (2000:2) put it, HRM 

has become ―an institutionalised way of handling the central issues of selecting, appraising, 

rewarding and developing people‖ and it focuses ―the interplay between people, tasks and 

organization‖. In this thesis, HRM is accordingly defined as the structures, processes and activities 

related to the management of the relation between individuals and their organisational context.    

HR departments and HR specialists have been subject to vast changes during the last ten years. 

Browsing through professional magazines for Swedish HR specialists, many articles refer to ―a 

dramatic upheaval of the personnel work‖, changes in HR departments, the changing roles of HR 

specialists, outsourcing HR services, etc (e.g. Alsrup Badner, 2004; Hedlund & Åberg Aas, 2004). 

Moreover, numerous studies have reported on and analysed these changes. One of the most referred 

researchers in this context is the American management researcher Dave Ulrich. He argues that HR 

specialists need to become ―strategic players‖ and his typology of the HR department as ―strategic 

partner‖, ―administrative expert‖, ―employee champion‖ and ―change agent‖ has had considerable 

impact, both within the academic and the practical community of HRM (Ulrich, 1997; Ulrich & 

Beatty, 2001).  This typology is useful in many ways, but it does not consider the organisational 
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structure as an important context that affects and influences HRM. This seems to be an inherent 

weakness in the HRM field of research.  

There are some researchers referring to new organisational forms as one important driving force for 

changes in HRM (e.g. Redman & Wilkinson, 2001; Sparrow & Marchington, 1998). Their 

argument is that the development of new, flexible organisational forms puts a new focus on co-

workers and on competence issues, instead of on task and work, as was the case earlier. This can be 

explained on the one hand by the notion of Guest (1991), that the development towards flexible 

organisations requires high-quality, flexible workforce, which places higher demands for the HRM 

practice. On the other hand, the PBO and its temporary features per se demands new ways of 

dealing with traditional HRM issues. As Guest (1991) argues, HRM needs to respond with the 

speed and flexibility that the environment requires, and the move towards organisational flexibility 

challenges traditional personnel management.   

As was the case with the project-oriented research, which identified issues important for HRM, 

there are some studies within the HRM field that touch upon issues related to project-based 

structures. However, these studies typically do not explicitly see the projectified organisation as the 

basic context for their studies. For instance, in their study of changes in line management in Europe, 

Larsen & Brewster (2003)  identify the increasing use of matrix or project-based structures in high-

tech, knowledge-intensive organisations. According to the authors, this affects the possibilities to 

handle long-term development of individuals or deal with other people issues. Other studies present 

case studies of projectified organisations, but their focus is to examine relatively delimited parts of 

HRM-related areas, such as the development of core competencies and career development 

(DeFillippi & Arthur, 1998; Larsen, 2002). Although many of the problems and challenges 

identified as central for HRM in modern organisations seem to have be strongly related to the 

organisational structure, the impact of the continuously increasing use of project-based structures is 

not the centre of attention.  

To summarise my argument there is an area, identified both from the project field of research and 

from the HRM field of research, that needs further attention. Literature on projectification and 

project-based structures analyses an organisational context that is becoming increasingly common 

and adds to the general knowledge on management in such organisations. However, this field of 

research typically misses out on the dimension of management that focuses on the relation between 

the individuals and the organisation, even if some researchers point to important challenges for this 

dimension. The HRM literature, on the other hand, reflects the changing role of HRM and of HR 

specialists. Several studies also identify flexible organisational forms as a driving force for change 

and as a complicating circumstance for specific HRM-related issues. Nevertheless, this field of 
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research in general does not explore projectification and project-based organisations as a basic 

context for these changes.     

Apparently, there exists a rather unexplored area in the research of projectification and project-

based organisations; HRM. As discussed above, researchers from both fields have pointed to 

possible implications that projectification might have for HRM. However, there is a need for 

empirical studies with an explorative approach in order to start building up to a deeper 

understanding for HRM in project-based organisations. Moreover, the context of projectified 

organisations is particularly interesting, since these organisations have a history of functional 

structures. Thereby, the challenges due to projectification might be easier to identify in projectified 

organisations than in original PBOs.   

The overall aim of the research reported in this thesis accordingly isto explore HRM in project-

based organisations. More specifically, I will identify and analyse the challenges and changes for 

HRM in this particular organisational context.  

The basis for this research is in total eight case studies of which five are core cases: AstraZeneca, 

Posten, Volvo Car Corporations, Saab Aerospace and Tetra Pak. The additional three cases are 

regarded as peripheral and they were added to one of the papers for a broader crosscase analysis. 

The studies are reported in four separate papers, each zeroing in on different themes. In a way, the 

papers also reflect the chronological process of the research. Since the study has a rather explorative 

character, the overall aim is broad, but critical in order to set and keep the direction of the research, 

and to  serve as a guiding star in the initial phase of the research process (see e.g. Eisenhardt, 1989). 

During the research process, different themes, such as the changing role of line managers and the 

design of the HR organisation and HR departments, have emerged as important for the 

understanding of HRM in project based organisations. These themes make up the more specific 

research questions studied in the papers and they are developed and argued for in the following 

chapters. The questions are:  

 

What  are  the  challenges  facing  HRM  in project-based organisations?  

What consequences does projectification have for the HRM practice?  

What is the role of line managers in project-based organisations concerning HRM?  

How can we understand the design of the HR organisation and HR-departmental structures?  

 

Conclusion 

The thesis mainly consists of two parts. This first part consists of the extended summary. In the next 

chapter, I account for my methodological approach and the choices I have made during my research 

process. I also provide a detailed description of my research process, which leads up to the four 
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themes that are the foundation for each of the papers. In chapter 3, I give a historical background to 

the HRM concept and its field of research. I also discuss different approaches to HRM and clarify 

my standpoint for this thesis. This chapter also provides theoretical background to, and foundation 

for, the research questions. In Chapter I present the main findings of the papers. I also try to 

synthesise the contributions in order to show how the four studies achieve the aim of the thesis and 

answers the four questions.  
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CURRENT AND POTENTIAL USE OF NANO TECHNOLOGY AND NANO SCIENCE 
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ABSTRACT 

Nanotechnology covers a lot of technologies in it and a lot of processes like physical, biological and 

chemical are utilized at nano level. In this technology, the recognized time period has its history as 

this technology is being used from the past few years when it was not invented on the large scale 

and industries were using this technology without knowledge and deeper detail. 

The difference in using the nano technology in the past period and the current period is that in the 

past as this technology was not used on the larger scale as there was no deeper detail available to 

the industry and its use was also limited.   

The size of nano-particles is found to be about 100nm and it is observe that the size of these 

particles tend to reduce with respect to the variation in their physical properties. These materials can 

be polymer, mineral or metallic. The current paper highlights the current and potential use of 

nanotechnology and nono-science.   

 

KEYWORDS: 

Nanotechnology, Nano particles, Nano-science 

 

INTRODUCTION 

New and advanced materials are generated with the help of nano science. Top-down approach can 

be used in order to construct the nano materials. In top-down approach, if the nano-material to be 

constructed, is found bigger in size then it is broken down into small structures and if these small 
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structures are also found big in size then these are further decomposed in more smaller structures. 

Here, this process of decomposing the big material into small structure continues until the nano 

material becomes the less complex. 

In some cases, it is observed that the bottom-up approach is used in making the nano-materials. In 

this approach, a number of small structures of particles are processed and integrated to form the 

required nano material. Here, a number of atoms or molecules are used to make a nano material.  

Practically, at the commercial level, it is observed that top-down approach is used widely by the 

industries as this approach is more feasible than that of bottom-up.  

In some cases, the self-assembly technology is also used to construct the nano materials. Here, 

atoms and molecules adjust each other in such a way that it makes a structure for nano-materials. 

Nano materials are composed of one or more components having the dimension ranging from 1 to 

100 nm and these components may include nanotubes or nano fibers. Also, the diameter of the 

single particle of the nano materials is found to be lower than 100 nm. It is observed that the nano 

particles sometimes decomposed due to weaker mechanical force or in the solvent. 

There are two dimensions of nano fiber where both of the dimensions are found to be less than 100 

nm generally. As compared to other dimensions, the axial dimension can be larger in size.  

The decrease in size of the nano particle can also be observed due to the increase in ratio of surface 

area to volume. As a result, the number of atoms on the surface tends to increase at a specific region 

which is very critical point for this process.  

On decreasing the size of the nano-particles, the change in the effects of quantum can also be 

observed which consequently becomes the source of the procedure like surface plasmon resonance 

and Coulomb blockade etc. 

There are mainly three segments of the nanotechnology market i.e. Materials, Tools and Devices: 

Nano tools are very useful in synthesizing the nano materials and atoms can be manipulated with 

the help of these tools. Generally, these are like fabricating devices and used to measure and 

characterize the devices at the nano scale.   

Nano devices are made at the nano scale and they play a critical role in the field of optoelectronics 

and microelectronics. Their objective is to imitate the processing of organic systems like cellular 

motors. These devices are very popular at commercial level. 

 

CURRENT AND POTENTIAL USE OF NANO TECHNOLOGY AND NANO SCIENCE 

Metrology, the science of measurement, underpins all other nanoscience and nanotechnologies 

because it allows the characterisation of materials in terms of dimensions but also in terms of 

attributes such as electrical properties and mass. Greater precision in metrology will assist the 

development of nanoscience and nanotechnologies. However, this will require increased 
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standardisation to allow calibration of equipment and we recommend that the Department of Trade 

and Industry ensure that this area is properly funded. 

The role of nanoscience and nanotechnologies in the development of information technology is 

anticipated in the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, a worldwide consensus 

document that predicts the main trends in the semiconductor industry up to 2018. This roadmap 

defines a manufacturing standard for silicon chips in terms of the length of a particular feature in a 

memory cell. For 2004 the standard is 90 nm, but it is predicted that by 2016 this will be just 22 nm. 

Much of the miniaturisation of computer chips to date has involved nanoscience and 

nanotechnologies, and this is expected to continue in the short and medium term. The storage of 

data, using optical or magnetic properties to create memory, will also depend on advances in 

nanoscience and nanotechnologies.  

 Alternatives to silicon-based electronics are already being explored through nanoscience and 

nanotechnologies, for example plastic electronics for flexible display screens. Other nanoscale  

electronic devices currently being developed are sensors to detect chemicals in the environment, to 

check the edibility of foodstuffs, or to monitor the state of mechanical stresses within buildings. 

Much interest is also focused on quantum dots, semiconductor nanoparticles that can be ‗tuned‘ to 

emit or absorb particular light colours for use in solar energy cells or fluorescent biological labels.  

Applications of nanotechnologies in medicine are especially promising, and areas such as disease 

diagnosis, drug delivery targeted at specific sites in the body and molecular imaging are being 

intensively investigated and some products are undergoing clinical trials. Nanocrystalline silver, 

which is known to have antimicrobial properties, is being used in wound dressings in the USA. 

Applications of nanoscience and nanotech nologies are also leading to the production of materials 

and devices such as scaffolds for cell and tissue engineering, and sensors that can be used for 

monitoring aspects of human health. Many of the applications may not be realised for ten years or 

more (owing partly to the rigorous testing and validation regimes that will be required). In the much 

longer term, the development of nanoelectronics systems that can detect and process information 

could lead to the development of an artificial retina or cochlea. Progress in the area of bio 

nanotechnology will build on our understanding of natural biological structures on the molecular 

scale, such as proteins.  

 

So far, the relatively small numbers of applications of nanotechnologies that have made it through 

to industrial application represent evolutionary rather than revolutionary advances. Current 

applications are mainly in the areas of determining the properties of materials, the production of 

chemicals, precision manufacturing and computing. In mobile phones for instance, materials 

involving nanotechnologies are being developed for use in advanced batteries, electronic packaging 
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and in displays. The total weight of these materials will constitute a very small fraction of the whole 

product but be responsible for most of the functions that the devices offer. In the longer term, many 

more areas may be influenced by nanotechnologies but there will be significant challenges in 

scaling up production from the research laboratory to mass manufacturing.  

DISCUSSION 

Concerns have been expressed that the very properties of nanoscale particles being exploited in 

certain applications (such as high surface reactivity and the ability to cross cell membranes) might 

also have negative health and environmental impacts. Many nanotechnologies pose no new risks to 

health and almost all the concerns relate to the potential impacts of deliberately manufactured 

nanoparticles and Nanotubes that are free rather than fixed to or within a material. Only a few 

chemicals are being manufactured in nanoparticulate form on an industrial scale and exposure to 

free manufactured nanoparticles and Nanotubes is currently limited to some workplaces (including 

academic research laboratories) and a small number of cosmetic uses. We expect the likelihood of 

nanoparticles or Nanotubes being released from products in which they have been fixed or 

embedded (such as composites) to be low but have recommended that manufacturers assess this 

potential exposure risk for the lifecycle of the product and make their findings available to the 

relevant regulatory bodies. 

 

Few studies have been published on the effects of inhaling free manufactured nanoparticles and we 

have had to rely mainly on analogies with results from studies on exposure to other small particles – 

such as the pollutant nanoparticles known to be present in large numbers in urban air, and the 

mineral dusts in some workplaces. The evidence suggests that at least some manufactured 

nanoparticles will be more toxic per unit of mass than larger particles of the same chemical. This 

toxicity is related to the surface area of nanoparticles (which is greater for a given mass than that of 

larger particles) and the chemical reactivity of the surface (which could be increased or decreased 

by the use of surface coatings). It also seems likely that nanoparticles will penetrate cells more 

readily than larger particles.  

 It is very unlikely that new manufactured nanoparticles could be introduced into humans in doses 

sufficient to cause the health effects that have been associated with the nanoparticles in polluted air. 

However, some may be inhaled in certain workplaces in significant amounts and steps should be 

taken to minimise exposure. Toxicological studies have investigated nanoparticles of low solubility 

and low surface activity. Newer nanoparticles with characteristics that differ substantially from 

these should be treated with particular caution. The physical characteristics of carbon and other 

Nanotubes mean that they may have toxic properties similar to those of asbestos fibres, although 

preliminary studies suggest that they may not readily escape into the air as individual fibres. Until 
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further toxicological studies have been undertaken, human exposure to airborne Nanotubes in 

laboratories and workplaces should be restricted. 

If it is difficult to predict the future direction of nanoscience and nanotechnologies and the 

timescale over which particular developments will occur, it is even harder to predict what will 

trigger social and ethical concerns. In the short to medium term concerns are expected to focus on 

two basic questions: ‗Who controls uses of nanotechnologies?‘ and ‗Who benefits from uses of 

nanotechnologies?‘. These questions are not unique to nanotechnologies but past experience with 

other technologies demonstrates that they will need to be addressed.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The perceived opportunities and threats of nanotechnologies often stem from the same 

characteristics. For example, the convergence of nanotechnologies with information technology, 

linking complex networks of remote sensing devices with significant computational power, could 

be used to achieve greater personal safety, security and individualised healthcare and to allow 

businesses to track and monitor their products. It could equally be used for covert surveillance, or 

for the collection and distribution of information without adequate consent. As new forms of 

surveillance and sensing are developed, further research and expert legal analysis might be 

necessary to establish whether current  

regulatory frameworks and institutions provide appropriate safeguards to individuals and groups in 

society. In the military context, too, nanotechnologies hold potential for both defence and offence 

and will therefore raise a number of social and ethical issues. 
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CONSUMER SKEPTICISM TOWARDS ADVERTISING AND CAUSE RELATED 

MARKETING 

 

Shikha Garg 

(Assistant Professor, Vivekananda College, University of Delhi) 
Abstract 

With the increase in the number of advertising tools consumers‘ skepticism towards advertising is 

also increasing. This article discusses the concept of consumer skepticism and explains the whole 

process which led to the formation of skepticism towards advertising. This paper also discusses the 

skepticism toward advertising and cause-related marking, factors affecting them and the 

consequences of skepticism in the market. The article stated that factors such as negative attitudes 

towards corporate social responsibility, flexibility to negative information, fairness and oral 

propaganda comprises the components of skepticism toward advertising and elements such as 

gender, age, advertising content, integrity, and value can be considered as influencing factors. 

Keywords: consumer skepticism, advertising, cause related marketing, corporate social 

responsibility 

 

Introduction 

According to American Marketing Association, advertising is ―any paid form of non-personal, 

presentation and promotion of ideas, goods, services by an identified sponsor‖. According to William 

Stanton  ―Advertising consists of all activities involved in presenting to a group a non-personal, oral 

or visual, openly sponsored identified message regarding a product, service, or idea. The message, 

called an advertisement, is disseminated through one or more media and is paid for by the identified 

sponsor.‖ Thus, advertising is one of the important tools of promotion mix which is used for 

informing and communicating the consumers about the brands available in the market and variety 

of products useful to them.It is an important communication technique which is used for inducing 

and convincing the consumers to purchase company‘s product, services or ideas. Advertising is 

considered as such kind of promotional strategy which creates awareness among the consumers to 

make purchase decision. According to Calfee &Ringold (1994) despite its widest reach to the 

audience, advertising is not always well welcomed by the consumers as approximately 70% of them 

distrust such advertisements and have doubt about them. Consumers perceive advertising to be 

unfaithful. As a result huge expenditure done by the marketers to advertise their products, services 

or ideas becomes ineffective and thus goes waste. This distrust or doubt towards advertising is 

called consumer skepticism towards advertising.  

In general, the word skepticism can be defined as a person's tendency to doubt, disbelieve and 

question (Forehand & Grier, 2003). The word ―skepticism‖ comes from the Greek word 

―skeptomai‖, which means to think, to consider and to examine. Skepticism also means cynicism, 

doubt, disbelief, suspicion, distrust and wariness. Particularly, cynicism has the enduring conviction 
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that an individual acts mainly on the basis of his/her self-centered motives and show a personality 

trait which is constant across contexts and time (Mohr, Eroglu, & Ellen, 1998). 

On the basis of definition of scepticism, consumer skepticism towards advertising can be defined as 

consumers doubt or suspicion towards the claims made relating to advertised products in the 

advertisements. According to Obermiller and Spangenberg (1998) consumer scepticism can be 

defined as the general tendency towards disbelief of advertising claims. 

Kumar (2018) has given a construct (Figure 1) which shows how consumer skepticism towards 

advertising comes into existence. The process starts with the intention of marketers/ advertisers to 

communicate with the public and to advertise their products which can be FMCG products, durable 

products, luxurious products and life-style products. For this purpose they choose the media like 

TV, internet, radio or print media and on that particular media, make certain product specific 

advertising claims to the targeted audience. On coming in contact with such advertisements 

consumers may show positive or negative response towards the advertising claims. If consumer 

response is negative it shows that consumer has doubt on the credibility of advertising claims and 

this doubt is known as consumer skepticism towards advertising. This skepticism results in negative 

word of mouth and reduction in purchases of consumers and most importantly it makes the 

advertising investment ineffective.  
 

 

 
 

Products Media

Target 
Audience

ResponseDoubt on Credibility 
of Ad-Claims

Comsumer Skepticism 
towards Advertising

Negative 
WOM, Reduced 
Purchases, Wast

age of Ad-
Money

Marketers/ 
Advertisers

 Figure 1: Construct of consumer scepticism towards advertising 
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Source: Kumar (2018) 

 

Literature Review 

According to Calfee and Ringold (1994), in United States approximately 70% of general consumers 

are skeptical towards advertising, even though they think that advertising gives valuable 

information about the offering of the company. The study also found that majority of the consumers 

consider that the main aim of advertising is to make the consumer purchase those products which 

they actually do not want to buy and thus consumers believe that advertising should be regulated 

more strictly.  

According to Lowery & De Fleur (1988) skepticism toward advertising has its origin from 

consumer socialization view, developmental process thinking and learning by which young people 

acquire the knowledge and attitudes in the marketplace. According to Obermiller&Spangenberg 

(2000) family socialization partially effect ad skepticism. This skepticism is towards brand 

information and it has been found that an intergenerational transfer of such skepticism is prevalent 

in the market. Children learn skepticism towards brand information from their parents and develop 

brand preferences. It has been found that there is an overlap between ad skeptical beliefs about 

advertising and sales people. Skepticism originates from the interaction with socialization agents 

such as parents, peers, and mass media. It is suggested that relations with socialization mediator 

affects skepticism. The main effects of skepticism can been seen through its effects on teen‘s 

market place knowledge (Mangelburg& Bristol, 1998). 

According to Mangelburg& Bristol (1998) as one of the most general attitudes of consumers toward 

advertising, skepticism is an important way of the consumers to respond effectively to advertising 

messages. It is a crucial art of the consumers because of its far-reaching and important 

consequences. For example, a skeptical consumer will probably doubt the credibility of advertising 

and as a result possibility of acceptance of the advertising claims may reduce (Holbrook, 1978). 

Similar effects have also been found in other studies in terms of the relation of skepticism and 

specific advertising variables, such as attention to ads, efforts to avoid advertising, reliance on ads, 

brand beliefs, and responses to informational and emotional appeals. 

Mangelburg and Bristol (1998) found that adolescents who watch more television are more likely to 

recognize truthfulness among different advertisements and therefore become more skeptical toward 

advertising. Viewers of the advertisements who are aged respond more emotionally towards the 

advertisements than the young viewers. Among the young viewers who often watch advertisements 

and have no past experience with brand are more likely to have skepticism towards advertising than 

those young viewers who use advertised brands and for whom advertising seems more unique 

(Stout and Rust, 1993). 

Conceptual Model in Advertising and Cause-Related Marketing Skepticism 

Nourozi&Taghipourian (2015) investigated the constituent elements of consumer skepticism 

towards advertising. They also revealed the factors which influence consumer skepticism and its 

consequences. 

Constituent Elements 
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Nourozi&Taghipourian (2015) has proposed four dimensions of skepticism and developed their 

model on it. For model development study of Skarmeas and Leonidou (2013) has been used which 

has social responsibility of firms, flexibility about the negative information, fairness and oral ads as 

its dimensions. 

Cause-related marketing (CRM) is a type of corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiative. CRM 

has been defined as ―the process of formulating and implementing marketing activities which are 

characterized by an offer from firm to contribute a specified amount to a designated cause when 

customers engage in revenue-providing exchanges that satisfy organizational and individual 

objectives‖ (Varadarajan& Menon, 1988; Anuar& Mohamad, 2012). 

Consumer skepticism refers to the consumer possibility to disbelieve or question a company‘s 

purpose of carrying out CRM activities (Mohr, Eroglu, & Ellen, 1998). Whenever a company 

conduct a CRM campaign it usually makes claims about the support which the company is 

providing or makes claims about the contribution in social and environmental activities. Consumers 

may respond negatively to CRM campaigns and in such a situation view such claims with 

skepticism. In general, a highly skeptical consumer will perceive the credibility of a CRM claim to 

be low while a consumer with a low level of skepticism will perceive the credibility of a CRM 

claim to be higher. Moreover, consumer skepticism toward CRM campaign of company may 

exaggerate if such campaigns are widely advertised in the media (Singh et al., 2009; Anuar& 

Mohamad, 2012). 

According to Webb & Mohr (1998) countries in which CRM is done by companies extensively 

usually witness a fall in consumer skepticism. On the other hand, countries in which CRM is rarely 

done by companies usually witness less positive attitude of consumers towards CRM 

(Lavack&Kropp, 2003; Singh et al., 2009). 

According to Singh et al. (2009) consumer skepticism toward CRM creates dilemma in the minds 

of companies‘ advertisers who wish to use cause-related marketing technique for advertising 

purpose. The reason for this dilemma is that if CRM is viewed by the consumer with skepticism 

then it will have impact on their buying behaviour (Gupta &Pirsch, 2006; Anuar& Mohamad, 

2012). 

Resilience or flexibility about negative information denotes the magnitude to which consumers do 

not let the negative information about a company to lessen or negatively affect their general outlook 

towards the company (Bhattacharya & Sen, 2004; Eisingerich et al., 2011). This kind of conduct in 

the behaviour of the consumers is witnessed when a company has built ―a reservoir of goodwill‖ 

and consumers feel than here is a boost in their fit with the company's identity (Bhattacharya & Sen, 

2003). However, such kind of conduct in the behaviour of the consumers is not witnessed when 

consumers have no trust on the company and doubts its intention of conducting any activity for the 

well-being of the society. In such a situation, when consumers come across negative information 

about the company they find it in agreement to their questioning attitudes toward company‘s social 

involvement and thus are not motivated to defend the company by creating counter-arguments in 

the face of negative publicity (Eisingerich et al., 2011). Thus, consumer skepticism toward 

company‘s social involvement can be deleterious to the development of resilience to negative 

information (Skarmeas&Leonidou, 2013). 
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Retailer fairness or equity denotes that consumers have everlasting and beneficial relationship with 

the retailer (Yoo et al., 2000). When consumers‘ attitudes toward a retailer are positive then they 

show high resistance to negative information about company (Dick &Basu, 1994). Attitude-driven 

message selectivity and cognitive consistency processes can explicate this relationship. Attitude-

driven message selectivity emphasis that people with some predisposition about an object will be 

more likely involved in selective attention of the incoming information and will block out those 

information which are not consistent with their attitudes (Fazio, 1990). The cognitive consistency 

processes denotes individuals‘ need to uphold a rational set of beliefs and attitudes about objects to 

properly manage information processing and acceptance (Frey, 1986). Thus, consumers who have 

robust relationship with their retailers are more likely ignore or denigrate such information which 

are opposite to their positive attitudes toward the retailer and are less likely use them in their 

decision making process (Ahluwalia, Burnkrant, &Unnava, 2000; Skarmeas&Leonidou, 2013). 

Word-of-Mouth or oral ad denotes informal, interpersonal communication among the consumers 

about their perceptions, experiences, comments, ideas, feelings or thoughts about a company (De 

Matos & Rossi, 2008). Such communication improves decision-making quality of the consumers. 

Consumers who are highly satisfied with the company, whose experiences are good with the 

company and have high levels of commitment and loyalty towards company, are usually indulged 

in positive word-of -mouth (Skarmeas&Leonidou, 2013). 

Influencing Factors 

Calfee and Ringold (1994) put forth sufficient empirical proof which suggests that consumer 

skepticism toward advertising is prevalent. On the basis several studies and availability of data 

about the consumer feelings and beliefs about advertising, Calfee and Ringold (1994) found that 

consumers think that advertising gives valuable information about the offering of the company. 

They also found that majority of the consumers consider that the main aim of advertising is to make 

the consumer purchase those products which they actually do not want to buy and thus consumers 

believe that advertising should be regulated more strictly (Obermiller&Spangenberg, 1998). 

It has been found that 65% of advertising claims comprises of experience or belief type, showing 

that the majority of advertising claims are of a type that may be viewed with skepticism 

(Obermiller&Spangenberg, 1998; Ford, Smith, &Swasy, 1988) 

According to Kumar (2018) male are more skeptical towards advertising than females. On the other 

hand, Kanter&Wortzel (1985) noted that the increasing independence and responsibility enjoyed by 

women in the marketplace has also been accompanied by increase in the feelings of skepticism. 

Consumer skepticism toward advertising will not vary by gender but will vary by product type, 

which may have some loose links to gender (Obermiller&Spangenberg, 1998). 

According to Boush, Friestad& Rose (1994) skepticism among adolescents increases with their age. 

On the other hand, skepticism among elder people decreases with age. A reason for this can be that 

with the increase in age of elder people a point may come when diagnostic skills begin to reduce 

and their resistance towards advertising fall (Obermiller&Spangenberg, 1998). 

Consequences 

In the abstract consumers are skeptical of advertising, but they don‘t ignore them rather they use 

ads for extracting useful information. So, marketers use advertising technique to gain credibility of 
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rational consumers. Such consumers recognize the purpose and motive of advertisers. A rational 

consumer understands advertisers‘ tactics of discount claims or exaggerations used by the 

advertisers and take their buying decision accordingly.  

Consumer skepticism can influence purchase intention (Barone et al., 2000; Gupta &Pirsch, 2006; 

Szykman et al., 1997; Webb & Mohr, 1998). Consumer skepticism is influenced by a high degree 

of congruency between a social or environmental cause and the company which is sponsoring that 

cause. Such congruency leads to a high degree of consumer skepticism as consumer perceive that 

company is exploiting the cause rather than contributing in it (Anuar& Mohamad, 2012; Barone et 

al., 2000). 

According to Obermiller&Spangenberg (1998) sceptic persons do not fall for information coming 

from any random source. Even testimonial and demonstration advertisements do not appeal to them 

and they consider advertising claims as an attempt by the marketers to sell their product and there is 

no honesty in such claims. A cynical person is more likely to be skeptical towards advertising, but 

the reverse may not necessarily follow.  

According to Cui et al. (2003) company enter into an association for some cause in order to fulfil its 

two type of motives; intrinsic or altruistic (interest of others) and extrinsic or egoistic (interest of 

self). More specifically, self-interested motives are more likely to be viewed with a higher degree of 

skepticism if a CRM campaign is perceived to be conducted mainly in order to generate higher 

sales and profits. On the other hand, other interested motives can be viewed with a lower degree of 

skepticism because consumers perceive that a company‘s motive for conducting such a campaign is 

altruistic, i.e., to support a cause (Anuar& Mohamad, 2012). 

Acoording to Baumeister et al. (2001) as compared to positive information, negative information 

get more attention of the consumers, are more carefully processed and are more dominantly used by 

the consumers in evaluation process. It has been found that negative information can stay in the 

memories of the consumers for longer period of time and can lead to negative impressions which 

will have strong influence on outcome variables (Cho, 2006). Skeptical consumers are more likely 

to communicate to their friends and acquaintances about their disbelief about the CSR activities 

done by the company and try to verify their doubts, and caution others about it 

(Skarmea&Leonidou, 2013; Ferguson et al., 2011; Herr et al., 1991).  

 

Conclusion 

Consumers today come across large number of advertisements of different companies. They face a 

flood of advertising claims and reported cases of CSR on daily basis. In the light of growing 

advertising consumer skepticism towards advertising is also growing day by day. Sceptical 

consumer suspects almost all the advertisements and cause related marketing done by the advertiser 

which is a matter of great concern. In this era when government emphasis on companies‘ obligation 

to indulge in CSR activities, consumer skepticism towards such activities can create problem in the 

long run. It is the need of the hour that advertiser revive consumers‘ trust in advertisements and 

CRM by using better techniques of advertising and not making false claims in advertisements.    
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Abstract 

Most of the nation in this world, in one shape or the other claim themselves as welfare states and 

have organized certain measures for welfare of weaker sections of their respective societies– 

whether socially or financially or physically. In highly developed countries with affluent 
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economics, Government are playing for better role in providing ―Social Security‖ to individuals 

planned to protect them against certain type of economic uncertainty, which neither individuals nor 

private insurance companies can afford. The programs which initially began for employees (initially 

for military service men) were then widened to employees another sector and in many developed 

countries are now widened to general population and (hence universal in nature). The scope also, 

over decades, has been increased to cover old age, disability, survivors (on death), health insurance, 

and unemployment and worker‘s compensation on accidents related to employment. Thus a term 

with wider claim is used to cover these benefits, viz ―social security‖.  

Keyword: Economics, Social Security, Disability. 

 

Introduction 

Life insurance Business in India was nationalized with effect from January 19, 1956. On the date, 

the Indian business of 16 non27 Indian insurers working in India and 75 wise societies were taken 

over by Govt. of India. . In September 1956, 243 insurance companies were merged and unified 

into single organization. This was the birth of ―LIC of India.‖ 

A member who is in any way directly or indirectly involved in a contract made or proposed to be 

finished by the corporation shall as soon as possible report to the corporation. Capital The original 

capital of the corporation shall be five crore of rupees offered by the central Government after due 

appropriation made by Parliament by law for the reason, and the terms and conditions linking to the 

provisions of such capital shall be such as may be decided by the Central Government. 

At the time of nationalization of life insurance business, the former Finance Minister, Dr. C.D. 

Deshmukh, had articulated during the hope that ‗It will be possible to extend the message of 

insurance as far and as wide as possible, getting out beyond the more advanced urban areas and into 

until now ignored, viz. rural areas.‘ Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru also articulated confidence that ―Its 

(LIC's) goal will be to serve the individual as well as the state. The government of India employed a 

committee in 1970 to study the investment policy of LIC and on the basis of the suggestions of the 

committee, LIC has deposited total of 75 percent of the controlled fund in the socially-oriented 

activities. The investment of the corporation‘s fund is directed by section 27 (A) of the Insurance 

Act, 1938, and succeeding guidelines/instruction issued there under by the government of India 

from time to time. Not less than 50 per cent of all build ups to the fund are deposited in central 

government securities, state government securities; government definite marketable securities, 

loans to socially-oriented sectors for accepted purpose such as power, housing, water supply and 

sewerage, road transport and co-operative industrial estates. 

Recently, the government of India allowed private companies of foreign countries with Indian 

partner for doing life insurance business under the rules and regulations of insurance Regulatory 
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and Development Authority (IRDA). One of the reasons and why insurance sector is unlocked for 

the private players is that in order to cover this huge distance India needs many more players. That 

is the explanation for opening up insurance to the private sector. In spite of so many life and non-

life insurance companies operation in India, it still has a long way to go. 

 

Research Methodology 

Research Methodology is an approach to efficiently take care of the examination issue. It might be 

comprehended as an investigation of concentrate how inquire about is done logically. In it we think 

about the different advances that are for the most part embraced by analyst in concentrate his 

exploration issue alongside the rationale behind them. 

 

Objectives of Study 

a) To study level of satisfaction derived by the policy holders 

b) To study various plans of the LIC during the period 

 

Hypothesis 

A hypothesis is a suggestions or proposed explanation made on the basis of limited evidence on a 

starting point for further investigation.  

Null Hypothesis-  

H0: According to LIC Employees', there is no effect of schemes of LIC on the growth of people 

savings. 

Alternative Hypothesis- 

 H1: According to LIC Employees', there is a positive effect of schemes of LIC on the growth of 

people savings. 

 

Data analysis 

To test the hypothesis ―According to LIC Employees', there is no effect of schemes of LIC on the 

growth of people savings‖ Chi-Square test is applied 
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 Are you 

satisfied 

with the 

LIC 

plans 

you 

purchase

d? 

Will you be 

economically 

empowered 

after 

receiving the 

policy 

among on 

maturity? 

Will you be 

able to 

maintain 

standard of 

life after 

receiving the 

policy 

among on 

maturity? 

Do you 

feel 

safe 

after 

getting 

Policy 

from 

the 

LIC? 

LIC 

policies are 

better than 

private 

insurance 

company‘s 

policies 

Have you 

taken life 

insurance 

of all the 

persons 

of your 

family? 

Are you 

happy as 

an 

employee 

of the 

LIC? 

Chi-

Square 
89.690

a
 55.172

a
 25.138

a
 55.172

a
 108.138

a
 25.138

a
 79.448

a
 

df 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Asymp. 

Sig. 
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

All the 7 attributes reflect Asymp. Sig value i.e. p value <0.05 , we reject the Null Hypothesis H0 

and accept the alternative Hypothesis H1 to say that , according to LIC Employees', there is a 

positive effect of schemes of LIC on the growth of people savings. This is sufficient to strongly 

agree the fact that LIC Employees are in the opinion that the People savings are growing by the 

schemes of LIC. 

Findings 

1. Policy Holders are having at least one - two policies. It can be seen that Maximum of the 

Policy Holders has 4-6 plans. All together there are also Policy Holders who have 7 to 8 plans 

also. It means that, about 69% of the Policy holders found to have purchase 4-6 LIC Policies. 

2. Ignoring few, almost 91% of the LIC Employees seems to be satisfied with the LIC plans they 

had purchased. The 9% who are not satisfied may be due to non-responses or their personal 

negative experience. It means that LIC Employees keep the LIC policies as their first choice 

and also let others to purchase these policies. LIC policies do have their returns and benefits 

more than the other private companies‘ insurance policies. The premiums are low and LIC 

share of processing charges on the policies as compared to other are also low. 

3. Almost 85% of the LIC Employees are in the positive opinion that, their saving has been 

increased because of the LIC policies they have purchased. 15% of the employees don't think 

so. Positively thinking leads to the facts of income tax benefits, low premiums, handsome 

returns, better services and response etc. The LIC Employees are well aware of the facts and 

figures regarding the saving amounts as compared to the other private insurance policies.  15% 

nonsupport may involve personal experiences as to some of the private insurance company give 

more benefits. One of the new trends is of Mutual funds or more coverage of risk factors; more 
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returns etc can be non-supportive factors. But overall scenario seems to support the fact under 

consideration.    

4.  

Conclusion 

Life Insurance Corporation is one of the oldest companies in India. It is providing risk coverage as 

well as saving opportunity to the people. LIC is working across the India. LIC being the 

government owned company is highly trusted by the people. People believe that their savings have 

been increased due to availing the schemes of LIC. Most of the people observed in this study have 

got 2 to 5 Life Insurance Products with them. People normally prefer the LIC products which offers 

them risk coverage as well as good returns.  

During the study, it was observed that people have been able to increase their savings due to LIC. 

The saving for lower and middle class is considered as backbone. If the saving of people especially 

lower and middle class increases, the economy of the city is bound to grow. Maximum people have 

availed the products of LIC and have parked their hard earned money with LIC. 
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ABSTRACT 

Marriage is a basic portion of society, a wellspring of bliss and merriments and also of fresh 

starts. However, one of the longest standing shades of malice related with marriage from a lady's 

perspective in the Indian culture is the Dowry framework. In spite of a great deal being said and 

done against the custom, it is as yet pervasive in the 21st century, in both unobtrusive and clear 

ways. The foundation of a large group of social outrages against ladies, the custom of introducing 

endowment is the crudest articulation of the male-predominance in the general public. It is regularly 

the compulsory custom of a young lady's folks providing a lot of money, gold as gems, electronic 

gear, portable or ardent properties, to the prepare and his family, at the season of marriage. In spite 

of the fact that the starting point of the custom lies with guardians attempting to guarantee 

budgetary soundness for their little girls, in current viewpoint it has converted into guardians paying 

up for the affirmation of prosperity of their girls. The adornments and money that a lady of the hour 

carries with her from her folks' home is frequently alluded to as "Streedhan" and in principle is the 

property of the young lady, yet truly usually regarded as their legitimate due by the boys family. 

The total to be paid as share has no set standard, the measuring stick incredibly relies upon the boys 

calling/social standing and is frequently seen as the prep's family as the remuneration they have 

made to instruct their kid. The settlement framework spread unabated to disturbing extents taking 

toll of numerous youthful ladies. Due to the frankensteinian approach of the general public the 

nation saw the development of the shades of malice of this framework in a more intense and serious 

shape. The bigger segment of the nation requesting and anticipating the spouse cost is in vogue. 

Extreme entireties and other significant contemplations are requested. Over the most recent couple 

of decades the nation has seen the wrongs of endowment framework in more intense shape than pr 

Keywords: Dowry Death, Indian Scenario, Law, Money, Society. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In a more unpretentious point of view, one may characterize this custom as the unchallenged 

thought that the young lady's family is second rate in remaining with the kid's family, regardless of 

what her characteristics are. Consequently they should be on their best conduct and offer rich 

"endowments" to satisfy the kid's family. This perfect is so imbued in the mind of a substantial 

number of Indians, they either for all intents and purposes demolish themselves fiscally keeping in 

mind the end goal to pay at the proper cost of the picked prep, or make an offer to kill the 

possibility of this monetary weight by specific sex one-sided premature birth or female infanticide. 

This exploitative framework that has turned the custom of giving endowments and well wishes into 

a mandatory interest for cash, regard and enslavement, is the one of the major contributing 

components thwarting the development of the Indian culture where being a lady is still seen 

synonymous to being a weight. Relational unions are made in paradise, is a saying. A lady of the 

hour leaves the parental home for the marital home, abandoning sweet recollections there with an 

expectation that she will see another world loaded with affection in the home. She deserts her 

recollections, as well as her surname, Gotra and womanhood. She anticipates that not exclusively 
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will be a little girl in- law yet a little girl truth be told. Oh! The disturbing ascent in the quantity of 

the cases including badgering to recently marry young ladies for settlement smashes the dreams. In- 

laws are portrayed to be out-laws for executing a fear mongering which demolishes marital home. It 

has been drilled nearly all through the nation and nearly by all segments of the general public. 

The well-to-do individuals with their accounted and unaccounted riches have enjoyed this routine 

with regards to ~Jiving and taking of settlement. They play out the relational unions with 

extraordinary ceremony and show. The giving and taking of endowment has been considered as an 

image of high social glory and rank. The detestable impact of this training have permeated the not-

well-to-do individuals of the general public as well, even the individuals who encounter 

OBJECTIVES 

The main aim of this research paper is to understand the concept of dowry death and for 

suggesting measures for its abolition completely in india and what are the causes causing it and for 

referring the dowry death related programs and legislations and to see whether it meets the ends of 

the justice. 

HYPOTHESIS 

1. H0: There is no significant decrease in matrimonial crime rates even after the legislation of 

dowry prohibition laws in India. 

2. Ha: There is a significant decrease in matrimonial crime rates after the legislation of dowry 

prohibition laws in India. 

CHAPTERISATION 

DOWRY DEATH RELATED LAWS 

The Indian Penal Code (I.P.C.), Criminal Procedure Code (Cr. P.C.) and Indian Evidence 

Act (I.E.A.) under the criminal law (Second Amendment) Act, 1983 and by President of India to 

deal with dowry death cases and of cruelty caused to married women . 

IPC SECTION 304-B 

At the point when the passing of a wedded lady is caused by any consumes or substantial 

damage or happens under irregular or suspicious conditions inside seven years of her marriage span 

and it is obviously appeared that soon before her demise she was subjected to cold-bloodedness or 

badgering or torment by her better half or any relative of her spouse or in laws for, or in association 

with, any interest for settlement, such passing should be called as "settlement passing", and such 

spouse or relative or in law s esteemed to have caused her demise. Whoever confers endowment 

passing might be rebuffed with detainment for a term least of seven years which may reach out to 

detainment forever. 

IPC SECTION 498-A 

This section speaks about cruelty caused to women by husband or relative of the husband. 

Whoever being the spouse or the relative of the spouse or in law of a lady, subjects such lady 
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to cold-bloodedness or provocation or torment might be rebuffed with detainment for a term which 

may reach out up to three years and to pay fine. The mercilessness can be either mental or then 

again physical torment which drives the ladies to confer suicide or to cause genuine damage, or on 

the other hand threat to life or wellbeing.1 

IEA SECTION 113-A 

This section deals with presumption of abetment of suicide of a married women2. At the 

point when the inquiry is whether the commission of suicide by lady had been abetted by her better 

half or any relativ her better half and it is demonstrated that she had conferred suicide inside a time 

of seven a long time from the date of her oversee and her spouse or such relative of her better half 

had subjected to remorselessness, the court may assume, having respect to the various conditions of 

the case, that such suicide had been abetted by her better half or by such relative of her better half.  

IEA SECTION 113-B 

This section deals with presumption of dowry death. At the point when the inquiry is 

whether a man has conferred the share passing of a lady and it is demonstrated that soon before her 

demise, such lady had been subjected by such individual to remorselessness or provocation for, or 

in association with, any interest for endowment, the court might assume that such individual had 

caused the share passing. 

FORENSIC EXPERTS ROLE IN DOWRY DEATH 

Scientific specialists come into picture as it were at the point when endowment passing 

cases are sent to them for after death examination for getting vital suppositions. In specialist's view, 

endowment passing cases resemble some other unnatural female passing cases yet3.. 

Firm commitment to the endorsed code for the conductance of after death in endowment demise 

cases ought to be watched. Endeavor to discover out the reason, idea of death and time since death 

and other significant realities from the medico-legitimate perspective to help equity. Nearness of a 

woman specialist in the examination group is must to picture and investigate all edges albeit each 

case is remarkable. A large portion of the casualties are youthful hitched ladies who are generally 

marked as coincidental Passings, yet really these are definitely not coincidental cases yet are of 

murderous in nature. 4So it is the main obligation of legal specialists to search for the correct reason 

for death based on significant information and indicative criteria in logical way and approach. 

SOCIAL FACTORS OF DOWRY DEATH 

Share is a social sin, which is normal among upper and white collar classes of Hindu group 

of India, and is the key factor for unnatural passings in recently wedded females since years. Other 

than share, ignorance, organized or adore relational unions, kid relational unions, joint family 

structure, oedipal amazingness of relative, joblessness and fiscal reliance of spouses on their folks, 

close entire reliance of ladies or their better half and/or in laws, intoxication, remorselessness and 

unfaithfulness of the spouses and need of social security among Hindu ladies are other contributory 

elements influencing the conjugal joy in one or different ways. Share possesses just a single end of 
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the shore of social abuse ocean; inside a similar field are cold-bloodedness, punishment, and attack, 

physical or mental torment and so forth. After marriage, young lady is push into an obscure world 

what's more, is caught into system of uncertainties what's more, hence she is absolutely on the 

benevolence of the spouse or potentially his relatives who may or won't not care for her. 

MEDICAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS OF DOWRY DEATH 

A portion of the essential medico which warrant see have been managed in here to 

thoroughly consider the fragile circumstances looked by legal specialists in their schedule hone. 

The essential viewpoint is that not just the police should act instantly to maintain a strategic 

distance from destruction of basic pieces of information at the scene of wrongdoing yet additionally 

police should act instantly in enlisting all such gripes immediately. In the event that an uncommon 

team/cell is kept up at that point this ought to likewise be educated for examinations of each case. 

Besides, if neighborhood police is lingering behind or demonstrating a deferring arrangement then 

either the predominant officers are drawn nearer or intentional associations be drawn nearer for the 

best possible examination to be finished. Inclusion of media additionally centers a solid 

mindfulness about the event of wrongdoing. In the event that the casualty is alive after the 

occurrence at that point incite endeavors ought to be made to record a assertion by a skillful 

specialist. Passing on assertion has lawful legitimacy as the Indian law presumes that a man who 

accepts that her passing is up and coming will tell just the truth and never lies. In any case, as we 

would see it, in certain circumstances female casualties who make kicking the bucket affirmation, 

may give counterfeit data, especially if the woman is continue tormented for quite a long time 

together or else is seriously discouraged or affected by medication or needs to secure the eventual 

fate of her youngsters. Abnormally, these viewpoints have not been tastefully tested by the 

courts. 6The courts never consider the emotion issues looked by these casualties who are giving 

passing on announcements. 7Legal ought to investigate the dependability of passing on 

announcements, specifically, once the honesty of a diminishing announcement has been censured 

by logical certainties. 8The give acknowledgment and inclination to the logical actualities and not 

to the withering affirmation. Besides, the casualty's motivation in making a deathbed affirmation is 

either to secure the interests of her youngsters or other relatives while the medico pathologist or the 

criminological specialists outfit realities with no thought processes and in the interests of society to 

help the organization of equity. Each life closes one day however unnatural end especially because 

of settlement leaves an awful case of good society. More hindrance sentences or confirmation of 

blame from the arraignment to the blamed won't be successful unless people in general is made 

mindful of the fiendish outcomes of endowment and are guaranteed insurance on the off chance that 

when they come forward to battle against it. of extraordinary help in indictment of such wrongdoing 

by giving honest proof about general treatment given to the lady of the hour prior to her passing. 

REASON FOR DOWRY DEATH 

Why do dowry deaths occur? This was the main issue of worry of a sociological report by 

Nalini Singh in view of a review of the relational unions of 38 young ladies, matured 17-24years, in  
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every one of which the spouse passed on an unnatural demise, supposedly because of 

badgering over settlement. 9She recommended that it is principally the societal view of lady being 

less beneficial than man that characterize lady's place in the public arena. This shows in what she 

calls "Zero-political Status", and refusal of essential social equality to them. She watches that 

endowment is an unmistakable assertion of the way that one's sexual orientation decides one's 

worth or criticalness. Since worth is appropriated unequally among the genders during 

childbirth, worth-lack among females can be balanced by material added substances that are 

share. 10The foundations of this value lack of ladies are so profound established that even the ladies 

who procure more than their spouses are made to feel a commitment to supply settlement 

merchandise and enterprises along after their marriage similarly just like the ladies who win 

nothing. The endowment, along these lines, she watches, don't happen in light of the fact that there 

is a crisscross between blessings requested by in-laws and presents got, but since youthful wedded 

ladies usually have no political criticalness in their new families. The persistent interest for 

endowment is yet one of the manners by which the inadequate political status is misused. This lack 

is utilized to abuse her in endless different ways as well. Hence, she says, the term 'settlement is a 

misnomer since share related badgering happens as a component of a bigger command to mistreat a 

human with zero-political status. Share is scarcely ever the single reason for alleged settlement. As 

such, regardless of whether requests for settlement were to be fulfilled completely, young ladies 

would keep on facing torment and badgering in their in-laws homes as a result of their exclusively 

authorized inadequacy that denies them of their essential human rights. 

As indicated by Nalini Singh, from the most punctual days of a marriage the in-laws destroy 

the life of a lady of the hour on the presumption that the young lady has surrendered her aggregate 

being to them; she twists around in reverse to show that she has no political status, and slips in the 

base of the expert structure; while her folks promise her that self-destruction is high minded in 

lady. 11On the off chance that there is much concurrence on ladies' quiet consistence with 

foreordained standards, at that point why are our little girls biting the dust in marriage? As 

uncovered by Singh's study, in all actuality young ladies don't accommodate themselves to the 

entire nonattendance of political importance in their final family. However they reproduce supreme 

compliance, since that is the thing that their false childhood prescribes. This acquiescence is taken 

for the genuine articles by those in specialist over them. In compatibility of in-law's recognition that 

the lady of the hour's folks owe them a boundless measure of settlement (or Compensation), they, 

the in-laws, build up a course for this move through the lady of the hour. Stripped of a political 

locus stand, she can't restrict this request on grounds of shamefulness and seems to practice it is 

possible that either of the two choices one, she capitulates, and acquires the requested products 

from her folks (after at first redirecting a portion of the hard edge of the request by enduring 

physical fierceness herself), and two, she doesn't agree, attire her remain with the un surrendered 

part of her persona. 12It is critical, she expresses, that numerous ladies at last receive the second 

option at incredible individual hazard, and high enthusiastic cost, and offer supported protection 

from requests for share. 13This obstruction demonstrates amazingly provocative to tyrant relatives 

of the spouse's family, not such a great amount of in view of the money related hardship, but rather 
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on account of its genuine potential for destabilizing the influence structure which sanctions 

exploitative conduct inside the family. 

 

SUGGESSTIONS 

Boycott of giving and taking settlement Disallowance Act, 1961, is the one which is most 

ordinarily tested since its beginning everywhere throughout the nation. 14There is no difference that 

there is an ever expanding wrongdoing against ladies hands of their spouses and/or in laws. To 

manage this segment 304 also, 498 - A (Cruelty by spouse or in were fused in the Indian Penal code 

in the mid 1980's. A re-assessment of Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 ought to be done again as the 

law has as a matter of fact neglected to control the wrongdoings against ladies or as a result 

neglected to create the crucial outcomes. 15Additionally, the Dowry Forbiddance Act, 1961 being a 

unique demonstration, normally police don't make strides or take much consideration in it, greater 

identity since offenses under the demonstration are dealt with as cognizable offenses for certain 

constrained purposes. Extreme discipline is to be given to the individuals who take settlement and 

brutal laws be encircled for settlement related provocation and settlement. Strict laws ought to 

likewise be established to forbid remarriages for such men whose spouses have been scorched alive 

and /or the men who have been gotten up to speed in endowment till the arrival of last judgment. 

Plus, an exceptional team of police ought to be constituted ex this reason, and rapid police 

examinations ought to be finished. A persistent observing is likewise an unquestionable 

requirement for all enrolled share passing cases both at locale and high court level with the goal that 

equity ought to be conveyed at the soonest. "Despite the fact that it is illicit, the share framework is 

as yet common," said Zeba Khair, a legal counselor situated in New Delhi who represents 

considerable authority in ladies' issues. "I wouldn't state endowment have gone down as far as 

numbers." A school course reading caused turmoil in the province of Maharashtra a week ago in 

light of the fact that it expressed that it was more troublesome for "revolting and incapacitated" 

young ladies to get hitched and the spouse's family would request higher settlements in such cases. 

Such an affirmation implements a profound situated mentality as well as shows why it should be 

destroyed, say activists. " 

CONCLUSION 

Settlement demise is a consuming everyday issue of the Indian culture. It ought to be 

acknowledged that needed outcome can't be picked up by sanctioning of law alone against share. 

This social revile must be assaulted by a multipronged and composed approach by police, ladies 

welfare associations, presumed open workers, and legal and by granting hindrance discipline to all 

guilty parties. In any case, a change instructive status of the females and giving less demanding 

openings for work at the entryway step or independent work offices will help to confine the 

occurrences of share17Likewise, instructive cum mindfulness projects ought to be composed 

comfortable time of marriage in order to stop the spouse from devouring mixers, drugs or on the 

other hand betting, confining to monogamy and gaining cash sincerely by sheer diligent work 
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instead of creating desire for income sans work. As we would see it, a sane and commonsense 

approach on the previously mentioned issue will absolutely be useful. Settlement is paid as money 

and products, for example, adornments, family unit apparatuses and autos to the husband or his 

folks by the lady's family. It has been illicit in India since 1961 yet stays ordinary – with awful 

results. 

Ladies have submitted suicide since they couldn't confront badgering over endowment 

installment. Others have been killed by their significant other or in-laws for not taking care of their  

settlement requests. Around 8,000 settlements are recorded every year in India, as indicated by the  

national wrongdoings insights agency. Two ladies in their 20s submitted suicide over endowment 

badgering around the same time a month ago in Gurgaon, a cutting edge satellite city of Delhi, 

where the quantity of settlement ascended from 12 of every 2015 to 20 a year ago, as per the Times 

of India, an expansion of 66.7 for each penny. For another situation detailed a month ago in 

Hyderabad, a 21-year-old lady kicked the bucket after her better half and guardians in-law poured 

lamp fuel on her and set fire to her in light of an argument about settlement. 18On Monday, a 

product build in Hyderabad was accounted for to have changed her self in the wake of being hassled 

for settlement installments by her better half, even despite the fact that her family had officially 

given him arrive and generous measures of gold and money at the season of marriage. There is no 

significant decrease in matrimonial crime rates even after the legislation of dowry prohibition laws 

in India Hence hypothesis is proved. 
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Abstract 

The Present study was conducted to achieve the two main objectives, first was to find out the 

relationship of curiosity with educational adjustment of students in pre-adolescent stage. Second 

objective was to compare the curiosity and educational adjustment at different moderator variable 

for the same sample. Curiosity has always been considered to be an essential factor for learning in 

human life, Psychology consider this variable as a self-motivator in educational learning. So 

researcher assumed that curiosity may be a possible cause for educational adjustment. To find out 

the relationship 120 male and female were selected as a sample. To collect the data, Children 

Curiosity Scale and Educational Adjustment Inventory was used. The obtained data was statistically 

analyzed by ‗t‘ test and Karl Pearson‘s Product Moment correlation method was used. The results 

indicated that there was a significant correlation exists between curiosity and educational 

adjustment of pre-adolescent students, and was a significant difference in curiosity and educational 

adjustment in reference of School Board and gender difference. 

Key Terms: Curiosity, Educational Adjustment, Correlates, Pre-adolescent stage. 
Curiosity is mostly interpret as instinctual of human and it is characterized in young childhood as a 

fledglingfeature of their outlook on the world. Exploratory behavior is commonly observed in 

children and is associated to their intellectual red development. 

Philosophers have struggled with the definition of curiosity for millennia, and have regarded it in 

three different ways. Aristotle  and Cicero viewed curiosity as an intrinsically motivated desire for 

information. St. Augustine and hume viewed it is a passion, using terms such as ―Lust for 

knowledge‖. Bentham and kant referred to curiosity as being appetitive, similar to Ferubach‘s idea 

that curiosity results from an unsatisfied knowledge drive. However, William James (1950) was one 

of the first to view curiosity as having at least two primary dimension (a) common curiosity 

included the excited or irritated feeling of novelty and (b) scientific curiosity, which is related to 

more specific items of information. 

Berlyne‘s many empirical studies of curiosity (1954, 1960, 1978) use a range of different 

behaviors categorize distinct types of curiosity. According to berlyne; perceptual curiosity, in which 

an individual saw as similar to a drive, though to be aroused by novelty and reduce by exploration, 

another type is epistemic curiosity, which defined as a desire for knowledge and third type was 

specific curiosity which includes a desire for specific knowledge or information. 

  Adjustment implies the process by which a person changes his behavior, to achieve a 

harmonious relationship between himself and his environment. It is also the process by which a 

living organism maintain a balance between its needs and the circumstances that influence the 

satisfaction of the human‘s needs. Some characteristics are generally in majority to understand the 
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adjustment ie maintaining an integrated personality to accept the reality, maturity with age, 

emotional balance,  

 

optimistic toward life and live as a creative social member various areas are concerned with 

adjustment such as adjustment in family, social life professional life as well as academic field. The 

broad concept of academic adjustment referes to motivation for leaning taking action in order to 

comply with academic demands, sense of purposefulness and satisfaction from the academic 

(Gerdes smallinc Kordt, 1994) as well as practiced skills such as developing learning skills, 

thinking and memorizing, coping with masses of reading materials, submitting paper, summerzing 

lectures effective time management and taking exams (Zeidnes, 1992), Educational adjustment is a 

process that influenced by many factors and students faces some problems like; relation with class 

mates and teachers, difficulty in learning,  hours of  schools, finance for course related expenditure, 

adjustment with new subject or places, problem related to making friend circle, examination 

pressure, Examination fear, opportunity for self development, study habit and learning style. 

 

Significance of the study Academic or Educational adjustment depands upon many things, his 

back ground, facilities finance and his psychological factors or trait. A human possess infinite 

potentialities which can be translated in to various creative potentialities. One of them is curiosity 

which can be created by the teacher among students. Other side of curiosity is as a motivation and 

interest. If a teacher can create curiosity among students then he is a successful or skilled teacher. 

Because curiosity is the first psychological phenomena, which drives human to learn and search 

anything in this world. If a student will be curious, he will be get success in academic field.  

 Early adolescent‘s or pre-adolescent stage is a time when students are at risk to develop 

academic problems classroom social dynamics are important to understand when school personnel 

are considering how to manage and how to promote a positive learning environment for students. It 

makes intuitive sense to experience educators that the middle school years, current research 

suggests that peer groups, risk taking behaviour academic performance and other behaviors may 

have impact on curiosity.Curiosity is a heightened state of interest and component of creativity. 

Fostering curiosity among early adolescents is a challenge. When student, magnetized by a new 

idea or a new project, they discover seeds for a future project. But curiosity has almost neglected 

area of research in Indian education system. Few researchers, in later years have focused on the 

different fostering aspect of children‘s curiosity, which will be beneficial to improve educational 

adjustment and career. Hence, there is a prior need to study the relationship between above 

variables. 

 
 

Statement of the Research Problem 

The researcher was entitled his research problem as “A study of Curiosity as a Correlates of 

Educational Adjustment in Pre-adolescent stage.” 

 

Definitions of Key Terms used in study  

Curiosity 
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Curiosity in defined as a need, thirst or desire for knowledge the concept of curiosity is central 

to motivations. Curiosity is a tendency or behavior to wonder, to inquire, to investigation and to 

seek information about anything novel or unknown. 

 

 
 

Educational Adjustment 

Adjustment is the process of arriving at a balance state between the need of individual and his 

satisfaction…Educational Adjustment means how a student face classroom experiences and deal 

with school environment. And how a student impart his duties towards his academic or learning 

situation, whether he is able, to achieve his goal or not. 

Pre-Adolescents Stage 

Pre-adolescence is generally defined as those ranging from 10 to 13years. In the present study 

researcher selected subjects from middle secondary school level according to India education 

system. 

Correlates  

 To establish a mutual or reciprocal relation between two things. 

 A Phenomenon that accompanies another phenomenon is usually parallel to it, and is 

related is some way to it. 

 To have or to show a relationship or connection between two or more things. 

 

Objectives of the study 

The present study undertakes to achieve the following objectives: 

1. To find out the relationship between curiosity & educational Adjustment for pre-adolescents 

students. 

2. To compare curiosity & educational adjustment of pre-adolescent 

Students. 

 

Hypotheses of the Study:- 

1. There is no statistically significant relationship between curiosity and educational 

adjustment for UP Board pre-adolescent male student. 

2. There is no statistically significant relationship between curiosity and educational 

adjustment for UP Board pre-adolescent female students. 

3.  There is no statistically significant relationship between curiosity and educational 

adjustments for CBSE Board pre-adolescent male students. 

4. There is no statistically significant relationship between curiosity and educational 

adjustment for CBSE Board pre-adolescent female students. 

5.  There is no significant difference in education adjustment of pre-adolescent students in 

reference of school Boards. 

6.  There is no significant difference in curiosity of pre-adolescent students in reference of 

school Boards. 
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7.  There is no significant difference is educational adjustment of pre-adolescent students 

in reference of gender difference. 

8. There is no significant difference in curiosity of pre-adolescent students of gender 

difference. 

 

Research Method 

Correlation method and normative survey method was followed by researcher. 

 

Population & Sample size 

The population for the purpose of this study has been targeted pre-adolescent male and 

female students of Meerut city. Pre-adolescents students were selected from state 

government (U.P Board) and Central Board (CBSE Board) schools. 120 male and female 

were selected in through the simple random sampling technique out of double strength of 

subjects. 

Tool used in the Present Study 

In the present study, Children Curiosity Scale developed by Dr. Rajiv Kamal and 

Educational Adjustment Inventory developed by Seema, Ravi, Dr. Basant Bahadur Singh 

was used to collect the data.  

Statistical Techniques Used 

In order to achieve the objectives of the study the testing various hypotheses, following 

statistical techniques were used:- 

 To compare the data ‗t‘ test was used  

 To establish the relationship between variables product moment correlation method 

was used. 

 

Statistical Analysis & Interpretation of Data 

Table -1: Relationship between curiosity and educational adjustment of U.P. Board male pre-

adolescent students  
Variable Variable N Ex Ey Exy Ex

2
 Ey

2
 (Ex)

2
 (Ey

2
) r Level of 

Significance 

Curiosity Educational 

Adjustment 

30 1616 185 1212 2611456 34225 112424 2001 .461 0.05 level 

It is inferred from the table-1, there is a significant and positive relationship between curiosity and 

educational adjustment. The correlation coefficient value 0.461 is significant at 0.05 level. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected for male pre-adolescent students of UP Board. 
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Table-2: Relationship between curiosity and educational adjustment of UP Board female pre-

adolescent students. 
Variable 

X 

Variable 

Y 

N Ex Ey Exy Ex
2
 Ey

2
 (Ex)

2
 (Ey

2
) r Level of  

Significance 

Curiosity Educational 

Adjustment 

30 1763 268 19061 130274 4190 3108169 71824 0.124 NS 

Table-2 is showing that value 0.124 is not significant at both level. Therefore null hypothesis is 

accepted for female pre-adolescent students of UP Board. 

 

 

 

Table-3: Relationship between curiosity and educational adjustment of CBSE male  
Variable 

X 

Variable 

Y 

N Ex Ey Exy Ex
2
 Ey

2
 (Ex)

2
 (Ey

2
) r Level of  

Significance 

Curiosity Educational 

Adjustment 

30 1785 152 110988 134212 1100 3186225 23104 0.639 0.01  

Significant 

pre-adolescent students. 

As seen from table 3 there is a positive significant relationship between curiosity and educational 

adjustment. The correlation coefficient value is greater than the table value. Since correlation 

coefficient value in greater than the ‗r‘ table value is significant. The hypothesis is rejected for male 

pre-adolescent students of CBSE Board. 

 

Table-4 :Relationship between curiosity and education adjustment of CBSE female  

pre-adolescents students. 

 
Variable 

X 

Variable 

Y 

N Ex Ey Exy Ex
2
 Ey

2
 (Ex)

2
 (Ey

2
) „r‟ 

value 

Level of  

Significance 

Curiosity Educational 
Adjustment 

30 1899 205 14878 148113 15878 3606201 42025 0.090 NS 

Table-4 is revealed that there is no significant relationship between curiosity and adjustment. The 

correlation value is very less from the r table value. Therefore formulated hypothesis is accepted for 

female pre-idolization students of CBSE Board. 
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Table 5: Comparison of Educational Adjustment of Pre-adolescent students of U.P Board and 

C.B.S.E Board School 

 
School Board N M S.D ‗t‘ value Level of significance 

C.B.S.E Board 60 10.30 5.6  

   2.56 
Significant at 0.01 

level 
U.P Board 60 8.10 3.21 

Table-5 revealed that 2.64 ‗t‘ value is significant at 0.01 level. Therefore formulated 

hypothesis is rejected. It may be stated that Pre-adolescent student of C.B.S.E Board school 

were different in educational adjustment in comparison of U.P Board. C.B.S.E Board 

schools students were higher in educational adjustment than Up Board school students. 

 

 

Table-6: Comparison of Curiosity of Pre-adolescent students of C.B.S.E Board and U.P Board 

School 
School Board N M S.D ‗t‘ value Level of 

significance 

C.B.S.E Board 60 75.70 13.21  
   2.19 

Significant at 0.05 
level U.P Board 60 72.11 17.10 

Table-6 shows that ‗t‘ value for the comparison observed curiosity scores in reference of 

U.P and C.B.S.E school Boards was found 2.19, which is significant only 0.05 level of 

significance. Thus it may be said that there is significant difference in curiosity level. Level 

of curiosity is higher for Pre-adolescent students of C.B.S.E Board School in comparison of 

their counterpart. Thus the formulated hypothesis was rejected. 

 

Table-7: Comparison of Educational Adjustment of Pre-adolescent Students in reference of 

gender difference 

 
Gender N M S.D ‗t‘ value Level of significance 

Male 60 7.02 31 
3.69 

Significant at 0.01 
level Female 60 10.16 5.8 

Table-7 revealed that the female pre-adolescent students seen to be more adjusted 

educationally than male students. ‗t‘ value was significant, therefore, formulated 

hypothesis is rejected. 

Table -8: Comparison of Curiosity of Pre-adolescent Students in reference of gender 

difference 
Gender N M S.D ‗t‘ value Level of significance 

Male 60 75.21 11.7 
3.41 

Significant at 0.01 
level Female 60 71.01 15.1 
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Table-8 revealed that the pre-adolescent students of male gender were score higher than 

female students. ‗t‘ value 3.41 is statistically significant at 0.01 level. Therefore 

formulated null hypothesis is strongly rejected. 

Findings of the Result 

Major findings of the present study are following:- 

 A Significant and positive relationship was found between curiosity and educational 

adjustment of male pre-adolescent students in reference of their UP Board. 

 A negligible or in significant relationship was found between curiosity and educational 

adjustment of female pre-adolescent students in reference UP Board. 

 A significant and positive relationship with moderate magnitude of correlation was found 

between curiosity and educational adjustment of male pre-adolescent students in reference 

of their CBSE Board. 

 There is no significant relationship between curiosity and educational adjustment of female 

pre-adolescent students in reference of their CBSE Board. 

 There was a significant difference in educational adjustment of pre-adolescent students in 

reference of School Boards. Educational adjustment of CBSE Board Students was better 

then UP Board Students. 

 There was a significant difference in curiosity of pre-adolescent in reference of School 

Boards. Curiosity level was higher of CBSE Board School Students than UP Board.  

 There was a significant difference in educational adjustment of pre-adolescent students in 

reference of gender difference. Female pre-adolescent students were well adjusted than 

male. 

 There was a significant difference in curiosity of pre-adolescent students in reference of 

gender difference. Curiosity level of male pre-adolescent student‘s was higher than female. 

Conclusion 

The present study concluded that a positive and significant relationship was found for both 

foresaid variables in reference of gender difference. Although magnitude was not found higher 

for a correlation coefficient. Pre-adolescent were different in educational adjustment and 

curiosity. In reference of gender difference they were also different in both variables. 
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Abstract 

In the present competitive times, it is imperative for an Organization to be successful. According to 

Dessler and Varkkey (2011) it is HR of the Organization which can gear the organization towards 

success. However, factors like Employee Happiness, Job Involvement and workplace Climate play 

an important role in Organization performance. The present study analyzed the interrelationship 

between  Employee Happiness, Job Involvement, workplace Climate and Organization 

performance, using data collected from 158 respondents from a private Organization through a 

cross sectional survey. Structural Equation modelling was used to analyze the data. It was observed 

that a significant positive relationship exists between Employee Wellbeing and Workplace Climate, 

Employee Wellbeing and Job Involvement, Workplace climate and Job Involvement and Job 

Involvement and Organizational Performance. This research can be helpful for HR Practitioners for 

policy decision making.   

Keywords: Employee Wellbeing, Job Involvement, Workplace Climate, Organizational 

Performance. 

1. Introduction: 

The success of an enterprise is believed to rely on many factors ranging from internal to external. 

From the internal factors the people or the employees are ones which bring competitive advantage 

for most organizations Ulrich (1998). Researchers opine that organizational success is a function of 

employee satisfaction and happiness. Thus, creating a pleasant work environment is imperative not 

only to attract talented manpower but also for organizational success. Romano (2011) had also 

emphasized in her research article that the best solution to solve various managerial issues in an 

enterprise is employee happiness. Report had shown that the higher the level of employee happiness 

index of an enterprise, the better the productivity it has as quoted by Yuan - Ho Chen,Wei-Chun 

Lee, and Kuei - Wen Tseng (2012). Job involvement is defined & explained as an employee‘s 

response to the psychological perception of his work assignment, job accomplishment and 

values.With a higher job involvement, one will put more efforts and energies in the work as self-

employment, and will also have better self-expression in organizational character 

performance.Bowen  &  Ostroff  (2004)  conceptualized  workplace  climate  as  two  types:  
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organizational  climate  and  psychological  climate.  Employees  could  be  affected  by  

organizational  climate,  which  is  derived  from  perceptions  of  how  the  enterprise  is  regarding  

policies,  routines,  practices,  and  rewards.   

Psychological climate applies to employees in theirown specific work contexts, on the basis of the 

experiential-based evaluation of what people ―see‖ and notify occurring to them as they are aware 

of their environment.Burke  &  Litwin  (1992)  regarded  workplace  climate  as  one  of  the  

transactional  determinants  that  has  a  profound  impact  on  motivation,  and  in  turn  affects  job  

performance.According to Holloway (2012) and Suliman & Obaidli (2013), a positive work climate 

triggers off motivation and high performance. Measuring organizational performance is important 

because it strongly affects the behaviour of managers and employees.  The  ultimate  goal  of  any 

business  is  to  attain  remarkable  improvements  and benchmarks  in  organizational  

performance.For  this  study  we  consider  the conceptual part of Organizational performance 

which talks  about  employee  retention  and  longetivity  in  the organization and getting monetary 

and non-monetary benefits  for  the  employee  performance  in  terms  of annual increments and 

performance bonus. 

2. Review of Literature  

 

2.1. Employee Well Being 

Positive psychology introduces the concept of well-being as individual valued experiencein which 

people become more efficacious in their work and other activities (Bandura, 1986;Seligman and 

Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). Employee well-being is defined broadly as the overallevaluation of one‘s 

life, as the overall quality of an employee‘s experience and functioningat work, including life 

satisfaction and positive affect which influence individualperformance (Grantet al., 2007; Li et al., 

2014; Lu, 2001; Taris and Schreurs, 2009). Being happy is of great importance to most people,and 

happiness has been found to be a highly valuedgoal in most societies (Diener 2000). In the past two 

decades, a number of new constructshave emerged which reflect some form of happinessor positive 

affective experience in the workplace.What these constructs have in common is that allrefer to 

pleasant judgments (positive attitudes) orpleasant experiences (positive feelings, moods, emotions, 

flow states) at work.Job  Demands-Resources  theory  as  a  reference  point,  it  can  be  assumed  

that  job  resources (physical,  psychological,  social,  or  organizational characteristics  of  a  job)  

stimulate  positive attitudes such as engagement or organizational commitment (Schaufeli and 

Bakker, 2004).  Warr (2007) laid out a series of motivational factors which relate to and interact 

with the work environment and which influence happiness at work. Such factorsinclude the 

opportunity for personal control of one‘s own work, opportunity for personal skill use, variety, 

environmental clarity, contact with others, supportive supervision, career outlook, andequity.In a 
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nutshell, employee well-being is defined broadly as the overallevaluation of one‘s life, as the 

overall quality of an employee‘s experience and functioningat work, including life satisfaction and 

positive affect which influence individualperformance (Grantet al., 2007; Li et al., 2014; Lu, 2001; 

Taris and Schreurs, 2009). 

 

From the above discussion it was hypothesized that  

H1: Employee Wellbeing has a significant and positive relationship between Work place climate. 

H2: Employee Wellbeing has a significant and positive relationship between Job Involvement. 

2.2. Job Involvement 

Kahn (1990) highlighted this concept and defined job involvement as ―organization member 

restrains himself to cope with job function and to match organizational character‖, so a person is 

constantly switching between his / her roles as an individual vs. a part of the organization. With a 

higher job involvement, one will put more efforts and energies in the work as self-employment, and 

will also have better self-expression in organizational character performance. Kahn had further 

classified job involvement into three domains. The first is the physical involvement, the second is 

cognitive involvement, and the last is emotional involvement. Thus, Job involvement can be simply 

defined as the degree towhich one values and identifies with his/her current job (Kanungo, 1982; 

Lodahl and Kejner, 1965; Riipinen, 1997). With higher degrees of job involvement, 

individualswould put more time and effort into their jobs. It is believed that whenemployees are 

happy and satisfied with their workplace including the work itselfas well as the surrounding 

environment, they would show higher levels of jobinvolvement. Earlier studies suggested that 

people with higher well-being tend to putmore efforts and engage more on their pursuit goals 

(Schaufeliet al., 2008). 

From the above discussion it was hypothesized that: 

H3: Job involvement has a significant and positive relationship between Organizational 

Performance. 

2.3. Workplace Climate 

Verbeke,  Volgering,  &  Hessels  (1998)  claimed  that  there  are  32  different  definitions  of  

workplace climate. Dutton & Dukerich (1991) stated that climate appears to be a more intimate  set  

of  attitudes,  values,  and  beliefs  that  embraces a  work  unit.  Bowen  &  Ostroff  (2004)  

conceptualized  workplace  climate  as  two  types:  organizational  climate  and  psychological  

climate.  Employees  could  be  affected  by  organizational  climate,  which  is  derived  from  

perceptions  of  how  the  enterprise  is  regarding  policies,  routines,  practices,  and  rewards.  

Psychological climate applies to employees in theirown specific work contexts, on the basis of the 

experiential-based evaluation of what people ―see‖ and notify occurring to them as they are aware 
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of their environment.  According  to  Burke  &  Litwin  (1992),  a  psychological  state  of  

workplace  climate  is  a  set  of  employees‘  perceptions  on  the  local  work  unit,  the  way  it  is  

managed,  and  the  interconnectedness  of  them  to  others.  According to previous research, it is 

suggested that climate has positive impacts on performance regardless of various dimensions of 

climate across studies.  Burke  &  Litwin  (1992)  regarded  workplace  climate  as  one  of  the  

transactional  determinants  that  has  a  profound  impact  on  motivation,  and  in  turn  affects  job  

performance.  Likewise, Griffith (2006) concluded  that  warm  and  supportive  climate  enhances  

job  performance  at  the  organizational  level.  As stated by Robert (2007), many studies by a 

plethora of scholars were  

indicative that workplace climate not only correlates to but also has a crucial part to play on job 

performance. According to Holloway (2012) and Suliman & Obaidli (2013), a positive work 

climate triggers off motivation and high performance. Hence:  

H 4: The better the workplace climate is, the higher is the job involvement. 

3. Research Methodology: 

 

3.1 Instrument Design 

The measures of Employee wellbeing were adapted from questionnaires used in the studies from 

literature. The variables used in the Employee wellbeing measure were taken from Oxford 

Happiness Questionnaire (α = 0.908) by P. Hills and   M. Argyle (2002) study which contained 10 

items. The items on these construct indicated overall measure of happiness, with high scores 

indicatinggreater happiness. The variables in the Workplace Climate measure were taken from a 

short version of Organizational Climate Scale (CLIOR) (α = 0.821) with 5 items developed by Elsa 

et al. (2013). The Job involvement measures were taken from Kanungo‘s (1982) Job Involvement 

Questionnaire (JIQ) which contained five items from the JIQ scale. The scale reliability was (α= 

0.814).The variables in the Organizational Performance measure are taken from Zohurul and 

Sununta (2009) and Lau and May (1998) which contained five items. For answers to the statements 

of the survey, a 5 point Likert scale (―1= strongly disagree, 2=Disagree, 3= no opinion, 4= agree, 

5= strongly agree‖). Judgment sampling, a non- probability sampling technique was used to select 

the respondents. There were 5 demographic questions pertaining to gender, age, education and 

experience added to the questionnaire. 

3.2 Sample:  

A self-administered questionnaire was used to collect data from a private concern. Employees were 

selected through convenience sampling from across various departments. Respondents were 

requested to participate in the survey. Data collection was done over a period of one month in 

February 2019. Out of 200 questionnaires distributed only a total of 172 completed questionnaires 
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were collected back.  However, there were some unfilled 14 unfilled questionnaires which were 

illegible and removed. So, finally 158 complete questionnaires were considered for the analysis.  

 

3.3 Sample Profile: 

The sample consisted of 31 percent females and 69 percent males. The age profile of the 

respondents was mostly younger aged where 57 percent of the respondents belonged to the age 

group of 31 to 40, 31.6 percent belonged to the age group of 21 to 30 years, and 8.9 percent 

belonged to the group of 41 to 50 whilst 2.5 percent belonged to the age group of 51 years and 

above. Most of the respondents were Post graduates (73.4 Percent) and graduates (19.6 percent) 

whereas 6.3 percent were professionally qualified and the other 6 percent were high school passed. 

Majority of them (46.8  

percent) had an experience working since 5-8 years, 34.2 percent had the experience of working 

since 1-4 years, 13.3 percent had an experience of working since 9-13 years and 5.7 percent of the 

employees had an experience of working for more than 14 years.  

4.0 Findings and Discussions:       

To understand the applicability of Employee wellbeing measures, Job involvement, Workplace 

Climate, and Organizational Performance measures, exploratory factor analysis was run on the 

scales. Factor analysis identifies relevant factors (Churchill et al, 2010). The result of factor 

analysis for employee wellbeing revealed six factors. Workplace Climate revealed three factors, 

similarly Job Involvement identified three factors and Organizational Performance identified five 

main factors. All the factor loadings were greater than > 0.5.and were able to meet Nunnally‘s 

(1978) desired score for scale development. 

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) using SEM is used very widely foe refining and testing other 

sub-dimensions of construct validity (Graver and Mentzer, 1999). The table II gives the results of 

reliability test and CFA and the values are all within the threshold levels prescribed by Hair et al 

(1998). CFA indicated that all factor loadings and corresponding t- values were statistically 

significant (p < 0.001) and provided support for convergent validity. Cronbach Alpha values for 

scales ranged from 0.908 to 0.806 (See Tables II). Chi square significance level (p) for all factors 

is) 0.000. Goodness of fit indices were within the acceptable range (Hair Et al.1998). These 

outcomes confirmed the adequacy of the analysis. Following this procedure, a structural model was 

established in which the relationship between the identified factors could be tested as input 

variables. The objective of the research was to examine the relationship between Employee 

wellbeing measures, Workplace Climate, Job Involvement and Organizational Performance. 

 

4.1 Structural Equation Model Analysis 
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SEM enables the estimation of a series of separate but interdependent, multiple regression equations 

simultaneously by specifying the structural model used by the statistical program (Hair et al, 1998). 

SEM provides information about the hypothesized impact both, directly from one variable to 

another ad via other variables positioned between the other two. The dimensions obtained through 

the validation process were carried forward as independent variables of the proposed model. In the 

model, relationships between all the factors obtained from factor analysis were considered 

independently. The analysis enabled causal relationships that existed between dimensions to be 

assessed. Standardized residual values for the model were around 0.09 suggesting a good model fit. 

The Chi square represented a significance level of (X2 = 2.378; p = 0.00) below the threshold of 

0.05. Regarding goodness of fit parameters, the comparative Fit Index (CFI), and the Goodness of 

Fit Index (GFI) of).884> 0.90, implied strong uni-dimensionality (Hair et al, 1995). The Root mean 

square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) takes, into account the error of Approximation in the 

model  

(Byrne, 2010). This fit index ranges from 0.05 to 0.08 indicating good model fit. In the current 

study RMSEA = 0.09, GFI = 0.807, CFI = 0.884 (>0.90). These fit indices suggested good fit for 

the model to the data. (Table no. IV) 

 

4.2 Causal Relationship findings: 

Based on standardized path coefficients and significance levels, the hypothesized relationship 

between Employee Wellbeing and Work place climate is significant and positive. (β = 0.535, p < 

0.001) the standardized path coefficients are significant. H1 is thus accepted. The second 

hypotheses states that Employee Wellbeing has a significant and positive relationship between Job 

Involvement. The standardized path coefficients and significance levels are significant. (β = 0.294, 

p < 0.001). H2 Hypotheses also holds true and so is accepted. The third hypotheses states that 

Job involvement has a significant and positive relationship between Organizational Performance. 

The standardized path coefficients and significance levels are significant (β = 0. 498, p < 0.001). 

Thus, Hypotheses H3 is accepted. The fourth hypotheses states that the better the workplace 

climate is, the higher is the job involvement. The standardized path coefficients and significance 

levels are significant (β = 0. 599, p < 0.001). Thus, Hypotheses H4 is accepted. (Table no. V) 

 

4.3 Discussion 

The previous research studies on Employee wellbeing and Workplace Climate signify a significant 

positive relationship. This research study also signifies a significant positive relationship in line 

with the previous researches. As employees work within a social system, their mental and physical 

wellbeing is of utmost importance. This research study has helped to identify the relationship 
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between employee wellbeing, workplace climate, Job involvement and Organizational 

Performance. Employee wellbeing positively influences work place climate and indirectly 

influences Job involvement. Workplace Climate directly influences Job Involvement and Job 

involvement in turn influences Organizational Performance. In terms of empirical contribution, it is 

for the first time that a research is carried out on employee wellbeing and its importance in a 

developing country. Employee wellbeing and work place climate have recently become important 

issues. Adopting employee friendly policies and creating a better working environment fosters 

higher employee wellbeing and highly satisfied employees in the Organization. In addition, earlier 

line of work holds true that happy employees are more productive (Harrison, 2006). Thus, this 

research paper highlights the importance of employee wellbeing on Organizational Performance.  

 

5.0 Limitations and Future Research 

These findings are very insightful for HR practitioners and Top managers. However, some 

limitations of the research study which can be noted are that the sample size is limiting the wider 

generalizability.  

Future research can be conducted with larger samples. There is a scope for further studies by adding 

more variables like Organizational Citizenship behaviour, employee commitment and also taking 

into account different aspects of employee wellbeing to provide a more holistic view of employee 

wellbeing.       

 

Table I: Sample profile of the study QWL and is impact on OP 

Variable Categories Frequency % 

Gender 
Male 109 69 

Female 49 31 

Age 21-30 50 31.6 

31-40 90 57.0 

41-50 14 8.9 

51 and Above 4 2.5 

Marital status 
Single 47 29.7 

Married 109 69 

Education 

High School 1 0.6 

Graduate 31 19.6 

Post-Graduate  116 73.4 

Professional 10 6.3 

Experience 

1-4 years 54 34.2 

5-8 years 74 46.8 

9-13 years 21 13.3 
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More than 14 years 9 5.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table no. II Reliability of scales 

Variable Item 

Corrected 

Item-to-total 

correlation 

Cronbach's 

α 
λ AVE 

Composite 

Reliability 

EWB 

EWB2 0.603 

0.908 

0.623 

0.56 0.88 

EWB4 0.803 0.801 

EWB5 0.816 0.821 

EWB6 0.801 0.761 

EWB7 0.687 0.689 

EWB8 0.784 0.762 

Workplace 

Climate 

WC1 0.628 

0.821 

0.746 

0.54 0.78 WC2 0.708 0.694 

WC3 0.704 0.754 

Job Involvement 
JI3 0.715 

0.814 
0.652 

0.36 0.63 

JI4 0.7 0.625 
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JI5 0.586 0.523 

Organizational 
Performance 

OP1 0.642 

0.905 

0.6 

0.55 0.86 

OP2 0.777 0.759 

OP3 0.846 0.817 

OP4 0.769 0.719 

OP5 0.835 0.801 

Table III  Discriminant Validity 

  Sum_EWB Sum_WC Sum_JI Sum_OP 

Sum_EWB 0.748       

Sum_WC .424** 0.734     

Sum_JI .424** 1.000** 0.6   

Sum_OP .415** .500** .500** 0.707 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

 

(Table IV)   Explanatory power and fit indices of models. 

Fit Indices and R2 Recommended  

Value 

X^2 420.937 

df 177 

X^2/df 2.378 

GFI 0.807 

CFI 0.884 

TLI 0.862 

RMSEA 0.094 

R^2 

 

0.56 

 

(Table V)  SEM Results of the Model 

Paths Coefficients 

(β) 

t-Value Direct 

Effect 

Indirect 

Effect 

Total 

Effect 

Hypothesis  

Supported 

EWB-WC 0.535 5.836 0.535 - 0.535 Supported* 
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EWB-JI 0.294 2.949 0.294 0.266 0.561  Supported** 

WC-JI 0.498 4.533 0.498 - 0.498 Supported* 

JI-OP .599 5.639 0.599 - 0.599 Supported* 

*supported at 0.001 percent significance level 

**supported at 0.005 percent significance level 
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Due to increase in the average temperature every year as a result of global warming is causing 

immense change in the climate as well. Due to change in the climate, the favorable conditions for 

the agricultural activities are decreasing rapidly. The occurrence of the natural disasters such as 

drought, flood and heavy rainfall has increased since last few years due to sudden change in the 

climate. 

Also, in some parts of the country, the level of ground water is decreasing due to drought like 

situations as a result of lack of raining. The most areas of Western and South India are facing the 

problem of drought due to climate change and in these regions; it is very difficult to do any 

agricultural activity. The current paper highlights the impact of climate on the agriculture. 

 

KEYWORDS: 

Agriculture, Climate, Raining, Farmer 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Due to this change in the atmospheric conditions, heavy rainfall is observed every year in North 

India and in some regions, floods are occurred causing the destruction of a number of crops of the 

farmers. Natural disasters have certainly demotivated the farmers as every year; most parts of their 

crops are damaged due to these disasters. 

Also, the trend of unseasoned raining has increased in last few years as it is observed that most of 

the heavy rainfalls are observed at the time of cultivation of the crops and hence, huge portion of 

the crops of the farmers have destroyed. For all these kinds of situations, the change in the climate 

is responsible. 

If it is analyzed practically then it can be concluded that we the people are responsible for this 

change in climate. The task of the deforestation is going on large scale where a number of trees are 

cutting down resulting into the change in the climate due to the fact that these trees play an 

important role in balancing the human environment.  

Trees also absorb the rain water and help in preventing the flood like situation. Cutting down a 

number of trees is causing the flood to come into the agricultural areas and hence, crops are 

destroying every year. Also, it is observed that the places where there is less number of trees; have 

the chances to be suffered from the drought like situations. Hence, the changing behavior of the 

climate can be controlled by planting a number of trees. 

Also, air pollution is the big factor for the changing behavior of the climate. Due to this air 

pollution, the depletion in the ozone layer is observed and as a result of this depletion; some of the 

ultra violet rays emitting from the sun are directly coming to the surface of the earth. This is 

causing global warming on the earth. Global warming is directly responsible for this sudden change 

in the human climate as an increase in the temperature is observed as an effect of this global 

warming.  

Due to the changing behavior of the climate, the fertility of the soil is decreasing in some of the 

areas of the country as the level of ground water tends to lower down.        
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Figure 1: Climate change scenario for India 

The above figure suggests that in coming few years, a variance in the percentage of the rainfall 

would be observed to be 4.30 to 10.52 for the Rabi crops and this variance would be enhanced from 

-1.95 to 10.10 in case of the Kharif crops. 

This figure also suggests that till the year 2080,the variance in the average temperature would be 

1.08 to 4.14 for the Rabi crops and same would be observed to be 0.87 to 2.91 for the Kharif crops.   

 

CHANGING STATUS OF WETLAND RESOURCES IN INDIA  

According to a report, a decrement in the production of the agricultural products is observed from 

last few years due to the climate change. Most of the agricultural activities depend on the nature of 

climate and different climate conditions are required for different type of crops. But, now the 

situation has become very serious as the natural climate conditions are showing variance due to 

global warming which is affecting the agricultural activities in India.   

The percentage of the rainfall is also affecting in most parts of the country as heavy rainfall is 

observed in some parts and in some parts, less percentage of the rainfall is observed. The trend of 

unseasoned raining has also increased due to climate change. 

Rising temperature affects flowering and leads to pests and disease buildup. Flood and excess rain 

over a short duration of time cause extensive damage to crops. Extreme weather events have 

caught attention of agrarian experts and scientists alike and they are now focusing on natural 

farming to arrest the impacts of climate change. 

Climate change is likely to contribute substantially to food insecurity in the future, by increasing 

food prices, and reducing food production. Food may become more expensive as climate change 

mitigation efforts increase energy prices. Water required for food production may become more 

scarce due to increased crop water use and drought. Competition for land may increase as certain 

areas become climatically unsuitable for production. In addition, extreme weather events, 
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associated with climate change may cause sudden reductions in agricultural productivity, leading to 

rapid price increases.  

For example, heat waves in the summer of 2010 led to yield losses in key production areas 

including: Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan, and contributed to a dramatic increase in the price of 

staple foods. These rising prices forced growing numbers of local people into poverty, providing a 

sobering demonstration of how the influence of climate change can result in food insecurity. 

The consensus of the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) is that substantial 

climate change has already occurred since the 1950s, and that it‘s likely the global mean surface air 

temperature will increase by 0.4 to 2.6°C in the second half of this century (depending on future 

greenhouse gas emissions). Agriculture, and the wider food production system, is already a major 

source of greenhouse gas emissions. Future intensification of agriculture to compensate for reduced 

production (partly caused by climate change) alongside an increasing demand for animal products, 

could further increase these emissions. It‘s estimated that the demand for livestock products will 

grow by +70% between 2005 and 2050. 

While gradual increases in temperature and carbon dioxide may result in more favourable 

conditions that could increase the yields of some crops, in some regions, these potential yield 

increases are likely to be restricted by extreme events, particularly extreme heat and drought, during 

crop flowering. Crop production is projected to decrease in many areas during the 21st century 

because of climatic changes.  

Heat waves (periods of extreme high temperature) are likely to become more frequent in the future 

and represent a major challenge for agriculture. Heat waves can cause heat stress in both animals 

and plants and have a negative impact on food production. Extreme periods of high temperature are 

particularly harmful for crop production if they occur when the plants are flowering – if this single, 

critical stage is disrupted, there may be no seeds at all. In animals, heat stress can result in lower 

productivity and fertility, and it can also have negative effects on the immune system, making them 

more prone to certain diseases. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Projected changes in climate are not limited to increases in temperature and heat waves; large 

changes in rainfall patterns are also expected to occur. While some regions are likely to suffer from 

more droughts in the future, other regions are expected to face the opposing issues of torrential 

rains and increased flooding. In coastal areas, rising sea levels may result in complete loss of 

agricultural land. Warmer climates may also lead to more problems from pests and diseases, and 

shifts in the geographical distribution of certain pests. For example, insects that serve as a vector for 

disease transmission are likely to migrate further pole-ward in the future, where livestock have so 

far not been exposed to these diseases. 

The responses of yield to various stresses have been well defined through experimentation in many 

crops. Quantifying these responses, and identifying when agriculture is most vulnerable to stress, is 

beneficial in helping to identify the most efficient strategies for adaptation. Crop-level adaptation to 

climate change is expected to be key in minimising future yield losses and may involve: changing 

crop cultivars, sowing time, cultivation techniques, and/or irrigation practices. Ongoing research is 
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addressing the challenges of maintaining and/or increasing crop production under global change. 

Some risks to crop production from climate change and extreme weather events have been 

identified and strategies suggested to help maintain production. These include: restoring farm type, 

crop, or cultivar scale diversity into food systems, to improve their resilience and making crop 

improvements that enhance stress tolerance. Other strategies may include developing pre-defined, 

international responses to food shortages in order to prevent food price shocks that might reduce 

people‘s access to food. 

There are eight national missions that would form the core of the national plan. These include 

national missions for solar energy, enhanced energy efficiency, sustainable habitat, conserving 

water, sustaining the Himalayan eco-system, a ―Green India‖, sustainable agriculture and strategic 

knowledge platform for climate change. However, there are some innovative responses by water 

utilities to address these climate change risks and it has resulted in pushing the frontiers in a number 

of areas. It includes desalination, re-use and storm water harvesting and aquifer recharge. It would 

be worthwhile to give high priority to ―more crops per drop‖ approach, rainwater harvesting, 

aquifer recharge, revival of water bodies and conservation technologies. In the last decade, the 

Central Government has tried to address the issue through several initiatives such as subsidies for 

micro-irrigation (which optimizes water usage for agriculture), national watershed development 

project for rain fed areas and artificial recharge to ground water through dug wells in hard rock 

areas and rural water supply enhancement programmed through the catchment area approach. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Global climate change is not a new phenomenon. The effect of climate change poses many threats; 

one of the important consequences is bringing about changes in the quality and quantity water 

resources and crop productivity. It can be concluded that the Indian region is highly sensitive to 

climate change. Agriculture sector is the most prone sector as it will have a direct bearing on the 

living of 1.2 billion people. India has set a target of halving greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. 

There is an urgent need for coordinated efforts to strengthen the research to assess the impact of 

climate change on agriculture, forests, animal husbandry, aquatic life and other living beings. 
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GANDHI'S SATYAGARHA IN MODERN TIME 
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―There can be no civilization of the rose without the thorn,‖- said Jung. But it also lies within human 

ingenuity to turn the thorn into rose. So William James, who loved mankind and hated war, had coined a 

phrase ―moral equivalent of war" , to suggest that instead of making war itself a taboo, we should change its 

direction. Instead of fighting against one another, we should fight against the evil forces of human nature so 

that our life may be made richer and happier instead of miserable. The prevailing inequality, exploitation and 

various other forms of injustices in our society forces every human being to ponder over aforesaid issues and 

visualize the unforeseen threats which has global impact. It is true that there have been examples of non-

violent resistance, but the human history mostly got accustomed to resistance though violence, bloodshed 

and war. It was just here, Gandhi had intervened and introduced the method of satyagraha as a substitute for 

violent resistance. 

Today, the world is commemorating the Centenary of Gandhi‘s Satyagraha, which has no parallel anywhere 

in the world, even in present scenario. In fact, Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi and Satyagraha are the two 

sides of the same medal. Gandhi had launched Satyagraha in Johannesburg in South Africa on September 11, 

1906 to resist racial discrimination. It was the beginning of Satyagraha, a novel way and was 1st of its kind 

which flourish in a large scale in times to come. The doctrine of Satyagraha is derived from the twin 

doctrines of truth and non-violence. In literary terms, Satyagraha comes from a compound Sanskrit word 

(says I.e. truth and agraha I.e. clinging) means ‗ clinging fast to truth‘. The term was discovered over the 

name of ―Passive Resistance‖ put forth by a European Mr Hosken to the non-violent struggle and movement 

against racial discrimination started by Gandhi in South Africa. 

Gandhi tried desperately to come up with a more adequate and precise name to characterize the Indian 

struggle. There would be a price for the person who proposed a name which best characterized the struggle. 

Gandhi wrote in his autobiography: ― As a result Maganlal Gandhi (Gandhi‘s cousin) coined the word ‗ 

Satyagraha‘ and won the prize. But in order to make it clearer, I  changed the word to Satyagraha which has 

since become current in Gujrati as a designation for the struggle.‖ Truth Firemness or sadagraha was a vast 

improvement over the term passive resistance, Gandhi thought. Satyagraha is even clearer.  For Gandhi it is 
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as different from passive resistance of the suffragettes in the United kingdom as the North Pole is from the 

south. 

According to Gandhi,  Satyagraha is a philosophy of life. It is the religion by which he lived. It is also the 

religion where he wanted all men to live by it. The veteran Gandhian, R.R. Diwakar, says, ―Satyagraha is a 

new way of life‖. It has several features. For him,truth and non-violence are as old as hills. But truth through 

non violence alone is really a new feature. Secondly, the application of this principle to every walk of life 

and all human affairs, and to fight evil and injustice to establish truth and justice, is also one of the new 

features.  

For Gandhi, Satyagraha means holding on to truth which he described as soul force and resisting the untruth 

activity through using only non-violent means. Gandhi as a whole in his life led three Satyagraha in South 

Africa and then in India besides 18 fasts which includes fasts unto death on various contemporary issues. He 

also partook of two great marches— the great March of November, 1913 across Transvaal border and other 

one is the salt March of Dandi in March,1930. 

Satyagraha has been recognized as the most potent and vital method of Social change because a Satyagrahi 

has immense faith in the inherent goodness of human nature and be believes that it certainly responds to 

kindness, love, selfless service, self suffering and sacrifice. Satyagraha demands that it should never be 

launched for personal gains but always to be used for the good of others or humanity as a whole. Satyagraha 

is undoubtedly intended to replace the brutal methods of violence used in cases of conflicts between man and 

man, group and group and nation and nation.  

Some scholars are of the opinion that war is a necessary evil while other assent that it is a boon to humanity. 

Howsoever, romantic might have been the wars of the ancient times, today with the invention of deadly 

explosives, rockets, atomic bombs, ballistic missile, chemical weapons and weapons of mass destruction, and 

with the organization for total war, their destructive capacity has increased s millions fold. Here only, 

Satyagraha has proved itself more adventurous than that of a war and it has surprised much more people 

since it is a nobler way of bravery, a bravery of soul, which the Satyagrahi offers happily. Moreover, it 

works on all sides, which can be used anyway and anywhere. It blesses both the user and against whom it is 

being used, without drawing a drop of blood. Accordingly, it produces for reaching, most soothing and ever 

lasting results.  

Our age is characterized by impermanence and provisionally. We find it difficult to stay with anything, day 

after day, week after week ,year by year. Diversion is what is constant. We more on when there are no 

immediate results. Satyagraha is primarily pedagogy of life, and its pertinence depends on one‘s way and 

vision of life. It is an inception,  Satyagraha was experimental in nature and visionary in outlook. Both these 

derived from a certain conception of life as a commitment to truth. Life is best lived when committed to 

truth. 
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The differentiating faction and the qualitative strength of Satyagraha is the cultivation of soul force. It is 

available to one and all, it is the most democratic instrument of power. Replying on the latent power of soul 

force, one can empower oneself against the will of the tyrant. It frames the individual within the cultural 

ethos of self reliance and renunciation. In the changed global market oriented, consumerist way of living, the 

ways and means of Satyagraha may look out dated. However, the vast divide that such a from of life brings 

in the society, and the emerging social conflicts at the local and the international levels call for protests of 

immense depth and courage. Satyagraha, both as a method of conflict resolution, is entering the stage 

through the back door as it were. The various sciences and philosophers, according to him,should lead to a 

certain orientating perspective that would assist humans to achieve higher consciousness. 

For quite some time, the people of this universe have been greatly disturbed due to the ever worsening 

situation in all spheres of the so called modern world. A threatening war could having nuclear weapons at its 

disposal is hovering all over the world, people are getting more and more divided into national, religious and 

ethnic compartments, group conflict and disharmony are developing in every book and corner of the world. 

The rapid and intensive industrialization has brought in its wake acute pollution, unemployment and 

consumerism. 

In such a desperate situation the people in the world who are in search of an ideology, a guidance and 

direction to save the world from this malady, found a direction and ideology to look to Mahatma Gandhi. He 

was for shaken even by his own countrymen more than fifty years ago as a conservative, backward and retro 

gate person irrelevant to a rapidly industrializing and modernizing world. Now, Gandhi is becoming more 

and relevant in the modern day world to offer a multi purpose solution to the problems faced by it. 

The Mahatma diagnosed the ills of our times and gave proper sense of direction to our thought and action. 

Satyagraha, by which Gandhi thought ceaselessly against there basic social evils and shaped the texture of 

unique revolution in history based on truth and non-violence. The doctrine of Satyagraha is based on 

conjunctive thinking which to  conviction that it is counter productive to destroy the pervious structure in 

order to build a new edifice. Through Satyagraha, he believed in introducing changes step by step, bringing 

new elements in old structure of thought and practice so that people did not feel uprooted from the past all of 

a twentieth and Twenty first century and shaped those urges towards reconstruction of man, society, national 

and international order. 

Satyagraha led the people to liberation and gave them the vision and technique of a new Social order based 

on truth and non-violence. Satyagraha is a many sides approach to peace, and it contained all the aspects of 

the problem-Social, Legal, Political, Economic, Cultural, Educational, Religious and Spiritual. It challenged 

all those conditions which destroyed peace in life. For this, techniques Satyagraha which will go to the root 

of the trouble isolate evil from the evil-does and fight evil with peaceful weapons of the spirit. 

Gandhi developed the weapon of Satyagraha to build up a truly democratic political life. Satyagraha is the 

only practical weapon which can be wielded even by the physically weakest society. Gandhi wanted every 
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man to realize the strength of the spirit in him. Every man carried with him the divine spark and we should 

recognize this spark and never allow it to be extinguished by untruth and injustice in society to build up 

social life. It can only achieved by Satyagraha.  

Alberto Einstein was an apt description:— 

―Gandhi had demonstrated that a powerful human following can be assembled not only through the cunning 

game of the usual political maneuvers and trickers  but through the cogent examples of a superior conduct of 

life. In our time of utter moral decadence he was the only statesmen to stand for a higher human relationship 

in the political sphere.‖ 

One does need not to be a Gandhian to understand and recognize that the philosophy of the Satyagraha 

which remained a powerful force in world, adopting the traditions and circumstances of the different 

countries accordingly. The leaders of the freedom movements in many colonial countries acknowledge the 

inspiration of Gandhi‘s Satyagraha. The civil rights movement in the Unites States, led by Reverend Dr. 

Martin Luther King Jr., was inspired by his example, as was much of the movement against the Vietnam 

War. Liberation theology, which has spread in Latin America, Africa and Asia, took a lead out of the book of 

Satyagraha. None of recent non-violence movements perhaps in strictly follows the tenets of Satyagraha, as 

people tried to choose the most peaceful and effective means of struggle against injustice and oppression in 

the light of relevant conditions. The philosophy cannot be codified into immutable rules, but must always be 

creative and flexible to fit in ever changing  scenarios of contemporary world. 

The disarmament issue that faces us today is of an entirely different magnitude. We have no longer the 

luxury of time at our disposal to weight the pros and cons and to go into the political niceties of the available 

traditional approaches to disarmament. Failure to achieve a quick solution can have only one relentless 

result-disaster. Herman Khan has categorically asserted that ―one must eventually introduce a major change 

in the situation or expect to get into a war anyway‖. For, as the rightly argues, ―it is most unlikely that the 

world can live with an uncontrolled arms race lasting for several decades‖. A recent report of the National 

Planning Association of American has this alarming conclusion:‖ Not only does the danger of war remain a 

possibility, but the probability, but the probability totaled over time increases, becoming a certainly if 

sufficient time elapses without succeeding in finding alternative‖. 

What major change have we introduced into the present situation of bewilderment and drift? What 

alternatives have we found? None whatsoever we are victims of, we are a race of bewildered, impotent men 

trying to fit disarmament, in its nuclear overtones, pre-nuclear stereo types and being rather dismayed at the 

result. For thought it looks like an old problem and it can only be solved in a stark new way. Our crisis is 

thus essentially psychological, a crisis of failure to break away from habits of thought which have no 

relevance to the problems of our time. 
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This is the time for a revolution in our thinking for an agonizing reappraisal of our basic concepts of peace 

and human brotherhood. This, in short, is the time for a new thought and vision in international relations. 

This sought after vision is most in evidence in Gandhi‘s hitherto unheeded call for unilateral disarmament 

and his doctrine or philosophy of Satyagraha. Satyagraha  is based on the soul-force, the of inner voice. The 

Satyagrahi  derives his power from god, which follows from the idea that love is grounded in God. It is also 

important to keep in mind that the effectiveness of Satyagraha is not dependent upon the numbers, or upon 

the attitude and moral sense of the opponent. Instead, it depends upon the degree of commitment, 

determination and firmness of individual Satyagrahi. Satyagraha is dynamic in sense that its discipline is 

always engaging in mental and spiritual training in order to be prepared to do what should force required.  

Gandhi himself made this point when he says, ―The man who adopts the weapon has to direct it against the 

evil, not the evil doer, a very difficult thing to do without a continuous process of self purification. At the 

same time, he has to see that it does not inflict violence on the other side, but is content to invite suffering on 

him. Suffering, deliberately invited, in support of a cause which one considers rightness, naturally purges the 

mind of the Satyagrahi from I‘ll will and removes the element of bitterness from the antagonist.‖ 

We can improve upon many things that Gandhi taught us his religion and philosophy, even his economics 

and politics-but we cannot improve upon this central theme song of his whole life, this concept of daring 

unilateral action- Satyagraha-which finds its culmination in his call for unilateral disarmament. Many of us 

swear by Satyagraha and some of its more fashionable modern variants, little realizing that unilateral 

disarmament- the phase we shunned like the plague is nothing other than Satyagraha in its international 

dimension.  

Gandhi‘s concept of Satyagraha had inspired generations of democratic and anti racist activists including  

Martin Luther King Junior and the great leader of South African apartheid movement leader Nelson 

Mandela. It is well known fact that Gandhi‘s Non-violent strategy aroused much interest in the USA, Europe 

and other parts of the world, not only among national liberation but also in civil rights, peace and people‘s 

resistance movements. His advocacy of Satyagraha also included environment in its fold when he called for 

simple living, avoidance of waste, economy of every resource and respect of all life. 

Gandhi likened Satyagraha to that of a banyan tree with innumerable branches and truth and Non-violence 

stood as its parent trunk. Socio-economic and political thinkers realized that in modern times, there is a need 

to wean the individual away from the money and money power. The time testing doctrine of Satyagraha 

continued to be fundamental factors for contributing to the peace, harmony and welfare of the whole world. 

It is beneficial for the whole world in current scenario to spread out teaching and philosophy of Gandhiji in 

large scale to counter the unethical substance of the society. 

Gandhiji is more relevant today than a hundred years ago.In present days, Mahatma‘s message is more 

meaningful as genocide, ethnic cleansing,  religious and territorial wars and ever growing menace of 
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international terrorism are afflicting many parts of the world. In this background, Gandhi‘s philosophy and 

concept of peace, tolerance and the interdependence of humankind is surely more demanding as compare to 

hundred years ago. when people keep worrying about the so called clash of civilizations, Gandhi‘s message 

would have been to work for the confluence of civilizations. only by following Gandhi‘s life and deeds, by 

recapturing the essence of his trinity of values, that we can hope to build the world of Gandhi‘s dream — an 

inclusive and prosperous world, a world of open societies and open economics, a world of equity and equal 

opportunity.  

Time and again, many socio-economic and political scientists question the relevance of the philosophy of 

Mahatma Gandhi, particularly the doctrines of truth, Non-violence and Satyagraha in today‘s world. Now the 

question arises that the world in which violence is growing, international terrorism is spreading like epidemic 

to all parts of the world, economic inequalities and materialism is increasing, in such a problematic world, 

can the philosophy of Gandhi‘s could survive? Those thinkers, who questioned the relevance of Satyagraha 

or the Gandhi‘s philosophy could not understand Gandhi‘s message properly.  

In the light of whom Gandhi was and what he tried to accomplish, not through brute force, but through the 

force and strength of love in the hope of making the entire world a better more hospitable place to live, it is 

appropriate both that we remember and honor him  and that we examine his meaning and the relevance of his 

work for today and tomorrow. This is particularly important when violence and injustice regin in cities, 

villages, and hamlets throughout the world. If there is any hope at all that the world will service, the ethics of 

Satyagraha and Ahimsa must at least be our guiding ideal.  
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Land Grand Made By Chola Queens 
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Abstract: There is considerable number of evidences available for endowments made by the royal 

family members. Endowments were made for renovation which was carried out in the temple by 

many categories of people. In spite of the religious sentiments which characterized the age we have 

on record about the efforts made to preserve temple. These however were extraordinary events. 

Normally the temple was the recipient of considerable endowments from various quarters and for 
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various purposes. An important occasion for endowments was the temple festivals were made not 

only for the older festivals but also for those to be established. Endowment was made liberally to 

temple by army generals in the form of providing Mandapas and Salai. In fact, however there are 

few records involving directly grants made by the Chola rulers, members of their families, or other 

close to them and these grants were made to a few inscriptions only, ones which has a special 

relationship of the ruling family. One was the Tanjore temple of Rajaraja I. Many grants of income 

from the land were made to temples, matha and similar institution; they were also first purchased by 

the donor, including the royal donors. An interesting record from Konerirajapuram near 

Tiruvidaimarudur in the Tanjore district states that while Uttama Chola was ruling his mother Sri 

Sembiyar built the temple of Tirunallam – Udaiyar in the name of her lord the glorious 

Gandaradittamdeva. 

 

Keywords: Chola, Land grant, Women rulers, Inscriptions. 

 

Introduction 

 The grant means the contribution made for a particular activity. Hinduism is very ritualistic 

by performing various religious rites in the temples the Hindus believed that they would go nearer 

to god and gain both materials, which in turn depended on various types of donation made for 

specific purpose. The number and size of the temple built in the pre-Pallvas period were few and 

small respectively and the cost of maintenance was also easy but when the big size of temple came 

into existence there was a need for more funds. When the temple need for more became a reality, 

they turned themselves into cities of miniature in the medieval period. The items of grants include 

village grants, money grants, grand animals (cow, sheep) utensilsn, ornaments, articles necessary 

for worship and grants of various dues and taxes.
2 

 

 

Village Grants 

 Village grant was usually made by the king the Princec or Yuvaraja were empowered to 

make village grants. The royal Ladies and chieftains made grands of either village or its revenue 

after getting the approval from reigning king. The Devadanavillage was suffixed by the then Nallur. 

There are only few instances of village grants in the Pallava, the Pandya, the Chola period the 

village donation to the temple was higher. 1300 village listed Chola Mandalam 50were Devadana 

villages.
3 

Land Grant 
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 Land grant was most desird as articles of gift. To increase the wealth, size, name and fame 

of the temple land gift was especially favoured for certain reason. Land donation lauded in the 

Pallava, Chera as the best dhana (gift) greater than any other Dhana Land is very potential 

economic entity. It provides mony, water, coupons and as whole temple needed things.
4
 The 

boundary of the land to be donated was clearly demarcated and demarcating stones.Were lay on the 

four corners of the land. The term used for donation generally suifix ‗Puram‘ like Kidaippurram, 

Tiruchchennadaippuram, Tiruvilappuram, Annailgaippuram, Pudukkuppuram, Valippattuppuram, 

Ambalappuram, Tirunadavanappuram, Tiruvilakkuneyppuram. The land donated for the worship of 

the deity was known as archanbhogam.
5 

Gift of Gold and other Jewels 

 The devotion of the people is found expression in the gift to deities of rich ornaments and 

various articales necessary for daily worship. The Chola inscription also gives arich account of gold 

ornaments and precious jewels affered to deities. Most of the ornaments were donated by kings and 

members of the royal family
6
. The gift of a silver plate and a pot and also a Churi with gold handle 

was presented by Semiyan Mahadevi to Tirunarayur temple. Donation of ornaments was made not 

only to decorate the icons but also to enrich the temple treasury.
7 

Gift of Money 

 Gift of money were made by all rank society to temple for lamp, land purchase, supply of 

articles necessary for daily worship and for feeding lands and villages collected Taxes were also 

made over by the king and by the assemblies to the temple.
8 

Gift of Utensils 

 A variety of utensil used for various purposes like for performing pujas, to cook and offer to 

god and for making offerings was presented to temple by several people. A recod of Rajaraja I, a 

gift of two Silver vessels in which offering were to be made to god Tiruvaranci-Alvar by Udaiya 

Pirattiyar Sembiyan Mahadeviyar for the merit of Uttama Choladevi. Kundavai, the elder sister of 

Rajaraja I donated Silver Vessels not only to the Siva temple but also to the Vishnu temple and a 

Jain alayam. Vessels of Gold and Silver were offered to gods and goddess.
9 

Animal‟s gift 

 Gift of animal like cows, buffaloes, bills, sheep for maintaining for lamps in the temples and  

for the perpartion of offering was made. Sandaiyan, a Cavalier of Mahimalaiya Irukkuvelir made a 

gift of 31 cows for the supply of milk for the early morning, bath of the deity, milk and ghee for 

offering in the temple of Tirunilakkunrathu Paramsevar.
10 

Gift of Food Grains 

 The temple received offering of different kinds of foodstuffs and grains. Food offering were 

in great quantities on festival days and it was called Sribali. At time food grains were supplied 
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directly to meet the immediate needs of the temple. A record of Nandippottaraiya registers a gift of 

100 Kalam of Paddy by Alsiriyan for maintaining a sacred lamp in temple Sirunangai Isvaragaram 

at Tirukkodika.
11 

Slave Gifts 

 The existence of slavery during the Pallava and Pandya periods was attested in the Bhakilti 

literature of the Nayanmars and Alwars by the terms Padiyar, proved by concrete evidence. It was 

during the period of the slaves.
12

They were purchased by temple directly or were purchased by 

somebody and donated to temple. The slaves were of both sexes and they were classification into 

voluntary or non-voluntary. These slaves were made over to the temple by another of the king, by 

purchase from several parties and by gift from private individuals.
13 

Grants By Royal Family 

 The member of the royal household followed the examples set up by the king. The king‘s 

mothers, sisters, queen, princes made varied endowments happened on the return of the king from 

war, the consecration of a new shrine, and the festivals of bath of gods, improvement or extension 

of the temple premises. There are considerable numbers of evidences available for endowments 

made by the royal family members
14

. Endowments were made for renovation which was carried out 

in the temple by many categories of people. In spite of the religious sentiments which characterized 

the age we have on record about the efforts made to preserve temple. These however were 

extraordinary events. Normally the temple was the recipient of considerable endowments from 

various quarters and for various purposes. An important occasion for endowments was the temple 

festivals. Endowments were made not only for the older festivals but also for those to be 

established. Endowment was made liberally to temple by army generals in the form of providing 

Mandapas and Salai.
15 

Land Endowments 

 The temple was the biggest consumer of locality. It gave employment to numerous priests, 

servants of various categories, hymnists, musicians, dancing girls, etc. This large establishment was 

maintained by donations of various things by people of all sorts. In fact, however there are few 

records involving directly grants made by the Chola rulers, members of their families, or other close 

to them and these grants were made to a few inscriptions only, ones which has a special relationship 

of the ruling family
16

. One was the Tanjore temple of Rajaraja I. Many grants of income from the 

land were made to temples, matha and similar institution; they were also first purchased by the 

donor, including  

the royal donors, Land endowments to temple were the most significant evidence of the condition 

of agricultural economy in the country. Even private individuals provided tax-free lands to temples 

and they became part of devadana. Endowments to religious and charitable inscriptions could be 
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classified as devadana (Siva temples) Tiruvidaiattam (Vishnava Temple) Mathapuram (mathas), 

Brahmadeya bhattaritti (Brahmanas) Pulavar, Murrutuvar, (Poets), Kanimurrattu (Astrologers) and 

Solbhogam (Educational inscription).
17 

Queen Sembiyan Mahadevi 

 Sembiyan Mahadevi was a title borne by various queens of the Chola Empire. She was 

mother of Madurantaka Uttama Chola Deva. She was the grandmother of Rajaraja I. She was one of 

the most powerful queens of the Chola Empire, who over a period of sixty years constructed 

numerous temples and gave gifts to many temple in South India.
18

 An inscription dated 941 C.E., 

found in Uyyakkontan Tirumalain near Tiruchirappalli, informs that 90 sheep were gifted for a 

lamp to the temple of Tirukkarkuti Paramesvarat Nandi Panmamankalam, a Brahmadeya on the 

Southern bank of the river Kaveri. Queen Tribhuvana Madeviyar granted land for feeding one 

hundred Brahmins on the day of ‗Uttarayana Sankranti‘ in the temple of Kailasamudaiya Madeva of 

Sembiyan Mahadevi in Tanjore district.
19

 

 An undated inscription of Uttama Chola from Sembiyan Mahadevi gifted refers to an 

endowment made by Chaturvetipattar of Caturvedimangalam is Alanatta.158 Kalanju to the gold in 

the village for the celebration of a festival in the month of Cittirai every year. An interesting record 

from Konerirajapuram near Tiruvidaimarudur in the Tanjore district states that while Uttama Chola 

was ruling his mother Sri Sembiyar built the temple of Tirunallam – Udaiyar in the name of her lord 

the glorious Gandaradittamdeva.
20

 The maintenances of a perpetual lamp, rice, for sacred of milk, 

curd, fried paddy, requirements of purify category ceremonies on the Twelve Sankrati days and the 

feeding expense on festivals days. In same year in 972 C.E. four hundred kasus were gifted for the 

food offerings to the deity in the temple. In 974 C.E. and in 976 C.E. she granted two copper lamps 

and 118 copper Vessels to the Svetaranyesvara temple at Tiruvenkadu. Same queen granted one 

gold pot, an image of Chandresekhar, a copper pedestal, a Silver Prabhavali, some gold flower and 

gold ornaments to the image in 988 C.E. She said to have made an endownments for a lamp to be 

kept permanently in front of the Siva.
21 

 Sembiyan Mahadeviyar was particularly build temples. The Apatsahayesvara temple at 

Aduthurai was built by her in the sixteenth year of her ‗regin and the Umamahesvara temple at 

Konerirajapuram were built perhaps in the same reign. A shrine in the Tyagarajaswami Temple at 

Tiruvarur was constructed in the seventh year of Rajaraja and in the sixteenth year of the same 

reign.She built a shrine in the Chandramulisvara Temple at Tiruvakkarai
22

. An inscription registers 

a gift of 6 velis of land by Sembiyan Bramadeya (tax-free village to Brahmans) in Tirunaraiyurnadu 

in Kumbhakonam taluk to meet the several expenses in the temple. A records dated in the 16
th 

year 

of  
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Parakesarivarman Uttamachola refers to a gift of land as Tiruchchennadaippuram to the goddess 

Madhurantakam Uma Bhattarakiyar in the temple of Tirukkolambadevar by Arunan 

Ponnambalattaigal, the queen of Sorabhaiyar after purchasing it from a lady.
23 

 Sembiyan Mahadevi granted some land after purchase to the temple of Parasuramesvara for 

burning a lamp and for special sacred bath of the deity on the specified days of the year in the 15
th

 

year of Rajaraja I. An inscription dated in the 16
th
 year of Rajaraja I in 1001C.E. refers a grand of 

the village Manali Anmurnadu as davadana for god Paramasvamigal for worship and offerings by 

Sembiyan Mahadevi.
24 

Queen Viranarayani 

 Viranarayani was the wife of Uttama Chola (979 C.E.) and daughter of Lianrukkarayar. She 

contributes cash and grants to the activities of the Tiruppali in the Nagaswarasamy Temple. Same 

queen grant of 20 Kasu to use numeric for bathing the idol of Nagaswarasamy Temple and water to 

bath the primary deity of abhishegam was brought from the river Kaveri. Same queen gift of land 

after purchase to temple of Tirukkilkottattu Perumal at Tirukkudamukkil for providing flower 

garlands to the god in the 13
th
 year of Uttama Chola. Another queen of Kilandigal,  wife of Uttama 

Chola and deity of Vadapureeswar at Tirukkalithittai with the use of water by 108 pots and also to 

feed the deity.
25 

 Minavan Mahadeviyar, another queen of Uttama Chola made a gift of land after purchasing 

it for 25 Kalanjusof gold for the Maintenance of a perpetual lamp in the Sveteranyesvara temple, 

Tiruvenkadu in the Tanjavur distict. Kilanadigal the daughter of Vilupparariyai, and the queen of 

Uttama Chola made a gift of land for the supply of 108 pots pull of water for the sacred bath of god 

in the temple of Mahadeva in Avaninarayana – Catuvedimangala in the 3
rd

 regnal year of Rajaraja I. 

In 991 C.E. she granted a piece of land at Panakuti to two individual for singing Tiruppadiham 

hymas in the temple of Tirunallam Udiyar in Konerirajapuram.
26 

Queen Viman Kuandavai 

 Viman Kuntavi was a queen of Arincaya, son of Parantaka I she is known from only three 

inscriptions. In 966 C.E. an endowment of 2 Pillars of land after purchase, one by Aditan 

Kodaippirattiyar, the inrher queen of Arincayapenmar for providing for the sacred bath of the god 

with 108 parts of water and of offering on the day of Vaihnu in Chittirai (April). In 963 C.E. she 

granted a piece of land for providing 1000 pots full of water to the god for conduting a ceremony to 

Tiruvananthisvarattu Parmasvem in Utayarkadi on the occasion of Sankranti every month. Another 

queen kodai-piraniyar made a gift towards the supply of 1000 pot full of water for the same 

purpose.
27

 Bhodhi Aditha pidati, one of four wives of Arincaya, the brother of Gandaraditha, 

donated money to Thiruchendurai Siva temple for the regular poojas of the deity ritual, 

Gomuktisvara Temple at Tiruvavaduthurai, Mayvram Taluk records a gift of offerings, with 4 mall 
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of rice dailty during the ardhayama service in the temple of Mahadeva and for baring a perpetual 

lamp before the god by Adittan viman of Kumarapadi the chief of Aduthurai. The donor is surmised 

to have been the father of Viman Kundevaiyar the queen of Arinjaya.
28 

Queen Pancavan Madevi 

 Pancavanmadevi, the illustrious queen of Uttama Chola was known from inscription, one 

from Sembiyan Mahadevi in Tanjore district, and another from Tirumalapuram in north Arcot 

district. In the former, she is said to donate a flywhisk with golden handle weighing 30 Kalanju of 

gold to the Kailasanathaswami temple in 985 C.E. The latter is an undated record which refers to a 

gift of 120 sheep for burning a perpetual lamp in the temple of Perumanatikal at Govinrapadi in 

Vallanadu, a subdivision of Darnakottam. Vanavan Mahadevi, another queen of Uttama Chola. She 

gift made by special offerings on the day of kettai in the mounth of Cittirai in the temple of 

Kailasanatha. Minavan Madeviyar, another queen of Uttamachola made a gift of land after 

purchasing it for 25 Kalanjusof gold for the maintenance of a perpetual lamp in the Svetaranyesvara 

temple, Tiruvenkadu, Srigali Taluk, and Thanjavur District.
29 

Queen Kundavi 

 Kundavaippirattiyar, the magnanimous personality was a princess of the Chola family; she 

was the daughter of the Sundara Chola and Vanavan Mahadevi. She was the elder sister of Rajaraja 

I, the wife of Vallavarayar Vandyadevi, donate a lot of gifts to Peruvudiyar temple. She set up four 

bronze images; two of them were of Uma Parameswar the consorts of Daksinameru Vitankar, and 

Tanjai Vitandar and other two of her mother and father, Ponmaligai-tunjiya Devar (Sundar Chola) 

and Vanavan Mahadevi respectively. She was mentioned as ‗Tammai‟ (mother). She gifted away a 

lot of gold to these images during the festival times. The Vishnu temple at Dadapuram in South 

Arcot district was completed probably before 1006 C.E., and she granted vessels and 5,00 Kalanju 

of gold, to be laid with precious stone ornaments and 3,413 pearls, 7,067 diamonds, 1,001 corals, 

etc.
30 

 Kundavai endowed a gift of 120 sheep for burning perpetual lamp in the Iravi 

Kulamanikkisvara temple at Dadapuram in 1010 C.E. She made certain for the benefit of the 

endowments which testifies her keen interest for the welfare of the people. She founded a free 

dispensary and named it after her father Sundarachola Vinnager Adalursalai in 1015 C.E. Sararnan 

Ariyan Madhurantakan was appointed as the physicism in the hospital. She bought nine ma of land 

and donated for the maintenance of the free dispensary. The local sabha exempted the land from 

paying the taxes. In 1016, C.E., she bought a piece of land and a house site for 120 Kasus in the 

Palaiyavana Numadevi, Caturvedimangalam in Innamparnadu of Rajendrasimha Valanadu. She 

again donated 90 sheep for burning ten lamps in the same temple. She had spent most of her time in 
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the palace at Palaiyaru, the secondary capital of the Cholas. She had ordered a many gifts from 

Palaiyaru Palace.
31 

Queen LokaMadevi 

 Lokamadevi was the chief queen of king Rajaraja I. She was the mother of Rajaraja I and 

also  

known as Tibhuvanamadevi. She made a gift of land ½ Veli and odd in extend for a perpetual lamp 

to the temple. In 1010, C.E., she made a gift of 30 Kasusfor a perpetual lamp to the temple at 

Tiruvenkadu. She granted 58 sheep for burning a perpetual lamp in the Manikanteswara temple at 

Tirualpuram. The Vadakailyam temple at Tiruvayaru is called as Lokamadevisvaram. In same year 

again she donated 96 sheep for a two perpetual lamp in the same temple.
32 

 Pancavan Mahadevi, another queen of Rajaraja I was Nakkan Tilaiakiyar alias Pancavana 

Mahadevi. She was also known as Cholamadeviyar. In 1006 C.E. Rajaraja I and Pancavan 

Mahadevi visited the temple at Tiruppukayar, granted lands for conducting special worship to the 

god every month on the day of their natal star satayam. Queen Nakkam Pancavanmadevi, the king 

granted in 1012 C.E., the additional income of paddy due on some lands which were surveyed and 

assessed excepting the donated lands of Urankuti to the temple at Melappaluvur in Tiruchirappalli 

district.
33 

 In 1014 C.E., she granted two copper images of Sundarar and Umaparameswari and granted 

some ornaments to the Brahadeswarar Temple at Tanjore built by Rajaraja I. She visited nearby 

temple and granted number of endowments. Queen Lokamadevi not only built a temple in her own 

name (Lokamahadevisaram), but she also took a keen interest in the day-today management of the 

temple. Even as a dowager queen she ordered the reclamation and cultivation of waste lands in a 

village, the income to be used for special festivals in the temple.
34 

 

Conclusion 

 Women in Tamil Society especially the elite women had a place of their own. They had 

contributed much to the spiritual development of the society. They liberally contributed to the 

temple. In generally, the legal and social equality between the sexes was rare. Likewise, the duties 

of a women in the society was different from those of a man, probably spent their times in the house 

as housewives. Much important was given to the women. They were respected and considered gods 

and were worshipped in temple. Women under the imperial Cholas leaves us with certain 

responsbility. Find that in every respect there was betterment in their position. Compared to the 

earlier period, there was no independent rule by any queens. Some of them held responsible offices 

and had official titles. 
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INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY MUST FOR DEMOCRACY 

Sonia Varma 

(MA Public Administration, Panjab University) 

 

Abstract  

Judiciary is the guardian of the constitution of India, providing justice- social, political and 

economic as enshrined in the constitution, is what its motto. Not only in India, had this most 

important institution played almost same role in every democracy. Countries which left behind in 

providingthe system of independent judiciary leads to violation of human rights and denied justice. 

There are many provisions in the Indian constitution itself which gives full independence to the 

judiciary to perform its functions effectivelyand in transparent way.  

The concept of public interest litigation, constitutional remedies, writs etc add to its beautiful 

functionality. To give earlier justice and easy access to people, the concept of Lok Adalats and 

tribunals has really made a great impact on the ground level. This Research article analyzes what 

are the various judgments which had further increasedthe importance of independent judiciary and 

its role in democracy and the way through which this autonomy can be remain intact. 

 

Key words: Transparency, Democracy, Constitution, Justice, Supreme Court 

Introduction 

A democracy is generally defined by its institution stronger the institution stronger would be the 

democratic values. Judiciary is the prime institution that can either drive the democracy towards the 

success or towards entropy. The democracies of India and USA are identified by their independent 

and robust judicial framework. The essence of trust amongst the citizens is maintained and hopes 

for justice and human right prevail. There are some recent examples which has increased the 

importance of judiciary: 
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 When Supreme Court of Maldives acquitted the former president in exile of all charges, 

then the current president Adullah Yemen imposed national emergency in the state it led to 

the mass arrest of the judges, media persons and in a way defeat of democracy and freedom. 

 When president rule was imposed in Uttrakhand India, the supreme court of India annulled 

the order on malafide ground and thus upholding the rights and freedom of the state 

legislatures. 

The above two instances indicate the indispensable role of judiciary in upholding the ideals of 

democracy. While a democracy promises equality, justice, freedom and rights, it is the judiciary 

that upholds them against the all odds. The govt in democracy is usually built on three pillars: 

legislature, executive and judiciary. It is important for all the three pillars to work in harmony as 

well as in autonomy to keep a check and balance on others. Judiciary in many instances is the final 

interpreter of the law and constitution and in a way, the conscience keeper of the nation. 

Independence of judiciary is indeed the hallmark of democracy,if the judiciary fails in upholding 

truth and justice, the democracy also fails. 

PEEK INTO THE PAST 

In ancient and medieval times, monarchy prevailed all over the world. It was the king who alone 

held the final authority of legislation, execution and judiciary discharge. If the kings were virtuous 

such as Akbar and Solomon, peace and harmony prevailed in the society. However, such was not 

always the case disillusionments with the king George V led to the glorious revolution in Britain 

during the medieval period. 

Soon, the kings were replaced by dictators from Hitler of Germany to Polpot of Cambodia, all were 

known for their despotic rule. It was the American Revolution and French, that offered the world 

the Taste of democracy. Even though the seeds of democracy were sown in many nations post 

world war II and decolonization process, the democratic institution in many nations crumbled due 

to weak institutions and complete separation of power such as in Pakistan. 

JUDICIARY THE CONSCIENCE KEEPER 

An independent judiciary keeps a robust check and balance on the other segments of government 

which is legislature and executive. It is done through various judicial pronouncements and 

interpretation of the constitution. 

In Keshavanandea Bharti vs state of Kerala case in India the supreme court of basic structure of 

the constitution. It prevented the state to alter the basic fundamentals of the constitution, religious 

freedom and separation of power. 

Similarly, in United States of America, the Supreme Court functions with the concept of due 

process of law. Through its power of judicial review, it asses the state and laws actions not only 

from the purview of legality but also humanity. 
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Independent judiciary also plays an fundamental role in upholding the rights of individual. Rights 

are the core of a democracy and the judiciary upholds them not only against actions of the state but 

also against other private entities. 

The scope and domain of fundamental rights are often interpreted by the judiciary. Recently, in 

India, Supreme court in KS Puttaaswami case widened the scope of Article 21: right to life to 

include the right to privacy keeping in account the dynamism of contemporary society. In olga teli 

judgement, supreme court has also included the right to livelihood as apart of life and had 

exclaimed that right to live is not just upto mere animal existence, such is the power of judiciary in 

a democracy to defend the Rights of an individual. 

One of the most remarkable verdict of US supreme court against myriad genetics is also a case on 

point highflying the role of judiciary in not only maintaining the rights of the individual against the 

state, but also a private entity. Supreme Court of USA prevented myriad from patenting human 

genome research on breast cancer for the wider welfare of public.  Similarly independent judiciary 

also leads to maintaining harmony in administration and as a result harmony in democracy. 

Judiciary in many countries is the final interpreter of the election disputes. It was the famous verdict 

of judiciary in Raj Narain Case annulling the candidature of then serving prime minister of India 

thus changing the course of history. Similarly, recent disputes such as Russian meddling of US 

elections are also being analyzed by their respective judiciary. Disputes among the states such as 

related to language, boundary and water sharing are also solved by the judiciary such issues require 

tough decisions as there will always be people on the losing side. Only an independent and 

impartial judiciary can do justice in such cases. Recent supreme court judgments on River  Cauvery 

is prime example. 

An independent judiciary also uphold the idea of justice when the states fails to do so. With a stroke 

of pen, 40000 under trials in the prison of Bihar in India were set free by the judiciary. Similarly, 

Delhi court judgment in a case identified the rights and the issues of the transgender is and 

recognized transgender a third gender thus upholding the rights of dignity. 

Similarly, courts in Africa and south America has given several pronouncements to keep racism on 

check judiciary firmly believes in the fact that to deny a human right to an individual is to change 

their very humanity. Through this activism, judiciary ensures that justice is not only being done but 

also seen to be done. However,it is important to dwell on how the independence of judiciary can be 

maintained. 

Judiciary And Autonomy 

Recruitment process of judges should be kept independent and autonomous. An objective and 

transparent criteria must be devised to keep it aloof from the influence of legislature and executive.  
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Ideals of constitution should be made supreme Article 51 of the Indian constitution exclusively 

talks about separating executives and judiciary. 

Education and illiteracy should be the prime goal of society. Only aware citizens and vigilant media 

can augment the power of judiciary in maintaining the checks and balances in the judiciary. 

Integrity among the judges are the most fundamental of values that must be inculcated through 

training and legacy. It is only then that the independence of judiciary can be achieved. 

“All the rights secured to the citizens under the Constitution are worth nothing, and a mere 

bubble, except guaranteed to them by an independent and virtuous Judiciary.”  

                                                                                           ----Andrew Jackson 
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शास्न्तलशऺामा्आिश्मकता 
 

(Needs of Peace Education) 
 

डॉ. सोभनाथसाहु् 
सहामकाचामण् , लशऺाशास्त्रविबाग् 

यास्ष्रमसंस्कृतसंस्थानभ,् बोऩारऩरयसय्, बोऩारभ ्

 

साम्प्रतंसभाजेहहसंा, अनैततकता, आतङ्किाद्, भ्रष्टाचाय्, अत्माचाय्, 
अयाजकताचिधणते।देशेसिणत्रैिऺेत्रिाद्, बाषािाद्, जाततिाद्, धभाणन्धता, अधथणकीविषभता, 
सभन्िमस्माबाि्, न्मामऩालरकामादौफणल्मभ,् नैततकभूल्मानांह्रास्, 
प्रशासनस्मतनस्ष्िमत्िञ्चानुबूमते।तेनशान्तेनाणभावऩनशु्रततऩथभुऩमातत।विऻानस्मदरुुऩमोगोऽवऩअशान्तेभूण
रभ।्।  

संसायेसिेजना्शास्न्तलभच्छस्न्तसुखशास्न्तश्चतदैिबिततमदाभनुष्मसन्तुष्टोबितत।मस्त्कस्ञ्चत्स्ि
कीमेनऩरयश्रभेणप्रमत्नेनचप्राप्नोतत, तत्रैिसुखानुबूततकयणंसन्तोषइत्मुच्मते, 
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तत्रैिशास्न्ततनणहहताबितत।ऩमाणप्तबौततकसुखसाभग्रीसत्त्िेऽवऩभानिा्भगृतसृ्ष्णकालभिभामाभनुसयन्त्अशा
न्त्मासदादु् खखत्बिस्न्त।एतत्तुविहदतभेिमत्मत्रशास्न्त्तत्रैिसुख,ं िैबिभ,् उन्नतत्, कराविकास्, 
सभ्मतोत्कषण् सौकमणञ्चेतत।  

एिञ्चहहसंा, 
अयाजकताद्मनैततकव्मिहायाणांतनभूणरनंशास्न्तलशऺमैिकतुशंक्मतेनान्मथा।शास्न्तलशऺमैिभानि्सत्मबाष
णस्म, सद्व्मिहायस्म, भ्राततृ्िबािस्म, िसुधैिकुटुम्फकस्म, ईश्ियविश्िासस्म, ऩयदु् खानुबिस्म, 
ऩायस्ऩरयकविश्िासस्म, 
कतणव्माकतणव्मस्मचवििेकंरबते।अतएि।सभगे्रयाष्रेशास्न्तलशऺाअतनिामाण।स्मात।्कानाभशास्न्तलशऺाइत्मु
क्ते- 

-शास्न्तलशऺाएकाप्रकिमामस्मांऻानस्म, कौशरानालबिसृ्त्तनांभूल्मानाञ्चसंिधणनद्िायाफार-मुिक -

प्रौढेषुचािश्मकव्मिहायऩरयितणनभानीमिैमस्क्तकअन्तिैमस्क्तक-सभाजान्तय-यास्ष्रम-

अन्तायास्ष्रमस्तयेषुप्रत्मऺतमासंयचनात्भकरूऩेणचवििादानांहहसंानाञ्चतनिायणाथशंान्त्मासंघषाणणांसभाधा
नाथशंास्न्तऩूणणस्स्थततनांसंयचनाथणञ्चमत्न्बितत।उक्तञ्च-  

Peace education is the process of promoting knowledge, skills, attitudes 
and values needed to bring about behaviour changes that will enable children, 
youth and adults to prevent conflict and violence, both overt and structural, to 
resolve conflict peacefully, and to create the conditions Conducive to peace, 
whether at an intrapersonal, interper sonal, inter-group, national or international 
level - UNICEF  

विश्िशान्त्मथिेंदेनैकेभन्त्र्सभुच्चारयता्।तत्रविशेषत्अशान्ते्तनिायणाथणभधुनावऩबायतीमसंस्कृतौस्िस्स्त
िाचनस्मशास्न्तप्रकयणस्मचऩाठ्किमते।िेदऩुरुष्िदततभनुष्मैमणथास्िाथसंुखभेष्टव्मंतथाऽन्माथणभप्मेवषत
व्मंमथाकस्श्चदवऩस्िाथदंु् खंनेच्छतततथाऩयाथणभवऩनैवषतव्मभ।्उक्तञ्च  - 

 स्िस्स्तनइन्रोिदृ्धश्रिा्स्िस्स्तन्ऩूषाविश्ििेदा्।  
 स्िस्स्तनस्तार्क्ष्मोऽअरयष्टनेलभ्स्िस्स्तनोफहृस्ऩततदणधातु।।1 

 ऩुन्व्रिीततमहदभनुष्माविद्ित्सङ्गेनविद्िांसोबूत्िासत्मंशणुृमु्सत्मंऩश्मेमुजणगदीश्ियंस्तुमुस्तहहणतेदी
घाणमुषोबिेमु्।भनुष्मैयसत्मश्रिणंकुदशणनंलभ्मास्तुततव्मणलबचायश्चकदावऩनैिकत्तणव्म्।उक्तञ्च–  
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 बरंकणेलब्शणुृमाभदेिाबरंऩश्मेभाऺलबमणमत्रा्।  
 स्स्थयैयङ्गैस्तुष्टुिांस्तस्तनूलबव्मणशेभहहदेिहहतंमदामु्।।2 

शास्न्तलशऺामा्आिश्मकता (Needs of Peace Education)  

शास्न्तलशऺामा्कािाआिश्मकताइततचेतउ्च्मतेहह- विश्िशान्ते: 

सद्भािाथरंोकेषुसभाजेषुयाष्रेषुचसद्भािोदमस्मसभिेदनामा्सहानुबूतेश्चसम्ऩादनाथणलभतत।स्ऩष्टञ्चागे्र- 

1. देशेशास्न्तसम्ऩादनाथणभ।्  

2. अत्माचायतनभूणरनाथणभ ्

3. ऐहरौककक-सुख-काभनाथणभ।्  

4. भ्रष्टाचायविनाशाथणभ।्  

5. अहहसंािायणाथणभ।् 

6. याष्रैक्मस्मसम्ऩादनाथणभ।् 

7. विश्िशान्त्मथणभ।्।  

8. आतङ्किाद्माहद-बमतनिायणाथणभ।्  

9. ऩयसुख-सभवृद्धसम्ऩादनाथणभ।् 

10. आधधबौततक-दु् खतनितृ्त्मथणभ।्  

अशान्ते्कायणातन (Cause of Unrest)  

सम्प्रततदेशेसिणत्रावऩअशास्न्त्ऩरयरर्क्ष्मते।तत्रचककंकायणलभततअध्प्रस्तूमते।तथाहह- 

भूल्मेन्मूनता  

भूल्मंसदणुानांसभूहोितणते।भूल्मंभानिेभानित्िंजनमतत।भूल्मयहहतस्मजनस्मसिणत्रािहेरनंसिणत्रऩया
जमश्चजामते।धभणग्रन्थेभूल्मंनाभशीरलभततप्रोक्तभ।्आधुतनकसभाजेभूल्मस्मन्मूनतादृश्मते।मेनजनानांभ
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ध्मेऩयस्ऩयस्नेह-िात्सल्मकरुणा-पे्रभ-दमाऺभाहदगुणा्नोत्ऩद्मन्ते।आधुतनकभानि्आध्मास्त्भकरूऩेण, 
नैततकरूऩण, 
सांस्कृततकरूऩेणचऩतनशीर्दृश्मते।भनसानीततितणनंिाञ्छन्नवऩकस्श्चतआ्चयणेअनीततकयंजीिनंमाऩमन्ऩ
रयदृश्मते।मेनसिणदाअशास्न्तऩूणजंीिनंव्मतीतंबितत। 

धनभूरलभदंजगत ्

अशान्ते्द्वितीमंकायणंबिततधनभ।्साप्रततक्भानि्धनरोरुऩोितणते।जगत्भूरंधनभेिइततबािम
तत।धनेनैिसिसंाध्मलभततबािनासभुद्भतूा।कथभवऩउधचतेनानुधचतेनिासाधनेनअधधकाधधकंधनंप्राप्मेतइततबा
िनाजागततण।धनाजणनभेिभुख्मभुद्देश्मभबित।्तदथभंानि्चौमणद्िमुतंचाधश्रत्मप्रबूतंधनभजणमतत।अस्जणतेनध
नेनावऩसुखीनबितत, 
अवऩतुइतोऽवऩअजणनीमलभततविधचन्त्मअधभाणचयणेरीन्बितत।मेनअशास्न्तऩूणजंीिनंमाऩमतत।तेनसुखंशा
स्न्तंिानप्राप्नोतत।  

विऻानस्मोत्कषण्   

अशान्ते्ततृीमंकायणंविऻानस्मोत्कषण् ।ितणभानमुगोविऻानस्ममुगोगण्मते।विऻानभाधुतनकभानि
स्मप्रत्मेकंऩऺप्रबािमतत।सभग्रंविश्िंिैऻातनकानांनिीनंनिीनभाविष्कायभिरोक्मआश्चमणचककताइिितणते।वि
ऻानस्मोत्कषाणदेियाष्रेषुऩयस्ऩयप्रततस्ऩधाणशत्रुत्िबािनाचउद्भितत, 
तेनअशास्न्तिाताियणभुद्भितत।विऻानप्रबािेणतथाजीिनेप्रततस्ऩधाणिवृद्धभुऩागता, 
मथाप्रततस्ऩधाणमाभेिजीिनंयाष्रंसभाजोिासंऺमभुऩैतत।विऻानस्मोत्कषेसदाचायस्मसहानुबूते्शीरस्मविनम
स्मचस्थानभेिनोऩरभ्मते।िैऻातनकोत्कषाणदेिमुगेऽस्स्भन्धतननोधनित्तया्तनधणनातनधणनतयाश्चसंरर्क्ष्मन्ते।
तत्प्रबािेणैििणेषुिगेषुजाततषुसभाजेषुयाष्रेषुचसङ्घषणऩयसंहायधचन्ताचानुहदनंसभेधते।  

भ्रष्टाचाय्  
 

अशान्ते्चतुथकंायणंभ्रष्टाचाय्।अनैततकेनआचयणेन, 
सिणकतणव्मस्मअऩारनेनस्िस्मकस्मधचत्िाककभवऩकामसंाधतमतंुरव्मादानंरव्मोऩाजणनंिाभ्रष्टाचायइत्मुच्मते।
मथा-खाद्मिस्तुषुअखाद्मस्मलभश्रणभ,् अनुधचतकभाणचयणेनधनाजणनभ,् साभास्जकतनधे्आत्भसात्कयणभ,् 
उत्कोचप्रदानंस्िीकयणिा, सिणकायसंऩत्ते: आत्भसात्कयणंिा।अत्रैकभुदाहयणंदीमते- 
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मोग्मतानुसायंतनमुस्क्त्स्माहदतततनमभ ,् ऩयन्तुमेमोग्मा्दऺा्कामणतनऩुणा्सन्तोऽवऩउत्कोचंनददतत, 
तेषांतनमुस्क्त्प्राम्असंबिैि।एतादृश्म्घटना्मदादेशेसभुद्भिस्न्ततदाअशास्न्त्उत्ऩद्मते।  
आतङ्किाद्  

अशान्तेऩञ्चभंकायणंबिततआतङ्किाद, आतङ्किादस्मकायणेनसभाजेहहसंा, अनैततकता, 
अयाजकताचिधणते।साम्प्रततककारेआतङ्किादस्मप्रबािेणसाभास्जकंजीिनंकष्टकयभबित।्आतङ्किादोन
केिरंबायतिषणस्मअशान्ते्कयणभवऩतुसम्ऩूणणविश्िस्मअशान्ते्कायणभ।्अद्मत्िेकेचनदेशा्स्िस्िाथणलसद्धे
स्ि-सभीऩस्थ - देशसं्िामत्तंकतुणभआ्तङ्किादभाश्रमन्ते, मेनविश्िस्मशास्न्तयहहतताबितत।  

अत्माचाय्  

अत्माचायोऽवऩअशान्ते्कायणभ।्सम्प्रततदेशेसिणत्रावऩअत्माचाय्, 
दयीदृश्मते।कस्मअत्माचायआधधक्मेनबितीततविचामणतेचेतइ्दंहहप्रततबाततफारानां, 
िदृ्धानांभहहरानाश्चेतत।सम्प्रतततादृशा्फहिोहहजाना्दृश्मन्तेमेचफारकान्श्रलभकत्िेनफरास्त्नमोजमस्न्त।का
मसंम्मक्नकिमतेचेत्ताडनंभायणलभत्माद्मनैततकाचयणंकुिणस्न्त।एिभेििदृ्धानाभनादय्सम्प्रततसिणत्रैिदृश्मते।
भहहरानाभुऩरयअत्माचाय्हदनंप्रततहदनभेधभानोदृश्मते।एिभेिउन्नतस्तयेविद्मभानानाभत्माचाय्तनम्नस्तये
विद्मभानानाभुऩरयसाधायणभेि, एतेनअद्मत्िेअऩयाधप्रिसृ्त्त्, अयाजकता, अनैततकताचप्रिधणते, 
मेनसाभास्जकशास्न्तंनबितत।  

बौततकजगत्उत्कषण्   

बौततकजगत्उत्कषोऽवऩअशान्ते्कायणभ।्भानि्प्रततस्ऩधधणबािनमारीन्सन्सिै्सहसभत्िप्राप्तमे
अधधकाधधकबौततकसभवृद्धसंम्ऩादतमतुलभच्छतत।भानिानांजीिनंतथाविरासवप्रमंरर्क्ष्मते, 
मथातेसिाणभवऩबौततकसुख-

साभग्रीभए्कत्रीकतुपं्रमतन्ते।मेनबौततकिस्तूनाभाधायेणोऩास्जणतंरव्मंनशास्न्तंसुखंिाप्राऩमतत।।  

अधधनामकिाद्  

अशान्ते्अष्टभंकायणभधधनामकिाद्।अधधनामकिाद्फाह्मत्तुयाजतन्त्रास्त्बद्मतेककन्तुअन्तयत्
स्याजतन्त्रभेिानुसयतत।अधधनामकिादेऽवऩयाजसत्ताकस्मचनव्मस्क्तविशेषस्मामत्ताबितत।सम्ऩूणचंशास
नंतस्मैिेच्छाभनुसयतत।अत्रप्रशासक्स्िेच्छमासम्ऩूणेयाष्रेकामणिभान्प्रचारमतत।जनतामा्कश्चनावऩअलबरु
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धच्प्रशासनेनहहबितत।अनमाव्मिस्थमादेशस्मजनताव्माकुरताबितत।ऩरयणाभत्जनताअशान्त्माजीिनमा
ऩनंकयोतत। 

साम्राज्मिाद्  

उग्रयाष्रिाहदनोदेशा्स्िदेशस्मविचायसयखणभनेकेषुदेशेषुप्रचायेप्समास्िसैन्मसाहाय्मेनस्िविचायप्रचा
येसभथाण्बिस्न्त।एष्उग्रयाष्रिादएिकारान्तयेसाम्राज्मिादरूऩेणऩरयणतोबितत।शक्ते्हहसंामाश्चप्रमोगेणक
स्मचनयाष्रस्मनागरयकेषुिैदेलशकस्मशासनस्मस्थाऩनैिप्रामेणसाम्राज्मिादशब्देनालबधीमते।अत्रसाम्राज्मिा
हदनोदेशा्ऩयाधीनदेशस्मसंस्कृततवंिनाश्मस्िदेशस्मसंस्कृतेस्तत्रप्रचायंकायमस्न्त।ऩयामत्तदेशस्मजनेषुऩयस्ऩ
यंकरहञ्चोत्ऩाद्मतस्स्भन्देशेप्रशासनंचकुिणस्न्त।अनेनऩयामत्तदेशस्मविकासोऽिरुद्धोबितत, 
मेनविश्िशास्न्तवियोधधनीप्रिसृ्त्तविणजमृ्बते।  

शान्त्मथणभनुऩारनीमा्गुणा्  

देशे, विदेशे, 
सिणस्स्भंश्चबूभण्डरेिान्तेविणरोहस्मनयसंहायस्मचकारुखणकंदृश्मंसंरर्क्ष्मते।मेनशान्तेनाणभावऩनशु्रततऩथभुऩमा
तत।अत्शान्त्मथणभनुऩारनीमा्केचनगुणा्अध्प्रस्तूमन्ते।मथा  

अहहसंाऩरयऩारनभ ्

भनसािाचाकभणणाहहसंामा्ऩरयत्मागस्मगुण्अहहसंाशब्देनव्मऩहदश्मते।अहहसंैिसगुणोमेनफन्धुत्िंपे्र
भशास्न्तस्थाऩनंचसबाव्मते।पे्रभबािनमैियाष्रहहतंविश्िहहतंचसम्ऩादतमतंुशक्मते।अहहसंामा्ऩरयऩारनेनैि
भानि्सिाणखणकामाणखणकतुणभहणतत।तत्रैकभुदाहयणभ-् 

भहात्भागास्न्ध्अहहसंाफरेनैििैदेलशकान्बायताद्फहहश्चकाय।अतएितैिोच्मते- 

अहहसंैिविश्िस्स्भन्जगततशास्न्तसन्धात्रीबितीतत।अतएिभुतननाभनुनाचातुिणण्माणथणभअ्हहसंामाभहत्त्िभउ्ऩ
स्थाप्मते।  

अहहसंासत्मभस्तेमंशौचलभस्न्रमतनग्रह्। 
एतंसाभालसकंधभचंातुिणण्मेऽब्रिीन्भनु्।।3 

 

भहवषणणाऩतञ्जलरनामोगदशणनेमभंव्माख्मामभानेनअहहसंामा्प्राधान्मंतनरूप्मतेमत–् 
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अहहसंासत्मास्तेम-ब्रह्भचमाणऩरयग्रहामभा्।।4 

 मभानांभहत्त्िंिणणमताऩतञ्जलरनातेषांसािणबौभभहाव्रतत्िभउ्द्घोवषतभ-् 

‘जाततदेशकारसभमानिस्च्छन्ना्सािणबौभाभहाव्रतभ’्।अहहसंैिविश्िस्स्भन्जगततशास्न्तसन्धात्री, 
अभ्मुदमसाधनी, गुणोत्कषणकारयणी, सच्चारयत्र्मभूरा, धभाणलबिवृद्ध-हेतु्बिास्ब्धसंतयणैकसेतुश्च।  

अहहसंामाजीिनोऩमोधगत्िभआ्धश्रत्मैिप्राचीनै्ऋवषलबभणहवषणलब्शास्त्रकायैश्चतस्मोऩादेमत्िभउ्द्घो
ष्मते।नकेिरंिेदाहदषु, अवऩतुजैन-फौद्धाद्मागभेष्िवऩ, 
अहहसंामाअतनिामणत्िभउ्ऩहदश्मते।मजुिेदेलभत्रत्िेनसिणप्राखणहहतसाधनंस्नेहव्माऩायश्चाहदश्मते।तद्मथा - 

लभत्रस्माहंचऺुषासिाणखणबूतातनसभीऺे। 
लभत्रस्मचऺुषासभीऺाभहे।।6 

 पे्रभबािनमैियाष्रहहतंविश्िहहतंचसम्ऩादतमतंुशक्मते।अतएिगीतामाभवऩदैिीसम्ऩिणणनेबगिताकृ
ष्णेनतंत्रअहहसंागुणोऽवऩप्राधान्मेनसभाविश्मते।  

अहहसंासत्मभिोधस्त्माग्शास्न्तयऩैशनुभ।्। 
दमाबूतेष्िरोरुप्त्िंभादणिंह्रीयचाऩरभ॥्7 

सदाचायऩारनभ ् 

शान्त्मथसंदाचायऩरयऩारनंतनतयाभऩेर्क्ष्मते।सन्त्मतआ्चयस्न्तस्सदाचाय्।म्भनुष्म्सदाचायंनऩा
रमतततस्मजीिनंऩशिुत्बितत।भात-ृवऩत-ृ

बस्क्त्सत्सङ्गतत्ईश्ियविश्िास्सत्मतासयरताऩवित्रताशदु्धतातनष्कऩटतानम्रताइत्मादम्गुणा्सदाचायेतत
ष्ठस्न्त।इभेगुणा्मस्स्भन्भनुष्मेिसस्न्ततेसदाचारयण्क्मन्ते।सदाचायीऩुरुष्अस्स्भन्रोकेऩयरोकेचसुखंप्रा
प्नोततसभाजेसिणत्रआदयंरबतेसिेषांवप्रमश्चबितत।सम्प्रततसिेषुस्थानेषुअत्माचाय ,् 
भ्रष्टाचाय्आतङ्किाद्इत्माद्मनैततकव्मिहाय्व्माप्त्अस्स्त।बायत-

देशस्मकृतेइदंभहदनुधचतभस्स्त।एतेनदेशस्मगरयभासुखशास्न्तश्चनश्मतत।अत्शास्न्तसम्ऩादनाथणभस्मदेश
स्मसिेषांतनिालसनालभदंकतणव्मभस्स्तमत्भनसािाचाकभणणाचसिेसदाचायऩरयऩारनंकुमुण् ।सदाचायेसिेषाभेिस
द्गुणानांसभािेशोजामते।सदाचायेणैिजीिनस्मसिणविधोत्कषण् ।अध्मिसामशीरस्मनदैन्म,ं 
नऩयाबिोिाउक्तञ्चिेदाहदषु- 

बूत्मैजागयणभअ्बूत्मैस्िऩनभ।्।8 

कृधीनऊध्िाणन्चयथामजीिसे।।9 

उच्रमस्िभहतेसौबगाम।10 
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आचायहीनस्मसिणशास्त्रािगभोऽवऩतनष्परएि।सद्ितृ्तस्मैिसम्मग्दृस्ष्टत्िंसम्मक्सम्फोधश्च-  

 

आचाय्ऩयभोधभण् शु्रत्मुक्त्स्भातणएिच। 
तस्भादस्स्भन्सदामुक्तोतनत्मंस्मादात्भिान्द्विज्।।11 

आचायादेिदीघाणमुष्मंसभुन्नततधणनािास्प्त्कुरऺमतनिसृ्त्तश्च।आचायहीनेएतद्िैऩयीत्मंचजामते।ऋ
ग्िेदेफहुधाइन्रिरुणाहददेिानाभनुयोध्आसीत्मत्मेअऩवित्रजीिनमाऩनंकुिणस्न्त, 
मऻाहदकामेमेषांनास्स्तकबाि्बितततथामेसिणदालभ्माबावषण्बिस्न्ततेकठोयदण्डेनदण्डनीमा्इतत।नैताित ्
, एतदवऩउक्तभस्स्त।मत्भानिानाभाचायभलबरर्क्ष्मैिसूमणचन्रादीनांगततबणितीतत। 

एिञ्चजीिनेमहदविद्मतेबफनशाश्ितंतत्त्िभ,् 
तहहणतद्ितृ्तभए्ि।चरयत्रभेिऩुरुषस्मसिणस्िभ।्चरयत्रयऺणेनैिभानि्देित्िंगच्छतत।तदबािेदानित्िंवऩशाचत्िं
िागच्छेत।्चरयत्रंहहजीिनस्मसिणस्िम्तदेिसिणथासंयर्क्ष्मभ।्उक्तञ्च-  

ितृ्तंमत्नेनसंयऺेद्वित्तभेततचमाततच। 
अऺीणोवित्तत: ऺीणोितृ्ततस्तुहतोहत्।।14 

यास्ष्रमबािनामा्जागयणभ ् 

शान्त्मथयंास्ष्रमबािनामा्जागयणभऩेर्क्ष्मते।माित्ऩमणन्तंयाष्रालबभानंयाष्रगौयिंयाष्रपे्रभचनजागततणताित्ऩमण
न्तंदेशेशास्न्तनबितत।यास्ष्रमबािनैिसाबािनामाभानिंस्ियाष्रोन्नत्मथपें्रयमततस्ियाष्रालबभानंचजागयमतत
।भनुष्मेमदायास्ष्रमबािनाजागततणतदासभाजेहहसंा, अयाजकता, 
अत्माचायाहदअभानिीमव्मिहायाहदनोत्ऩद्मते।िेदऩुरुष्िदतत- ‘अहंयाष्रीसङ्गभनीिसूनाभ’्, 

‘िमंतुभ्मंफलररृत्स्माभ’अलबिधणतांऩमसाबीयाष्रेणिधणताभ’् 

इतत।मदाऩिणतेश्िय्ऩाटलरऩुत्रभआ्िभततदाजनसभाजानआ्हददेशभहान्नीततशास्त्रऻ्कौहटल्म -् 

‘याष्रंयाष्राथयंाष्रामचजीिनभ’्इततएिञ्च यास्ष्रमबािनासाबिततमाभानिंयास्ष्रम-विकासाथपें्रयमतत, 

स्िदेशालबभानंस्िदेशगौयिंचप्राणेभ्मोऽप्मधधकंबािमततउक्तञ्च–  

नमत्रदेशोद्धृततकाभनाऽऽस्ते 

नभातबृूभेहहणतधचन्तनंच। 
नयाष्रयऺा- फलरदानबाि् 

श्भशानतुल्मंनयजीिनंतत।्।15 
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ऩयोऩकायबािनामा्जागयणभ ् 

शान्त्मथऩंयोऩकायबािनामा्जागयणभऩेर्क्ष्मते।माित्ऩमणन्तंसिेऽवऩभानिा्सुखखन्नबिस्न्तताित्ऩमण
न्तंदेशेऽमंशान्त्मानततष्ठतत।ऩयेषाभुऩकाय्ऩयोऩकाय्।भनुष्म्संसायेजन्भरबते, धनभजणमतत, 
स्िलशशनू्फान्धिान्ऩारमततऩोषमततस्िमंचखादततवऩफततस्िवऩततच।इमभेिजीिनस्मसाथणकतानास्स्त।स्िाथाण
मतुसिेजीिस्न्तम्ऩयोऩकायामजीितततस्मैिजीिनंसपरंबितत।अतएिोक्तभ-् 

‘ऩयोऩकायेणभनुष्मस्मभन्प्रसन्नंबिततशास्न्तञ्चरबते' 
इतत।ऩयोऩकायएिसगुणोमेनसभष्टेम॑ष्टेिाणसभुत्कषण: सम्ऩद्मते।जीिनेसिेऽवऩस्िोत्कषणभअ्लबरष्मन्त ,् 
स्िोदयऩूत्मैकभतम्, स्िाथणसाधनतत्ऩया्, 
स्िानुस्जघृऺ माइष्टकभणजातंसम्ऩादमन्तोऽिरोक्मन्ते।महदसिोऽवऩरोक्स्िाथणबािनमैिपे्ररयत: 

स्मात्तहहणकथलभिसाभास्जकीयाष्रीमािासभुन्नतत्सम्बाव्मेत।ऩयस्ऩय-सद्भािेनैिस्िाथवंिहामऩयाथणसाधनेन, 
ऩयदु् ख-तनिायणेन, रोकोऩकृततसाधनेन, 
सिणजीिानुग्रहेणचबौततकोऽभ्मुदम्सभासाद्मते।सभाजस्मस्स्थततयेिऩयोऩकायाधाया।ऩयोऩकयणंरोकानुग्रह
साधनेनऩयदु् खतनिायणेनचसकरेरोके आत्भीमत्िंसाधमतत।उक्तंचमजुिेदे- 

मस्स्भन्त्सिाणखणबूतान्मात्भैिाबूद्विजानत्। 
तत्रकोभोह्क्शोकएकत्िभनुऩश्मत:'।16 

ऩयोऩकायेणैिविश्िफन्धुत्िंसभाजसेवित्िंदेित्िंचलसध्मतत।िेदेषुमऻऩद्धत्मा, स्िाहा (स्ि+आ+हा)-
शब्देन, ‘इदंनभभ' इत्माहदनाचस्िाथणऩरयत्मागएिाहदश्मते।स्ित्ि-ऩयत्ि-बाि-

ऩरयत्मागेनैिउदायचरयतत्िंभहात्भत्िंविश्िफन्धुत्िंचसंसाध्मते।उक्तंच  - 

अमंतनज्ऩयोिेततगणनारघुचेतसाभ।् 
उदायचरयतानांतुिसुधैिकुटुम्फकभ॥्17 

प्रकृततश्चेद्अिरोक्मतेतहहणसिणत्रसततंऩयोऩकायप्रकिमैिसंरर्क्ष्मते।बानुजणगहददंद्मोतमतत; 
विधुबुणिनभआ्ह्रादमतत; भातरयश्िाभतृप्रामेऽवऩप्राणसंचायंविधत्ते; अनर: 

शतै्माहदकंिायमततबर्क्ष्माहदकंचऩाचमतत; सरयतोजरेनभेघाश्चिषृ््माशस्मंजनमस्न्त; 
िृऺ ा्परैऺुधाभअ्ऩहयस्न्त; ऩशिोदगु्धप्रदानेनभानिंसंऩोषमस्न्त; 
ऩुष्ऩाखणपरातनिनस्ऩतमश्चस्िाथवंिहामऩयाथेप्रितणन्ते।एिंसिणत्रैिप्रकृतौऩयोऩकयणंसंरर्क्ष्मते।उक्तंच - 

ऩयोऩकायामपरस्न्तिृऺ ा्, ऩयोऩकायामिहस्न्तनद्म्। 
ऩयोऩकायामदहुस्न्तगाि्, ऩयोऩकायाथणलभदंशयीयभ॥्18 
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विश्िफन्धुत्िबािनामा्जागयणभ ् 

शान्त्मथवंिश्िफन्धुत्िबािनामा्अिफोध्अऩेर्क्ष्मते।जगत्सिेएिप्राखणन्ऩरयिायित्ऩयस्ऩयस्नेहेनसाहामकुंिण
न्तोिसेमु्।सिेषुभानिेषुसभबािंऩश्मेमु्।विश्िफन्धुत्िबािनमाअलबपे्ररयतास्सन्त्जना्सकरजनकल्माणात ्
आत्भकल्माणेिधचन्तमन्त्, सिेषांदु् खात्भद्खभअ्नुबिन्त ,् ऩयहहततनयता्स्िाथऩंरयत्मज्म, 
रोकसेिांस्िीकृत्मतनखखरंविश्िंफन्धंुभन्मते।तेनविश्िशास्न्तञ्चरबतेसम्ऩूणजंगत।्हहतोऩदेशकाय्िदतत–  

अमंतनज्ऩयोिेततगणनारघुचेतसाभ।् 
उदायचरयतानांतुिसुधैिकुटुम्फकभ।्।इतत 

सिेऽवऩदेशीमाविदेशीमािा, एकस्मैिऩयभात्भन्ऩत्रा्।तत्रककंकायणंबेदप्रथनभ?् 
मदाऽबेददृस्ष्ट्प्रितणते, तदाजगहददंस्िगणलभिचकास्स्त।नतत्रभोह-शोकादेिसय्, 
नचतदाविजुगुप्साविधचककत्सािाफाधते।एकत्िफुद्धौनदु् खास्ग्नरेशोऽवऩ, 
क्रेशरिोऽवऩच।अतएिमजुिेदेईशोऩतनषहदचप्रोच्मते-  

मस्तुसिाणखणबूतान्मात्भन्नेिानुऩश्मतत। 

सिणबूतेषुचात्भानंततोनविधचककत्सतत॥19 

मस्स्भन्त्सिाणखणबूतान्मात्भैिाबूद्विजानत्।। 
तत्रकोभोह्क्शोकएकत्िभनुऩश्मत्॥20 

विश्िधभण-
बािनाविश्िकल्माणभूरा।‘कृण्िन्तोविश्िभामणभ’्21इततिदतोिेदस्माप्मेतदेिालबभतभ।्सिेषांधभाणणांसायबूत
तत्त्िानांसंग्रहेणविश्िधभणत्िंसंबितत।अतएिऩतञ्जलरनाअहहसंा-सत्माहद-

मभानांभहत्त्िंिणणमताप्रोच्मतेमद्मभास्तेगुणा्सस्न्तमेसिणधभॉ: स्िीकिमन्ते।एते‘सािणबौभाभहाव्रतभ'् 
इततव्मऩहदश्मन्ते।  

अहहसंा-सत्मास्तेम-ब्रह्भचमाणऩरयग्रहामभा्।22 

जातत-देश-कार-सभमानिस्च्छन्ना्सािणबौभाभहाव्रतभ।्23 

विश्िधभेसिोदम-बािनाभूरभआ्धत्ते।उच्मतेच - 

सिेबिन्तुसुखखन्सिेसन्तुतनयाभमा्।। 
सिेबराखणऩश्मन्तुभाकस्श्चद्दु्खबाग्बिेत॥् 

विश्िशान्तेरुऩामा् 
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विश्िशान्तेरुऩामा्अध्सूच्मन्ते।मथा- 

1. भूल्मानाभात्भसात्कयणभ ् 

2. धनरोरुऩताप्रिसृ्त्तस्स्तयस्कयणीमा।  

3. बौततकजगत्िैऻातनकोत्कषाणत्चदयेुबाव्मभ।्  

4. भ्रष्टाचायाहदकुयीततनांतनभूणरनाथकंठोय-दण्डव्मिस्थामा्ऩरयऩारनभ ्
 

 

5. साम्राज्मिादस्मअधधनामकिादस्मचवियोध्। 
6. मोगलशऺामाभनस्तनमन्त्रणभ।्  

छात्रेषुअशास्न्त्  
'छात्रेषुअशास्न्त्' 

इत्ममभश्छात्रेषुअथाणस्त्िद्मारमेषुसीलभतोबितत।एिञ्चविद्मारमीमगततविधधनांकिमाकराऩानाञ्चप्रबािे
णजामभानाअशास्न्त्।विलशष्मउच्चलशऺाऺेत्रेएषासभस्माऩरयदृश्मते।छात्रेषुअशान्ते्नैकातनकायणातनितणन्ते।
मथा-1) दोषऩूणाणलशऺाऩद्धतत्, 2) उत्तभप्रलशक्ष ताध्माऩकानाभबाि्, 3) तनरुद्मोगसभस्मा4) 
दयुभ्मास्, 5) याजनैततकदषु्प्रबाि्, 6) अधधकारयणाभौदासीन्मभ,् 7) छात्राध्माऩकमो्सहमोगाबाि्, 8) 
छात्रािश्मकतामा्अऩूततण् , 9) उत्तभभागणदशणनस्माबाि्10) छात्राणाभात्भसम्भानहातन्।। 

ऩूिोक्तसभस्मामा्ऩरयहायाथणभशान्ते्तनिायणोऩामा्आश्रमणीमा्।मथा (1) 
सभुत्तभालशऺाऩद्धतत्अनुसतणव्मा (2) उत्तभप्रलशक्ष ताध्माऩकानांतनमुस्क्त्। (3) 
उद्मोगािसय्प्रकल्ऩनीम् (4) सदाचायऩरयऩारस्मलशऺाबिेत ् (5) याजनीते: 

दषु्ऩरयिेशेभ्म्छात्रा्संयऺणीमा् (6) अधधकारयणांछात्रहहतभनोिसृ्त्त्बिेत ् (7) 
छात्राध्माऩकमो्सम्फन्ध्दृढ्बिेत ् (8) छात्रािश्मकतामा्ऩूयणंकयणीमभ ् (9) 
उऩफोधनकर्क्ष्माद्िायाआदशणरूऩेणभागणदशणनभ।् (10) छात्रप्रततष्ठासंयऺणभइ्तत।  

शान्त्मथणभध्माऩकस्मोत्तयदातमत्िभ ् 

डॉ. 
सिेऩल्रीयाधाकृष्णन्भहोदम्िदततयाष्रस्मभागणदशणकोितणतेअध्माऩकइतत।अत्स्आदशणप्रततरुऩ्स्मात।्स
म्प्रततउच्चलशऺामा्ऺेत्रेविद्मभानासुनैकासुसभस्मासुछात्र-
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अशास्न्त्भहत्त्िऩूणाणसभस्माितणते।असन्तपृ्ता्छात्रा्शकैऺ्ष कािश्मकताऩूत्मणथंऺ ेत्रान्तयंप्रविशस्न्त।मेनदेशेवि
िाद्आन्दोरनाहदकंजामते।ऩरयणाभत्सभाजेअशास्न्त्बितत।असन्तोषदयूीकयणामशास्न्तस्थाऩनामाश्चअ
ध्माऩक्छात्राणांसम्फन्धेआिश्मकसूचनानांवितनभमंकुमाणत।्अथाणत्मेफारका्फहुसभस्मा्प्राप्नुिस्न्ततेषाभलब
बािकै्सहलभलरत्िािाताणराऩ्कयणीम्।उदाहयणाथणभ-् मेफारका्कऺांऩरयत्मज्मऩरामन्ते, 
मेषाञ्चायोग्मभसभीचीनभस्स्त, मेषांिाप्रगतत्सन्तोषदातमकानास्स्त, 
मश्चफारक्कुत्रचनविषमेन्मूनतमासभथण् , मेचचौमणभुतानैततककामकुंिाणणा्, मेअनुशासनहीनाश्च, 
तेषांविषमेऩूणणविचायविभशाणनन्तयभेिसभुधचततनणणम्कतणव्म्।विषमेऽस्स्भनअ्लबबािकै्विचायविभशण् किमते
ककञ्चतेषाभािश्मकसूचना्प्राप्मा्। 

एिञ्चविद्मारमेऩयस्ऩयसहमोग-बािनाअऩेर्क्ष्मते।तेनशास्न्त्ततष्ठतत।महदलशऺकलशऺकमो्, 
लशऺक-छात्रमो्, लशऺकप्रधानाध्माऩकमो्चभध्मेईष्माण-
द्िेषिैभनस्माहदबविष्मतततहहणतेविद्मारमहहतामकामनंकरयष्मस्न्त।शास्न्तऩूणिंाताियणाथलंशऺकेषुछात्रेषुच
ऩयस्ऩयंसाभुदातमकतामा्सहमोगस्मचबािनाऩयभािश्मकीअस्स्त।एतदथलंशऺका्छात्रान्प्रततसहानुबूततऩूणण
व्मिहायंकुमुण् , तेषाञ्चऺभतामांमोग्मतामाञ्चतनष्ठांकुमुण् ।मथा-
मथातेऩयस्ऩयंलभलरत्िाअनुबिानअ्लबप्रामान्चप्राप्तंुप्रमत्नकरयष्मस्न्ततथा-
तथाविद्मारमस्मशास्न्तभमिाताियणंविकलसतंसभदृ्धंचबविष्मतत। 

शान्त्मथणभध्माऩक्तनम्नोक्तास्न्िषमान्ऩरयऩारमेत।्तद्मथा- 

1. भैत्रीऩूणणव्मिहायेणछात्रसभस्मामा्ऩरयहाय्।  

2. छात्रभनोदशामा्ऩयीलशरनंभागणदशणनञ्च।  

3. िैमस्क्तकरूऩेणस्भतृतग्रन्थानां, धालभणकग्रन्थाना,ं नीततग्रन्थानाञ्चाध्माऩनभ।् 

4. अध्माऩक्विद्मारमीमंिाताियणंभूल्मास्न्ितंकुमाणत,् भूल्माधारयतानांकथानांऩठनऩाठनंकुमाणत।् 

5. फारकानांभूल्माधारयतकिमामांप्रोत्साहनऩुयस्कायप्रदानञ्च।  

6. मभ-तनमभासन-प्राणामाभ-प्रत्माहाय-धायणा-ध्मान-

सभाधमोऽष्टािङ्गातनसस्न्त।तेषांप्रलशऺणंदद्मात।् 
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7. फारकानांरुचीना,ं मोग्मतानाभ,् आिश्मकतानांसभस्मानाञ्चािगभनंतत्ऩरयहायश्च।  

8. विलबन्नव्मिसामेषुफारकानांसभामोजने (Placemnt) सहामता-प्रदानभ।्  

9. फारकस्मसाभास्जकीकयणेसहामता-प्रदानभ।्  

10. नागरयककुशरतामा्प्रलशऺणभ।्  

शास्न्तसम्ऩादनाथवंिद्मारमस्मबूलभका  

शास्न्तसम्ऩादनाथवंिद्मारम्एकभुत्तभलबकयणभ।्डमूिीभहोदम्िदा'विद्मारमोऽस्स्तसाभास्जकसं
स्था।लशऺाहहसाभास्जकप्रकिमेततकायणास्त्िद्मारम्साभास्जकजीिनस्मतत्स्िरूऩभस्स्तमत्रसिसंाधनंकेस्न्र
तंितणते, मच्चफारकंस्िानुिंलशकऩैतकृसंऩत्ते्स्िीमंबागंप्राप्तंु, स्िशक्ती् 

साभास्जकहहतामउऩमोक्तंुचसन्नद्धंकयोतत” 
इतत।अत्विद्मारमस्मभहत्त्िऩूणदंातमत्िलभदंितणतेमत्फारका्फालरकाश्चसभाजस्मआदशणविचायधायालब्ऩय
म्ऩयालब्अिगता्स्मु्मेनचतेषुसभाजेशास्न्तंसभवृद्धचंविधातुभुत्कण्ठाउत्ऩन्नास्मात।्  

1. विद्मारमे-भहाविद्मारमेविश्िविद्मारमेचनैततकलशऺाअतनिामाणस्मात।्  
2. धन-रोरुऩतामा्ऩरयत्मागस्मचलशऺणभ।्  
3. कठोय-श्रभस्मलशऺणभ।्  
4. विरालस-जीिनस्मऩरयत्मागाथलंशऺणभ।्  
5. याष्रैक्मबािनामा्लशऺणभ।्  
6. विश्िफन्धुत्िबािनामा्लशऺणभ।्  
7. ऩयोऩकायबािनामा्लशऺणभ।्  
8. ऩारयिारयकसभस्मामा्सभाधानाथसंभाजेविद्मारमऩऺत्उऩफोधनिगणस्मामोजनभ।्तत्रविलशष्मऩरय

िायसंयऺणोऩामानांतन्त्राणाञ्चविषमेविशेषरुऩेणप्रलशऺणप्रदानभ।्  
9. विद्मारम-भहाविद्मारम-विश्िविद्मारमाहदषुसदाचाय-लशऺामा्आचायलशऺामाश्चातनिामणत्िभ।् 
10. भ्रष्टाचायाहदकुयीततनांतनभूणरनाथणभउ्द्फोधनकऺामा्आमोजनभ।्  
11. मूनांकृतेफारचयसंघस्मप्रलशऺणभ।्  
12. सभाजेशास्न्तिगणस्मामोजनभ।् 
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13. जनसञ्चायभाध्मभद्िायाशास्न्तलशऺामा्प्रसाय्।  
14. छात्राणांछात्राध्माऩकानाञ्चकृतेशास्न्तिगणस्मामोजनभ।्  
15. संमुक्तयाष्रसंघस्मविषमेऩरयचमप्रदानभ।्  
16. देशपे्रभदेशबस्क्तसंस्कृततवप्रमतािधणकलशऺाप्रणारीसामोजनीमा।  

शान्त्मथणभादशणऩाठमोजना  

शास्न्तसम्ऩादनाथणभादशणऩाठमोजनामा्तनभाणणभऩेर्क्ष्मते।ऩाठ्मविषमेषुतेषांसभग्राणाभेिविषमाणांऻानभतन
िाममेंहहसंसायेणसम्फद्धा्ितणन्ते, 
शास्न्तसम्ऩादनेचसहामका्ितणन्ते।आध्मास्त्भकऩूणणतामा्हेतोधभणस्मिेदस्म, दशणनस्मऩुयाणस्म, 
िेदान्तस्म, नीततशास्त्रस्म, सङ्गीतस्म, सिणधभणसभन्िमिादस्म, 
उऩतनषदश्चऻानंरौकककसभदृ्धमेबाषामा ,् बूगोरस्म, इततहासस्म, हस्तकौशरस्म, गहृविऻानस्म, 
सभाजविऻानस्म, भनोविऻानस्म, व्मािसातमकविषमस्मचऻानंयाष्र-सभदृ्धमेअथणशास्त्रस्म, 
याजनीततविऻानस्म, नागरयकविऻानस्मचऻानभऩेर्क्ष्मते।  

संमुक्तयाष्रसंघ्शास्न्तसम्ऩादनञ्च  

1045व्मािहारयकसंित्सयेसंमुक्तयाष्रसंघस्मस्थाऩनाऽबूत।्अन्तायास्ष्रमशास्न्तसम्ऩादनभेिअस्म
कामणभ।्संमुक्तयाष्रस्मसदस्मतामैआिश्मकोबिततमत्तस्मसदस्मताकाभमभानेनदेशेनशास्न्तवप्रमेण, 
संघस्मतनमभऩारकेनचबाव्मभअ्न्तायास्ष्रमशान्ते्स्थाऩनभ,् 
शास्न्तव्मिस्थामा्सुदृढीकयणोऩामानाभन्िेषणभ, तेषुतेषुयाष्रेषुभैत्रीऩूणणस्मसम्फन्धस्मसंस्थाऩनभ,् 
जाततधभणगतानांबेदानाभऩनोदनभअ्न्तायास्ष्रमऩऺेबत्रषु-याजनीततक-आधथणक-साभास्जक-

सांस्कृततकसभस्मानांसभन्िमनंतदथणभनेकेषांयाष्राणांसहमोगािाप्तमेप्रमासकयणञ्चभुख्मरुऩेणसंमुक्तयाष्र
संघस्मकामाणखणबिस्न्त।  

 एिञ्चविश्िशान्ते्सद्भािाथरंोकेषुसभाजेषुयाष्रेषुचसद्भािोदमस्मसभिेदनामा्सहानुबूतेश्चसम्ऩादना
थशंास्न्तलशऺामा्आिश्मकताितणतेएिइतत।अन्ततोगत्िामजुिेदस्मष्बत्रशंोध्मामेसप्तदशतभभन्त्रेउक्तस्म
िेदऩुरुषस्मकथनभिश्मंध्मातव्मभ।्ककलभततचेत-्

 हेभनुष्मामथाप्रकाशादम्ऩदाथाण्शास्न्तकया्स्मुस्तथामूमंप्रमतध्िभइ्तत।तथाहह–  
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द्मो्शास्न्तयन्तरयऺंशास्न्त्ऩधृथिीशास्न्तयाऩ्शास्न्तयोषधम्शास्न्त्। 

िनस्ऩतम्शास्न्तविणश्िेदेिा्शास्न्तब्रणह्भशास्न्त्। 
सिशंास्न्त्शास्न्तयेिशास्न्त्साभाशास्न्तयेधध।।24 
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Abstract: Sex work and HIV/AIDS transmission are interrelated as it is estimated that more than 

90 percent of HIV transmission in India is through unprotected sexual route. However, not all the 

people engaged into sex work have the risk of acquiring HIV/AIDS rather HIV transmission in 

India in most of the cases occurs among those individuals who are engaged in unprotected sexual 

practices with multiple partners and they have been identified as one of the high-risk groups by 

National AIDS Control Organisation. To keep HIV prevalence as low as possible among high risk 

groups, and to reduce transmission from them to the bridge population and subsequently reducing 

the risk of HIV transmission from bridge population to general population, Targeted Intervention 

was adopted by NACO as a strategy to reach out the most unreached population (National AIDS 

Control Organization, 2007). 

Key words: Targeted Intervention, HIV/AIDS, NACO. 

 

Introduction: Sex work has a greater impact on the health of women having sex work as a 

profession. Majority of them suffer from diseases such as sexually transmitteddiseases and 

HIV/AIDS. Sexually transmitted infections are public health problem because of their potential to 

cause serious complications such as infertility, chronic disability, and death in men, women, and 

children (World Health Organization, 2002). Therefore, Targeted Interventions (TI) program was 

started by NACO for the people within the community who are most at risk of HIV and sexually 

transmitted infection. Under targeted intervention, behaviour and practices of the beneficiaries are 

targeted and not their identity. It involves them and their issues within the broader frame work of 

interventions. They are adapted to be culturally and socially appropriate to the target audience. It 

focuses on limited resources available for the beneficiaries and how these resources could be best 

used to derive the maximum benefit. There are various services under targeted intervention 

provided to the people in need such as management of sexually transmitted infections, provision of 

commodities (condoms) to ensure safe sex practices, linkages to care and support program through 
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referral services, outreach and communication, enabling environment through structural 

intervention, community organization and building ownership and response to the crisis (National 

AIDS Control Organizations, 2016). 

National AIDS Control Organization is a division of the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare 

that provides leadership to HIV/AIDS control programme in India through 35 HIV/AIDS 

Prevention and Control Societies. In 1986, following the detection of the first AIDS case in the 

country, the National AIDS Committee was constituted in the Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare. As the epidemic spread, the need was felt for a nationwide programme and an organization 

to steer the programme. In 1992 India‘s first National AIDS Control Programme (1992-1999) was 

launched, and National AIDS Control Organization (NACO) was constituted to implement the 

programme (National AIDS Control Organizations, 2016). 

 

Objective: The objective of the study was to understand the role of Targeted Intervention project in 

addressing the health needs of female sex workers who are registered under Targeted Intervention 

(TI) project of Punjab State AIDS Control Society (PSACS), Punjab to bring about positive 

changes in their lives. 

 

Methodology: Sex work in Punjab works secretively as there are no specified areas, i.e., red-light 

areas in Punjab where the sex workers could be found. However, National AIDS Control 

Organisation (NACO) under TI provides services through Non-Governmental Organizations 

(NGO) to those sex workers who are registered with them. Therefore, in order to have a quality 

outcome of the study, only those female sex workers were contacted who were registered under TI 

program, and 300 female sex workers were contacted from Ludhiana, Jalandhar, and Amritsar 

districts based on simple random sampling. 

 

Tools for Data Collection: Self- designed interview schedule along with observation method was 

used to collect the data. 

 

Study Findings: 

1. Awareness of sexually Transmitted Infections. 

In Punjab, 28 NACO designated sexually transmitted infections clinics are functional and are 

established in all the district hospitals and medical colleges in the State to provide free medicines 

and counselling facilities to the sexually transmitted infected patients (Punjab State AIDS Control 

Society, 2013). Sexually transmitted infections/diseases (STI) are mainly passed from one person to 

another during sexual intercourse or when there is sexual contact that involves contact of genitals. 

 

http://naco.gov.in/sacs
http://naco.gov.in/sacs
http://naco.gov.in/sacs
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Since there is a greater risk of STI affected female sex workers to become HIV infected, therefore, 

efforts have been done under the study to find out the awareness level of the respondents on STI 

which has been presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Awareness of Sexually Transmitted Infections. 

Awareness about Sexually Transmitted Infections Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Yes 95(95) 26(26) 81(81) 202(67.3) 

No 5(5) 74(74) 19(19) 98(32.7) 

Total 100(100) 100(100) 100(100) 300(100) 

Symptoms of Sexually Transmitted Infections Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Excessive vaginal discharge 7(37) 4(17) 7(33) 18(28) 

Ulcers /sores in genital area - - 3(14) 3(5) 

Pain during intercourse - - 4(19) 4(6) 

Pain in lower abdomen - 7(29) - 7(11) 

Foul smelling discharge 3(16) 7(29) 5(24) 15(23) 

Swelling in groin area - 1(4) - 1(2) 

Itching in genital area 9(47) 2(8) - 11(17) 

Frequent/sometimes painful urination - 3(13) 2(10) 5(8) 

Total 19(100) 24(100) 21(100) 64(100) 

Treatment of Sexually Transmitted Infections Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Private clinic - - - - 

Chemist shop - - - - 

No treatment 4(21) 1(4) 1(5) 6(9) 

Govt. hospital 15(79) 21(88) 19(90) 55(86) 

Home remedy - 2(8) 1(5) 3(5) 

Total 19(100) 24(100) 21(100) 64(100) 

Sex during treatment of Sexually Transmitted Infections Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Yes 3(16) 2(8) 1(5) 6(9) 

No 16(84) 24(92) 20(95) 58(91) 

Total 19(100) 24(100) 21(100) 64(100) 

Figures in parenthesis represents percentage. 

Data on awareness level of the respondents on sexually transmitted infections highlights that in all 

the three districts, 67.3 percent of the respondents reported that they have heard of sexually 

transmitted infections whereas 32.7 percent reported that they have not heard to sexually 

transmitted infections. On being asked about the awareness on symptoms of sexually transmitted 

infections, majority of the respondents, i.e., 28 percent shared that they are suffering from excessive 

vaginal discharge whereas other symptoms reported by respondents foul smelling discharge (23 

percent), itching in genital area (17 percent), pain in lower abdomen (11 percent), 
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frequent/sometimes painful urination (eight percent), pain during intercourse (six percent), 

ulcers/sores in genital area (five percent) and swelling in groin area (two percent each). 

While talking about the place of treatment for these symptoms, the majority of the respondents, i.e., 

86 percent went to the government hospital for treatment, and five percent adopted home remedy. 

Nine percent respondents did not take any treatment. It was good to see that all respondents availed 

treatment for the disease. However, 91 percent respondents reported that they were not practicing 

sex work during these symptoms whereas nine percent respondents reported that they were engaged 

with sex work during these symptoms. 

 

2. Awareness of HIV/AIDS. 

Evidence shows that HIV prevalence among sex workers is 12 times higher than the general 

population. Across the globe, violence perpetrated against sex workers is common and associated 

with an increased risk of acquiring HIV (United Nations Programme on HIV and AIDS, 2012). 

Therefore, the current study has tried to explore the awareness level of female sex workers on 

HIV/AIDS. Table 2 highlights the awareness level of the respondents on HIV/AIDS. 

The data revealed that in all three districts, the knowledge level of respondents regarding 

HIV/AIDS was very high. 98 percent of the respondents reported that they have heard of 

HIV/AIDS whereas only two percent of the respondents reported that they have not heard of 

HIV/AIDS. There are behavioural issues related to HIV/AIDS awareness. Many married women in 

India have still not heard of AIDS despite increasing risks, intensive health education campaigns 

and widespread scientific and media attention (Chattopadhyay, A., 2003). 96 percent of respondents 

reported that they received information on HIV/AIDS from non-governmental organisation workers 

whereas three percent respondents received information from media (print and electronics). 

Respondents also received information from government health workers (0.3 percent), 

friends/family members (0.3 percent) and from other sources (0.3 percent). 

 

Table 2: Awareness about HIV/AIDS. 

Awareness about HIV/AIDS Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Yes 100(100) 95(95) 98(98) 293(98) 

No - 5(3) 2(2) 7(2) 

Total 100(100) 100(100) 100(100) 300(100) 

Source of information Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Media (Print and electronics) - 1(1) 7(7) 8(3) 

Govt. health workers - 1(1) - 1(.3) 

Any other specify - - 1(1) 1(.3) 

Friends/family 1(1) - - 1(.3) 

Nongovernmental organisation workers 99(99) 93(98) 90(92) 282(96) 
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Total 100(100) 95(100) 98(100) 293(100) 

Preventive measures Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Consistent condom use 20(20) 33(35) 34(35) 87(29.7) 

Safer sex practices 43(43) 50(53) 40(41) 133(45.4) 

Use of uninfected blood 25(25) 3(3) 2(2) 30(10.2) 

No information - - 3(3) 3(1) 

Having one uninfected faithful sex partner 1(1) 8(8) 7(7) 16(5.5) 

Use of uninfected syringes 11(11) - 2(2) 13(4.4) 

Any other - 1(1) 10(10) 11(3.8) 

Total 100(100) 95(100) 98(100) 293(100) 

           Figures in parenthesis represents percentage. 

While talking about the methods of prevention of HIV/AIDS, majority of the respondents, i.e., 45.4 

reported safer sex practice as the preventive method along with consistent condom use (29.7 

percent), use of uninfected blood (10.2 percent), uninfected faithful sex partner (5.5 percent), use of 

uninfected syringes (4.4 percent) and any other method (3.8 percent). One percent of the 

respondents shared that they do not know about preventive methods.  

2.1. Test for HIV. 

The HIV counselling and testing services started in the year 1997, have been scaled up in recent 

years. Today, there are more than 4000 Counselling and Testing Centres which are located at all 

levels of the public health-care system. The earlier Voluntary Counselling and Testing Centres 

(VCTCs) and facilities providing Prevention of Parent-to-Child Transmission of HIV/AIDS 

(PPTCT) services are now remodelled as a hub to deliver integrated services to all clients under one 

roof and renamed as ―Integrated Counselling and Testing Centres‖ (ICTCs). 

Under TI, promotion of condoms, linkages to STI services and health services with a strong referral 

and follow-up system has been established, which works as a strategy for HIV prevention, Care, 

and Continuum. To reduce the HIV risk among the female sex workers, formal referral mechanism 

for quality HIV testing and counselling has been established through Voluntary Counselling and 

Testing Centres (VCTC). It is mandatory that HIV testing and counselling referral facility should be 

sensitive to female sex workers special issues and have a strong referral mechanism to HIV 

treatment, care and support and other related services. If the referral mechanism is not present, 

clinics are mandated to establish its own. 

HIV counselling and testing services are a key entry point to the prevention of HIV infection, and to 

treatment and care of people who are infected with HIV. When availing counselling and testing 

services, people can access accurate information about HIV prevention and care, and undergo an 

HIV test in a supportive and confidential environment. People who are found HIV-negative are 

supported with information and counselling to reduce risks and remain HIV-negative. People who 

are found HIV-positive are provided psychosocial support and linked to treatment and care. Today, 
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more than 75,000 people who are HIV-positive access the antiretroviral therapy (ART) programme 

and receive free treatment for HIV/AIDS. (National AIDS Control Organizations, 2016). During 

the study, information was also gathered whether the respondents went for HIV testing or not. 

Table 2.1 highlights the status of the respondents regarding their HIV test. 

Table 2.1: HIV test of female sex workers. 

HIV test of the respondents Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Yes 100(100) 95(95) 98(98) 293(98) 

No - - - - 

Total 100(100) 95(100) 98(100) 293(100) 

Place for HIV testing Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Govt. hospital /Integrated counselling and testing centre 100(100) 95(100) 98(100) 293(100) 

Nongovernmental organisation - - - - 

Private practitioner - - - - 

Total 100(100) 95(100) 98(100) 293(100) 

Motivation/Encouragement for test Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Voluntarily 3(3) 2(2) 4(4) 9(3) 

Doctor 1(1) 1(1) - 2(1) 

Nongovernmental organisation worker 96(96) 92(97) 94(96) 282(96) 

Co sex workers - - - - 

Total 100(100) 95(100) 98(100) 293(100) 

Figures in parenthesis represents percentage. 

Those respondents who were aware regarding HIV/AIDS reported that that they have been tested 

for HIV, i.e., 100 percent respondents and 100 percent of the respondents reported that they went to 

government hospital/Integrated counselling and testing centre for HIV testing. Regarding the 

motivation for testing, majority of the respondents, i.e., 96 percent reported that they were 

motivated and encouraged by non- governmental organisation workers to go for HIV testing 

whereas three percent respondents went with their own will. Only one percent of respondents were 

motivated by doctors for testing whereas the role of the co-sex worker was not found in the data. 

Majority of the respondents, i.e., 91 percent shared that they are not suffering from HIV whereas 

nine shared that they are suffering from HIV. 

2.2. HIV status of female sex workers. 

The conditions in which sex work occurs may have a profound impact on HIV risk and 

vulnerability. While some sex work settings have served as excellent venues for HIV-prevention 

programmes, many others neither promotes safer sex nor protects sex workers from violence 

perpetrated by clients, law enforcement officers, gangs, establishment owners or controllers. In 

addition, debt-bondage, low pay and inadequate living conditions may further compromise the 

health and safety of sex workers (United Nations Programme on HIV and AIDS, 2012). Since they 
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are vulnerable to contract HIV, therefore it is imperative to know their HIV status. Before asking 

this question in the present study, their consent was taken or they were taken into confidence and 

were assured that their status would not be disclosed. Rather they would be assisted to follow the 

right treatment. Data relating to HIV status of the respondents have been presented in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2: HIV status of the female sex workers. 

HIV status Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Yes 4(4) 12(12) 11(11) 27(9) 

No 96(96) 88(88) 89(89) 273(91) 

Total 100(100) 100(100) 100(100) 300(100) 

How do you come to know about your HIV positive status? Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

HIV test by NGO 3(75) 10(83) 10(91) 23(85) 

During other treatment/check up 1(25) 2(17) 1(9) 4(15) 

Total 4(100) 12(100) 11(100) 27(100) 

Support system during the time of crisis Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Support by co sex workers 1(25) 2(17) 3(27) 6(22) 

NGO workers 2(50) 9(75) 6(55) 17(63) 

Family/Friends 1(25) 1(8) 2(18) 4(15) 

Total 4(100) 12(100) 11(100) 27(100) 

Figures in parenthesis represents percentage. 

On being asked about HIV positive status of the female sex workers, nine percent of the 

respondents were HIV positive. From among nine percent of the respondents who were HIV 

positive, majority of the respondents, i.e., 85 percent came to know about their HIV status through a 

screening test organized by NGO working in their area. However, rest of the 15 percent of the 

respondents came to know about their HIV status through their routine check- up or during the 

course of other treatment. While asking the respondents about their support mechanism when they 

came to know about their status as HIV positive, majority of the respondents, i.e., 63 percent 

reported that they were supported by NGO staff during the crisis whereas 22 percent were consoled 

by fellow sex workers and 15 percent were supported by their families and friends during crisis.  

3. Association of female sex workers with targeted intervention program. 

Targeted interventions provide field level care and support to the high-risk groups. Targeted 

intervention programme cannot play a prominent role alone until and unless the beneficiaries are 

associated with the programme. Therefore, data regarding the association of the female sex workers 

with the targeted intervention programme operational in their area through nongovernmental 

organisation under the programme has been collected from the respondents to draw a clear picture 

of outreach by the non-governmental organizations namely Sawera in Jalandhar, All India Women 
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Conference in Amritsar and Aradhya in Ludhiana has been obtained. The information obtained has 

been presented in the Table 3. 

Table 3: Association of female sex workers with TI program. 

Association of female sex workers with TI program Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Yes 100(100) 100(100) 100(100) 300(100) 

No - - - - 

Total 100(100) 100(100) 100(100) 300(100) 

    Figures in parenthesis represents percentage. 

As indicated in the above Table, it is clear that all the beneficiaries, i.e., 100 percent in all the three 

districts were outreached by the non-governmental organisations under the study. It was evident 

from respondents‘ responses to the query that they were fully aware of the organisations, their 

objectives and the services provided by these organization in all the three districts. Therefore, as far 

as outreach is concerned, the data shows 100 percent association of the beneficiaries with the non-

governmental organisations working for them.  

3.1. Utilisation of the services by female sex workers. 

After obtaining information regarding respondents‘ awareness about the services provided through 

targeted intervention programme under the study area, it was imperative to know the utilization 

pattern of the services by the respondents. To know the utilization pattern, respondents were asked 

about the types of services provided by the targeted intervention programmes. It was found that 

most of the respondents could tell about the types of services such as sexually transmitted infection 

and other clinical services, condom promotion, outreach services, community mobilization and 

creating an enabling environment. Information was also obtained on the utilization of these services 

by the respondents and it was found that the responses on utilization pattern of the services under 

targeted intervention were overlapping due to the reason that respondents may require more than 

one service at a time. This means that if at one point of time, respondents were taking services 

under sexually transmitted infection management then they were simultaneously taking services 

under condom promotion also. However most of the time it is self-reported as there is no technique 

to ascertain the service utilization by female sex workers. For example, while talking about 

increased usage of condom by the female sex workers, it is mostly self-reported as there is no 

tracking of the same due to practical limitations (Bradley et al., 2010). As a result, the data 

presented in Table 3.1 is not having a total of 300 due to multiple responses of the respondents. 

 

Table 3.1: Utilisation of the services by female sex workers. 

Utilization of services by female sex workers Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

STI management and other clinical services 90(24) 92(23) 89(23) 271(23) 
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Condom programming 96(25) 98(25) 93(24) 287(25) 

Outreach services 80(21) 85(22) 75(20) 240(21) 

Community mobilization 56(15) 65(17) 65(17) 186(16) 

Creating enabling environment 60(16) 53(13) 59(15) 172(15) 

Total 382(100) 393(100) 381(100) 1156(100) 

      Figures in parenthesis represents percentage. 

Table 3.1 contains data on utilization pattern of the services highlighted that majority of the 

respondents, i.e., 25 percent were opting condoms programming followed by management of 

sexually transmitted infection and other clinical services (23 percent), outreach services (21 

percent), community mobilization (16 percent) and enabling environment (15 percent). Therefore, it 

is evident from the above mentioned data that that majority of the respondents are availing different 

type of services at a time and therefore services utilized were overlapping. Moreover, the data 

presented in table 3.1 is mostly self- reported by the respondents therefore at any point of time its 

authenticity may be challenged. There is also possibility that their responses may be influenced by 

the staff of targeted intervention programme. 

3.2. Problems faced by female sex workers during service utilization. 

For targeted intervention programme, easy access of the services by High risk group is very 

important to reduce the HIV transmission and provide a healthy life to high risk group. Therefore, 

targeted interventions for high risk groups offer a ―package‖ of services which are outreach and 

communication, promotion of condoms, linkages to sexually transmitted infection services and 

health services with a strong referral and follow up system, advocacy with key stakeholders/power 

structures, crisis management systems, legal/rights education, collectivization, creation of a space 

for community events and building capacity (National AIDS Control Organisation, 2007). Data in 

table 3.2 highlights the problems/challenges faced by respondents while utilizing the services being 

provided by targeted intervention in three districts. 

Table 3.2: Problems faced by female sex workers while utilizing TI service. 

Problems faced by female sex workers while utilizing TI service Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Yes 10(10) 18(18) 12(12) 40(13) 

No 90(90) 82(82) 88(88) 260(87) 

Total 100(100) 100(100) 100(100) 300(100) 

Figures in parenthesis represents percentage. 

Data on problems regarding utilization of services from targeted intervention programme 

highlighted that majority of the respondents, i.e., 87 percent never had any problems while 

accessing the services whereas 13 percent of the respondents faced problems in accessing the 

services. Studies have shown that many a time female sex workers face problems in service 

utilization. Due to lack of facilities, inadequate services and the location of the integrated 

counselling and testing centre female sex workers could not fully utilize the services under targeted 
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intervention programme. Due to poor service delivery, there was inconsistent condom use and lack 

of awareness among female sex workers (JeevanJyoti Health Service Society, 2010). 

3.3. Change in the lives of female sex workers through targeted intervention programme. 

Under targeted intervention programme, there is a package of services which focuses on bringing 

positive change in the lives of target group. These services focus on enabling female sex workers to 

be aware of the pros and cons related to sex work and able to take informed decision about their 

lives. These services not only try to promote healthy lifestyle among female sex workers but also 

try to save them from any other new infection. Table 3.3 highlights whether female sex workers 

experienced any change in their lives due to intervention by targeted intervention programme. 

 

Table 3.3: Change in the lives of female sex workers through TI service. 

Change in lives of female sex workers through TI service Amritsar Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 

Yes 100(100) 100(100) 100(100) 300(100) 

No - - - - 

Total 100(100) 100(100) 100(100) 300(100) 

Figures in parenthesis represents percentage. 

It is evident from the data that all the respondents, i.e., 100 percent in all the three districts shared 

that the intervention by targeted intervention has brought changes in their lives. These changes 

included information sharing on how to prevent oneself from sexually transmitted infections and 

importance of practicing safer sex, how to deal with difficult clients in terms of their habits of 

alcohol consumption and non-usage of condoms, how to handle unexpected clients, ability to deal 

with legal issues and understanding on saving patterns. 

 

Conclusion: Targeted Intervention is most effective and efficient to target prevention towards 

High-Risk Group members to keep their HIV prevalence as low as possible, and to 

reduce transmission from them to the bridge population. Along with that, it aims towards 

creating an enabling environment, which not only places obstacles in the way of safer behaviours 

but also proactively supports the practice of safer behaviours. The present study highlighted that 

Targeted Intervention has brought positive change in the lives of female sex workers. They were 

satisfied with the services of targeted intervention. However, not all wanted to leave the profession 

because of economic reasons. These reasons only motivated them to take up sex work, and these 

reasons only did not allow them to leave sex work. Awareness of sexually transmitted infections 

was very well taken by the majority of the respondents. They were suffering from sexually 

transmitted infections and were under treatment at government hospitals. Though the majority of 

them were not engaged in sex work during treatment for sexuallytransmitted infections however 

there were few who were still engaged with sex work. Awareness level of respondents regarding 
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HIV/AIDS was very high, and they primarily received information on HIV/AIDS from non- 

governmental organisations workers. They knew about preventive methods of HIV/AIDS such as 

safer sex practices, use of disposable syringes, uninfected faithful partner, consistent condom uses 

and so on. They all were regular tested in government hospital and were motivated by targeted 

intervention staff for the same. 

It is evident from the study that targeted intervention programmes are able to reach out the most 

unheard population, and it has been able to cover a maximum of the beneficiaries registered under 

the projects in the study area. Out of the three targeted intervention projects covered under the study 

it was found that programme outreach, service delivery and awareness level among the respondents 

was better in district Amritsar followed by district Jalandhar and thendistrict Ludhiana. The targeted 

intervention projects strive towards promoting healthy lifestyles among female sex workers and try 

to bring a positive change in the lives of beneficiaries associated with the project. The findings of 

the present study highlight that targeted interventions play a critical role and bring positive changes 

inthe lives of female sex workers. 
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ABSTRACT 

Admittedly, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a notion that has gained attention across the 

world. As a matter of fact, globalization has unfolded the gateway to enhanced intricacies for 

countries globally. This has resulted in increased transparency and corporate citizenship and 

unlocked the door for an abstraction called Corporate Social Responsibility which necessitates for 

companies to take on a role for the development of society. In today‘s scenario CSR is becoming 

prominent and plays an indispensable role in the effectiveness of corporate branding. Nowadays 

corporate branding has become a pivotal issue for many corporate houses. Corporate Social 

Responsibility is a critical issue and it has strategic implications on company‘s performance in 

every type of businesses in general. The most powerful asset for every company is its brand and it 

is measured in terms of brand equity. Companies can build their brand equity by making their 

products more distinctive, easily identifiable, charging premium prices and providing good quality 

standards. Against such a backdrop, the present study has been undertaken to examine the 

moderating effect of brand image in the context of Corporate Social Responsibility with Brand 

Equity. The study is based on both primary and secondary data. The primary data was collected 

from 150 respondents belonging to Delhi & NCR. The secondary data was collected through 

research publications, standard journals, periodicals and web.The findings indicate that CSR has a 

positive impact on the brand image and further brand equity is positively affected by Brand Image. 

The result of this study also reveals that CSR is positively related to Brand Equity.  Thus, Corporate 

Social Responsibility (CSR) is an integral part of every company and as such has been described as 

a tool to build the brand equity of a company.  

Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility, Corporate Branding, Brand Image, Brand Equity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Branding is not only just giving the brand name to a product but it also enables the companies to 

distinguish themselves among the competitors. The brand is simply the mirror of a company 

because it represents each and every activity which the company undertakes. The activities 

performed by companies assist customers to create an image concerning brand which leads to 

building brand equity. Aaker (1991) has been defined brand equity as “a set of brand assets and 

liabilities associated to a brand that adds or detracts the product or service value based on the 

customer's perspectives.  

 

This value may be reflected in the way consumers think, act and feel with respect to the brand that 

consumers perceive from marketing programs.” The brand represents the strong values of a 

company instead of showing the product characteristics on the basis of that the consumer can 

recognize the product associated with which brand. Branding helps in forming a positive image in 

relation to the company which enables strong customer relationship management, a pivotal 

determinant for brand equity. Nowadays customers are not only worried about the price and quality, 

but are more conscious about the surroundings and society in which they live and want to be a part 

of a scheme that makes a positive difference to the universe. An emotional aspect is created by the 

firms to achieve the trust of consumers termed Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). ―CSR is the 

continuing commitment by business to behave ethically and contribute to economic development 

while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families as well as of the local 

community and society at large" (Holmes, R., & Watts, P. 2000). Modern business has recognized 

that CSR creates brand equity and it has become as important as the production of their 

commodities. Yet, just a smattering of corporate in each category is taking CSR very seriously. 

Some take it as a corporate exercise to increase their brand equity while for some others, it is pure 

philanthropy. The Companies Act, 2013 has made CSR mandatory for companies having net profit 

of Rs. 5 crore or more or net worth of Rs. 500 crore or more or turnover having Rs. 1000 crore or 

more during any financial year. Hence, CSR has become the integral part of corporate strategy 

because corporate houses have discerned that apart from merely concentrating on profits it is also 

imperative to build dependable and enduring relationship with the society at large. 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This section summarises some of the existing literature on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

and its impact on Brand Image and Brand Equity. The review helps in understanding the concept 

and components and of the Corporate Social Responsibility and the Brand Image/Equity concept. 

Articles published in research journals, theses, dissertations and research papers published in 
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various Indian and foreign universities were reviewed. On the basis of review of literature some 

insights are as follows: 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

Carroll (1991) hasdeveloped a well known paradigm of CSR which is known as ―The Pyramid of 

Corporate Social Responsibility‖. The pyramid has been developed on the basis of four components 

of CSR, namely economic, legal, ethical and discretionary/philanthropic. The economic 

responsibilities of the corporation bolster all other responsibilities. The legal responsibility of 

corporations de-markets because of the reason what kind of companies activities are permissible as 

per law. The third one is ethical responsibility means the companies must do their businesses in the 

way that it is not detrimental to society. In other words, the companies should adopt the ethical 

norms and policies to carry out their activities. Philanthropic responsibilities at the apex imply the 

companies should contribute their resources for the betterment of the society resulting in 

enhancement of the quality of life. Social responsibility is "organization is voluntary commitment to 

fulfill transparent and non-transparent duties that society has inflicted on the shoulders of company" 

(Falck, Heblich, 2007). Social responsibility is composed of two dimensions: "commitment" to the 

community and "positive helping" of community (Mizuo, 2008). As per Meshkarni and Rahmati 

(2013), Corporate Social Responsibility is an open and clear business practice. It is based on virtue 

and honor to staff, community, and environment. Corporate Social Responsibility adheres to stable 

values for society and shareholders. Reena Shyam (2016) propounds that over the years Corporate 

Social Responsibility is gaining pace. It has become a rudimentary business practice. It channels the 

alignment of business operations with social values. It is the convergence of numerous initiatives 

targeted at ensuring socio-economic progress of the community. Javier Aguilera & Jaime 

Guerrero (2017) disclosed that enterprises can bolster their goodwill via advanced social initiatives 

and management practices. MNC's generally locate facilities in developing nations to harvest the 

benefit from environmental and social regulations. It also lessens their operating costs. Corporations 

can also bestow significantly to the development of those underdeveloped nations through social 

responsibility initiatives. 

Brand Image 

In today's scenario companies generally use brand to develop their identity and propagates their 

existence to the society. It also helps in creating their good image in the mind of consumers. 

Companies with developed brand image are well-known in the market because of their respective 

brand name. Branding also facilitates to positioning the product in consumer's mind. There are 

several conceptions of brand image. Infact Levy (1959) propounded the notion of brand image. 

According to him, the products having social and psychological characteristics expedite the 

consumers more loyal in relation to the brands. Keller (1993) suggested that anything which 
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facilitates in creating a notion about company in consumer's mind is called corporate image.It 

depicts performance of the company which is perceived in the consumer's memory. Anon (2005) 

opined in his study that the combination of distinctive features comprehend by the target consumers 

is known as brand image. It reflects the contemporary relevance of brand and entails a probable 

assurance to consumers. Therefore, perception framed by the consumers towards the brand implies 

brand image. Ballantyne et al (2006) suggested that framing of mind by the consumers in relation 

to brand is known as brand image. It will lead to a long lasting relationship between consumers and 

companies and it also helps to change the state of mind positively which will result in the 

consumers are also willing to purchase that brand at a premium price. 

Brand Equity 

The term 'Brand Equity' alludes to the value of a brand. This value is ascertained on the basis of 

consumer perception and experiences with the brand. Aaker (1991) has elucidated brand equity a 

set of five groups of assets and responsibilities of an organization affixed to the name or symbol of 

the brand. It bolsters or mars the value of a product or service for a company or for consumers. 

Keller (1993) presented a model of customer-based brand equity. From the point of view of a 

customer, he defined it as "the differential effect that brand knowledge has on the customer 

response to the marketing of that brand. Equity occurs when the customer is accustomed with the 

brand and holds some favorable, robust, and distinctive brand associations in memory." Brand 

awareness has been elucidated as the ability of a consumer to identify or recall a brand in a 

particular product category (Aaker, 1991). Brand association happens to be the most rewarded 

aspect of brand equity. It comprises product attributes, customer benefits, uses, users, life-styles, 

product classes, competitors and countries. An association is one of the bases of differentiation and 

extensions. It proffers a reason to buy, and generate positive feelings. Consumers use brand 

associations to process, organize, and garner information in memory which helps them to make 

purchase decisions (Aaker, 1991). Brand loyalty is an efficacious way to manage equity. Retaining 

existing customers is economical than attracting new ones. Even though switching cost is low, it 

creates inertia among customers. It is also hard for competitors to communicate to satisfied brand 

users due to the reason they hardly have any interest to learn about other alternatives. Therefore, 

competitors should not spend their resources lavishly to attract satisfied and loyal customers of 

other brands. Furthermore, it also warrants a lengthier time (Aaker, 1991). 

Corporate Social Responsibility, Brand Image and Brand Equity 

In order to improve the brand image in the society the enterprise should adopt the policy of 

corporate social responsibility. Companies which are economically responsible, implementing 

ethical standards, extending support to the employees and their families and satiating the needs of 

the society have positively influences the brand image among other competing firms (Pomering & 
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Johnson, 2009). Ethical responsibility is one of the significant aspects of CSR. A company is doing 

their business within the ethical norms possesses good image of itself in the society. Thus, 

corporate houses include corporate social responsibility in their policies because it exerts a positive 

effect on their corporate image as well as improves the performance and effectiveness of their 

business activities (Arendt & Brettel, 2010). According to Rafei et al. (2013) CSR has directly 

influences the brand image, then brand image has significantly affect the brand equity. Hence, in 

order to build the brand equity, brand image plays the mediator role in between CSR and brand 

equity. Anupam Singh & Priyanka Verma (2017) mentioned in their study that, infact, CSR plays 

a very crucial role in improving the performance of the brand. The authors argue that brand equity 

is positively affected by corporate social responsibility. The moderating effect of various variables 

i.e., brand awareness, brand image, brand loyalty and purchase intention should be considered in 

creating the interface between CSR and brand equity. Thus, the results depicts that an organization 

should keep in mind the activities concerning social welfare to formulate their corporate strategies.  

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To examine the role of Corporate Social Responsibility in creating Brand Image. 

2. To investigate the moderating effect of Brand Image on Brand Equity. 

3. To analyse the impact of Corporate Social Responsibility on Brand Equity. 

HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY 

As supported by relevant literatures discussed earlier the hypotheses based on the above framework 

can be postulated as follows:- 

1. H1: Corporate Social Responsibility has a direct and positive impact on Brand Image. 

2. H2: A positive Brand Image through CSR significantly influences the Brand Equity. 

3. H3: Corporate Social Responsibility significantly and positively related to Brand Equity. 

 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK  

The conceptual framework shows a path diagram for the causal relationships between the three 

variables such as CSR, Brand Image and Brand Equity. CSR and Brand Image are endogenous 

variables, while Brand Equity is an exogenous variable. CSR and Brand Equity are observed, while 

Brand Image is a latent variable. For measuring the Corporate Social Responsibility, Carroll (1999) 

model was used which includes ethical responsibility, legal responsibility, economic responsibility 

and philanthropic responsibility. For the measurement of brand equity various dimensions of brand 

equity i.e. brand awareness, brand association, brand preference and brand loyalty have been used 

in the conceptual model. The conceptual model used in the study comprising selected variables is 

depicted in the figure given below. 
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Figure: Conceptual Model of the Study 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The present study is based on applied research in the context of objectives and descriptive-cum- 

analytical type in terms of collected data. The collected data were analysed through descriptive 

statistics, Cronbach‘s alpha and regression analysis. The sample respondents of this study were the 

customers. The primary data were collected through the administration of a structured questionnaire 

based on five point Likert scale. For data collection judgemental sampling technique was used. The 

questionnaire has been circulated among 172 customers in Delhi & NCR. Out of which 172 

questionnaire distributed, 150 filled in questionnaires were retrieved and 22 incomplete 

questionnaires were eliminated.  Thus the overall response rate was 87%, which was considered as 

satisfactory for further analysis. The secondary data were collected through research publications, 

journals, periodicals and web. This descriptive statistics were used to analyse demographic profile 

of the respondents.  
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Table-1: Demographic Profile of Sample Respondents 

Variables Categories 
Frequency 

Distribution 
Percentage (%) 

Gender 
Male 96 64.00 

Female 54 36.00 

Age 

Upto 20 years 12 8.00 

21-30 years 46 30.67 

31-40 years 58 38.67 

41-50 years 24 16.00 

Above 50 years 10 6.66 

Educational 

Qualification 

Under Graduate 9 6.00 

Graduate 24 16.00 

Post Graduate 76 50.67 

M.Phil/Ph.D. 21 14.00 

Professional Degree 14 9.33 

Others 6 4.00 

Occupation 

Service Holder 94 62.67 

Self-employed 32 21.33 

Professional 20 13.33 

Others 4 2.67 

Monthly Income 

≤Rs. 25000 18 12.00 

Rs. 25001-35000 22 14.67 

Rs. 35001-45000 57 38.00 

Rs. 45001-55000 40 26.67 

>Rs. 55000 13 8.66 

Source: Compiled from Primary Data 

 

The above Table-1 depicts that the demographic characteristics of the customers classified on the 

basis of their gender, age, educational qualification, occupation and monthly income and it revealed 

that majority of the respondents (64%) were male. It is further revealed that 38.67% of the 

respondents were between the age group of 31-40 years, 30.67% were in the age group of 21-30 

years. A majority of respondents (50.67%) were post graduate degree holders followed by 

graduates (16%). Out of the total sample respondents 62.67% were service holders, followed by 

self-employed (21.33%). A majority of the respondents (38%) are found to be in the income range 

of Rs. 35001-45000.  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Validity and Reliability Analysis 

For evaluating construct validity the technique of Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was used. 

The value of CFA of each variable used in the survey is more than 0.70. Thus it reveals that the 

measured variables perfectly represent the number of constructs. In order to check the internal 

consistency of the variables Cronbach's alpha coefficient was used. 

 

Table-2: Reliability Analysis 

Research Variables Items Cronbach‟s Alpha 

CSR 8 0.824 

Brand Image 5 0.936 

Brand Awareness 3 0.726 

Brand Association 3 0.827 

Brand Preference 4 0.862 

Brand Loyalty 5 0.929 

Table-2 depicts that the value of Cronbach's alpha coefficient of each variable is greater than 0.70. 

This has resulted in a set of items are very closely related as a group and there is a strong internal 

consistency among the variables. 

 

Regression Analysis 

The hypotheses were tested by regression analysis and their results are given below. 

H1: Corporate Social Responsibility has a direct and positive impact on Brand Image. 

 

Table-3: Regression Analysis Summary 

R R Square Adjusted R Square Durbin-Watson 

0.942 0.886 0.875 1.742 

The above analysis reveals that the value of R is 0.942 indicating a perfect positive correlation 

between CSR and Brand Image. The value of R square is 0.886 which discerns that change in the 

brand image by 88.6% on account of Corporate Social Responsibility. The value of Adjusted R 

square i.e. 0.875 which signifies that brand image is positively affected by 87.5% due to the 

Corporate Social Responsibility. The Durbin-Watson statistic is 1.742 which indicates that there is 

a positive autocorrelation in the sample. The result, thus, rejected the null hypothesis (H0) and 

accepted the alternative hypothesis (H1). On the basis of that, we can conclude that CSR has direct 

positive impact on Brand Image. 

H2: A positive Brand Image through CSR significantly influences the Brand Equity. 
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Table-4: Regression Analysis Summary 

R R Square Adjusted R Square Durbin-Watson 

0.949 0.901 0.894 1.821 

 

The above Table shows that the value of R is 0.949 which implies that there is perfect positive 

correlation between Brand Image and Brand Equity. The value of R square is 0.901 which reveals 

that changes in the brand equity by 90.1% is on account of moderating effect of brand image. The 

value of Adjusted R square is 0.894 which signifies that brand equity is changed by 89.4% because 

of Brand Image in the context of whole population. The value of Durbin-Watson statistic is 1.821 

which indicates that there is positive autocorrelation in the sample. Thus, the aforesaid analysis 

supports the hypothesis (H2) which reveals that Brand Image significantly influences the Brand 

Equity. 

H3: Corporate Social Responsibility significantly and positively related to Brand Equity. 

 

Table-5: Regression Analysis Summary 

R R Square Adjusted R Square Durbin-Watson 

0.804 0.647 0.646 1.927 

 

Table-5 shows that the value of R is 0.804 which discerns that there is perfect positive correlation 

between CSR and Brand Equity. The value of R square is 0.647 which reveals that changes in the 

brand equity by 64.7% are on account of Corporate Social Responsibility. The value of Adjusted R 

square i.e. 0.646 indicates that brand equity is changed by 64.6% due to Corporate Social 

Responsibility in the context of whole population. The Durbin-Watson statistic is 1.927 which 

indicates that there is positive autocorrelation in the sample. The result, thus, rejects the null 

hypothesis (H0) and accepts the alternative hypothesis (H3). Thus it can be concluded that 

Corporate Social Responsibility is significantly and positively related to Brand Equity. 

 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

The present study has been undertaken to examine the effect of CSR on Brand Equity. Apart from 

this an attempt has been made to analyze the mediating role of brand image in the interface between 

CSR and Brand Equity. In order to measure the brand equity, four elements such as brand 

awareness, brand association, brand preference and brand loyalty were taken into consideration. On 

the other hand, Corporate Social Responsibility was measured by using Carroll (1991) model. The 

result depicts that corporate social responsibility can be used to create a positive brand image in the 

mind of consumers which in turn helps to build their brand equity. Moreover, brand image is also 
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found to be a strong moderating constituent in the association of corporate social responsibility with 

brand equity. This study is confined to customers only and it does not include other important 

stakeholders. The study is also limited to Delhi & NCR. This study emphasized that companies 

should undertake CSR activities without expecting anything in return from the society. Companies 

should not merely concentrate on profits or growing businesses rather the companies must play a 

decisive role for the betterment of the society. Thus, in order to strengthen and boost up the brand 

equity the companies must integrate social responsibility activities in their corporate polices and it 

would be an efficacious proposition in creating the strong brand image too.  
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ABSTRACT: 

The present study was conducted to investigate A Study of Achievement Motivation of 

Secondary School Student in relation to their School Environment. Achievement Motivation 

and School Environment are interrelated. The aim of the study was to find out the relationship 

of Achievement Motivation of secondary school students with School Environment. The 

investigator had taken 400 secondary school students by using stratified random sampling 

technique respectively. The students were assessed by using Achievement Motivation Scale 

(2011) developed by Deo and Mohan and School Environment (2012) developed by Mishra. 

The outcome uncovered that Achievement Motivation significantly affects School 

Environemnt among secondary school students.  

KEYWORDS: Achievement Motivation, School Environment and Secondary School 

Students. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

The uneasiness Education may be a undefeated instrument to realize money, social and 

political changes in an exceedingly country's life, and to make sure in its all out advancement, 

healthy modification and vital revival of the national replica method. ―Educator's job is to 

relinquish coaching and form the predetermination of the country within the study hall, to be 

impetus throughout the time spent making useful future natives UN agency place stock in 

social equity and national incorporation and have values appropriate a vote based mostly, 

communist and thought society. Of the goodish range of parts that impact the instruction 

framework, the trainer possesses a vital job in structure the ultimate fate of a private, the 

overall public and also the country. Associate degree educator's reasoning, feeling and 

activities area unit radio-controlled by one's qualities towards the vocation, specifically, and 

towards life as a rule, to fill in as an honest example.  
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Training implies enlarging conditions that guarantee development and sufficiency of life 

despite age, it's associate degree origin into one thing useful, one thing tempting or vital in 

itself, each from individual and social views (Peters, 1976). It includes procedures or exercises 

that whereas being vital to the individual to boot facilitate 'Mingle'.  

Be that because it might, the current day inclines in instruction within the nation with move in 

accentuation towards independence to the much total disregard of humanism do present 

difficulties to the strength of the overall public. The social situation these days is about apart by 

reminder malice like savagery, avarice, assault, burglaries, bank theft, chronic drug use, worry 

based mostly oppression so forth that, as it were, mirror the shortages of current instructive 

hypothesis and observe. Instruction these days can generally prepare simply individual 

specialists, not nice individuals. Taking knowing of such difficulties the National Education 

Policy (1986) accentuated that instruction to be vital should be esteem set to fortify the moral 

setting in coaching that has been contend out presumably thanks to the frantic race of rivalries, 

wherever in people drive greatest fulfillment in deserting others, in vanquishing them, 

wherever development is seen not as development of oneself however rather as developing 

versus others. Such a negative origination of development perhaps is that the real wellspring of 

man's anguish, disappointment and uneasiness‖. 

 

SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT:  

―One of the critical purposes of the guidance is the improvement of solid character. Family is 

the socio-natural unit that applies the best impact on the headway and proliferation of the 

individual's lead. Nearby home, school is the most noteworthy association during the time 

spent improvement of youths. In the present time frame schools have a more essential 

commitment than even before to help the understudies with creating reasonable guidelines of 

lead. The school is the head continuing and upgrading association in which adolescents make 

sound mental wellbeing. The school is blamed for affirmation, human associations, financial 

capability and city commitment. School experiences are planned to update improvement and 

headway, invigorate learning and to develop incredible principles of direct. The association 

with school and school instructive program add to youth's notion of individual worth, social 

aptitude, in winning affirmation from accomplices, satisfaction for the understudies to play and 

to accomplish purposeful endeavors and make interests and activities which would propel 

social characteristics.  

It can significantly influence how understudies learn. It can impact perspective, motivation, 

creative mind and benefit of understudies determinedly or antagonistically, or situation that is 

open, fame based and free may be said to contribute unequivocally to the progression of 
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innovative potential. Of course, a shut society, culture or situation may go about as a strong 

impediment to the improvement of action inside the individual. Dave (1965) portrayed school 

condition "as the conditions, structures and mental lifts which impact the informative 

achievement of the tyke".  

 

JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY: 

The barrier of an investigation adventure line in its duty to a social reason or to society for it 

welfare. ―It is usually observed that standard systems for learning and educating have fail to 

make through perception of the substance to the understudies to consider understudies (how, 

when, what and where they understand best) is valuable know on their learning method. To 

consider understudy's school condition is valuable to improve indicating learning technique to 

the teacher. 

 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: 

A Study of Achievement Motivation of Secondary School Student in relation to their School 

Environment. 

 

OPERATIONAL DEFINITATION OF THE KEY TERMS: 

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION: 

Achievement Motivation is conceived as a latest disposition which is manifested in overt 

striving only when the individual perceives performs as an instrumental to as sense of personal 

accomplishment.  

 

SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT: 

It is the most important institutions for the existence and continuance of teachers, curriculum 

coordinators, or principals and also reflects policies created at the school district or community 

level that impact the entire school faculty, parents and students.  

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 

The study is designed in the following objectives. 

1. To Study and Compare Achievement Motivation of Male and Female Secondary School 

Students. 

2. To study and Compare Achievement Motivation in relation to their School Environment of 

Male and Female Secondary School Students.  
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HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY: 

1. There is no significant difference in Achievement Motivation of male and female. 

2. There is no significant difference in Achievement Motivation and School Environment of male 

and female secondary school students  

 

METHODOLOGY: 

Descriptive survey method of Research was used to conduct the present investigation. 

 

POPULATOION: 

Teachers working in private and government secondary schools students of Haryana state was 

the target population of this study. 
 

SAMPLE: 

A sample of 400 secondary school students of Rohtak, Gurgaon, Ambala and Hisarwas  

selected. Stratified random sampling technique was used to draw out sample from the 

population. 
 

TOOLS USED: 

Achievement Motivation  Scale developed by Deo and Mohan (2011) for collecting the data on 

Achievement Motivation of the secondary school students and School Environment  scale 

developed by Mishra (2012) 

STATISTICAL TECHNIQUE USED: 

Mean, S-D and t-Value and ‗r‘ were used. 

DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY: 

1. The study was delimited to 400 secondary school teachers. 

2. The study was delimited to the variables of Achievement Motivation, Learning Style, School 

Environment and Self Concept. 

3. The study was delimited to four zone of Haryana State - Gurgaon, Rohtak, Ambala and 

Hisar district.  

4. The study was delimited to 40 schools. 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION: 

OBJECTIVE: 1  

To Study and Compare Achievement Motivation of Male and Female Secondary  School 

Students. 

HYPOTHESIS: 1  
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H0: There is no significant difference in Achievement Motivation of male and female 

secondary school students  

 

H1: There is significant difference in Achievement Motivation of male and female secondary 

school students. 

Table 1 

 

Sr. No. Achievement Motivation  N Mean S.D. t-value 

1 Male 200 28.04 8.235 4.041* 

2 Female 200 31.07 6.725 

                                                                                        *Significant at 0.01 Level 

 

The table 1 demonstrates that the 't' esteem between mean scores of male and female secondary 

students on Achievement Motivation is 4.041which is significant at .01 level of significance. 

So the null hypothesis i.e. There is no significant difference in Achievement Motivation of 

male and female secondary school students is rejected. This table demonstrates that female 

students are altogether more achievement motivated than male students.  

 

OBJECTIVE:2 

To study and Compare Achievement Motivation in relation to their School Environment of 

Male and Female Secondary School Students.  

HYPOTHESIS: 2 

H0: There is no significant difference in Achievement Motivation and School    Environment 

of male and female secondary school students. 

H1: There is significant difference in Achievement Motivation and School Environment of 

male and female secondary school students. 

 

Table 2 

Sr. No. School Environment N Mean S.D. t-value 

1 Male  200 146.81 19.395 5.453* 

2 Female  200 156.70 15.807 

*Significant at 0.01 Level 
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The table 2 demonstrates that the 't' esteem between mean  scores of Male and Female students 

on School Environment is 5.453 which is significant at .01 level of significance. So the null 

hypothesis i.e. There is no significant difference in Achievement Motivation and School 

Environment of male and female secondary school students is rejected. This table demonstrates 

that Female students have more better School Environment than male secondary school 

students School Environment.  

 

CONCLUSION: 

The primary research speculations looked to discover the degree of inspiration of auxiliary 

school understudies. The outcomes demonstrated that, female understudies were exceptionally 

energetic when contrasted with male understudies who had low inspiration. This outcome 

demonstrates that female understudies were profoundly energetic. The outcome same with the 

examination aftereffect of Sikhwari (2014), who found that, female secondary school 

understudies were exceptionally energetic contrasted with their male partners. This equivalent 

outcome might be because of same natural.  
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Abstract: Microfinance which is emerging as a powerful tool for poverty alleviation in India 

refers to small savings, credit and insurance services extended to socially and economically 

disadvantaged segments of society. This working paper tries to outline the prevailing condition of 

the Microfinance in India in the light of its emergence till now. The prospect of Micro-Finance is 

dominated by SHGs (Self Help Groups) - Banks linkage Program. Its main aim is to provide a 

cost-effective mechanism for providing financial services to the poor. This article discovers the 

prevailing gap in functioning of MFIs such as practices in credit delivery, lack of product 

diversification, customer overlapping and duplications, consumption and individual loan demand 

with lack of mitigation measures, less thrust on enterprise loans, collection of savings/loans and 

highest interest rate existing in micro finance sector. All these are clear syndromes, which tell us 

that the situation is moving without any direction. 

Keyword:Microfinance, financial inculsion, Empowerment, Delivery Mechanism 

Context 

Microfinance refers to any activity that includes the provision of financial services such as credit, 

savings, and insurance to low income individuals which fall just above the nationally defined 

poverty line, and poor individuals which fall below that poverty line, with the goal of creating 

social value. The creation of social value includes poverty alleviation and the broader impact of 

improving livelihood opportunities through the provision of capital for micro enterprise, and 

insurance and savings for risk mitigation and consumption smoothing. A large variety of actors 

provide microfinance in India, using a range of microfinance delivery methods. Since the 

founding of the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, various actors have endeavored to provide access 

to financial services to the poor in creative ways. Governments have piloted national programs, 

NGOs have undertaken the activity of raising donor funds for on-lending, and some banks have 

partnered with public organizations or made small inroads themselves in providing such services. 

The range of activities undertaken in microfinance include group lending, individual lending, the 

provision of savings and insurance, capacity building, and agricultural business development 

services. Whatever the form of activity however, the overarching goal that unifies all actors in the 

provision of microfinance is the creation of social value. Microfinance is the provision of 

financial services to low-income clients or solidarity lending groups including consumers and the 

self-employed, who traditionally lack access to banking and related services. Microfinance is a 

broad category of services, which includes microcredit. Microcredit is provision of credit services 

to poor clients.
1
 

The term ―microfinance institution‖ now refers to The term ―microfinance institution‖ now refers 

to these services and includes NGOs, credit unions, co-operatives, private commercial banks, 

NBFCs and parts of State-owned banks.
2
 Microfinance is a dynamic field and there is clearly no 
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best way to deliver services to the poor and hence many delivery models have been developed 

over a period of time. Strengthening credit-delivery services and increasing their outreach has 

always been an important component of Indian development strategy.
3
 A large number of the 

poor continued to remain outside the fold of the formal banking system, in spite of the expansion 

of the wide network of the organized banking system deep into rural areas. Market and the 

government both failed to provide credit access to the poor. In fact the failure of institutional 

initiatives of rural credit and to the weaknesses of the exploitative informal system of credit gave 

birth to Microfinance institutions. No doubt, microfinance has been successful in providing credit 

access to the poor. But in recent times the role of microfinance has become controversial, with 

various sections raising objections and criticisms in this regard.   

But what are the problems coming in path of micro financing?  Are the microfinance institutions 

in very bad condition in India? This article provides a brief overview of some of the important 

issues and challenges being faced by the microfinance institutions (MFIs) in India in recently.  

Objectives of the Study: 

It needs to be noted that in India so many micro lending institutions are working. Some are in 

very good condition in terms of lending, training to their clients for saving and small level 

entrepreneurship. Some are in bad condition and struggling for their existence.  

 The present study is intended to identify the main problems of microfinance institutions in India.   

 The study is also intended to find the possible solution of the problems faced by MFIs in India.  

Review of Literature:  

The field of Microfinance is researchable. There is a lot of literature on Microfinance is available 

but there is hardly any universally accepted definition of microfinance. Researchers and 

microfinance visionaries have not a single opinion when it comes to microfinance. Actually, there 

are lot of literature on opportunity and challenges of micro finance institution across the world, 

though only few studies have been carried out on the related topic, one such study done by 

Emerlson Moses
4
, has studied that micro finance has emerged as a catalyst of rural development, 

especially in the overpopulated country like India. S.Sarumathi and Dr. K. Mohan
5
 found that 

microfinance brought psychological and social empowerment than economic empowerment. 

Impact of micro finance is appreciable in bringing confidence, courage, skill development and 

empowerment. In a similar study Mr. Nikhil
6
 considered that the microcredit movement has 

proved that it is possible to deliver financial services to poor people living in rural areas at a large 

scale, free from any reliance on subsidies. Manisha Raj
7
, in his research paper entitled 

―Microfinance Institutions in India and its Legal Aspects‖ states that Microfinance institutions 

have been proved a very important financial wing to incorporate the poor in the financial sector.  

Now on the other aspect like the challenges faced by the microfinance institutions Mr. 

Badrudduza
8
 found the positive results shown by MFIs in many countries but still there are a 

number of challenges before the microfinance industry, he shown in his paper. Rajesh and Ravi
9
 

states in their paper despite the role of microfinance is very good in poverty alleviation but the 

unethical and extortionist practices by MFIs led to arguably a draconian measure in its home turf 

Andhra Pradesh halting the industry in its tracks. In the line of challenges Dr. Sidhatha
10

 and their 

co authors found that the Microfinance delivery involves macro and micro challenges. The macro 
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challenges faced by MFIs include the inaccessibility of the micro finance services to A the rural 

poor, the capital inadequacy of the MFIs, the demand supply gap in provision of microcredit and 

micro savings and the lack of women orientation in marketing, evaluation and delivery of 

microfinance. The micro challenges include the inability to reduce the high transaction cost 

involved in delivering microfinance, the non-availability of documentary evidence and collateral 

among majority of rural poor, difficulty in reducing the dependency of the rural poor on money 

lenders and lastly the problem of repayment tracking where lending is not based on documentary 

evidence.  

K. MuralidharaRao
10

 found in his paper that Private MFIs in India, barring a few exceptions, are 

still fledgling efforts and are therefore unregulated. Jonathan Morduch and Stuart Rutherford
11

 in 

his study ―Microfinance: analytical issues for India‖ states that the microfinance movement is 

thus striving to match the convenience and flexibility of the informal sector, while adding 

reliability and the promise of  continuity and in some countries it is already doing this on a 

significant scale. 

Trajectory of Microfinance in India  

Microfinance is a dynamic field and there is clearly no best way to deliver services to the poor 

and hence many delivery models have been developed over a period of time. Each delivery model 

has its share of problem and success. In India, various delivery models have been adopted by 

microfinance institutions and they can be categorized in to following broad categories, discussed 

one by one. 

Self Help Group Model: The Self Help Group (henceforth SHG) model has evolved in the NGO 

sector and works on the belief that the poor can help themselves and the NGOs can provide 

networking and education to them. Almost 90% of the SHGs in India are female only due to the 

known fact that world‘s poorest households tend to rely more heavily on income generated by 

women of the house. In India, SHGs have been the most popular way to help the poor and make 

them bankable. An SHG is a small group of about 20 persons from a homogeneous class, who 

come together voluntarily to attain certain collective goals, social or economic. The group is 

democratically formed and elects its own leaders. The essential features of SHGs include 

members belonging to the same social strata and sharing a common ideology. Their aims should 

include economic welfare of all members. The concept of SHGs is predominantly used in the case 

of economically poor people, generally women, who come together to pool their small savings 

and then use it among themselves. The group members meet regularly (once in a week) and the 

group members meet regularly (once in a week) and carry out their financial transactions
12

.  

Federated Self Help Group Model: Self Help Groups have been very successful in empowering 

women by providing direct and indirect benefits to them. However, SHGs are small in size 

(usually 10 – 15 members) and are limited in the types of financial services they can provide. 

Since Self Help Groups are a widely successful delivery model a need arises to scale them up 

without compromising with the success. The Federated Self Help Group model is one such way to 

scale up the previous model. Federation of SHGs bring together several SHGs. Compared to a 

single SHG, federation of SHGs have more than 1000 members In Federated SHG model, there is 

a three tier structure the basic unit is the SHG, the middle tier is a cluster and the topmost unit is 
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an apex body, which represents the entire SHG. At the cluster level, each SHG is represented by 

two of its members. The representatives of each SHG meet regularly. Information about the 

groups to the apex body and vice versa is given by the cluster unit. The apex body usually made 

up of 10 – 15 members and they form the link between the SHGs and the NGO supporting them. 

With the help of federations, an NGO with limited resources can have an impact on a large 

number of people. Few notable examples of Federated Self Help Group model are PRADAN, 

Chaitanya and SEWA. 

Grameen Bank Model: The Grameen Bank model has been a case of exceptional success in 

Bangladesh. It turns out that many organizations in India have adopted the Grameen Bank model 

with little variations and good success. Some of the notable examples are SHARE Microfinance 

Limited, Activists for Social Alternatives (ASA) and CASHPOR Financial and Technical 

Services Limited. Some of the significant features of Grameen bank model are low transaction 

costs, no collateral (peer pressure is sufficient), repayment of loans in small and short interval and 

quick loan sanctions with little or no paper works and no formalities. Repayment of loans in small 

chunk is one of the major reasons of high loan recovery rate of a Grameen Bank. Furthermore, 

loans are provided for all purposes like housing loans, sanitation loans, supplementary loans etc. 

Also the interest rates are nominal making it easy for the poor people to repay their loans 

timely.
13

 

Co-Operative Model: A co-operative is an organization owned by the members who use its 

services. This model works on the principle that every community has enough human and 

financial resources to manage their own financial institutions. The members who own it are the 

members who use its services and can come from different sections of same community like 

agriculture, retail, wholesale etc. By proper networking small scale local institutions scale up and 

become sustainable while locals maintain ownership and control over their institution. The 

organization which has been vastly successful in co-operative form in India is Sahavikasa or Co-

operative Development Foundation (CDF). CDF‘s approach relies on the well known Credit 

Union model involving a savings first strategy.  

Microfinance Institutions: Microfinance institutions (MFIs) are the organisations or associations 

of individuals that provide financial services to the poor. These institutions lend through the 

concept of Joint Liability Group (JLG). A JLG is an informal group  comprising of 5 to 10 

individual members who come  together for the purpose of availing bank loans either individually 

or through the group mechanism against a mutual guarantee. In India, there is a wide range of 

such organisations with diverse legal forms, varying significantly in size, outreach, mission and 

credit delivery methodologies.  

Key Challenges of Microfinance in India 

Low Outreach: In India, MFI outreach is very low. It is only 8% as compared to 65% in 

Bangladesh. Data show the great potential of MFIs in increasing their outreach and scale of 

operations. It has been observed that MF programmes focus a great deal of attention on women.  

It has been argued that women are better clients as they are more inclined to save than men, they 

borrow smaller amounts than men and their repayment performance is better than men. These 

characteristics of women clients constitute evidence in support of the inclination of MFIs to cater 
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to the needs of women. Women may be better and more reliable clients, but in order to increase 

their outreach MFIs cannot ignore men as clients.  

High Interest Rate: MFIs are charging very high interest rates, which the poor find difficult to 

pay. It has been argued that MFIs are private entities and hence need to be financially sustainable. 

They do not receive any subsidized credit for their lending activities and that is why they need to 

recover their operational costs from borrowers. In the process, the basic reason for their 

existence-and their primary objective-is being lost. It is important that these NGOs should be 

willing to operate at narrow margins and to bear a low effective interest rate so that they can 

maintain a balance between their dual objectives of commercial viability and serving the poor. 

Negligence of Urban Poor: It has been noted that MFIs pay more attention to rural areas and 

largely neglect the urban poor. Out of more than 800 MFIs across India, only six are currently 

focusing their attention on the urban poor. However, the population of the urban poor is quite 

large, amounting to more than 100 million. With increasing urbanization, this number is expected 

to rise rapidly in the coming years. In this situation, MFIs need to pay equal attention to the urban 

poor because they too need financial assistance for various activities.
14

 

Client Retention: Client retention is an issue that creates a problem in growing the MFIs. There 

is about 28% client retention in the MFIs. This occurs because people are not properly informed 

and educated about services and products provided by the institutions more over the current client 

has higher default rate. 

Loan Default: Loan default is an issue that creates a problem in growth and expansion of the 

organization because around 73% loan default is identified in MFIs. Lack of understanding on the 

part of the clients, they also cannot correctly manage the loans given to them. As a result, they are 

not able to pay back the loan. 

Low Education Level: The level of education of the clients is low. So it creates a problem in the 

growth and expansion of the organization because its percentage is around 70% in MFIs. Target 

population of MFIs is people of rural areas and they have no or less education level. As the 

percentage of people who have very less education. 

Language Barrier: Language barrier makes communication with the clients (verbal and written) 

is an issue that creates a problem in growth and expansion of the organization because around 

54% language barrier has been identified in MFIs. As the education level of clients is low so it is 

difficult to communicate with them. For this reason it is also difficult for the MFIs employees to 

make the clients to understand the policy and related details. 

Late Payments: Late payments are an issue that creates a problem in growth and expansion of 

the organization because late payments are around 70% in MFIs. This usually occurs because 

clients are uneducated and they don‘t know how to manage their debt. They are unaware of the 

fact that late payment increases their loan payments. 

Loan Collection Method:  Loan Collection Method is found an issue that creates a problem in 

growing the organization. Around 55% of MFIs agrees that due to weak law and legislation they 

are not able to make their loan collection system as effective as they want to do so.
15 
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Conclusion: 

On the basis of the findings from present study it can be concluded that microfinance is not yet at 

the centre stage of the Indian financial sector. The knowledge, capital and technology to address 

these challenges however now exist in India, although they are not yet fully aligned. With a more 

enabling environment and surge in economic growth, the next few years promise to be exciting 

for the delivery of financial services to poor people in India. The supply side of microfinance in 

India is still presently grossly inadequate to fill the gap between demand and supply but it holds 

the promise to act as a great opportunity for the financial sector and the economy as a whole.  
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ABSTRACT 

The present study was conducted to investigate Logical Thinking in Elementary School Students. 

Logical Thinking and Certain Cognitive are interrelated. The point of the examination  was to 

discover the relationship of Logical Thinking of Elementary School Students with Certain 

Cognitive. The study used descriptive method of research. The investigator had taken 240 

secondary school students by using random sampling technique respectively. The students were 

assessed by using Piagetian type to asses logical thinking of the subjects and Raven‘s Colored 

Progressive matrices for measurement of intelligence.  

 

KEYTERMS: Logical Thinking, Certain Cognitive and  Elementary School Students.  

The human child, for a long time, was presumed to be non-different from the adult; the little child 

was considered a miniature adult. He was dressed in adult clothes cut to suit his size. He was 

expected to think and behave like adults. It took a long time for this faulty conception of human 

development to change. Small children now are no longer considered as miniature adults and they 

are not expected to think and behave like their adult counterparts. Piaget has experimentally proved 

that adult forms of thought are distinct from those of children. The extensive research of Jean Piaget 

has helped dispelling this very common misconception regarding the nature of human thought and 

intelligence. 

 

JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 

 Since the development of logical thinking is very important for the cognitive functioning of 

an individual throughout his life; and also it is most crucial from the educational point of view, the 

important issue before us today is to identify the structure of elementary school student thought 

taking into account the maximum number of its dimensions. Equally important is to develop a 

matching model of curriculum and pedagogy for class room instruction in different subjects. 

 The present investigator, however, thinks more significant thing would be to know the 

acquisition of the necessary tools for logical thinking and to see the development of these tools in 

respect of certain variables. Benet and others much before Piaget tried to describe human 

intelligence in terms of one‘s capacity to think rationally. In the light of above discussion, the 
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present investigator wants to conduct the study in Assam state. The main purpose of the study will 

be to see a correspondence between child‘s acquisitions of various tools or instruments on which 

logical thinking depends and his/her actual measured intelligence, age and socio- economic status. 

 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: 

Development of Logical Thinking in Elementary School Students in relation to Certain 

Cognitive. 

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 

The study is designed in the following objectives. 

1. To study the development of conservation of mass with respect to age. 

2. To study the development of conservation of weight with respect to age. 

 

HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY: 

1. The development of mass conservation is not age specific but stage specific. 

2. The development of weight conservation is not age specific but stage specific 

 

METHODOLOGY: 
Descriptive survey method of Research was used to conduct the present investigation. 

 

POPULATOION: 

Students studying in Elementary School of Assam State was the target population of the study 

 

 

SAMPLE: 

A sample of 240 students studying in Elementary schools of Barpeta District of Aasam was 

selected. Random sampling technique was used to draw out sample from the population. 

 

TOOLS USED: 

The following tools was used for collecting data: 

 Piagetian type tasks to asses logical thinking of the subjects.  

 Raven‘s colored Progressive matrices for measurement of intelligence. 

 

STATISTICAL TECHNIQUE USED 

The exact procedure for this piece of research and the statistical designs that have been used 

correspond to the specific objectives of the study. Before proceeding further, therefore, the specific 

objectives are stated as under. 

 

DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

i. The study was conducted in Barpeta District of Assam. 
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ii. The study was restricted to 10 government and 10 private schools in Barpeta District of 

Assam. 

iii. The study was delimited to the 240 students in the age group of 6-11
+
. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE No. 1 

Rate/% Rate of Mass Conservation 

by age 

SAMPLE=240 

****************************************************************** 

Age in          Non Traditional   Conserver        Total 

Year                  Conserver                     Stages  

 

06.5    01 (100.0)     0 0 ( 0.00)      0 0 ( 0.00)      01 

7.0       10 (41 .67)     01 ( 4.17)       13 (54.17)      24 

7.5       06 (35.29) '     05 (29.41)       06 (35.29)      17 

8.0       06 (20.19)       05 (17.24)       18 (62.07)      29 

8.5      0 5 (33.33)       02 (13 .33)      08 (53.33)      15 

9.0       08 (29.63)       03 (11 .11)      16 (59.26)      27 

9.5      03 (16.67)       04 (22.22)       11 (61 .11)     18 

10.0      01 ( 7.14)       01 ( 7.14)       12 (85.71)      14 

10.5      04 (25.00)       00 ( 0.00)       12 (75.00)      16 

11.0      07 ( 8.86)       03 ( 3.80)       69 (87.34)      79  

 

(Figures in parentheses show percentages row wise) 

The second primary objective of the present work was to study the development of conservation of 

weight with respect to age. The results pertaining to this objective can be seen as presented in table 

2 
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Table No. 2 

Rate/% age Rate of weight 

Conserver by age 

Sample size=240 

**************************************************************************** 

Age in   Non    Traditional  Conserver   Total 

Year      Conserver           Stage  

 

6.5   01 (100.00)   00 (0.00)  0 (0.00)  01 

7.0   18 (75.00)   06 (25.00)  0 (0.00)  24 

7.5   15 (88.24)   02 (11 .76)  0 (0.00)  17 

8.0   19 (65.52)   08 (27.59)  2 (6.90)  29 

8.5   11 (73.33)   02 (13.33)  2 (13.33)  15 

9.0   20 (74.07)   04 (14.81)  3 (11 .11)  27 

9.5   10 (55.56)   08 (44.44)  0 (0.00)  18 

10.0   10 (71.43)   03 (21.43)  1 ( 7.14)  14 

10.5   10 (62.50)   04 (25.00)  2 (12.50)  16 

11.0   29 (36.71)   22 (27.85)  28 (35.44)  79 

 

CONCLUSION OF THE STUDY 

The relationship of logical thinking and age can be studied via analysing the results of different 

conservation concepts like mass, weight and volume and other such abilities like seriation and 

classification. The analysis that follows reveals clearly the possible relationship between logical 

thinking and chronological age of children. 
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About Indian Economy Growth Rate & Statistics 

 
Dr.Sangappa V.Mamanshetty, 

Assistant Professor & HOD,Dept.of Economics, 

Govt.First Grade College, 

Chincholi,Tq: Chincholi.Dist:Kalaburagi,Karnatka State(India) 

 

India's economic growth forecast to 5.6 per cent for 2019, saying government measures do not 

address the widespread weakness in consumption demand. "We have revised down our growth 

forecast for India. We now forecast slower real GDP growth of 5.6 per cent in 2019, from 7.4 per 

cent in 2018," it said. "India's economic slowdown is lasting longer than previously expected."  on 

October 10 slashed India's economic growth forecast for 2019-20 fiscal to 5.8 per cent .During the 

last five years, India’s economy has performed well. By opening up several pathways for trickle-

down, the government has ensured that the benefits of growth and macroeconomic stability reach 

the bottom of the pyramid. To achieve the objective of becoming a USD 5 trillion economy by 2024-

25, as laid down by the Prime Minister, India needs to sustain a real GDP growth rate of 8%. 

International experience, especially from high-growth East Asian economies, suggests that such 

growth can only be sustained by a “virtuous cycle” of savings, investment and exports catalysed 

and supported by a favourable demographic phase. Investment, especially private investment, is the 

“key driver” that drives demand, creates capacity, increases labour productivity, introduces new 

technology, allows creative destruction, and generates jobs. Exports must form an integral part of 

the growth model because higher savings preclude domestic consumption as the driver of final 

demand. Similarly, job creation is driven by this virtuous cycle. While the claim is often made that 

investment displaces jobs, this remains true only when viewed within the silo of a specific activity.  

 

Keywords: Indian Economy, GDP, Consumption, Investment. 

 

Introduction 
During the last five years, India‘s economy has performed well. By opening up several 

pathways for trickle-down, the government has ensured that the benefits of growth and 

macroeconomic stability reach the bottom of the pyramid. To achieve the objective of becoming a 

USD 5 trillion economy by 2024-25, as laid down by the Prime Minister, India needs to sustain a 

real GDP growth rate of 8%. International experience, especially from high-growth East Asian 

economies, suggests that such growth can only be sustained by a ―virtuous cycle‖ of savings, 

investment and exports catalysed and supported by a favourable demographic phase. Investment, 

especially private investment, is the ―key driver‖ that drives demand, creates capacity, increases 

labour productivity, introduces new technology, allows creative destruction, and generates jobs. 

Exports must form an integral part of the growth model because higher savings preclude domestic 

consumption as the driver of final demand. Similarly, job creation is driven by this virtuous cycle. 
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While the claim is often made that investment displaces jobs, this remains true only when viewed 

within the silo of a specific activity.  

When examined across the entire value chain, capital investment fosters job creation as the 

production of capital goods, research & development and supply chains generate jobs. The Survey 

departs from traditional Anglo-Saxon thinking by advocating a growth model for India that views 

the economy as being either in a virtuous or a vicious cycle, and thus never in equilibrium. This 

model, in turn, stems from two key departures from the traditional view. First, the Survey departs 

from the concept of equilibrium as a key tenet, which is being challenged increasingly following the 

Global Financial Crisis. Second, the traditional view often attempts to solve job creation, demand, 

exports, and economic growth as separate problems. As these macro-economic phenomena exhibit 

significant complementarities, the Survey postulates the centrality of the triggering macro-

economic variable that catalyses the economy into a virtuous cycle. The Survey makes the case for 

investment as that key driver. By presenting data as a public good, emphasizing legal reform, 

ensuring policy consistency, and encouraging behaviour change using principles of behavioural 

economics, the Survey aims to enable a self-sustaining virtuous cycle. Key ingredients include a 

focus on policies that nourish MSMEs to create more jobs and become more productive, reduce the 

cost of capital, and rationalise the risk-return trade-off for investments. 

India has emerged as the fastest growing major economy in the world and is expected to be one of 

the top three economic powers of the world over the next 10-15 years, backed by its strong 

democracy and partnerships. 

 

Market size 

India‘s nominal GDP growth rate is estimated at 12 per cent in 2019-20. The estimate for 

2018-19 was 11.5 per cent. During Q1 of 2019-20, GDP (at constant 2011-12 prices) grew by 5 per 

cent. 

India has retained its position as the third largest start-up base in the world with over 4,750 

technology start-ups, with about 1,400 new start-ups being founded in 2016, according to a report 

by NASSCOM. 

India's labour force is expected to touch 160-170 million by 2020, based on rate of 

population growth, increased labour force participation, and higher education enrolment, among 

other factors, according to a study by ASSOCHAM and Thought Arbitrage Research Institute. 

India's foreign exchange reserves were US$ 393.29 billion in the week up to December 21, 

2018, according to data from the RBI. 

 

Recent Developments 

With the improvement in the economic scenario, there have been various investments in various 

sectors of the economy. The M&A activity in India increased 53.3 per cent to US$ 77.6 billion in 

2017 while private equity (PE) deals reached US$ 24.4 billion. Some of the important recent 

developments in Indian economy are as follows: 

 Exports from India increased 4.32 per cent year-on-year to US$ 92.33 billion in April-May 

2019. 
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 Nikkei India Manufacturing Purchasing Managers‘ Index (PMI) stood at 51.40 in July 2019, 

showing expansion in the sector. 

 Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) activity in the country has reached US$ 41.6 billion in 

first half of 2019 (Jan-June). 

 Income tax collection in the country reached Rs 2.50 lakh core (US$ 35.88 billion) between 

April-November 2018. 

 In the first six months of 2019, eight companies held IPOs, rising as much as Rs 5,509 crore 

(US$ 0.79 billion). 

 India's Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) equity inflows reached US$ 436.47 billion between 

April 2000 and June 2019, with maximum contribution from services, computer software 

and hardware, telecommunications, construction, trading and automobiles. 

 India's Index of Industrial Production (IIP) rose 2 per cent year-on-year June 2019 

 Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation rose moderated to 3.15 per cent in July 2019 from 

3.18 per cent in June 2019. 

 Around 10.8 million jobs were created in India in 2017. 

 India has improved its ranking in the World Bank's Doing Business Report by 23 spots over 

its 2017 ranking and is ranked 77 among 190 countries in 2019 edition of the report. 

 India is expected to have 100,000 start-ups by 2025, which will create employment for 3.25 

million people and US$ 500 billion in value, as per Mr. T V Mohan Das Pai, Chairman, 

Mani pal Global Education. 

 The World Bank has stated that private investments in India is expected to grow by 8.8 per 

cent in FY 2018-19 to overtake private consumption growth of 7.4 per cent, and thereby 

drive the growth in India's gross domestic product (GDP) in FY 2018-19. 

 India is expected to retain its position as the world‘s leading recipient of remittances in 

2018, with total remittances touching US$ 80 billion, according to World Bank‘s Migration 

and Development Brief. 

 

Government Initiatives 

The Union Budget for 2018-19 was announced by Mr. Arun Jaitley, Union Minister for 

Finance, Government of India, in Parliament on February 1, 2018. This year‘s budget will focus on 

uplifting the rural economy and strengthening of the agriculture sector, healthcare for the 

economically less privileged, infrastructure creation and improvement in the quality of education of 

the country. As per the budget, the government is committed towards doubling the farmers‘ income 

by 2022. A total of Rs 14.34 lakh crore (US$ 196.94 billion) will be spent for creation of livelihood 

and infrastructure in rural areas. Budgetary allocation for infrastructure is set at Rs 5.97 lakh core 

(US$ 81.99 billion) for 2018-19. All-time high allocations have been made to the rail and road 

sectors. In June 2019, India's unemployment rate is 7.91 per cent. 

Numerous foreign companies are setting up their facilities in India on account of various 

government initiatives like Make in India and Digital India. Mr. Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of 

India, has launched the Make in India initiative with an aim to boost the manufacturing sector of 

Indian economy, to increase the purchasing power of an average Indian consumer, which would 
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further boost demand, and hence spur development, in addition to benefiting investors. The 

Government of India, under the Make in India initiative, is trying to give boost to the contribution 

made by the manufacturing sector and aims to take it up to 25 per cent of the GDP from the current 

17 per cent. Besides, the Government has also come up with Digital India initiative, which focuses 

on three core components: creation of digital infrastructure, delivering services digitally and to 

increase the digital literacy. 

Some of the recent initiatives and developments undertaken by the government are listed below: 

 In India, Atal Innovation Mission (AIM), flagship initiative of NITI Aayog, launched the 

Atal Community Innovation Centre (ACIC) program in NITI Aayog which aims at spurring 

community Innovation in underserved and un served areas of the country. 

 National Institute for Transforming India (NITI) Aayog released a strategic document titled 

'Strategy for New India @75' to help India become a US$ 4 trillion economy by FY23. 

 The Government of India is going to increase public health spending to 2.5 per cent of GDP 

by 2025. 

 For implementation of Agriculture Export Policy, government has approved an outlay Rs. 

206.8 core (US$ 29.59 million) for 2019, aimed at doubling farmers income by 2022. 

 Government is planning to launch Bharatcraft portal, an e-commerce marketing platform to 

market and sell the products. 

 Under the Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (Urban), government have been sanctioned Rs. 

4.83 lakh crore (US$ 69.10 billion) for the construction of 81 lakh houses of which 

construction about 47 lakh houses has started. 

 Village electrification in India was completed in April 2018. 

 Around 26.02 million households have been electrified as on 31st March 2019 under the 

Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana (SAUBHAGYA). 

 Prime Minister's Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP) will be continued with an 

outlay of Rs 5,500 core (US$ 755.36 million) for three years from 2017-18 to 2019-20, 

according to the Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA). 

 The target of an Open Defecation Free (ODF) India will be achieved by October 2, 2019 as 

adequate funding is available to the Swachh Bharat Mission (Gramin), according to Ms. 

Uma Bharti, Minister of Drinking Water and Sanitation, Government of India. 

 The Government of India has decided to invest Rs 2.11 trillion (US$ 32.9 billion) to 

recapitalize public sector banks over the next two years and Rs 7 trillion (US$ 

109.31billion) for construction of new roads and highways over the next five years. 

 As per the Union Budget 2019-20, public sector banks (PSBs) will be provided with a 

capital infusion of Rs. 70,000 cores (US$ 10.02 billion), allowing NBFCs to raise foreign 

debt. 

 The mid-term review of India's Foreign Trade Policy (FTP) 2015-20 has been released by 

Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Government of India, under which annual incentives for 

labour intensive MSME sectors have been increased by 2 per cent. 

 Under the scheme Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY-III), government plans to 

spend Rs 50,250 crores (US$ 7.19 billion) to build roads to boost rural connectivity. 
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Road Ahead 

India's gross domestic product (GDP) is expected to reach US$ 6 trillion by FY27 and 

achieve upper-middle income status on the back of digitization, globalization, favourable 

demographics, and reforms. 

India's revenue receipts are estimated to touch Rs 28-30 trillion (US$ 385-412 billion) by 

2019, owing to Government of India's measures to strengthen infrastructure and reforms like 

demonetization and Goods and Services Tax (GST). 

India is also focusing on renewable sources to generate energy. It is planning to achieve 40 

per cent of its energy from non-fossil sources by 2030 which is currently 30 per cent and also have 

plans to increase its renewable energy capacity from to 175 GW by 2022. 

India is expected to be the third largest consumer economy as its consumption may triple to US$ 4 

trillion by 2025, owing to shift in consumer behaviour and expenditure pattern, according to a 

Boston Consulting Group (BCG) report; and is estimated to surpass USA to become the second 

largest economy in terms of purchasing power parity (PPP) by the year 2040, according to a report 

by Price water house Coopers. Exchange Rate Used: INR 1 = US$ 0.014533 as of July 2019. 

 

Indian Economy News: December 30, 2019  

Indian economy to keep you abreast and updated on the current state of commercial affairs. So 

that Indian economy news stays fresh and crisp as your daily newspaper, with inputs from the best 

resources. Our compilations bring business news reports that are relevant today and tomorrow, 

giving vital inputs on the various sectors of the Indian Industry and trade. The news gathered from 

across the financial and political hubs of India so that you know the shape of things to come in the 

Indian economy. 

 PE/VC investments climb to a record US$ 37 billion this year 

Private equity and venture capital (VC) investments in India touched a record high of 

US$ 37 billion in 2019: Venture Intelligence 
 More than 1 Core Houses Sanctioned Under PMAY(U) - Huge Job Opportunities In 

Construction And Allied Sectors 

Under Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (Urban) [PMAY (U)], 1.12 core houses have been 

sanctioned in urban areas creating 1.20 crore jobs. 

 At the end of the year 2019, Aadhaar saturation across the country crosses 125 crores 

Aadhaar project achieved a new milestone by crossing the 125-crore mark, meaning that 

over 1.25 billion residents of India have the 12-digit unique identity. 

 Three Technology Development Projects Inaugurated and 8 Centres of Excellence for 

Technology Development Established by DHI 

Three Technology Development Projects at IISc Bangalore and Central Manufacturing 

Technology Institute (CMTI)  Bangalore along with two Technology Development Projects 

at PSG College of Technology and Scientific and Industrial Testing and Research Centre  
 

https://www.ibef.org/economy
https://www.ibef.org/news/pevc-investments-climb-to-a-record-us-37-billion-this-year
https://www.ibef.org/news/more-than-1-crore-houses-sanctioned-under-pmayu-huge-job-opportunities-in-construction-and-allied-sectors
https://www.ibef.org/news/more-than-1-crore-houses-sanctioned-under-pmayu-huge-job-opportunities-in-construction-and-allied-sectors
https://www.ibef.org/news/at-the-end-of-the-year-2019-aadhaar-saturation-across-the-country-crosses-125-crores
https://www.ibef.org/news/three-technology-development-projects-inaugurated-and-8-centres-of-excellence-for-technology-development-established-by-dhi
https://www.ibef.org/news/three-technology-development-projects-inaugurated-and-8-centres-of-excellence-for-technology-development-established-by-dhi
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(SiTARC), Coimbatore respectively have been inaugurated by Secretary, Department of 

Heavy Industry (DHI), Dr AR Sihag. 

 Adani Ports acquires 40.25 per cent stake in Snowman Logistics 

Adani Ports and SEZ Ltd (APSEZ) has ventured into cold chain logistics business by 

acquiring a 40.25 per cent stake in Bangalore-based Snowman Logistics for Rs 296 core 

(US$ 42.35 million). 

 BEML signs pact with IRCON to explore overseas market 

BEML Ltd signed a Memorandum of Understanding (M o U) with IRCON International Ltd 

to explore opportunities in overseas market by synergising each other's strengths for a large 

infrastructure projects in the transportation sector. 
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Abstract 

The past several decades have been marked by rapid growth in the use of project management by 

Organizations as a means to align and achieve their objectives. Project management provides 

organizations with powerful tools that improve its ability to plan implement and control its activities 

as well as the ways in which it utilizes its people and resources. The expansion of knowledge allows 

an increasing number of academic disciplines to be used in solving problems associated with the 

development, production, and distribution of goods and services.  

The growing demand for a broad range of complex, sophisticated, customized goods and services: 

Satisfying the continuing demands for more complex and customized products & services depends on 

our ability to make product design an integrated and inherent part of our production and distribution 

systems.  

Keyword: Project management,  Production, Distribution systems 

Introduction 

There were significant technology advancement between 1958 and 1979. In 1959, Xerox introduced 

the first automatic plain-paper copier. In the 1960s, many industries were influenced by the 

development of silicon chips and minicomputers. In 1969, Bell Laboratories developed 

programming language UNIX and computer industry started to develop rapidly. NASA‘s successful 

Apollo project earmarked a historic event of the mankind. In 1971, Intel introduced 4004, a 4-bit 

microprocessor, which is a foundation of the evolution of Intel‘s 80386, 80486, and Pentium 

processors in the 1990s. While many dedicated scientists developed ARPANET, Ray Tomlinson in 

1972 introduced the first e-mail software. In 1975, Bill Gates and Paul Allen founded Microsoft. 

Various project management IT companies were established during the 1970s like Artemis (1977), 

Oracle (1977), and Scitor Corporation (1979). Between 1950 and 1979, several core project 

management tools including CPM/PERT, Material Requirement Planning (MRP) and others were 

introduced. CPM/PERT was determined in large computer systems, and operated by specialized 

programmers. It designed especially for the government sector projects. The common organizations 

used the project office as ―brokers of information having small number of skilled schedulers and 

estimators (Vandersluis 1998). 
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During the 1980s and early 1990s, the revolution of IT/IS sector shifted people from using 

mainframe computer to multitasking personal computer that had high efficiency in managing and 

controlling complex project schedules. In the mid 80s, the Internet served researchers and 

developers, and local area networks and Ethernet technology started to dominate network 

technology Leiner et al (2000). During the 1950s through 1970s, most computer engineers were 

responsible for operating the project management systems because the mainframe systems were not 

easy to use. Morris (1985) recognized the complexities of the mainframe software. During the late 

1970s and early 1980s, project management software for PC became widely available by a number 

of companies in the mid-1980s which made project management techniques more easily accessible.  

Review of literature 

The search into a mechanical means to manipulate and generate information did continue 

simultaneously, but was limited to extremely complex problems involving a few key users 

concerned with large industrial projects or government-related programs. Still facing the limits of 

human computers in a complex industrial world, mechanical computing increasingly focused on 

analog machines. Processes that were too complex to mathematically define, or be handled by 

existing mechanical computation, could be modeled through mechanical analogues of the process 

itself. These were machines that could create mechanical analogies of complex systems, such as 

dams, electrical networks or tides, which could then be replicated and scaled efficiently 
17

Campbell-

Kelly and Aspry (1996). 

A key development in analog computing occurred in 1931. Vannevar Bush of MIT was able to 

develop a ―differential analyzer that could perform a whole series of engineering and science 

problems based on differential equations. While diverse in application, the machine was not a real 

computer in the sense of performing and generating calculations. It was still an analog machine, 

modeling natural processes rather than manipulating numbers themselves, even if it could model 

multiple analog machines Edwards (1996). 

Research Methodology 

Research tests the hypothesis of a research problem formulated by exploratory research and draws 

definite conclusion(s) for implementation. 

Objectives of Study 

 To propose framework by integrating Strategy with Project Management discipline to 

ensure Strategic and operational excellence.  
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Scope of the Research 

Researcher has primarily focused and limited its scope to ―IT industry which provides services to 

various other sectors (Examples: Energy, Utilities, Healthcare, Life sciences, Manufacturing, Media 

& Entertainment, Retail, Telecommunications) across various industry segments‖. 

Hypothesis 

First generation project managers: are those associates who are expert in particular area and 

willingly or unwillingly takes up additional management role of Project manager. No formal 

training or guidance in project management space is available for this individual, he/she by own 

over a period of time based on its own methods try to take forward the project for completion. Does 

organization addresses the pitfalls in area of system / resources for a first generation project 

manager encounters in a live environment. The stress levels are also too high for the individual who 

caters to such roles.  

 

 

Hypothesis: IT Companies provide adequate support systems/resources for overcome challenges 

faced by first generation Project managers.  

This hypothesis is stated as follows:  

Hypothesis H0: (Null Hypothesis): IT Companies readily provide required support systems for 

overcoming challenges faced by first generation Project managers.  

Hypothesis H1: (Alternative preferred hypothesis): Proper support systems are not available for 

the generation project managers.  

Data analysis 

Hypothesis 2: IT Companies readily provide required support systems for overcoming challenges 

faced by first generation Project managers.  

This hypothesis is stated as follows:  

Hypothesis H0: (Null Hypothesis): IT Companies readily provide required support systems for 

overcoming challenges faced by first generation Project managers.  

Hypothesis H1: (Alternative preferred hypothesis): Proper support systems are not available for 

the generation project managers.  
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Total No. of Questions = 19,  

Scale: 1 - Strongly Disagree, 2 – Disagree, 3 – Somewhat Agree, 4 – Agree, 5 – Strongly Agree. 

Range = (19,95)  

Xbar=63.7, σ = 5.93, n = 30  

Cut off = (63.7*80)/100 = 50.96 ≈ 51.  

Test the hypothesis as  

Null Hypothesis: H0 = μ ≤ 51 Vs Alternate Hypothesis: H1 = μ > 51.  

This hypothesis is indicating the hypothesis given as above.  

tcal = (63.7– 51)/ (5.93/√30) = 11.7 and tα = 0.01, n-1= 29 = 2.76  

Observation: tcal = 11.7 

Inference: As per rejection rule tcal> tα,n-1. H0 is rejected.  

The hypothesis H0 is tested and validated and alternative hypothesis H1 is accepted which 

infers “Proper support systems are not available for the first generation project managers”. 

Researcher has included 19 questions which are pertaining to customer‘s organization role 

mapping, project stakeholders management, structure flexibility alignment with customer 

organization, Cultural challenges, Support function availability, recruitment, career map for an 

associate, availability of domain and support staff, risk and risk mitigation towards staff availability 

throughout the lifecycle of the project, skill availability and enhancement plan, performance 

indicators existence, Management commitment throughout the lifecycle, Assumption verification, 

Communication channels, PMO existence and its performance and check of the respondents are 

first generation Project Managers. The answers to these questions have given a 360 degree check on 

the hypothesis set out. As per researcher opinion the first generation project manager‘s support 

available is limited in form of audits when the project is actually reached execution phase and is 

found wanting when it comes to support in Initiation and Planning phases.  

Findings 

1. IT companies look at Project Management field is considered only operations rather than 

discipline of implementing Strategic in which Strategy, tactical and Operational level decision 

making is involved.  
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2. IT companies lack in providing adequate support systems/resources for the challenges faced by 

first generation project managers.  

3. Project Management Office do not effectively contribute to projects, which are getting 

executed in various phases of SDLC to provide much needed expertise/support, which can 

make PMO a catalyst for driving projects to success. 

4. Benefit realization carried out by customer in qualitative and quantitative terms are not know to 

team. 
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